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The Treasury and Civil Service Committee is appointed under S.O. No. 130 to examine the expenditure, administration and policy of the Treasury and the Office of Public Ser\'ice and Science (but excluding the Office of Science and Technology and the drafting of bills by the Parliamentary Counsel Office),
the Board of Customs and Excise and the Board of the inland Revenue.
The Committee consists of a maximum of eleven members, of whom the quorum is three. Unless the
House otherwise orders, all Members nominated to the Committee continue to be members of the
Committee for the remainder of the Parliament.
The Committee has power:
(a)

to send for j>ersons, papers and records, to sit notwithstanding any adjournment of the House, to
adjourn from place to place, and to report from time to time;

(b)

to appoint specialist advisers either to supply information which is not readily available or
elucidate matters of complexity within the Committee's order of reference;

(c)

to communicate to any other such committee and to the Committee of Public Accounts their
evidence and any other documents relating to matters of common interest;

(d)

to meet concurrently with any other such committee for the purposes of deliberating, taking
evidence or considering draft reports.

The Committee has power to appoint one sub-committee and to report from time to time the minutes
of evidence taken before it. The sub-committee has power to send for persons, papers and records, to sit
notwithstanding any adjournment of the House, and to adjourn from place to place. It has a quorum of
three.

13 July 1992
The following were nominated as members of the Treasury and Civil Service Committee:
Ms Diane Abbott
Sir Thomas Arnold
Mr A J Beith
Mr Nicholas Budgen
Mrs Judith Chaplin (deed 19.2.93)
Mr Quentin Davies

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

John Garrett
Barry Legg
Giles Radice
Brian Sedgemore
John Watts

Mr John Watts was elected Chairman on 15 July 1992.
Sir Thomas Arnold was elected Chairman in the place of Mr John Watts on 19 October 1994.
The following changes in the membership of the Committee have been made:
Monday 29 March 1993:

Mr Nigel Forman appointed.

Monday 13 December 1993:

Mr John Garrett discharged:
Mr Mike O’Brien appointed.

Monday 31 October 1994:

Mr John Watts discharged;
Mr Matthew Carrington appointed.

The cost of preparing for publication the Shorthand Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee and published with
this Rejx)rt was £10.398.
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FIFTH REPORT
The Treasury and Civil Service Committee has agreed to the following Report:
I.

A CIVIL SERVICE FOR THE TW
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The British Civil Service is a great national asset. Since the 1870s, it has been the permanent and impartial instrument of all administrations. Governments have always seen it as their
duty to preserve its efficiency and honesty for their successors. The Civil Service’s commitment
to the highest standards of performance and conduct is a guarantee of constitutional and
financial propriety and good government. Wherever the boundaries are drawn between public
and private sectors, there are certain crucial values which must underly public administration.
The values of impartiality, integrity, selection and promotion on merit and accountability are
as important today as they were in the last century. In this Report, we make recommendations
to equip the Civil Service for the demands of the twenty-first century. We believe that our proposals would enhance the Civil Service’s common purpose and enable it to perform its tasks
more effectively. At a time of change and uncertainty about national institutions, we believe
that Parliament has a special role to play in ensuring that the Civil Service maintains its
efficiency and probity and retains public confidence.
2. We recommend that the Government co-operates with the commissioning of any attitude
survey of civil servants by the Treasury and Civil Service Committee as part of any future
inquiry into the Civil Service (paragraph 60).
3. This Committee agrees with the Committee of Public Accounts that traditional standards
of probity and integrity should not be relaxed in order to secure economy and elTiciency. They
are not only compatible with an effective and efficient Civil Service; they are essential to it
(paragraph 69).
4. It is our conviction that the values of impartiality, integrity, objectivity, selection and
promotion on merit and accountability should act as unifying features of the British Civil
Service. They are as important today as in the last century; their importance should not diminish in the next century. We believe that the case for a permanent, politically impartial Civil
Service is as compelling now as it has been for well over a century. The principle of selection
and promotion on merit must represent the bedrock of such a Civil Service. The importance of
the values of integrity, impartiality, objectivity and accountability is rooted in the characteristics of the tasks which the Civil Service is called upon to perform. These values reflect rather
than inhibit the jobs to be done. They are relevant to civil servants serving the public as well as
to those serving Ministers directly. They can and should act as a unifying force for the whole
Civil Service (paragraph 72).
5. We share the Government’s view that the Next Steps reforms are in principle compatible
with the maintenance of the traditional values of the Civil Service. However, the devolution of
authority within the Civil Service and the disappearance of traditional structures of control
reinforce the need for greater vigilance about standards throughout the Civil Service. The disappearance of many tangible common features of careers in different parts of the Civil Service
reinforce the importance of the less tangible shared values, and emphasises the need to make
those shared characteristics better known and understood throughout the service (paragraph
84).
6. We have little doubt that civil servants v/ould be able to demonstrate a high level of
commitment to any incoming Government and we believe that the commitment of the overwhelming majority of civil servants to the principle and practice of a politically impartial Civil
Service is undiminished (paragraph 85).
7. We believe that the public has a right to expect that the essential values of the Civil
Service are being upheld (paragraph 86).
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8. We do not agree with the Government that “the standards and ethics essential to the
operation of the Civil Service...are well founded and well understood.’’ No document relating
to the ethics of the Civil Service states the essential values with sufficient clarity, and none
communicates a clear and simple message to all civil servants and to the wider public about the
standards to be upheld. The Armstrong Memorandum appears increasingly dated. We do not
believe it can be viewed as an authoritative summary of the constitutional position and role of
the Civil Service. We welcome the publication of Questions of Procedure for Ministers, but are
not convinced of the adequacy of its instructions relating to Ministers’ dealings with civil
servants (paragraph 101).
9. We doubt that the existing mechanisms for upholding the ethical standards of the Civil
Service are adequate. In the last century Mr William Gladstone remarked that the British
Constitution “presumes more boldly than any other the good faith of those who work it’’. This
remains true today, and it need be no reflection upon the good faith of the current generation
of Ministers and senior civil servants to suggest that public trust in such a system is diminishing and is likely to diminish further. The system for upward referral within Government of
issues of propriety and illegality is necessary but not sufficient. We believe that there is
convincing evidence that the existing procedures do not command the confidence of all civil
servants. The preservation of the principles and values of the Civil Service is too important to
be left to Ministers and civil servants alone (paragraph 102).
10. We recommend that there should be a new Civil Service Code and that it should be a
condition of employment of all civil servants that they read the Code and conduct themselves
in accordance with its provisions (paragraph 105).
11. As part of our Report, we have produced a proposal for a new Civil Service Code. We
recommend that the Government’s reply to this Report includes a full response to this
proposed Code (paragraph 107).
12. We recommend that an independent appeals procedure be established to consider actions
in Government in breach of the new Civil Service Code which are not considered capable of
resolution within Government (paragraph 110).
13. We believe that the final appeal available to an aggrieved civil servant who has
exhausted all the internal procedures should be to an independent and strengthened body of
Civil Service Commissioners (paragraph 112).
14. We believe the time has now come to implement the last recommendation of the
Northcote-Trevelyan Report and establish a new Civil Service Commission on a statutory basis
(paragraph 116).
15. We urge all parties represented in the House of Commons to indicate their support for a
Bill placing the rules in connection with the terms and conditions of employment of civil servants on a statutory basis, and specifying the powers of the new Civil Service Commission
(paragraph 117).
16. We find the Government’s attempts to draw a sharp distinction between accountability,
which cannot be delegated by Ministers, and responsibility, which can, unconvincing
(paragraph 132).
17. We consider that any Minister who has been found to have knowingly misled Parliament
should resign (paragraph 134).
18. We expect to examine the relative merits of the Government’s Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information and of a Freedom of Information Act in a future inquiry
(paragraph 140).
19. We consider that the quest for greater effectiveness and efficiency in the Civil Service
should be an unending one, and stress that the requirement to maximise the return from finite
resources will not go away (paragraph 141).
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20. We believe that the Citizen’s Charter has value as an expression of a high level political
commitment to quality in the provision of public services which should assist further in raising
the profile of service delivery within the Civil Service. The orientation towards the requirements of individuals whom the Civil Service serves is particularly welcome, but should not lead
to neglect of the need to serve a wider public interest (paragraph 146).
21. We believe that Next Steps Agencies represent a significant improvenif:nt in the organisation of Government, and that any future Government will want to maintain them in order to
implement its objectives for the delivery of services to the public (paragraph 168).
22. We recommend that the process of target-setting is replaced by annual performance
agreements between Ministers and Agency Chief Executives (paragraph 169).
23. We support the arrangements for Parliamentary questions on operational matters within
the ambit of an Executive Agency to be referred in the first instance to Agency Chief
Executives and we welcome the fact that their answers are now published in the Official
Report. We recommend that Ministers should always respond, however, where Members of
Parliament consider the response by an Agency Chief Executive to be unsatisfactory
(paragraph 170).
24. We recommend that Agency Chief Executives should be directly and personally accountable to Select Committees in relation to their annual performance agreements. Ministers should
remain accountable for the framework documents and for their part in negotiating the annual
performance agreement, as well as for all instructions given to Agency Chief Executives by
them subsequent to the annual performance agreement. To this end, we recommend that all
such instructions should be published in Agency Annual Reports, subject only to a requirement
to preserve the personal confidentiality or anonymity of individual clients (paragraph 171).
25. We believe that the value of Agency status as an instrument for improving elTiciency and
quality of service in the Civil Service would be considerably reduced if Agency status came to
be seen principally as a staging post to the private sector. We welcome the Government’s decision to make reviews of Agency status less frequent, but believe it to be important, where
appropriate, for such reviews to result in positive assertions of the value of particular Agencies
remaining in the Civil Service (paragraph 179).
26. The market testing programme has not been conducted effectively by the Government so
as to enlist the enthusiastic support of either civil servants or potential private sector contractors. The reduction in the level of central oversight and the greater freedom granted to
Departments in the White Paper represents a belated but welcome attempt to redress the balance. Market testing is likely to be more effective when it is a management tool available to
Civil Service managers. We are particularly surprised at the proportion of the 1992-93
Competing for Quality programme in which in-house bids have not been permitted in view of
the Government’s own statement that, “for a genuine value for money test to be applied, inhouse teams should have the opportunity to put forward a firm bid on the same basis and
timescale as the private sector’’. We recommend that, in future, all Government Departments
should inform Parliament at once of any decision to exclude an In-house bid from a competition, together with the reasons for each decision. We welcome the broad thrust of Government
guidance on public access to contract information, but public access need not be the same as
public availability. We recommend that Parliament should be informed at the earliest available
opportunity of all contracts and service levels agreements reached under the Competing for
Quality programme, together with the identity of the successful tenderer, the nature of the job,
service or goods to be supplied, the performance standards set and the criteria for the award of
the contract (paragraph 195).
27. We recommend that the policy tasks of an Agency should be specified in annual performance agreements and should be subject to evaluation other than by the parent Department
(paragraph 210).
28. We recommend that the establishment of project teams within Government for policy
implementation and policy project work should be both encouraged and monitored by the
Office of Public Service and Science to ascertain the extent to which Agency principles can be
applied efTectively to parts of the policy process (paragraph 210).
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29. We recommend that the Government should examine ways in which the process of
policy advice and implementation may be better scrutinised and audited (paragraph 211).
30. We recommend that the Efficiency Unit carries out a scrutiny of the effectiveness and
efficiency of the work of Ministers and support for Ministers (paragraph 215).
31. We welcome the decision to permit confidential briefings by senior civil servants of
Opposition politicians further in advance of a General Election. We believe that there may also
be scope for more frequent briefings by civil servants of Opposition politicians at other times.
We recommend that the Government issues guidance to Ministers on the circumstances in
which it would be appropriate to offer briefings to Opposition politicians on matters which
relate to the machinery of Government or which are not of current party political controversy
(paragraph 218).
32. We support the idea of extending many of the principles of Next Steps to core
Departments. We welcome in principle the devolution of greater financial freedom to
Departments, the introduction of resource accounting in Departments and endeavours to
improve the quality of management information and target-setting in Departments (paragraph
226).
33. We do not believe, given the current quality of performance measurement in core
Departments, that it is practical at present to introduce performance agreements between
Ministers and civil servants in core Departments. However, it will be necessary when the
proposed improvements have taken clearer shape to consider whether the processes of resource
allocation and target-setting in core Departments and the associated processes of financial
reporting to Parliament would be assisted by the introduction of a more formal framework for
determining the allocation of responsibility for performance against targets in core
Departments (paragraph 226).
34. We recommend that the Government collects and publishes, with the same frequency as
statistics on Civil Service manpower, information on the number of civil servants in core
Departments, by grade or pay band and by Department, distinguishing between those engaged
in policy work, central finance and personnel functions and other functions of core
Departments (paragraph 227).
35. We believe that the Office of Public Service and Science and, most significantly, the
appointment of a Cabinet Minister to lead it represents an improvement upon the previous
arrangements for the central management of the Civil Service. We recommend that the
Government sets out proposals for the future internal organisation of the Office in its reply to
this Report. We see no reason why the role of the Head of the Home Civil Service should not
be combined with that of Secretary of the Cabinet (paragraph 243).
36. The morale of the Service does not simply matter because the Government rightly strives
to be a good employer; it matters because the morale of civil servants is likely to have a direct
effect on the quality of service to customers. Many civil servants accept the need for Civil
Service reform, but if civil servants no longer have a sense of a job for life it is hardly surprising if they find it more difficult to offer a lifetime commitment in return. There may not be a
general crisis of morale in the Civil Service, but there is certainly a sense of unease in the
Service (paragraph 250).
37. We support the Government’s decision not to set a target for Civil Service manpower
reductions. We consider that such reductions should not be viewed in themselves as a principal
indicator of the success or failure of Civil Service reforms (paragraph 261).
38. We believe that the benefits of delegated authority for pay and personnel management
could outweigh the drawbacks (paragraph 262).
39. We recommend that the authority over pay delegated to Departments and Agencies
includes the freedom for each organisation to decide whether or not performance-related pay is
appropriate to its needs and objectives (paragraph 263).
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40. It is vital that the reduction in rule-making from the centre does not jeopardise its
leadership and authority in relation to equal opportunities (paragraph 264).
41. We believe the criticism of the senior Civil Service for being too insular retains much
force (paragraph 304).
42. We believe that the procedures whereby advice upon senior appointments not subject to
open competition is tendered by the Head of the Home Civil Service, who in turn is advised by
the Senior Appointments Selection Committee, are inappropriate to the requirements of a
modern Civil Service. We recommend that these procedures, and the Senior Appointments
Selection Committee, be abolished (paragraph 305).
43. We recommend that the new Civil Service Commission, using submissions from within
the Civil Service but independent of them, should advise Ministers on all senior appointments,
including whether an appointment is necessary, whether open competition is worthwhile and,
subsequently, on the best candidate for the job (paragraph 306).
44. We recommend that, where Ministerial decisions relating to senior appointments differ
from the advice given by the new Civil Service Commission, this should be published in the
Reports to Parliament of the new Civil Service Commission (paragraph 307).

45.
We recommend that procedures are introduced for formal annual
ment of Permanent Secretaries, involving the Cabinet Minister concerned, the Head of the
Home Civil Service, and the new Civil Service Commission (paragraph 308).
46. We believe that it is important that any proposals for change concerning the acceptance
by civil servants of outside appointments are open for public and Parliamentary consideration
at an early stage (paragraph 309).
47. We recommend that the precise pay range for every post in the Senior Civil Service,
together with the scope for performance-related pay and the nature of the factors which determine the award of performance-related pay in each case, should be determined prior to the
competition for the post (paragraph 310).
48. We believe that the Civil Service Commissioners should be made the custodians of the
principle of selection on merit through fair and open competition, and that they be required to
audit the performance of Departments and Agencies in relation to it. This would combine well
with the other functions relating to the maintenance of the principles and values of the Service
which we have already argued should be assigned to the new Civil Service Commission: this
function should also be set down in statute (paragraph 337).
49. We agree with the Government’s Fast Stream Review that Departments should be free
to designate as Trainees in Policy Management any staff whom they have themselves assessed
as being able to benefit from the programme, and recommend that this be implemented at the
earliest possible opportunity. We also recommend that the Government should make it clear
both to serving civil servants and potential applicants that the benefits of accelerated development are available to civil servants regardless of method of entry and ensure that this is the
case in practice (paragraph 338).
50. We believe that the Civil Service College may need to reorient its approach in the light
of the creation of the Senior Civil Service (paragraph 339).
51. We believe that there is a strong argument for a new management training course at the
Civil Service College, possibly at the time of entry into the new Senior Civil Service and
possibly linked to procedures for the selection and career development of entrants into the
Senior Civil Service. The creation of the Senior Civil Service and the reform of the Civil Service
together would provide an ideal opportunity to re-examine the rationale for fast-stream
recruitment (paragraph 339).
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II. THK CONDUCr AND SCOPK OF THK INQUIRY
(i) The context of the inquiry
52. The British Civil Service is currently undergoing a process of change more rapid and
more far-reaching than any in its peacetime history. This process is having and will continue to
have significant efl'ects on the role of the Civil Service, relations between Ministers and civil
servants, the delivery of services to the public and the position of civil servants as employees. It
is appropriate that this process should be the subject of a Parliamentary inquiry. The Civil
Service s|)cnds money or oversees the spending of money voted by Parliament; it administers
laws passed by Parliament; it serves a Government composed of members of both Mouses of
Parliament cho.sen on the basis of elections to the House of Commons. The Treasury and Civil
Service Committee in the last Parliament played an important role in examining the Next Steps
initiative and in providing a measure of cross-party support for that programme, as the
Government acknowledged.'
53. It is also appropriate that we should report on the Civil Service now. The Next Steps
programme is nearing completion in terms of the establishment of Executive Agencies, and has
recently been the subjan of a review within Government.^ Since our prcdece.ssors last reported
on Civil Service reform, the Government has launched the Competing for Quality programme
to extend the use of market testing and contracting out in central government.-^ In November
1993 the Government issued a study of career management and succession planning for senior
civil servants.'* I'inally, in July 1994, the Government published a White Paper containing proposals lor extending devolution within the Civil Service and for the management of the senior
levels of the service, which was accompanied by studies of recruitment and a Green Paper on
resource accounting and budgeting.-' The Government has indicated that a number of proposals in the White Pai>er will be the subject of consultation, and has acknowledged the value of
our comments on these proposals and on wider matters relating to the Civil Service.^
54. Wider developments have made the inquiry particularly relevant. The public hearings of
the Public Inquiry into Exports of Defence Equipment and Dual Use Goods to Iraq conducted
by Lord Justice Scott provided insights into the inner workings of Government, relations
between Ministers, civil servants and Parliament and the constitutional understandings which
undcrly them and we comment on some of the issues raised in this evidence. In early February
1994 the Committee of Public Accounts issued a Report entitled The Proper Conduct of Public
Business which stimulated consideration of the relationship between the devolution of authority
within, and the modernisation of, public services and the traditional values of the British Civil
Service.’ The election of a fourth successive Conservative Government has given rise to concern about whether prolonged rule by one party might call into question the preservation of a
politically impartial Civil Service and there has been a wider public debate about both the conduct and the [K-rformance of the Civil Service. We welcome this debate. Too often the work of
the Civil Service and its wider constitutional position have been seen as arcane matters to be
left to a few practitioners and academics. The Civil Service merits and should benefit from
greater Parliamentary and public scrutiny.
(ii) Evidence and visits
55. Our investigation of the Civil Sen ice began in January 1993, when we took evidence from
Mr William Waldegrave, the then Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Minister for Public
Service and Science, on the responsibilities and work of the Office of Public Service and Science
(OPSS) which had ra'cntly been established.* In March 1993 we examined Sir Robin Butler, Head
1 t ighih Report from the C\)mmitlec. Civil Senice Sfanagemeni Reform: The Sexi Steps, HC (1987-88) 494-1, para. I; The
Xexi Steps Initiative: The Government reply to the Seventh Report from the Treasury and Civil Service Committee Session
/9«9-9/, Cm 1761, p. 1.
2 S’ext Steps: Moving on (Ofllcc of Public Sc^^icc and Science. March 1994); HC IX'b.. 1 March 1994, cols. 671-672w. This
report was written by Ms SyUie Trosa, a F rench civil senant on secondment to the OPSS.
3 Competing for Quality: Buying Better Tuhlic Services, November 1991, Cm. 1730.
4 Career Mamigement and Succession Planning Study (IMkicncy Unit, November 1993); HC Deb., 22 November 1993 cols
7-8w.
5 The Civil Service Continuity and Change, Cm. 2627; IK' Deb., 13 July 1994, cols. 987-989; Review of Fast Stream
Recruitment (OPSS, July 1994); Responsibilities for Recruitment to the Civil Service (01*88, July 1994); Better Accounting for
the Taxpayer s .Money: Resource Accounting and Budgeting in Government. A Consultation Paper, Cm 2626
6 Cm. 2627, para. 1.8; HC Deb., 13 July 1994, col. 993; Q2519 (Mr Waldegrave).
7 liighth Report from the Committee of Public Accounts, HC (1993-94) 154.
8 Our examination did not include the work of the fJfTice of Science and Technology, which is excluded from our order of
reference and is subject to scrutiny by the Science and Technology Committee.
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of the Home Civil Service, [hereafter, we established a Sub-Committee to inquire into the role
of the Civil Service.' The Sub-Committee held 30 meetings between March 1993 and October
1994, at 21 of which oral evidence was taken. A total of 41 witnesses were examined by the
Sub-Committee. Following his ap|->earance before us, Mr Waldegrave gave evidence to the Subcommittee on four occasions. Sir Robin Butler appeared before the Sub-Committee three
times. Mr Stephen Dorrell, the then I'inancial Secretary to the 7'rcasury, gave oral evidence in
July 1993. The Sub-Committee also took evidence from a range of other Government witnesses,^ from a former Prime Minister, Lord Callaghan of Cardiff, and other former
Ministers,’ from representatives of the Civil Service trade unions.*' from former civil servants,*
trom outside observers of the Civil Service,^ and from a former Finance Minister and former
Treasury Secretary of New Zealand.^ In addition, the Sub-Committee received a wide range of
written evidence, much of which has been published and the remainder of which has been
reported to the House, and information on civil and public services in other countries.
56.
The Sub-Committee undertook several visits as part of the inquiry.
Sub-Cornmittee made a short visit to I*aris, focusing on the constitutional position of the
French Civil Service and its methods of selection, training and career management, including
the work of the Fcole Nationale d’Administration. Visits were also made to the New Zealand
High Coimnission in London, the Recruitment and Assessment Services Agency at Basingstoke
and the Civil Service College at Sunningdale.
57.
We are most grateful to all those who assisted the Sub-Committee in
inquiry. We particularly wish to thank the Sub-Committee’s Specialist Adviser, Professor Sue
Richards. Director of the Public Management I'oundation. and those who contributed to making the Sub-Committee’s visit to Paris so worthwhile, including the licole Nationale
d'Administration, the Direction Gcncrale de la L’onction Publique and the British Fmbassy in
Paris. The Sub-Committee received a great deal of evidence, both written and oral, from the
Government and we welcome the helpful approach which the Government has adopted during
the inquiry. The evidence of Mr Waldegrave was thoughtful and often illuminating, displaying
a level of candour not always characteristic of Government evidence to Select Committees.
{Hi) The proposed attitude survey

58.
There was one salient exception to the Government’s helpful approac
have already drawn the attention of the House in a Special Report.* As part of the inquiry the
Sub-Committee wished to commission an attitude survey of civil servants to be carried out on
a confidential basis by a professional opinion research organisation and it sought the cooperation and agreement of the Government.'^ [following protracted correspondence and
exchanges in oral evidence, the Government refused its co-oi")eration for such a survey.'®
Government departments regularly commission staff attitude surveys for management purposes. Mr Waldegrave described such surveys as “an important tool of modern management
practice”." Mr Michael Bichard said that the Benefits Agency conducted surveys of its staff
and encouraged local offices to do the same, believing that managers tended to “reassure themselves with anecdotes” when they needed “hard information”.The Treasury recently carried
1 The Chairm.in of the Sub-Committee was Mr Giles Radicc; all members of the Committee were appointed to the Subcommittee; the following members participated in the public hearings of the Sub-Committee; Ms Diane Abbott. Sir Thomas
Arnold, Mr Quentin Davies, Mr Nigel t'orman, Mr John Garrett Utischarged I3 December tW), Mr Barry Lcgg, Mr Mike
O Brien (added 13 December I993), Mr Giles Radiee and Mr Brian Sedgemore.
2 These included Sir Peter Levene, the Prime Minister’s Adviser on Lmcicncy and Lffectivcncss. Mr Richard Mottram,
Permanent Secretary, OPSS, and Next Steps Project Manager. Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe, the then Chief Lxecutivc of the
Civil Service College, Mrs Ann Bowtell. the P'irst Civil Service Commissioner. Mr Michael Bichard, Chief Lxccutivc of the
Benefits Agency, and Sir Anthony Battishill, Chairman of the Board of Inland Revenue.
3 Lord Mowc of Aberavon, Lord Jenkins of Hillhead and Mr Robert Sheldon.
4 These included Ms P.lizabeth Symons, General Sa-retary of the Association of f irst Division Civil Servants. Mr John
F.llis, Secretary of the Council of Qvil Service Unions, Mr Bill Brett, General Secretary of the Institution of Professionals,
Managers and Specialists, Mr Barry Rcamsbottom, General Secretary of the Civil and Public Servants Association, and Mr
John Sheldon, General .Secretary of the National Union of ('ivil and Public Servants.
5 Sir Peter Kemp, Prolessor Lric (’aines and Sir Kenneth Stowe.
6 Mr Graham Mather, Professor Peter Mennessy. Dr William Plowdcn, Professor Norman Lewis, Mr Charles Cox, Sir John
Bourn, Comptroller and Auditor General, and Mr John Garrett.
7 Sir Roger Douglas and Dr Graham Scott.
8 f-ourth Special Report from the Committee, Proposed Attituae Survey of the Chit Service, IIC (1993-94) 460.
9 The reasoning behind the Sub-Committee’s decision is set out in the correspondence appended to the Fourth Special
Report; see especially IIC (1993-94) 460, pp. I-2.
10 ibid., p. 9.
11 Q2356.
12 Q2207.
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out a stalT altitude survey, the findings of which we have discussed in evidence from Sir
Terence Hums, Permanent Secretary to the Treasury.’ Other departments or agencies have also
commissioned surveys, sometimes on a regular basis.' The Hfllciency Unit’s study of career
management and succe.ssion planning drew upon a survey of 4,000 civil servants which it had
commissioned.^ A recent evaluation of performance-related pay for the Senior Salaries Review
Body included a survey ol .senior civil servants."* However, Mr Waldegravc saw these surveys as
iK’ing in a diflcrenl category from the Sub-Committee’s proposal.' The Government advanced
three mam reasons for objecting to the Sub-Committee’s propo.sed attitude survey:
(i) The questions which the Sub-Committee would ask were political, or would be perceived as bearing on political debate given their origin in Parliament, which is “by its
nature, an arena ol political debate ; the questions pertained to Civil Service reform
which was a matter of parly political controversy, comparable to asking the views of
T reasury civil servants on the Exchange Rate Mechanism, Northern Ireland civil servants on the Anglo-Irish agreement or staff of the Child Support Agency on child
maintenance.'
(ii) It would be wrong to seek to ascribe, in a measurable way, opinions to civil servants
on matters of political debate or controversy, since this would give the Civil Service a
“persona” and thus draw it into the party political debate;” Sir Robin Butler warned
that “il you .seek to separate the Civil Service as an independent body of opinion from
Ministers then Ministers will want to ensure sooner or later that that body of opinion
is amenable to them and that will lead to the politicisation of the Civil Service”.^
(Hi) l*.ven if the Sub-Committee acted in a responsible manner, as the Government accepted
the Sub-( ommittee was seeking to do,'*’ agreeing to the proposal would set a precedent
for other, less responsible surveys by outside organisations and would thus be the start
of "a dangerous slippery slope”.'*’
59. We remain unconvinced by the Government’s arguments against the survey. We agree
about the paramount importance of the political impartiality of the Civil Service and the need
to prevent it becoming a "political foolbaH".’' However, we are not convinced that most of the
dralt questions which wc provided to the Government are as politically controversial as the
Cfovernmenl suggests. The proposed questions sought the views of civil servants on their work
recent changes.” We note that the survey commissioned by the
I'.mciency Unit invited responses to the controversial proposition that “the public service ethos
IS bemg eroded”.” and that a survey by HM Customs and Excise solicited staff opinions on
the Government s Next Steps initiative.’' We believe that the Government’s analogies are misplaced. There is a self-evident difference between asking the views of civil servants on the mcrils of a policy which alTects others, such as the Anglo-Irish Agreement or the Child Support
Act, and asking their opinions on the effects of a policy with a direct effect upon them as
employees. This emphasis was indicated by the proposed sample which excluded the senior
ranks of the Service.Moreover, the proposed questions were not intended to be the last
word. The Sub-Committee indicated a willingness to enter into discussions with the
1 Staff Atliiuilc .Sunvy 1994. HM Trcasur>; Minutes of lividcncc taken before the I reasury and C'ivil’servicc Committee on
luesday 12 July I J94. Deporlnunial Report 0/ the Chancellor oj the Exchequer's Departments, HC (1993-94) 593, 0|| (Sir
Terence Uurns and Mr Paul Gray). Our request for the full results of this surscy was refused by the Chancelior of the
hxch^uer, QQ2400-240I (Mr Waldegravc); HC (1993-94) 593. QQI-IO. 12 (Sir Terence Hums).
2 HC IXb.. 7 July 1994, col. 275w (Department of i:mployment); HC Deb.. 11 July 1994. col. 449w (Scottish Onice)
3 Career .\lanagement and .Succession Planning Study, p. 105. The full Report of this Survey by P-t International was provided to the Sub C ommittee at its request and was placed in the l.ibrary of the House of Commons.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-111. p 4 (Senior Salaries Review Body); Review Body on Senior .Salaries: Annex to the .Sixteenth Report
on .Senior .Salaries, I.valuation of the Performance Related Pay Scheme for Grade 2 and 3 Civil Servants bv Hav
Management Consultants. Cm. 2465. pp. 45-60
'
^
5 HC (1993-94) 460. p. 6.
6 ihid., pp. 6. 10; Q20I8 (Sir Robin Butler).
7 W2006 (Sir Robin Butler). 2356 (Mr W'aldcgravc); HC (1993-94) 4(>0, p. 6 (Mr Waldegravc); QQ2358. 2394 (Mr
o
"'aldcgravc). 2005 (Sir Robin Butler). 2356, 2367. 2.394, 2564 (Mr Waldegravc).
9 Q2024.
10 QQI879 (Mr W'aldcgravc). 2019 (Sir Robin Butler).
11 WI«S0. 1882 (Mr Waldegravc), 2007, 2012 (Sir Robin Butler)

12 HC (199.3-94) 460, pp. .3, 6.
13 ihid., pp. 4-5.
14 Survey on Career .Management and .Succession Planning in the Civil Service. Vol I. p. 56.
15 I oice If I lews and opinions in Customs and Excise; the relevant propositions were that ‘ llxccutive Units have given local
‘ ‘he introduction of l-xccutivc Units has caused inconsistencies".
to IK (1993-94) 460, p. 5.
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Government aboul the desirability of particular questions. This is one reason why we find the
Government s argument relating to precedent unconvincing. We fail to comprehend why a
responsible survey by a Select Committee should be seen as setting a precedent for an irresponsible survey by others, particularly while the Government claims a power to prevent civil servants from answering surveys.'

60.
We regret the position adopted by the Government on the Sub-Com
attitude survey which marred an otherwise constructive approach to the inquiry. We believe it
reflects a lack of appreciation by the Government of the role and position of Select
Committees. We believe such a survey would not only have assisted us in preparing our
Report, but would have been ot longer term benefit to Parliament, the Government and ultimately the Civil Service. Wc recommend that the CovermneiU co-operates with the commi-ssioiilng
of any attitude survey of civil servants by the treasury and Civil Service Committee as part of
any future inquiry into the Civil Service.
(iv) The scope and struct are of the Report

61.
The Civil Service is an immense, and very diverse, organisation. All
tasks and work could not be examined in a single inquiry. The Sub-Committee began its work
in an exploratory vein, and did not establish formal terms of reference. This enabled the SubCommittee to respond to issues which arose in the course of the inquiry and to allow its
agenda to be shaped by the evidence it received. However, in July 1993 we agreed an interim
Report which set out the main issues which appeared to be important in order to shape and
stimulate the conduct of the inquiry and the collection of evidence.^ As we explained then,^ the
inquiry did not extend to the Diplomatic Service and the Northern Ireland Civil Service,
although we believe that many of the conclusions and recommendations of this Report will be
applicable to those two services.
62. I he remainder of this Report falls into three sections which reflect the main themes and
priorities which have emerged during the inquiry. The first explores the values and principles
vyhich are said to unify the Civil Service, whether they can and should be maintained and the
framework required to maintain theny In the next section we consider the structures and forms
of organisation best suited to the fair, eflective and efficient {performance of the tasks of the
Civil Service. I*inally, we turn to the men and women of the Civil Service, its human resourcesthe qualities they need, the motivation and reward they de.serve, and the ways in which they
should be selected, trained and promoted.
B. A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERPINNING THE V ALUES OF THE SERVICE
III. A UNIFIED CIVIL .SERVICE?
63. Nearly one hundred and fifty years ago the Northcote-Trevelyan Report produced a
blueprint for a modern, unified politically impartial Civil Service. That Report envisaged a
Civil Service whose unity would be fostered by uniform methods of recruitment and systems of
promotion across departments.'' This vision was largely achieved in the early part of the present century.^ The Pulton Report of 1968 sought to reinforce the unity of the Civil Service
through shared methods of recruitment and shared structures for jpay and grading.^ In the last
six years the theory of an organisationally uniform Civil Service has been replaced by a
Government vision of a Civil Service made up of “a federal structure of more autonomous
units . Recent developments have led some to suggest that, in consequence, there is no longer
a unified Civil Service.*^ Lord Bancroft of Coatham, a former Head of the Civil Service, has
warned of the danger of the break up of the Civil Service.’
1 QQI88I. 1887 (Mr VValdcgravc. Mr Richard Mottram).
2 Sixth Report from the Committee, The Rote of the Chit Service: tnierini Report, HC {1992-93) 390-1
3 ihul., para. 3.
4 Report on the Organisation of the Pernument Chit Service. See also. “The Main Reports on the Hritish Civil Service since
the Northcote-Trevelyan Report", The Civil Service: lot 3(2}: Surveys and Investigations {\96^), p. 426.
5 lie (1993-94) 27-111, p. 13 (Dr Peter Barberis).
6 Report of the Committee on the Civil Service, Cmnd. 3638, paras. 67. 196.
7 Developments in the Ne.xt Steps Programme: The (lovernment reply to the fifth Report from the Treasury and Civil Service
Committee. Se.ssion I98SS9, Cm. 841, p. 5.
8 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 318 (Professor Richard Chapman); QQI6I2, 1618 (Mr John Oarrett); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 35
(Mr Nevil Johnson).
9 HI, Deb.. 6 June 1994, cols. 969-971.
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64.
The Governmenl contends that tlic Civil Service remains unif
which it has introduced. Sir Robin Butler spoke in 1989 of a Civil Service which should be
“unified, but not uniform”.‘ Mr Waldegravc restated that approach, speaking of "a much
greater variety of structures" within “a common paradigm”.^ Sir Robin Butler suggested that
there were five elements to this “common paradigm”, five values which applied to all civil servants and unified the Service: impartiality, integrity, objectivity, selection and promotion on
merit, and accountability through Ministers to Parliament.’ These “key principles” outlined by
Sir Robin Butler have been restated in the recent Civil Service White Paper.** If these values are
to form the basis of a unified Civil Service, it is essential that they should accurately rellect the
recpiirements of the tasks of civil servants, that they conform to the needs of the jobs to be
done.-'

65.
The Civil Service has a greater diversity of function than any ot
country, [performing tasks from weather forecasting to economic forecasting, from the management of conference facilities to the administration of social security benefits.* The most simple
factor unifying these varied tasks is that they are carried out for and under the political direction of the Government of the day.’ Civil servants perform these tasks on behalf of the
Government while remaining organisationally distinct from the Government. This characteristic is derived in part from the assertion in the Northcote-Trevelyan Report that:
“as matters now stand, the Government of the country could not be carried on without
the aid of an efficient body of permanent ofilcers. occupying a position duly subordinate to that of the Ministers who are directly responsible to the Crown and to
F^arliament, yet po.ssessing sufficient independence, character, ability, and experience to
be able to advise, assist, and to some extent, infiuence, those who are from time to time
set over them”.**
The Government believes that if the Civil Service is effectively to serve different
Governments of diflerent political persuasions, it should be overwhelmingly composed of professional civil servants who are politically impartial and thus able to command the confidence
of successive administrations.’ Mr Waldegrave emphasised the importance which the
Goverment attached to this vision and the fact that it was shared by all Cabinet Ministers.'®

66.
It has been que.stioned whether there is a necessary link betw'een a
successive administrations and a requirement for political impartiality and w'hat precisely it
entails. Some other Huropean countries such as France and Germany have long traditions of
interchange between careers in politics and public service and permit civil servants to have
identifiable political allegiances." However, little evidence received by the Sub-Committee
argued for any dramatic move along these lines.'^ Some questioned whether political impartiality in a British context amounted to much more than an avoidance of identifiable political allegiances, given that civil servants owe a loyalty to the Government of the day and have to take
account of the political stance of the Government in their actions. It has been contended that
"Ministers want, and have always wanted, partiality ... ‘Impartiality’ ... is simply the assumption that civil servants are prepared to be partial to W'hichever party forms a government.”'’ It
has also I^en suggested that civil servants are required to demonstrate “a chameleon-like
behaviour , comparable to “the neutrality of the barrister who serves every cause in turn
regardless of the rights or wrongs of the cau.se”.'-* Others emphasised that there w'as more to
impartiality than service to Governments of different political persuasions. Civil servants
should strive for objectivity, an objective sense of the national interest, an avoidance of the
I l iflh Report from the Commiltcc, Dcrelopmcnn m the Scxl Steps Programme, IK’ (1988-89) 348, p,ira. 55.
2 QI809
3 QQIOI, 1999-2001. 2015-2016.
4 ('m. 2627, para. 1.3.
5 (JQ357-358 (Sir Peter Kemp); HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 278-279 (Professor Sue Richards), 292, 295 (Ms Flizabclh
.Mellon).
6 HC (1993-94) 593, (X?3l-38; Next Steps Review 1993, Cm. 2430, pp. 69. 87. 106.
7 Cmnd. 3628, para. 13.
8 Report on the Organisation of the Permanent Civil Service.
9 Cm. 2627, para. 2.2.
10 Q02522, 2524
11 Career Management ami Succession Planning ,Stu<ly, pp. 121. 123.
12 A partial c.\cxp(ion was the csidcnce of Dr William Plowden which is considered on the section on senior personnel.
13 HC (1993-94) 27-111. pp. 23-24 (Dr Keith Dowding).
14 Sesenth Report from the Treasury and Civil .Sersicc Committee, Civil .Servants and Minister.\ Duties and Responsibilities
HC( 1985-86) 92-11. 00525-529 (Professor I red Ridley).
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partisan or doctrinaire.' The requirement to retain the conlidence of possible future administrations should represent a clear constraint on the nature of the commitment which civil
servants give to any one Government. Some evidence advanced the case for a permanent
politically impartial Civil Service j-icrsiiasively.^ The Government considers that “the policy of
selection on merit as the basis of fair and o)>en competition has endured and remains valid as a
means of providing an effective, non-political Civil Service’’.'

.that
1 of the private‘‘ sector and help tocharacteristics
of Civil
work
markidentified
it out from
explain the need
for Service
adherence
to which
the values
by
Sir Robin BiUler. In 1914 a Royal Commission on the Civil .Service observed that “the administration of Government differs, and must necessarily differ, from the activities of the business
world, both in the objects to which it is directed, in the criteria of its success, in the necessary
conditions under which it is conducted, and in the choice of instruments which it employs’’
This observation remains true today. Much of the work of the Civil Service is concerned with
the administration ol services to the public within a legal framework.-^ This framework is laid
down by Parliament and the Government to provide equitable and predictable outcomes for
members ol the public. 1 he Civil Service very often cannot determine its own customers in the
same way as the private sector, being required to .serve all jxiople entitleil to a service
equally In consequence, the Civil Service usually has to provide services on a national basis,
available to eligible members of the public wherever they may live.'' Hqually, the Civil Service
has to ensure continuity of service where it is administering entitlements or obligations laid
down by law. The general legal and administrative character of much of the work of the Civil
Service is reinforced by the fact that it sometimes involves the use of force or coercion."' or the
acquisition of confidential personal information."
of Civil Service work are reflected in the methods of financing its
work. The Civil Service is subject to the disciplines of the public expenditure process. It does
not have the same direct or principal concern for the generation of profit as the private
sector. By and large. Civil Service lunctions are financed either from Government revenues or
borrowing or through charges for services provided to other parts of the public sector or to
members of the public obliged to purchase from the Government. While some Civil Service
lunctions might make a profit, they should not do so by abusing a monopoly position.''
69. It is these characteristics of Civil Service work which make integrity and impartiality so
necessary. Impartiality is as important as an administrative concept as it is in a political
conte.xt. They are in many ways duties imposed by the nature of the work.'-* Impartiality is
implicit in the delivery of .services within a statutory framework. Integrity and probity are
especially important in the administration and use of the public’s money, requiring a clear
separation of public and private interests.'^ This Committee agrees with the Committee of Public
Accounts that traditional standards of probity and integrity should not be relaxed in order to
secure economy and efficiency.'^ They are not only compatible with an effective and efficient Civil
Service; they are essential to it.'^
70. It is possible to regard accountability as the logical concomitant of the other characteristics of the Civil Service which have been identified. Because the Civil Service is largely funded
1
2
3
4
5
6

MC (I99.V94) 27-HI, p. 6 (Sir Brian Mayes).
Q300 (Professor Peter Hennessy); IIC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 6 (Sir Brian Mayes)
tic (1992-93) 390-11, p. 168 (OP.SS). Sec also Cm. 2627, para. 2.8.
Fourth Rvpotl of the Royal Commission on the Civil Service, Cd. 7338, p. 83.
QI670; HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 131 (Sir Kenneth Stowe).
The Civil Service: Volume 2: Report of a Management Consultancy Group (1968), para. 309; Hleventh Report front the

7 QI739 (Mr Bill Brett).

^^"*25 (Sir John Hunt); Q2278 (Sir Anthony Battishill).

u
^26-77) 535-11,
(Sir John
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in the
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Vehicle Inspectorate
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its linkage
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function, of
s«a .Second
from
the case
Transport
Committee, Privatisation and Deregulation of Department of Transport Agency Work. IK' (1993-94) 137-1, para 39
d’rofcssor Peter Hennessy); MC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 294 (Ms Llizabeth Mellon).
10 Q.304 (Professor Peter Hennessy); MC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 42 (Sir Kenneth Couzens).
I I MC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 105 (Council of Civil .Service Unions); MC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 247 (Inland Revenue); 02256 (Sir
Anthony Battishill).
,
12 MC (1990-91) 496, para. 27; Q1524 (Mr Charles Cox).
13 MC (1989-90) 481, para. 54.
14 MC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 55-56 (Mr Clive Priestley).
15 Q1576 (Mr Robert Sheldon); MC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 37-38 (Mr Nevil Johnson), 43 (Sir Kenneth C ouzens)
16 MC (1993-94) 154, para. 5.
17 WI567 (Mr Robert Sheldon), 1976 (Mr Waldcgravc).
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by the taxpayer and through the public spending process, it has to control and account for the
use of money to Parliament on behalf of the taxpayer.' Because the Civil Service is responsible
for administering laws passed by Parliament equitably and impartially, it should be held to
account in Parliament both for general administration and for particular cases. Because the
Civil Service serves a Government which is democratically elected and answerable to the electorate, the Civil Service should be accountable to Ministers for developing and implementing
the Government’s policies.
71. The British Civil Service has a unique constitutional role v/hich derives from the nature
of the British polity. The United Kingdom has an uncodified constitution; it has no formal
separation of powers; it has no system of federal or regional government; and local authorities
deiK'iident for their very existence upon national legislation.’ In a lapidary comment, Lord
Callaghan de.scribed the Civil Service as "a bulwark of the constitution”.-' Mr Waldcgrave
recently echoed this remark, stating that "the Civil Service has a unique role maintaining our
unwritten constitution. It docs not belong to one Government or party.”'' The British Civil
Service has to be the servant of the Government of the day, but should not become its creature. It is expected to remain a source of robust and considered advice to Ministers, avoiding
the partisan or the doctrinaire, not only on policy generally, but also on matters of constitutional propriety.' This role of the Civil Service emphasises the importance of the principle of
"objectivity” pinpointed by Sir Robin Butler. It also reinforces the salience of integrity as a
necessary characteristic of the Civil Service. The integrity of the Civil Service matters not only
to those who benefit directly from particular services it provides and to the Ministers whom it
advises. It matters to Parliament and the electorate who depend upon the good faith of civil
servants and Ministers and a set of shared understandings between them to uphold the
integrity of our system of government.
72. It is our conviction that the values of impartiality, integrity, objectivity, selection and promotion on merit and accountability should act as unifying features of the British Civil Service,
liiey are as important today as in the last century; their importance should not diminish in the
next century. We believe that the case for a permanent, politically impartial Civil Service is as
compelling now as it has been for well over a century. The principle of selection and promotion on
merit must represent the Ivedrock of such a Civil Service. The importance of the values of
integrity, impartiality, objectivity and accountability is rooted in the characteristics of the tasks
which the Civil Service is called upon to perform. These values reflect rather than inhibit the jobs
to be done. They are relevant to civil servants serving the public as well as to those serving
Ministers directly. They can and should act as a unifying force for the whole Civil Service.
IV. VAIAJFIS MAINTAINED?
(i) The impact oj devolution on the values of the Service

73.
I he traditional structures of the Civil Service were, in the vi
the maintenance and transmission of the essential values of the Civil Service. Dissemination of
these values depended in some measure on the feeling of a shared culture across the Civil
Service, fostered by common systems of recruitment and the regular posting of staff across
departments. I his has been characterised as "socialization which encourages the highest
standards ol integrity and public service as the most desirable qualities in public sector
management”.^ This facilitated the transmission of standards which "do not come instinctively , but "must be taught, learned and then handed on”.^ This culture reflected and was
reinforced by hierarchical structures with "management by command”.**
1 Ftc (l99.t-94) 27-FIF. pp. 107-108 (.Sir Jack Flibbcrt); FtC (I99.V94) 27-11, p. 113 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); QQ 1603 (Sir John
FFoum), 1778 (Mr Rill Brett).
2 lie (1993-94) 27-111. p. 98 (Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings); tIC (1992-93) 290-11, p. 282 (I’rofessor
Norman Lewis); QI668 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); FIC (1993-94) 27-111, p. (>6 (Professor John .Stewart).
3 0622.
4 IK' Ikb.. 13 July 1994, col. 989.
5 002092 (Sir Robin Butler). 2525 (Mr Waldcgrave); FIC (1993-94) 27-H, p. 115 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); IFC (1993-94) 27-111.
p. 6 (Sir Brian Hayes).
6 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 123 (Mr Barry OToolc. quoting Professor Richard Chapman).
7 l.ord Bancrofi, 111. I>eb., 6 June 1994. col. 970.
8 Progress in ihe Sexi Steps tnilitilive: The (ioxernment repty to the Eighth Report front the Treasury and Civit Serviee
Committee. Session 1989-90, Cm. 1263, p. 15. Sec also 001812 (Mr Waldcgrave). 20.36 (Sir Robin Butler),
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74.
In a recent Report the Committee of Public Accounts drew attentio
serious
in administrative and financial systems and controls within departments and
other public bodies” on which it had previously reported which represented “a departure from
the standards ol public conduct which have mainly been established during the past 140
years . t drew attention to the need to ensure that proper standards wcr<’ maintained at a
time of change in the public sector, noting a “failure to ensure that delegation of responsibility
IS accompanied by clear lines of control aod accountability '.' Mr Roheri Sheldon. Chairman
of the Committee of Public Accounts, said that the purpose of the Rcpi> ” »s to iraw attention, at an early stage, to a number of failings which had “a common th a
lie ohseived
mat that Committee considered that there was “some correlation between what we saw as
failings and what we saw as the changes in governmental administration”.*’ Sir John Bourn, the
Comptroller and Auditor General, expanded on this observation. First, he noted that risks
were inherent in a major programme of change, particularly one which involved new responsibilities tor many more people and organisations in the public sector.' Second, both he and
Mr Sheldon observed that a common feature of many of the failings detected by the National
Audit Office and highlighted by the Committee of Public Accounts was the involvement of
senior staff brought in from outside the public service, unaccustomed to the standards required
m the public service and the audit procedures associated with them, and not imbued with its
ethos.”
75. Some evidence saw such failings as symptomatic ol a wider confiict between the business-oriented values of modern Civil Service managers and the public service cthos.^ Mr Barry
O’Toole warned of the dangers of increasing corruption in the Civil Service, meaning “the
tainting, the debasing, the spoiling and the perverting of expected standards”; as “busine.ss
methods spread, there would be fewer and fewer officials or Ministers “who put the interests
of society above their personal and political interests’’.^ Lord Callaghan similarly warned of the
danger that newer values such as cost-elTiciency might be seen as replacements for traditional
values of impartiality, integrity and incorruptibility. He observed that “reforms and changes
always have their impact not only on the things you are changing but on the things you do not
change . He also emphasised that, in a much less homogeneous Civil Service than in the past,
the atmosphere would be less conducive to the transmission of shared values.”’ This view was
echoed by others. It was pointed out that the shared, almost intangible values of the Service
were linked in the past to more tangible features which civil servants across departments had in
common, including common pay and grading systems and methods of recruitment and promotion. These tangible elements reminded civil servants that they served a common employer and
had common objectives. Some questioned whether the trend away from common systems of
pay, grading, recruitment and promotion might not undermine the sense of being a public servant with all that that should entail." Mr Bill Brett, General Secretary of the IPMS, said that
“there is a sense in which our members feel marooned ... in some agencies, that they are no
longer going to be part of a Civil Service”: many doubted the reality of a unified Civil
Service. Lord Callaghan also suggested one other element of the modern Civil Service which
might undermine its shared ethos: that new civil servants were less inclined now to view a job
in the Civil Service as a career for life." This trend applies not only to staff in agencies, but
also to candidates for the administrative fast-stream."
76. The Government took issue with suggestions that its Civil Service reforms were damaging the fabric of a unified Civil Service. The Government readily acknowledged that the
standards expected of civil servants were not as easy to transmit or supervise in more fragmented structures with greater devolution." Mr Waldegrave noted that the ethos of the
1 HC (1993-94) 154, para. I.
“
2 ibid., para. 3, p. vii.
3QI58I.
4Q1572.
5QQ1575, 1600.
6 QQI576, 1588 (Mr Robert Sheldon), 1600, 1602 (Sir John Bourn).
7 lie (1992-93) 390-11, p, 318 (Professor Richard Chapman).
8 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 123-124.
9 Q588.
10Q62I.
11 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 44 (Sir Kenneth Cou/ens), 64 (Sir Geoffrey Chipi^rfield).
12 (J1694. See also the finding of Dr Patricia Greer that “Agency stall' increasingly regard thcntselvcs as employees of their
particular arm of the Civil Service ... rather than as civil servants"’, HC (1993-94) 27-111 n 96
I3Q62I.
‘
14 Curcer Mamgemcnt and Succession Planning Study, para. 4.1; Q740 (.Mrs Ann Bowtell).
15 QQ2035, 2554 (Sir Robin Butler).
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Civil Service was more easily maintained in its “heartland”, a point endorsed by others.' The
Government did not deny that the devolution of authority involved granting civil servants
more opportunities to make decisions, leading to more mistakes,^ but it contended that the
failings highlighted by the Committee of Public Accounts could not be causally linked to the
management changes introduced by the present Government and that the benefits from delegation far outweighed the drawbacks.' Sir Kenneth Stowe took a similar view, arguing that the
Committee of Public Accounts was drawing attention to a danger of standards slipping “rather
than asserting that there has been a general decline in standards".*'

77.
The Government also contested the idea that there had been a d
the es.sential values of the Service at an individual level. Sir Robin Butler said that “the huge
majority of civil servants believe in them and subscribe to them” and that the values “go very
deep in our public service”.' Mr Michael Bichard argued forcefully that it was wrong to associate the introduction of PAecutive Agencies with a fall in standards. The traditional values of
the Civil Service were the bedrcKk of the values of the Benefits Agency.^ Certainly, one should
not e.\aggerate the homogeneity of the pre-Ne.xt Steps Civil Service in organisational terms,’ In
1986 the then Head of the Home Civil Service said that “Probably people find it difficult to
identify with a thing so large and so various as ‘the Civil Service’; I think they identify to a
degree with their departments, and probably identify even more closely with particular units
within their departments”.'* The original Next Steps Report contended that “the concept of a
career in a unified Civil Service has little relevance for most civil servants, whose horizons are
bounded by their local olTice or. at most, by their department”.'' Drawing on New Zealand’s
experience, Dr Graham Scott suggested that the gap between traditional methods of management for maintaining values and newer methods was greater in theory than in practice when
viewed by individual civil servants.'” The Government fully accepted and indeed emphasised
that in a more pluralist and less hierarchical service it was vital to ensure that rules of conduct
and messages about standards were communicated, inculcated and audited effectively and that
it was “more important to be explicit about what is expected of people”."
{ii) Relations between Ministers and civil servants

78.
So far in this section we have examined the criticism that the et
Service and its traditional standards are being threatened by its fragmentation. There was also
voiced during the inquiry a concern that the standards of the Civil Service were being eroded at
their most vital nexus- the relationship between Ministers and civil servants. It has been suggested in evidence to the Sub-Committee and in other fora that there has been a weakening of
the moral compass of Ministers and civil servants, a greater willingness to contemplate actions
which are improper, an unhealthy closeness between Ministers and civil servants. Some examples have been drawn from matters under investigation by the Scott Inquiry, on which we do
not believe it would be appropriate for us to comment. Some drew on other examples. Lord
Jenkins dcscril>ed the payment of public money towards the then Chancellor of the
Hxchequer’s legal expenses as “perfectly ludicrous” and said “if you want an example of slight
deterioration ol standards, I cannot believe that any Permanent Secretary of mine would have
done that even if asked”.'’ The Chairman of the Committee of Public Accounts which
examined this episode admitted to his surprise at it.''

79.
Some of the other evidence presented to the Sub-Committee relate
of the principles of political impartiality. These did not concern “politicisation” in the sense in
which it is most commonly understood, namely political appointments to the Civil Service,
especially at senior levels—a matter which we examine later. Rather, they related to actions by
1 QQ.t? (Mr Waldcgravc), 1669 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); ftC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 42 (Sir Kenneth Couzens)
2 (^1990-1991. 2035 (Sir Robin Butler)
3 QQI99I. 2028-2033 (Sir Robin Butler).
4 QI663.
5 (JQI484. 1998.
6 Q2229.
7 MC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 13 (Dr Peter Barberis).
8 MC (1985-86) 92-11, Q867 (Sir Robert Armstrong).
9 Impuning Stanagement in (iovernmeni: The AV.v/ Steps (lifTiciency Unit, 1988), para. 12
10Q2335.
11 QQI8I2, 1816 (Mr Waldegrave), l‘>98, 2034, 2036 (Sir Robin Butler), 2527 (Mr Waldegravc), 2554 (Sir Robin Butler).
12 QQ867-868.
13 Twenty-fifth Report from the Committee of Public Accounts, Paymeni oj Ugat Expenses Incurred by the Cbancetlor of
the Exchequer, MC (1992-93) 386; QI593 (Mr Robert Sheldon).
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I'l'i commentedservants
it was suggested,
amount topolicy
political
The MM
that ‘‘thewhich,
line between
explainingcould
a Government
and partisanship.
defending it
IS a perilously easy one to cross". Some evidence implied that there was a growing trend for
civil servants to take on a public representational role which might apparently Involve advocating as well as simply explaining the policies of the present Government. Sir Brian Cubbon
leared that such activities left little room for impartiality and Integrity. Mr Vernon Boedanor
noted a growing trend to attribute certain views on policy to civil servants, a concern which
was shared by tli^c I DA.- Lord Howe drew attention to the danger of civil servants becoming
1 entitled with the interests of the administration as a result of overlong service in one Dost
with a high profile.’
'
80. Several witnesses suggested that the problem of political partiality in the Civil Service
had increased in recent years. Lord Callaghan expressed concern, drawing on the cases of
Northern Ireland before direct rule and France in the early part of the Fifth Republic, that the
Government was beginning to regard the Civil Service as its ‘‘private ficfdom". He nho argued
that ‘‘when you have a Government like the Government we had in the 1980s, which emanates
a very strong flavour, the Civil Service picks up the scent. Some are repelled by it, some are
attracted by it, and I think the Civil Service has become more politicised as a consequence of
this. He emphasised the impact on Ministerial attitudes of a lack of experience of opposition,
an experience which engendered greater respect for the l^irliamentary system.^ Lhe only solution which he saw to these problems lay in a change of Government.^ Professor Peter Hennessy
noted that many civil servants could have risen to the senior ranks without experience of the
changes of modes of discourse and of approach which were required under a Government of a
difierent political complexion.^ Lord Jenkins also regretted the fact that civil servants were
reaching senior positions having served only one Government and thought this would make
some civil servants “trim before the wind", although many might welcome a change of
Government.* A former civil servant expressed the view that there had been “an increase in
what has been termed the creep or ‘courtier’ factor”.^ A former assistant to a Leader of the
Opposition suggested that Opposition politicians had “come to fear that the Civil Service is
coming too close to serving the political interests of the ruling Party", citing examples of
alleged party political interventions by civil servants.'® The General Secretary of the FDA also
referred to an instance where a career civil servant had defended controversial Government
policies in direct response to Opposition criticisms and been upported by the Prime Minister
for doing so. She also said that she had been told by her f*: embers of cases where they had
been ordered by senior civil servants to act in a way which they considered inconsistent with
the requirements of political impartiality." Mr Michael Meacher, the Shadow Minister for
Public Service, argued that it was improper for civil servants to be employed in assisting backbenchers to wreck a Private Members’ Bill. On the other hand. Sir Robin Butler maintained
that the drafting of amendments to a Private Member’s Bill was “not a question of political
impartiality
and said that in the past, under Governments of difierent complexions, civil
servants had assisted with the drafting of amendments.'-’
81. The Government argued that there had been no measurable change in relations between
Ministers and civil servants and that the Service had not been politicised.''' Mr Waldegrave has
recently asserted that the Civil Service would serve a Government of another party “with
exactly the same loyalty with which it has served us. Anybody who doubts that is casting an
aspersion against the Civil Service."'’ Sir Robin Butler acknowledged that the length of time
one party had been in power might give rise to scepticism about the continuing impartiality of
1 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 4o’
2 MC (1993-94) 2M11. pp. 109 (.Sir Brian Cubbon). 13 (Dr Peter Harberis); HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 297 (Mr Vernon
Uogdanor); Q247 (Ms Plizabeth Symons).
3 Q544.
4 Q586.
5 QQ596-598.
6 Q587.
7 Q305.
8 QQ850. 859, 861.
9 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 93 (Mr Timothy Hornsby).
10 HC (1992-93) 290-11. pp. 300-301 (Mr Charles Clarke).
11 QQ226, 231-233 (Ms Flizabeth Svmons).
I2Q2543
13 Q2546, HC(1993-4) 27-11. p.328. Correspondence between Sir Robin and Mr. O’Brien on this matter is continuine
14 QQ56. fr) (Mr Waldegrave).
15 HC Deb., 13 July 1994. col. 992.
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the Civil Service, but was convinced that it would serve a Government of another party with
equal commitment, emphasising the deep commitment to such impartiality among civil servants. Referred to one particular incident, when a civil servant briefed a minister’s political
adviser on how local party organisations and MPs could criticize a pressure group, he admitted
that civil servants did occasionally overstep the mark, but he claimed such instances were rare.^
Others endorsed the Government s view. Lord Howe attributed any changes in attitudes in the
Civil Service to cultural changes which were not principally attributable to the Conservative
Government and did not believe civil servants were committed to the continuance in office of
one party. Sir Kenneth Stowe, who was Principal Private Secretary to the Prime Minister at
the time of the last change of the party in Government, was confident that his successors
would be comfortable in handling the transition and that the most senior figures in the Service
could provide the necessary leadership at such a time.'* Sir Brian Hayes took a similar view,
arguing that the change in habits of thought required by a dificrent Government was “the sort
of professional challenge that civil servants relish’’.' Several witnesses observed that a closeness
between Ministers and civil servants was both natural and necessary and could develop both
quickly and to the benefit of administration.*’ Consideration of the case of Sir William
Armstrong and the prices and incomes policy of the Heath Government also indicated that an
alleged transgression of the bounds ol political impartiality by a civil servant need not be
related to the length of time one party has been in power.^
82. ,Some witnesses pointed to other developments which were seen as symptoms of a breakdown in relations between Ministers and civil servants and the traditional values and understandings which underpin them. The General Secretary of the FDA referred to cases brought
to her attention of civil servants not being allowed to give advice to Ministers because
Ministers do not want to receive the policy advice of civil servants”. Some civil servants were
excluded from discussions on policy which were not party political in nature.* Ms. Symons felt,
however, that it \yould be incompatible with her professional ethic as a trade union official to
disclose details ol such cases. In a recent study based in part on interviews with serving and
recently retired civil servants. Dr William Plowden has contended that there has been “a worsome cases at least, in the working relationship between Ministers and
omcials" caused by the reluctance of a growing number of Ministers to entertain unfavourable
advice and a consequent reluctance by ofTicials to tender it.’
83. Mr Waldegrave and Sir Robin Butler vigorously contested the notion that the various incidents cited could be drawn together to form a coherent and convincing case that
the values of the Service were, to any extent, being undermined. Sir Robin Butler said he
had not detected any reduced willingness on the part of Ministers to give fair consideration
to the advice of civil servants.'** Any such action by a Minister would be improper and Sir
Robin would alert the Prime Minister to any concern he had about such an impropriety."
Mr Waldegrave saiu he was surprised by the comments of the FDA General Secretary on
this issue, and no formal complaint about the conduct of a Minister has been put to the
Government by the FDA.'^The Government has stated that the early departures of Sir
Geoffrey Holland Irom the Department for Fducation and Sir Clive Whitmore from the
Home Office were no? attributable to breakdowns in their relationships with their respecUve Secretaries of State.'' Any sense there was of declining standards in the Civil Service
Sir Robin Butler and Mr Waldegrave attributed in very large measure to inaccurate reporting in the media. Sir Robin Butler criticised the generally negative approach to reporting
twin. 134
2 QQ20.SO-2O52.
3 Q563.
4QQI67I-I672
5 H('(199.3-94) 27-111. pp. 7-8.

$
K- T
860 (Lord Jenkins); IIC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 109 (Sir Brian Cubbon).
8«(2Qi782-1790|Ms
IS
Callaghan); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 27 (Or GeolTrey K Fry).
1 lizabclh .Symons).
Plowden. Minisivrs and .Mandarins (Institute for Public Policy Research, 1994), pp. 102-109
10 QI479.
''
11 (J02I72. 1480 (Sir Robin Butler).
12 QI825; HC IX'b.. 21 July 1994. col. 510».
in

f7

'Villiam Waldegrave). Sir Clive Whitmore told the Home Affairs Committee
•’’t ‘Ija* my rcLuions with the Home Secretary arc of the very best and there is absolutely no question of my
Civil Sci^icc a few months early because there has in any way been a deterioration in my relationship with the

94)'377^g*5'^

’ ^*mutes of Lvidcncc taken before the Home Affairs Committee. Home Office Annual Repon, HC (1993-
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on public service, with “too many brickbats, far too little praise’’.' He argued that much
adverse comment on the Civil Service was not well-based, citing examples of press reporting
which he considered “disgraceful’’, “prejudiced’’, “prejudicial”, “selective” and “unfair”.’ He
expressed concern about “the eroding, demoralising effect” such reporting had on the Civil
Service. He thought some of the criticisms of standards in public life were ill-based and would
not last, although he acknowledged a “big task” in seeking to remove any public distrust of
standards which did exist.'
(Hi) Conclusions

84.
Concern about standards in the Civil Service is not limited to those outs
A survey commissioned by the F-niciency Unit of over 4,000 civil servants found “a belief that
the public service ethos is being eroded”. According to the independent organisation which
conducted the survey, “this negative finding was significantly stronger than any other and must
be ol concern to those responsible for the management of the Service”.' Like some of the evidence presented to the Sub-Committee, this finding is worrying but inconclusive. We share the
Governmeiit’s view that the Next Steps reforms are in principle compatible with the maintenance
of the traditional values of the Civil Service. However, the devolution of authority within the Civil
Service and the disappearance of traditional structures of control reinforces the* need for greater
vigilance about standards throughout the Civil Service. The disappearance of nianv tangible common features of careers in different parts of the Civil Service reinforces the import'ance of the less
tangible shared values, and emphasises the need to make those shared characteristics better known
and understood throughout the service.

85.
Loyal and effective service to a Government of a different political comp
many years serving administrations from the same party would require some readjustment for
those civil servants engaged in policy advice. We consider that it requires careful preparation
and leadership from the most senior ranks of the Service, which should be actively supported
by their current political masters, and we propose .some practical steps which should be taken
later. However, we have little doubt that civil servants would be able to demonstrate the same
level of commitment to any incoming Government and we believe that the commitment of the overwhelming majority of civil servants to the principle and practice of a pollticallv impartial Civil
Service is undimlnished.
86. There is almost universal agrecmcnl that the essential values of the Civil Service should
be preserved and that it is the duty of every Government to pass on to its successors a Civil
Service w'ith these values intact. The present Government has committed it.self to carrying out
this duty and believes that it is succeeding in maintaining the essential values of the Service.
Others have expressed considerable doubt about whether these standards are being upheld in
practice. We believe that, on a matter of this importance, the public has a right to expect that the
essential values of the Civil Service are being upheld.
V. CREATING A NEW FRAMEWORK
(i) The Armstrong Menumuuhnn

87. The British system ol Government has a considerable range of written guidance and
rules; it does not have a single document subject to an authoritative interpretation.’ The framework for niaintaining standards in the Civil Service and the system of Government which it
serves is laid dow'ii in a series of documents governing the conduct of civil servants.'' These arc
supplemented by occasional guidance, such as that issued at the time of General Elections,
local elections and European elections.^ We examine the key documents, their authority, their
contents and the methods by which the standards laid down in them arc maintained and
enforced.
1 QOI831 (Mr W'aldcgravc), 1992 (Sir Robin Hullcr),
2 QQ20I0, 2047. 2053.
3 Q2056.

4 02083.
5
6
7
8
9

Career Management and Succession Planning Study, p. 108.
See paragraphs 226-228.
HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 23 (Dr Keith Dowding).
F or a full list, see HC (l‘>92-93) 390-11. pp. 36-37 (Sir Robin Butler).
HC Deb.. 28 April 1994. cols. 254-255w; HC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 222-225 (Cabinet Ofllcv)
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88.
The most important guide to civil servants on their condu
the Note first issued by the then Head of the Home Civil Service in 1985 entitled “The Duties
and Responsibilities of Civil Servants in Relation to Ministers", known after its author as the
Armstrong Memorandum.' it was prepared by Sir Robert Armstrong with the consent of the
Prime Minister in consultation with Permanent Secretaries in charge of Departments and
issued with their agreement.’ It appears to have no authority beyond that of the Cabinet
Secretary of the time, a matter which has caused concern to the FDA.' It was first issued in
the wake of the trial of Mr Clive Pouting. The Government stated that it was not intended to
break new ground, instead seeking to restate long-standing principles.** The Armstrong
Memorandum was the focus of an inquiry by our predecessors in 1985 and 1986. 'Hie Report
ol the then Treasury and Civil Service Committee rellected the widespread view expressed in
evidence that the Armstrong Memorandum was a correct statement of the constitutional position as it had been understood throughout this century and even earlier, but the Committee
questioned its adequacy as an appreciation of existing political and constitutional realities.'
I he Committee did not endorse the Armstrong Memorandum, nor do we believe it accepted its
adequacy to the extent that the Government has subsequently implied.^
89.
The purpose of the Armstrong Memorandum was to make
might have dealings with Ministers how they should respond in certain situations they might
face. Accordingly, it was intended principally for senior civil servants.' Sir Robin Butler
thought the Armstrong Memorandum had “stood the test of time very well"; he was not
conscious of any inadequacies or delects which might necessitate amendments.*
Mr VValdegrave also saw it as “a pretty good statement of what the ethical situation is and
should be", considering it "a powerful document".*' I his view was shared by others."*

90.
The Armstrong Memorandum is forthright in dc.scribing the n
British Civil Service:
“Civil .servants are servants of the Crown. 1-or all practical purpo.ses the Crown in this
context means and is represented by the Government of the day ... The Civil Service as
such has no constitutional personality or responsibility separate from the duly
constituted Government of the day ... The British Civil Service is a non-political and
professional career service subject to a code of rules and discipiines.”"
It is common ground that the Civil Service defies an easy universally applicable definition
and a civil servant has no specific legal status as is the case in France,'^ but the statement that
“the Crown in this context means and is represented by the Government of the day" has given
rise to some controversy'*. The R)A expressed a separate concern that the statement that
"For all practical purposes the Crown in this context means and is represented by the
Government of the day" was too sweeping. The I DA contended that civil servants had duties
1 Cm. 2627. para. 2.36. the 1985 version of ihc Armstrong Memorandum is reproduced in HC (1985-86) 92-11 pp 7-9 A
revised version was issued in 1987, HC Deb.. 2 December 1987, cols. 572-575w
2 ftC (1985-86) 92-M. p, 7; IIC Deb., 2 IXwmber 1987, col. 572w.
3 Fifth Report from the Trcasur>’ and Civil Scrs icc Committee, The Civil Service Pur and Conditions of Service Code HC
(1989-90) 2()0. Q65 (Ms Fli/abeth Symons).
4 HC (1985-86) 92-11, p. I (Cabinet Office).
5 HC (1985-86) 92-1, paras. 2.1-3.8.
6 HC (l989-90» 260, p.sra. 16; Q1118 (Mr Waldegrave); HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 185 (Mr Waldegrave).
7 HC (1985-86) 92-11. p. I (Cabinet Office); ibid., (X)4-5 (Sir Robert Armstrong); Q200I (Sir Robin Butler)
8 QI08, Sec also Q2026.
9Q1II8.
10Q2l90(Mr Michael Bichard); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 8 (Sir Brian Hayes).
11 HC' tXb.. 2 IXxcmber 1987, cols. 572- 573w.
12 T he Treasury defines a civil sersant as “a sersant of the Crown working in a civil capacity who is not: the holder of a
p-)liiical (or judicial) offiev; the holder of certain other offices in respect of whose tenure of office special provision has been
made; a senant of the C'rown in a personal capacity p;iid from the C'ivil List”, HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 261; HC (1993-94)
27-m. p. 72 (Professor Anne Stevens). For previous Parliamentary and Governmental consideration of the definition of a
civil servant, sec Ideventh Rcfrort from the expenditure Committee. The Civil Service, HC' (1976-77) 535-1, Appendix.
FKTinition of a Civil Senant'; The Civil ,Service: Government Observations on the Eleventh Report from the E.xpenditure
Committee, Ses.\ion 1976-77, Cmnd. 7117, paras. 107-109; l ourth Report from the Treasury and C'ivil Service Committee
Civil Service Manpower Reductions \{C i\91<)-m 7I2-II. p. 128-129, 131-133 (C'ivil Service Department); HC (1985-86) 92-1,'
p.ira. 3.4; Civil Servants and .Ministers: Duties and Responsibilities: Government Re.sponse to the Seventh Report from the
Treasury and Civil -Service Committee. Session 1985-86, Cmnd. 9841, para. 8.
13 OQ20. 1114 (Mr Waldegrave), 114-115 (Sir Robin Butler). 330 (Professor Peter Hennessy); HC (1985-86) 92-1, para. 3.2;
11C (1989-90) 260, Q27 (Mr Peter Stokes); eighth Report from the Treasury and Civil Senice C'ommittee, Progress in the
Sext Steps Initiative HC (1989-90) 481, para.l; IK' (1993-94) 27-IH. pp. 86 (Mr David Faulkner. Dr Colin Crouch. Dr
Mark Frecdland, Dr Desmond King), 112 (Charter 88).
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Other than their duties to the Government of the day, such as their duty to obey the law, specific duties imposed by law and duties as members of professions, which, by their nature, ha.d
to qualify loyalty to the Government.' The Government has responded to the h'DA’s concern
in the following terms;
‘The Armstrong Memorandum cannot be given the interpretation that a civil servant
has no duties except to the Government of the day. As well as having the normal obligation of any employee to give honest and faithful .service, to obey the lawful orders of
his employer and to act in a manner consistent with the bond of trust and confidence
between employer and employee, civil .servants have a number of duties including, like
any other citizen, a general duty to obey the law and to deal honestly. They may also
have specific professional duties, for example as doctors or lawyers. Hqually they may
have dictates of conscience which arc individual to them. The Armstrong
Memorandum fully recognises that all these exist and is indeed designed to give guidance on what to do if civil servants feel that they are being given instructions which
conflict with them. None of this is inconsistent with saying that civil servants arc
subservient to Ministers as the reprc.scntatives of the Crown in Parliament ..."^
VVe believe this response by the Government to the 1‘DA’s points is very clear. Indeed, in
clarity it exceeds the Armstrong Memorandum Itself.
(ii) The Civil Service Management Code
91. The Armstrong Memorandum is intended to deal principally with the particular issues
raised for civil servants by relations with Ministers. The conduct and standards required of the
Civil Service more generally have been laid down in a scries of codes applying to all civil servants of which the most recent Is The Civil Service Management Code. Kach of these has been
issued by the Minister for the Civil Service under powers granted by successive Civil Service
Orders in Council.^ The predecessor of the Management Code. The Civil Service Pay and
Conditions oj Service Code, was described in 1990 by the PDA as “the nearest thing to a contract that a civil servant has”, a view which was broadly endorsed by Sir Robin Butler.'' The
new Management Code was introduced in 1993 as part of the movement towards delegated
authority for personnel management within the Civil Service.^ Its aim was “to provide a concise and accurate statement of the centrally issued terms and conditions which must be applied
by management to all civil servants, regardless of the department or agency within which they
work . Previous documents contained non-mandatory guidance on good management practice.
The new Management Code was intended to disentangle the contractual elements and thus
remove confusion.^ Sir Robin Butler considered it a “compact document” which was “handy
to use’
Mr Mottram noted that the Management Code was mandatory, had a clear status
and provided clear guidance on how civil servants should conduct themselves.* Mr Waldegrave
emphasised that the new Code did not differ substantially from The Civil Service Pay and
Conditions Code m its instructions on conduct.*' These general rules are elaborated in rules and
guidance for civil servants operating in particular fields and for each Department or Agency.'®
The Government stressed the importance of disseminating such rules of conduct and ensuring
that they were available to all civil servants in accessible form " Mr Waldegrave believed it
was essential that the Management Code and the Armstrong Memorandum which it now
incorporates “are regarded by every civil .servant as carrying very great authority indeed”; he
believed these documents were sufficiently authoritative.'^
1 QQ269, 1713 (Ms F.lizabcth Symons); Discussion Paper on Proposed Code of
(FDA. February 1994), paras. I.7-I.I6.
This issue was raised by the F DA in 1990 when the phrase appeared in The Chit Service Pay and Conditions of Service Code
without the elaboration of the other duties of civil servants contained in the Armstrong Memorandum. The Committee recommended that the Code should cross-refer to the Armstrong Memorandum. HC (1989-90) 260, paras. 13-18. The Civil
.Service Pay and Conditions of Service Code has now been superscticd by The Civil .Service Management Code w hich incorporates the Armstrong Memorandum.
2 Cabinet Office Memorandum to the Scott Inquiry in response to the FDA submission. This document was placed in the
Library of the House of Commons in response to a request by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee.
3 Civil Service Order in Council 1991, sation 6 (a).
4 HC (1989-90) 260, para. 5.
5 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 259 (HM Trcasur>).
6 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 36 (Sir Robin Butler).
7QQ110, 1449.

8QIII8.
9 HC (1993-94) 27-IL p. 185.
10 Q20I5 (Sir Robin Butler).
11 (J2528 (Mr Waldegrave and Sir Robin Butler).
I2Q1846.
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(Hi) Questions oj Procedure for Ministers
92. The third important diKument in this context is Questions of Procedure for Ministers,
whicli approaches the vital, symbiotic relationship between Ministers and civil servants from
the perspective of Ministers. In 1986 our predecessors noted that “loyalty should not be a one
way street” and called upon the Prime Minister to "formulate and publish guidelines for
Ministers which would set out their duties to Parliament and responsibilities for the Civil
Service".' In its reply the Government rejected the recommendation, arguing that Ministers
were “well aware of the principles that should govern their duties and responsibilities in relation to Parliament and in relation to civil servants." It then set out the relevant duties of
Ministers.* These duties were then quoted in the revised 1987 Armstrong Memorandum.'' In
May 1992 the Government responded positively to the Committee's earlier recommendation,
publishing Questions of Procedure for Ministers, having revised the document prior to publication.'* This document has been issued to Ministers on a confidential basis by successive Prime
Ministers since Mr Clement Attlee. According to Professor Peter Hennessy, it was only issued
under the authority of the Prime Minister of the day and did not have the status of a “constitutional convention",*' an issue which concerned the FDA.^ However, the Prime Minister's
decision to publish Questions of Procedure for Ministers w'as w'elcomed by Professor Hennessy,
who thought it would make the future of the guidance more secure and Ministers more likely
to take note of it.’ and by Lord Callaghan, who “could sec no reason why it should be private".«
^
93. In the context of relations with civil servants, the most important part of Questions of
Procedure for Ministers is paragraph 55, w hich reads as follows:
“Ministers have a duty to give fair consideration and due weight to informed and
impartial advice from civil .servants, as well as to other considerations and advice, in
reaching policy decisions; a duty to refrain from asking or instructing civil servants to
do things which they should not do; a duty to ensure that influence over appointments
is not abused for partisan purposes; and a duty to observe the obligations of ji good
employer with regard to terms and conditions of those w'ho serve them. Civil servants
should not be asked to engage in activities likely to call in question their political
impartiality, or to give rise to the criticism that people paid from public funds arcbeing used for Party political purposes."
Some considered this statement satisfactory. Lord Howe thought that the rules, “provided
they are applied by Ministers and civil servants alike with professionalism, courage and
integrity, arc pretty good".^ Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings thought that this
paragraph “states what is required very adequately"."’ Others w'erc not satisfied. The FDA
contended that “there rema-ns a doubt as to how' far Ministers o ve duties to their civil servants, and in particular whether Ministers have any duty to support civil servants who are carrying out the responsibilities in a proper manner”." Dr William Plowden also considered the
current guidance for Ministers inadequate, since it “did not provide much of a standard against
which to test Ministerial actions (or inaction)".'^' Mr Vernon Bogdanor also believed the guidance to be imprecise, suggesting that the statement that Ministers have a “duty to refrain from
asking or instructing civil servants to do things which they should not do" w-as a tautology.''
Lord Jenkins cast a revealing light on the impact both of the guidance and prolonged
Ministerial service when he said ol Questions of Procedure for Ministers, “I remember reading it
very carefully when I first became a Minister, and less carefully on all subsequent occasions. I
1 lie* (1985-86) 92-1. pa’ras.'.V9-3.lT.
2 Cmnd. 98-41. p;uas. 10-12
.4 nc Deb., 2 IXvcmbcr 1987. col. 572w; Minutes of lividcncc taken before the Treasury and Civil Service Committee.
DtiiUs and Rnponsihiliim of (nil Scrutnis in Rctaiion to Minhiin. HC (1987-88) .UO-i. Q.t6 (Sir Robin Butler).
4 01X57 (Mr W'ald-v‘{:ravc|. The dtKument has been revised on one oaasion since initial publication to take aa'ount of new
rules on Ministers’ membership of Lloyd’s. HC I)cb., 21 July 1994. cols 55|-S54w
5 0 0297. ?|7-.42i.
6 (?2I7 (Mr Christopher Dunabin). See also 0IW7 (.Mr John Garrett)
7 00297. .418.
8 (^20
9 054.1.
10 HC (199.4-94) 27-111. p. |00.
11 HC( 1992-93) .490-11. p. 40.
12 Q.504; Dr William Plowden. StiniMirs and Stmuhirins (Institute for Public Policy Research. 1994). n 114
13 HC( l‘>92-93) .490-11. p. 297.
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think from that point of view it is slightly like safety instructions in an aircraft; you do not
read them quite so keenly on frequent flights/’*
(iv) Internal resolution

94. The value of these documents is dependent upon the extent to which the values, principles and standards of conduct which they lay down are disseminated, understood and upheld
in practice. At the heart of the current system lies a commitment to and faith in the internal
resolution of issues raised in the guidance, usually at departmental level below that of the
Permanent Head of the Department.^ Sir Robin Butler stressed on several occasions that he
would expect most problems of an ethical nature faced by civil servants to be resolved by consulting their immediate line managers who were “in the next room” and “easily approachable”.^ Mr Waldegrave considered it a prime objective "to create an atmosphere in
departments where a civil servant would not feel intimidated by going to his line management
to say: ‘1 am being asked to do something wrong’. It should be deeply part of the management
culture of the Civil Service that the line management should take responsibility for this.”"*
95. These procedures applied in the case of instructions from Ministers which were felt to be
in any way improper. Sir Robin Butler said that if it were considered that an instruction was
improper, a civil servant would advise the Minister to withdraw the instruction and he or she
would do so.^ He had little doubt that this system operated effectively in practice, even though
it relied upon the good faith of the Ministers and civil servants who operated it.^ In 1988 he
suggested that it was “inconceivable” that a Minister would persevere in giving a civil servant
an instruction which was not in line with the constitution.^ He adopted a similar view during
this inquiry.** He thought that it was “no' likely that Ministers will reject our advice, particularly on matters of propriety or legality, not least because they would put themselves in an
extremely vulnerable position if they did so”.^ I roni a Ministerial perspective, Mr Waldegrave
said that “you have to have a certain nerve to ask the British Civil Service to do something
that is wrong and outside its remit. They will tell you very firmly if you ask them and so they
should.”'® On a later ocaision he said that “in my experience as a Minister since 1981 it is the
one thing that makes Ministers instantly withdraw if there is a statement from a civil servant:
‘You are asking me to do something that is not right’ or ‘Here is a propriety issue’ for the very
good reasons of self-preservation.”" The Prime Minister made a similar point in his evidence
to the Scott Inquiry, in the context of Parliamentary questions:
“In my experience, if a Minister attempted to change a draft answer in any way that
was thought to be misleading, then the Civil Service would object. If a junior official
felt he was being overridden I think he would go to the Permanent Secretary and the
Permanent Secretary would object. The British Civil Service is a pretty rigid Instrument
in determining that things are honest and truthful and I think it is the better for being
so.”'2
This statement was warmly welcomed both by Sir Kenneth Stowe, who drew it to the Subcommittee’s attention, and by Sir Robin Butler.'^
96. These procedures generally have no formal status. They are not described in the documents we have discussed above. They are confidential and usually take place orally. They do
not depend on any special provision in any of these documents, other than the duty of civil servants to give impartial and objective advice. They dej^end essentially upon what might be
termed the Civil Service’s powers of moral suasion. There are two exceptions to this general
informality—the procedures relating to certain advice on the use of public money from
1 Q866.
2 HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 187 (OP.SS).
3 QQ1443. 2061, 2066, 2539.
4 Q1859.
5 Q2061.
6 Q2082.
7 lie (1987-88) 370-1, Q40.
8Q116.
9 Q2075.
10 Q63.
11 Q1852.
12 lie (1993-94) 27-11, p. 130 (quoted by Sir Kenneth Stowe).
130 ihhi, Q2061.
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Accounting Oflicers and the appeals procedures laid down in the Armstrong Memorandum.
Under the former procedure, aa Accounting Officer (usually the Permanent Head of a
Department) is required to set out in writing his objection to any contemplated course of
action by a Minister “involving a transaction which an Accounting Officer considers would
infringe the requirements of propriety or regularity” and, if the Mfnister chooses to proceed
\\ith the proposed course of action, to seek a written instruction. Ha\nng received the written
instruction, he is e.xpected to comply with it, but inform the Treasury and communicate the
papers to the Comptroller and Auditor General. Similar provisions currently exist in relation
to actions which raise an issue relating to economy, efficiency and effectiveness, without the
same requirement to inform the Comptroller and Auditor General in all cases. ‘ Following the
operation of the latter procedure by the Accounting Officer of the Overseas Development
Administration in the case of the Pergau Hydro-Electric Project, the Government has accepted
a rewmmendation of the Committee of Public Accounts that papers relating to all cases where
Ministers have issued directions on matters involving prudent and economical administration,
efficiency and effectiveness should be communicated to the Com.ptroller and Auditor General
without delay.- These procedures are \itally important, as the Chairman of the Committee of
Public Accounts made clear.*^ Professor Peter Hennessy commented that “even the whiff of an
Accounting Officer’s Note in Whitehall stops a great deal of untoward financial malpractice
happening in the first place”.** Sir Kenneth Stowe reinforced this point, saying that, when he
e.xpfessed dissatisfaction as an Accounting Officer, Ministers “would tend to listen and ask why
I was not very happy and I would explain and the problem would disappear. One was listened
to precisely b^use one was the Accounting Officer.”^
97. Formal procedures also e.xist under the Armstrong Memorandum. The original
Armstrong Memorandum stated that, if a civil ser\'ant felt that certain actions “would raise for
him or her a fundamental issue of conscience”, he or she should consult a superior officer, “or
in the last resort the Permanent Head of the department, who can and should if necessary consult the Head of the Home Civil Service”.® The then Committee considered these procedures in
1986, finding there might be instances in which they would be “of little use” and recommending that the Head of the Home Civil Service should make it clear that he was “prepared personally to consider appeals from officials who have followed his procedures but whose
dilemmas remained unresolved”."^ The Government accepted this recommendation.^ The
revised Armstrong Memorandum contains a two-stage procedure. First, a civil servant who
“considers that he or she is being asked to act in a manner which appears to him or her to be
improper, unethical or in breach of constitutional conventions, or to involve possible maladministration, or to be otherwise inconsistent with the standards of conduct prescribed in this
Memorandum and in the relevant Civil Service codes and guides” should report the matter to a
senior officer, “and if appropriate to the Permanent Head of the Department”. Second, “a civil
servant who feels that to act or to abstain from acting in a particular way, or to acquiesce in a
particular decision or course of action, would raise for him or her a fundamental issue of conscience” should consult a senior officer, may take the matter up with the Permanent Head of
the Department and “also has a right, in the last resort, to have the matter referred to the
Head of the Home Civil Ser\ice through the Permanent Head of the Department”.^ The Subcommittee ascertained that the full procedures have been used only once since their introduction. This single case concerned conscientious reservations about a Government Department’s
approach to theoretical research. It was considered bj- the Permanent Head of Department and
then by the Head of the Home Civil Service. The subject matter did not involve a Minister.
Thus, the procedures have not been employed to refer a case to a Permanent Secretary, or
thereafter to Sir Robin Butler, on a matter of propriety.*® Sir Robin Butler considered that
this was because such concerns were resolved through the informal procedures described above,
rather than because the procedures were inadequate.**
I The Responsibilities of an Accounting Officer, paras. 13-14.
2^Scvcnlccnth Report from the Committee of Public Accounts, Pergau Hydro-Electric Project, HC (1993-94) 155, paras. 4647, 52; Treasury Minute on the Seventeenth to Twenty-first Reports from the Committee of Public Accounts 1993-94.
Cm. 2602, para. 13.
3 QI5S2 (Mr Robert Sheldon).
4 Q324.
5 QQI666-1667, 1673.
6 HC (1985-86) 92-It, p. 9.
7 HC (1985-86) 92-1, panus. 4.7, 4.16.
8 Cmnd. 9841, para. 19.
9 HC E>cb., 2 December 1987, col, 575w.
10 HC (1993-94) 27-11, pp, 187-188 (OPSS): Q117 (Sir Robin Butler).
II QQ118, 2061. 2066.
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98.
Some other witnesses took a somewhat different view of the Armstrong
procedures. As on a previous occasion,* the FDA contended that some civil servants were
deeply reluctant to use the procedures and that the failure to use the procedures could not be
seen as a sign of their success.^ The FDA’s argument was threefold: first, civil servants feared
that any use of the procedures would lead to adverse effects on the view of their performance
from more senior civil servants; second, the procedures required civil servants to go up the
chain of command down which the original instruction giving rise to concern had come; third,
civil serysnts were concerned that complaints might lead them to be “singled out and pilloried
by Ministers".’ Sir Robin Butler responded to the first two points in 1990, assuring the then
Committee that an appeal under the Armstrong Memorandum procedures would not be held
against an official or entered on his or her personnel record unless it were proved to be
frivolous or vexatious and pointing out that a complaint could be referred to a senior official
other than a line manager or reporting officer.'* The FDA nevertheless believed that there was
a marked reluctance to use the procedures, pointing to complaints which appeared to be suitable for the procedures where they had not been invoked and to the importance of the perceptions of civil servants about the possible consequences of using the procedures.’ Mr Timothy
Hornsby, a former civil servant now working in local government, was also sceptical about the
absence of complaints under the Armstrong Memorandum procedures compared with the
number of comparable issues regularly raised with local government monitoring ofilcers by
councillors or staff.^

99.
A separate but related point was also considered by our predecessors in 199
argued that the separate discussion in separate paragraphs in the Armstrong Memorandum of
two forms of appeals implied that only appeals on a fundamental matter of conscience could
be referred to the Head of the Home Civil Service, and not appeals against instructions which
a civil servant considered unlawful or unethical. Sir Robin Butler did not believe that there was
a practical distinction, since a matter of propriety or illegality which could not be resolved at
departmental level would be a matter of conscience. The Committee welcomed this assurance,
but recommended that the Armstrong Memorandum be revised to state clearly that the right of
appeal to the Head of the Home Civil Service applied to complaints on the grounds of illegality, impropriety and maladministration.’ In response, the Government declined to revise the
Armstrong Memorandum itself, but proposed to amend the Code in order to clarify the issue.®
The Civil Service Management Code now states that “civil servants with a crisis of conscience,
for example in respect of an instruction to do something which appears to be illegal or
improper or which may raise questions of maladministration, have a right to appeal to the
Permanent Head of the Department and, in the last resort, to the Head of the Home Civil
Service”.’ We are not convinced that this is a sufficient remedy for a lack of clarity in the
Armstrong Memorandum. We note that Sir Robin Butler himself drew a distinction between
situations where civil servants’ “consciences are troubled” and occasions where “they are being
asked to do something contrary to constitutional conventions”.'*’ A subsequent exchange with
him confirmed the view that questions of propriety and legality are frequently understood as
more than a sub-set of fundamental issues of conscience, as the Government’s interpretation of
the Armstrong Memorandum implies."

100.
A final concern about the Armstrong Memorandum procedures related to
ity of the Head of the Home Civil Service to act as an appellate authority and to his wider
position in the British constitutional system. Professor Peter Hennessy argued that, while the
posts of Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Home Civil Service were combined, it was inappropriate for the holder to act as the final appeal authority on matters of propriety and legality, since on any matter which was “central to the State” where the procedures might be
1 MC (1989-90) 260, QQ33, 38, 40-41, 52 (Ms I-lizabcth Symons, Mr Christopher Dunabin).
2 QQ230-23I (Ms Elizabeth Symons).
3 ibid.-, QI785 (Ms Elizabeth Symons).
4 MC (1989-90) 260, para. 35.
5 MC (1989-90) 260, QQ33. 38, 40-41, 52; QQ230-23I, 1785 (Ms filizabeth Symons).
6MC(l993-94) 27-lll, p. 93.
7 MC (1989-90) 260, paras. 37-38.
8 I'ifth Special Report from the Treasury and Civil Scrsicc Committee, The Civil Service Pay and Condilkms oj Service
Code: The Governmem's Observations on the Fifth Report from the Committee in Session 1989-%, MC (1989-90) 617, para.
9 MC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 188 (OPSS).
iogii.3.
II QQ2531-2532.
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invoked, the Head of the Home Civil Service would himself have been involved as Cabinet
Secretary.' Sir Robin Butler did not believe such cases would be difficult to handle. Where he
had a theoretical conflict of interest, he would ask the case to be handled by a senior colleague
not personally involved in the matter.^ Although this course of action is not referred to in the
Armstrong Memorandum, Mr Waldegrave considered it to be “just common sense”.^ Professor
Hennessy also e.xpressed concern about the extent of the influence which the Head of the
Home Civil Service and the Cabinet Secretary had arising from his role in relation to the
Armstrong Memorandum and more widely, describing him as “the supreme judge of whether
or not constitutional conventions are being broken”.'* Sir Robin Butler rejected this notion,
contending that he was simply an adviser to the Prime Minister who decided and who was
accountable to Parliament.^ Lord Callaghan confirmed from his own experience that the
Cabinet Secretary would not be expected to reach a final decision on a matter of constitutional
significance. Sir Robin stated that he would not expect his advice on a matter of propriety “to
be taken lightly and in my own experience it never has been”. He went on to say that he would
be prepared to resign to defend what he saw' as constitutional propriety.’ Mr Waldegrave did
not believe it was “plausible” that the Prime Minister “would override” the Head of the Home
Civil Service on such a matter and averred that the resignation of the latter in such circumstances “would bring the Government down”.« When it was put to Sir Robin that the extreme
unlikelihood of his advice being refused gave him more power in practice than in theory, he
firmly rejected the suggestion that his post had “some constitutional significance”. His role was
simply that of an adviser to the Prime Minister, who would be called to account in Parliament
for any decision taken in defiance of his advice.*^ A similar issue w-as raised by guidance issued
to civil servants relating to elections, which was usually cleared by Ministers,*® although W'e
note that the Prime Minister has referred to such rules as having “been laid down by the
Cabinet Secretary”."
( v) The existing framework: conclusions

101. The Government believes that the documents w'e have described and the procedures for
monitoring and upholding their contents provide a satisfactory framework for maintaining the
essential values of the Civil Service: “the Government and its predecessors have consistently
taken the view that, within our constitutional arrangements, the standards and ethics essential
to the operation of the Civil Service, described in these documents, are well founded and well
understood’’.'^ We do not agree with this sanguine verdict. None of the documents examined
states the essential values of the Civil Service with sufficient clarity. Each document is directed to
a particular audience: the Armstrong Memorandum to civil servants dealing with Ministers; The
Gvil Service Management Code to managers in the Civil Service; Questions of Procedure for
Ministers to Ministers. None communicates a clear and simple message to all civil servants and to
the wider public about the standards to be upheld. The Armstrong Memorandum appears increasingly dated. We do not believe it can be viewed as an authoritative summary of the constitutional
position and role of the Civil Service. We welcome the publication of Questions of Procedure for
Ministers, but are not convinced of the adequacy of its instructions relating to Ministers’ dealines
with cl\il servants.
^
102. We have similar doubts about the existing mechanisms for upholding the standards enunciated in these documents. In the last century Mr William Gladstone remarked that the British
Constitution “presumes more boldly than any other the good faith of those who work it’’. This
remains true today, and it need be no reflection upon the good faith of the current generation of
Ministers and senior civil servants to suggest that public trust in such a system Is diminishing and
IS likely to diminish f^urther. The system for upward referral within Government of issues of propriety and Illegality is necessary but not sufficient. We believe that there is convincing evidence
that the existing procedures do not command the confidence of all civil servants. The preservation
I 0329.
2QI447.

—

.3 01851

4 00297. .323.
5 01470,
6 0605.

7 001474-1476
8 0018.52-1856
9 0 02075-2081.
10 OQ2040-204.3 (Sir Robin Bulkv).

II IK' IX'b. 28 April 1994. col*.. 378-379.
12

Cm. 2627. para. 2..36.
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of the principles and values of the Civil Service is too important to be left to Ministers and civil
servants alone.
(vi) A new Civil Service Code
103. The Sub-Committee received several proposals for changes to or developments of the
existing framework for underpinning the essential values of the Civil Service. One of these was
the introduction of a new Code of Ethics or Conduct for the Civil Service. The FDA advanced
Uie case for a Code of Ethics in 1986 and its Annual Delegate Conference endorsed a draft
Code 111 that year. The FDA renewed its call during the pre.sent inquiry and prepared a discussion document including a revised draft Code of Ethics.^ The proposal for a new Code of
Ethics has been supported by Lord Callaghan and Lord Bancroft, a former Head of the Home
Civil Service. The advantages of the proposed Code were seen by its advocates as fivefold,
hirst. It was envisaged that the Code would have “some clear public status, public endorsement, going beyond that of the Government of the day”.-* Both Lord Callaghan and Sir
Kenneth Stowe considered that this additional authority could be secured by means of resolutions within Parhament.5 Second, it was proposed that such a Code would have far wider currency than existing documents, being available both to all civil servants and to the public
possibly as part of the Citizen’s Charter process.^* Third, it was expected that the process of
drawing up and endorsing such a Code would entail a wider public and Parliamentary debate
on these niatters than had been the case with earlier documents.’ Fourth, it was argued that
such a Code could have greater clarity about the role, duties and responsibilities of civil servants than existing documents, principally because it would be a single document arising from
a sustained process of debate.^ Finally, Lord Callaghan laid great stress on the vital role of
such a Code as a unifying force m an increasingly heterogenous Civil Service, a reminder to all
civil servants of their shared role and values, providing them with “a fresh mission” in the light
ol revolutionary change.^
®
^ arguments against such a Code were based on the view that the current Civil Service Management Code, incorporating the Armstrong Memorandum, was satisfactory and could be said to amount to a code of ethics.'*’ A worthwhile process of clarification
simphlication and consolidation had already taken place in drawing up the Civil Service
Management Code Further consolidation, along the lines of the FDA Discussion Paper
would produce a document both unwieldy and elitist in its concentration on relations with
Ministers and I arhament. Others shared the Government’s scepticism about such a Code.
Some believed it would be superfluous, encouraging disputes over words and their interpretation. A former Permanent Secretary believed such a Code would “diminish the individual’s
responsibility for taking his own decisions and so lessen the respect which a Minister would
have for him
105. We find the case for a new Civil Service Code convincing. We believe that the preparation, comp etion and distribution of such a Code would prove a timely statement of the
essential values of the British Civil Service. It would enable civil servants themselves and those
they serve—both Ministers and the public—to know what was expected of the Civil Service. It
would strengthen the hand of those who sought to maintain the e.ssential values in the face of
perceived threats to those values. It would make more tangible the values which civil servants
hold in common. We believe that its elTect could be particularly strong if it were a condition of
employment for all civil servants that they read the Code and conduct themselves in
1 HC (1985-86) 92-1, para. 4.8; IIC (1992-9.1) .190-11, pp. 4.1-45.
2 Q1698 (Ms Eli/abclh Symons); Discussion Paper on Proposed Code oj Ethics
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1506 (Professor Norman Lewis); IIC (199.1-94) 27-111, p. 40 (.Sir Peter Lazarus).

Vernon llogdaliorT^ ’ 5»ymons), 45.1 (Mr Charles Cochrane). 504 (Dr William Plowden); HC (1992-93) .190-11. p. 298 (Mr
9 QQ.588, 621, 62.1, 632.
10 QQI18 (Mr Waldegraxp ami Mr Mottram), 2528 (Sir Robin Butler).
II QQI 10. 112; HC (1992-9.1) .IW-H, p. .16; QQ200I-2002. 2087 (.Sir Robin Butler).
12 HC (199.1-94) 27-111. pp. 45 (Sir Kenneth Couzens). 93 (Mr Timothy Hornsby).
13 HC' (19*73-94) 27-111. p. f>4 (Sir CieolTrey Chippcrfield).
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accordance with its provisions. We recommend that there should be a new Civil Service Code and
that it should be a condition of employment of all civil servants that they read the Code and conduct themselves in accordance with Its provisions. It should be clear that this Code applies to the
staff of agencies as well as to those of departments.
106.
It may be necessary to consider extending the principles
for Quangocs , especially in cases where such bodies have taken over work from government
departments. Relevant principles may also need to be considered in relation to private sector
organisations contracting for public work, in the same way that official secrecy requirements
are placed on defence contractors.
107. We discuss further below the procedures which we envisage for the preparation of such
a Code, but, to assist a wide debate on its contents, we annex a proposed new Code to this
Report.' As will be evident from this proposed Code, we do not believe it should be an exercise
in consolidation. It is not intended to replace The Civil Service Management Code or other
rules or guidance which the Government considers it appropriate to issue to civil servants as
employer. The new Code is intended as a more enduring statement of the role and duties of the
Civil Service. We believe that this proposed Code has three distinct advantages over existing
Codes: it has greater clarity about the essential values of the Civil Service and the duties and
re.sponsibilities of civil servants and of Ministers in relation to civil servants; it applies to all
civil servants; :md it is both concise and comprehensive. It notes that civil servants owe their
loyalty to the duly constituted Government “subject to the provisions of this Code”. It reminds
civil ser\ants of some of the fundamental duties consequent upon their position, including the
paramount importance of obedience to and respect for the law. It contains a new duly upon
Ministers “to familiarise themselves with the contents of this Code and not to ask civil servants
to act in breach of it . It informs all civil servants of their duties in relation to public administration, including the use of public money within their control. It reminds civil servants of their
duties relating to the separation of public and private interests, political impartiality and confidentiality. We recommend that the Government’s reply to this Report includes a full response to
the proposed new Civil Service Code annexed to this Report.
(vii) An independent appeals procedure
108. A second proposed put to the Sub-Committee to reinforce the framework for upholding
standards was the establishment of a new appeals procedure for civil servants concerned about
matters of propriety or ethical standards. The advocates of such a procedure suggested that it
would introduce a vital element of independence into this field, involving a person or persons
outside the machinery of Government and thus disinterested.^ The FDA was particularly insistent on the value of an independent procedure, believing that civil servants reluctant to use the
Armstrong Memorandum procedures would be prepared to utilise such “an alternative channel . Others endorsed this view. Lord Callaghan believing such a procedure might give “comCivil Service.Another advantage of an independent appeals procedure in the view
of the LDA was that it would establish “case law from decisions in previous instances so that
such dilemmas were less likely to arise’y Finally, supporters of an independent appeals procedure pointed to an apparent precedent in the establishment of an Ombudsman for members of
the security services, who were also Crown servants uir.ler Ministerial control ^

109.
The Government has long opposed this proposal. The e
Govermncnl >s that it would “greatly complicate the relationship between civil servants and
innn that
, It would be “very
^^’hindisruptive
Butler hasof reiterated
this view
on several
occasions,
in
1790
the relationship
between
Ministers
and civilarguing
servants;
It would be destructive of the confidence between them”.* In April 1994 he said that it “would
between Ministers and officials”.^ The Government deployed other arguments
1 Annex I, pp cxxvi-cxxvii.
2 0329 (IWsi>r Peter Mennessy); ItC (1993-94) 27-111. pp, |4 (Dr Peter Barberis), 87 (Mr David Faulkner. Dr Colin
King), 100 (Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings)
3 00231 (Mr Christopher Dunabin), 1716 (Ms Elizabeth Symons).
4 00009 (Lord Callaghan). 1651 (Mr John Garrett).
5 0230 (Mr C'hristopher Dunabin).
C^Sdinfs)’’’'^'^'"''’'
f
7 lie (1985-86) 92-11. 0798 (Sir Robert Armstrong).
8 IK' (1989-90) 260. 0109. Sec also IIC (1987-88) 370-i, 041
9 02083.

27-111. p. 100 (Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip
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against such a procedure. It was suggested that it would be unnecessary to establish a new
s ructure since It was unlikely to be used and failure to use a new system would lead to further
pressure for change ' Lord Callaghan shared the Government’s scepticism about the^tent to
'r'services was not a be
used.‘ precedent:
The Government
argued
thewhere
staff counsellor
the security
relevant
he operated
in that
a field
there were for
no
members of the security services were sjK-cial because of the nature of their
duties, the procedure was intended to relate not to specific instructions but matters of general
anxiety Finally, it was pointed out that there were no comparable procedures in othef countries with \Vestminster-type Governments.^ Despite these objections, Mr Waldegrave said he
id not have a closed mind on the issue and would genuinely await this Committee’s recommendations with an open inind.^
atom

predecessors have considered the case for an independent appeals procedure on
matters of propriety, legality and ethics on two occasions. In 1986 the then Committee recomo say that if this new arrangement is seen to be unsatisfactory in practice, we note the imporhP

review andfurther
recommend
that the inquestion
should
then
con.ydered . Its successor eternal
in 1990 suggested
improvements
the current
system‘

“faultless”: neithcr^did it
conclusively the need for an independent appeals

m
procedures do not command sufficient confidence.
^
arguments
against
an relations
independent
appeals
procedure
We accept that such a sy.stem might complicate
between
Ministers
and unconvincing.
civil servants
^ ut we do not see simplicity as a primary criterion in assessing the health of such relationships,
-or example, there seems little doubt that judicial review has complicated the decision-making
process in Government, but this does not lead it to be viewed as a negative influence by the
WPLH

distrust be ween Ministers and civil servants, provided that they have a shared understanding
standards in Government which is m turn shared by others. We also believe that
Parlumien ary and piibhc confidence in the system of Government is a more important consideration We believe that such confidence would be enhanced by the establishment of an independent appends procedure. We believe that an independent appeals procedure is an cLntial
component of the new Qvil Service Code we have already recommended. A source of authoritatiye interpretation other than the Government of the day is a logical component of a new
Code with a greater authority than that of the Government of the day. We recommend that an
hrS nf

Governmenr^

in Government in
considered capable of resolution within

111. We now outline the mam features of the new appeals procedure which would be laid
down in the proposed new Civil Service Code. First, we accept that the maiority of doubts
a out conduct, propriety and legality should be able to be resolved within Departments Wc
also appreciate that the eficctivcness of any system depends upon the capacity of civil servants
to develop an appropriate sense of what might be improper or unconstitutional. We do not
believe that 't should replace the system of internal resolution described to us by the
Government. With an independent appeals mechanism established under the Code, we do not
believe that it is necessary to be too prescriptive about the form of internal procedures,
although w-e believe that the new appeals body should be consulted about such procedures.
Second, consideration by internal procedures should be a prerequisite for using the independent appeals mechanism, and such appeals should only be permitted when all the internal
appeals procedures have been exhausted.
1 QQI119 (Mr Waldegrave), 208.MSir Robin llullcr).

2 0609.

2089-2091 (Sir Robin Ihiller).
4 Q2088 (Sir Robin Duller).
5 001859. 2531,25.14.
6 110(1985-86) 92-1. para. 4.16.
7 lie (1989-90) 260. para. 43.
8 110(199.3-94) 27-11. pp.196-197.

(1989.90) 260, QI0<; (.Sir Robin Duller); 001119 (Mr Waldegrave).
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12. The Sub-Commilicc received various proposals for the form such an independent procedure might take. The FDA envisaged an Ethics Tribunal composed of Privy Councillors
from across the political parties, but viewed an Ombudsman as an alternative.' Professor
Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings argued that the final appellate authority for a Civil
Service Code could be the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration. This was linked to
their advocacy ol the jurisdiction of the Parliamentary Commissioner being extended to cover
fKrsonnel issues. This last matter has recently been considered by the Select Committee on the
I arhamentary Commissioner for Administration, which decided to await the outcome of this
inquiry before reaching a final decision.-^ It is a principle set down in the Civil Service
lanagement Code that “Civil servants have a right of appeal against management decisions
that aficct them adversely and there exists a Civil Service Appeal Board, including representatives ol management and trade unions and an independent element, to consider appeals on personnel matters. Individual civil servants also write to the Head of the Home Civil Service on
personnel management issues and it is Sir Robin Butler’s policy to deal with all such cases personally.^ The.se procedures are separate and distinct from those under the Armstrong
Memorandum. We have not examined these procedures and c?.nnot comment on their effecnveiiess. Nevertheless, we note that, as presently constituted, the powers of the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administration are distinct in character from the other procedures under
consideration. He considers complaints from members of the public about maladministration
which affects them as citizens. The other procedures under consideration are concerned with
examining matters raised by civil servants. On balance, we believe that the new appeals procedure
VC proposed under a new Civil Service Code should remain separate both from the
work of the Civil Service Appeals Board and that of the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administration. \\c therefore believe that the final appeal available to an aggrieved civil servant
*"*""‘*‘ procedures
should new
be toCode
the independent
body
of the Civil Service Commissioners.
The proposed
annexed toand
ourstrengthened
Report includes
rclerenccs both to the avoidance of maladministration and to the proper, effective and efficient
ii.se of public money. It is thus possible that there might be some overlap betw'een the new
appeals body and the jurisdiction of the National Audit Office and the Parliamentary
Commissioner lor Administration. We expect that the new body would be able to pass information to the National Audit Office for possible invc.stigation. If the Parliamentary
t ommissioncr for Administration were empowered to initiate iiwestigations. as the Select
C^ommittcc on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration has proposed, this could
also be done m cases of possible maladministration which did not giye rise to wider issues of
propriety.^
(viii) A Civil Service Act
113. The third proposal to strengthen the methods for upholding the essential yalues and
standards ol the Civil Service was the introduction of a Civil Service Act. The NorthcoteI rcvclyan Report which recommended the establishment of a central board to ensure the maintenance of a pcrniancnt non-political Civil Service recruited on merit concluded with the
lollowing paragraph:
“It remains for us to express our conviction that if any change of the importance of
those which we have recommended is to be carried into effect, it can only be successfully done through the medium of an Act of Parliament. The existing system is supported by long usage and powerful interests; and were any Government to introduce
material alterations into it. in consequence of their ow'n convictions, without taking the
precaution to give those alterations the force of law, it is almost certain that they
would be imperceptibly, or perhaps ayowedly, abandoned by their successors, if they
were not even allowed to fall into disuse by the very Government which had originated
tlienF A lew clauses would accomplish all that is proposed in this paper, and it is our
lirm belief that a candid statement of the grounds of the measure would insure its sucm pp. 99-100. See also ibid., p. 1302~6.V2.67;
W2IMTl^7l7^l7llii/^,toh's^^^^
2? IlliC MJSTOST
(199.^94) 27-111.
(Dr Andrew
Massey).
•
C ommillec on the F'arliamcnlary Commissioner for Administration. The Powers Works and
Junsduium of the Omhudsnum, IFC (1993-94) 33-1. para. 51.
‘smirs. norhs ana
4 Cnd Service .Uanasienieni Code. Personnel Management, paras. 7.7.1. 7.7.9-7.7.10. The Hoard (tears anneals artinsi
imw! t’V
of superannuation
... dismissal and early retirement ^'non|xi)ment
of compensation to civil sersants activities
dismissed...onforfeiture
inelllcicncy
grounds''
5 IFC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. IS7-I88 (Ol’SS).
6 Q253I (.Sir Robin Rutler).
7 FIC (l‘W-94) 33-1. para 44.
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cess and popularity in the country, and would remove many misconceptions which are
now prejudicial to the public service.”'
implemented. Instead, the Civil Service Commission was
established m 1855 under an Order in Council.^ Professor Peter Hennessy regretted this decithat Orders m Council are “an extremely nimsy protection if there is any reason
c t all to be worried about the self-righting mechanisms of the system”.’ Mr John Garrett was
highly critical of the use of Orders in Council issued under the Royal Prerogative, which
legislation ... without Parliamentary consent”.*' Despite the scepticism of
the Northcote-Trevelyan Report, the Civil Service Commissioners have endured a,7the First

T

foundatioTin^,nTHp‘^"^r'^‘'^
independence was any less because of its
?
V
Act
of Parliament.^
The
independence
the
Qvil Service Commissioners is derived from the powers
granted by an
Order
in Councilofand
from the right of access to the Queen.^* Professor Christopher Hood and Professor George
(her
than ‘the
the part-time
Commissioners)
were serving
career civil
servants.’
Professors
SerTai
mm
Commissioner’s
independence
given
that the Both
Commissioners
Hood and Jones and Sir Kenneth Stowe detected a diminution in the role of the
Commissioners, although this contention was disputed by the Government.'’
114. Profmor Hennessy suggested that it was now time to complete “the unfinished business of Mr Gladstone m the 1860s” and introduce a Civil Service statute to enshrine I key
principles of the Civil Service.'® Professor Norman Lewis also emphasised the importance of
!sl'[tiw priority
nrioHi^'^*
Statute
at a important
time of rapid
change,
thatthan
it should
be of
a legislative
sinceService
nothing
is more
in the
world arguing
of politics
the rules
the
game and the rights of the citizen”." Like Professor Hennessy, he believed such an Act would
have considerable psychological significance, embedding the values of the Civil Service and
reinforcing the interest of the legislature in them.'^ He also pointed to the value of the debate
which would be precipitated bv a Civil Service Bill
115. The Government doubted the need for such an Act in a British context. Mr

‘inrm
tihiv difficult
Him.
r/ andV might lead to inflexibility
Dciieveo
thatthe
such
an Act would
be
incredibly
to draft
affecting
management
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of tlie
House of Commons, was also concerned about such a Bill being exposed to Leader
“the random
chance of amendment m this place”.'’ The Government believed that existing rules carried sufflcient authority and emphasised that decisions made under the Royal Prerogative were not

Z

H
1'’^ aT
^Liiute
as superfluous.!^’
Sir
Brian Hayes
believed
that legislating on the governance of the Civil
Service
“might foster the
notion that the Civil Service constituted a separate estate of the realm, with an authority of its
own and responsibilities transcending its duties to Ministers. I believe that would be wrong.”-®
I Report on the Orgonisaliun of the Pernumem Civil Service.
3 ^97^^

^

ond Invcsligolions. pp. 427-428.
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Mr WaldegrHvc suniiricd up suspicions of an Act by saying “there are countries where everything has to be written down in statutes; they do not always work though”.'

116.
It is clear that advocates of a Civil Ser\'ice Act have so
such an Act would contain, from a brief encapsulation of the essential values of the Service to
a measure which would enshrine “the organisation and management of the Civil Sen'ice and
die rights of civil servants and the rights of Parliament”.^ The Civil Service unions expressed
fears about \Wiethcr such legislation might be employed as a vehicle for reducing the role of the
Civil .Service.- The value of such an Act evidently depends to a large degree upon its contents.*'
VVe arc not convinced of the case for a wide-ranging Civil Service Act as a mechanism for
cither furthering or delimiting reforms of the Civil Service. However, we do believe there would
be considerable value in a much narrower statute, principally designed to provide statutory
backing for the new mechanisms for maintaining the essential values of the Civil Service. We
agree with Mr Waldegrave that it is better to have a culture with a strong sense of commitment
to essential values than to have an Act without such a culture; w'e believe it is better still to
have both. The passage of such an Act w'ould reflect the interest of Parliament, as the repre.sentative of the electorate, in the preservation of the values of the Civil Service; it would set the
terms of the custodial responsibility of the Government of the day for the Civil Service. Such
an Act would require the Government to consult on a new' Civil Service Code and lay such a
Code before Parliament for approval by a resolution of both Houses. The legislation would set
out the powers of the new' appellate body we have proposed. Sir Kenneth Stowe has pointed to
the important role played by Public Service Commissions in other Commonwealth countries.
He has suggested that the Civil Service Commission “with a renewed mandate would be an
appropriate custodian of, or at least an authoritative constitutional adviser on, the behaviourial
criteria for the Civil Service, ie, for its code of conduct”. He called the Commission “a bit of
machinery which ... we invented and we would do well to exploit in the years ahead”.^ We
agree. We consider that a new Civil Service Commission should provide the independent appeals
procedure under the new Civil Service Code. We believe the time has now' come to implement the
last recommendation of the Northcote-Trevelyan Report and establish a new Civil Service
Commission on a statutory basis.
117. Wc accept that this would involve a signincant change in the character of the Civil
Service Commission.^ but we believe that the tasks of examining the general values of the
Service and monitoring the principle of selection on merit are closely related and that combining the two roles would reinforce the authority and independence of the new Commission in
carrying out each function. We consider that the new Commissioners should not be serving
civil servants and should be appointed from a wide range of backgrounds after consultation
with Opposition parties and others. The new Commission should be given sufficient powers of
investigation, but specific powers of enforcement would not be appropriate. Consideration of
cases under the new Civil Service Code w'ould be confidential and recommendations to the
Government arising from some such cases w'ould usually be made on the same basis. We envisage that the new Commission would be given a power to report to Parliament, a power which
could be utilised in the event of the Government refusing to act on the new' Commission’s recommendations. The principle of Ministerial accountability to Parliament would thus be
strengthened rather than weakened. The introduction of such legislation should also be used as
an opportunity to place the powers of the Minister for the Civil Service and the Treasury to
make rules in connection w ith the terms and conditions of employment of civil servants on a
statutory footing and require such rules to be laid before Parliament. It should also specify the
powers ol the new Civil Service Commission in relation to the principles of selection and promotion on merit, a matter w'e consider in detail below. Wc urge all parties represented in the
House of Commons to indicate their support for such a Bill.
VI. THK PRINCTPITIS OF ACCOUNTABILITY
(i) The importance of aecoimiahiliiy
118. Our consideration of the values of the Civil .Service has so far concentrated on the
maintenance of the.se values in general and particularly in the context of the private and inter1 QI867^
2 W297 (Professor Peter Hennessy). 1647 (Mr John Garrett).
3 QO470. 472. 49.3 (Mr John Fllis).
4 Ql707 (Mr Hill Brett).
5 MC( 199.3-94) 27.11. pp. 114. 118 (endnote ll);QI686.
6 (?(yi8(>() (Mr Waldegrave), 2084 (Sir Robin Butler).
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nal aspects of Goyernnient. We now turn to consideration of one principle in particular which
relates to the public face of Government—the principle of accountability. It is worthy of separate consideration because its precise meaning and application gave rise to greater uncertainty
in the course of the inquiry than any other principle. We seek here to disentangle some of the
confusion surrounding this concept and set down what we see as the basic principles of
accountability. We consider elsewhere the particular application of these principles in the context of the executive functions of Government, market testing and contracting out. and the policy process.
119. Sir Robin Butler described the principle of “accountability through Ministers to
Parliarnent as one of the essential characteristics of the Civil Service.^ It has been suggested
that it is in fact the single most distinctive characteristic of the Civil Service.^ It has long been
recognised that the requirements of accountability have a profound effect on the way the Civil
Service works. A study commissioned by the Fulton Committee found that “accountability to
Parliament and the public is not a constitutional platitude: it is an integral part of the daily life
of many civil servants”.’ The Expenditure Committee observed in 1977 that “responsibility to
Ministers and ultimately to Parliament requires much greater record-keeping than usual in
organisations outside the Civil Service”.'* The impact of accountability on management in the
Civil Service was also noted by witnesses to the Sub-Committee.’ It is intimately connected to
the functions of the Civil Service, their methods of finance and their administrative character,
and the fact that the Civil Service is involved in developing and implementing the policies of a
Government accountable to Members of Parliament who are accountable in turn to their constituents. Moreover, as our predecessors observed. Parliamentary accountability is not “a cost
which must be weighed in the balance against the benefit of effective management. It is not
only important in its own right, it is also an extremely efl'ective pressure for improvement”.^
(ii) Ministerial accoimlahUity ami responsibility
120. The Government’s interpretation of the principles of Ministerial accountability and of
responsibility has been set out in recent years in the Armstrong Memorandum and in the
Memorandum of Guidance for Officials appearing before Select Committees, known after its
original author as the Osmotherly Rules.’ The Government, and Sir Robin Butler in particular,
has sought to restate the existing Government position, albeit with greater clarity of terminology than in the past. In recent pronouncements the Government has sought to draw a distinction between accountability and responsibility. According to the Government, Ministerial
accountability to Parliament is a Minister’s ultimate duty to account to Parliament for the
work of his Department: “the Minister in charge of a Department is the only person who may
be said to be ultimately accountable for the work of his department”. In the Government’s
vie\y, it means that “in the last resort ... Ministers can be challenged about any action of the
Civil Service”. The Government contends that since civil servants act on behalf of Ministers—
except in specified ca.ses where statutes confer powers or responsibilities directly upon civil servants—Ministers alone arc accountable to Parliament. In the view of the Government, civil
servants are accountable to Ministers, and when they give evidence to Select Committees, they
do so “on behalf of Ministers”. According to the Armstrong Memorandum, even the appearance of Accounting Officers before the Committee of Public Accounts is “without prejudice to
the Minister s responsibility and accountability to Parliament in respect of the policies, actions
and conduct of his Department”.** Responsibility, according to the Government, has a separate
meaning in this context which “implies direct personal involvement in an action or decision, in
a sense which implies personal credit or blame for that action or decision”. In the view of the
Government, a Minister is accountable for all the actions and activities of his Department, but
is not responsible for all the actions in the sense of being blameworthy: a civil .servant is not
1 QIOl.
2 MC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 99 (Professor (iavin Drewry and Dr Philip (Jiddings).
3 The Chit Service: I'ol. 2: Report of a Maiuigcmcnl Cvnsutumcy Group, para. 23. Sec also //>/</., paras 305-306
4 HC( 1976-77) 535-1. para. 126.
5 QQ1524 (Mr Charles Co.x), 2444 (Mr Waldcgravc).
6 lie (1987-88 ) 494-1, para. 39.
7 This Memorandum was first issued in September 1976 and printed by the Procedure Committee in 1978, f irst Report
from the Select C ommittee on Procedure, 11C (1977-78) 588-1, Appendix D. At the time of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry, the
most recent edition was that of March 1988, which was printed by the Procedure Committee in 1990, .Second Reptirt from
the Select Committee on Procedure, The Working of the Seteci Committee System, IlC (1989-90) 19-11, pp. 206-231.
8 HC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 188-191 (Cabinet Office); IIC (1989-90) 19-11, p'. 208 (Osmotherly Rules, para 8)- IlC Deb 2
IX-ccmbcr 1987, col. 574w; QQ1895-I896 (Mr Waldcgravc). 2094-2096 (Sir Robin Butler)
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directly accountable to Parliament for his actions, but is responsible for certain actions and can
be delegated clearly defined responsibilities.*
121. The Government holds that this doctrine of Ministerial accountability and of responsibility is compatible with the practice throughout the present century, including the most
extreme expression of Parliamentary accountability—Ministerial resignations. The Government
contended that “It has never been the case that Ministers were required or expected to resign in
respect of any and every mistake made by their departments, though they are clearly responsible to Parliament for ensuring that action is taken to put matters right and prevent a recurrence“.2 The resignation of Sir Thomas Dugdale over the Crichcl Down affair in 1954 was held
to be the exception that proved the rule. The notion of Ministers resigning for the mistakes of
others was seen by Mr VV'aldegrave as "a bad doctrine”,Mr Waldegrave suggested that in
cases which might possibly entail resignation. Select Committees might inquire into whether
Ministerial accountability was matched by actual Ministerial responsibility for mistakes.^ The
Government's position was broadly consistent with that outlined by Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe in
the Crichel Down debate in July 1954. He listed categories of actions or events for which, in
the view of the Government, it would and would not be appropriate to hold a Minister responsible. He contended that “a Minister is not bound to defend action of which he did not know,
or of which he disapproves”, but he concluded that a Minister “remains constitutionally
responsible to Parliament for the fact that something has gone wrong, and he alone can tell
Parliament what has occurred and render an account of his stewardship”.^ Lord Jenkins and
Lord Callaghan endorsed the Government’s view that Ministers should not be expected to
resign for administrative failures in which they are not directly involved, the latter remarking
that “if we were to apply Thomas Dugdale’s approach today we would not have the same
Cabinet for three weeks running”.^
122. The Government’s doctrine of Ministerial accountability and responsibility appears to
be open to two main objections. The first is that it is more novel than its advocates are prepared to admit, that it docs not have sufficient authority and acceptance to be said to represent
a “constitutional convention”. It appears never to have been in question that Ministers are
fully and clearly accountable for policy; this was described as “axiomatic” in the original Next
Steps Report.’ The Prime Minister in 1966, the then Mr Harold Wilson, stated that “civil servants, however eminent, remain the confidential advisers of Ministers, who alone are answerable to Parliament for policy".^ The use of policy alone in this context might be held to leave
open the possibility that civil servants could be answerable for administrative actions. In 1986
the then Committee reaffirmed the basic proposition that “Ministers and not officials are
responsible and accountable for policy”, but questioned the wider position held by the
Government:
“The difficulty arises not with regard to Ministerial policy or official advice but with
accountability for actions by civil servants. If Crichel Down is dead and Ministers are
not accountable to Parliament for some actions of their officials, then who is? Not to
put too fine a point on it. who ought to resign or to be penalised if mistakes are made?
If it is not Ministers, it can only be officials”,’
Our predecessors were not alone in believing that there had been a time when Ministers
could be held responsible for all of the actions of their officials, and that there had therefore
beeii a change of doctrine. The Fulton Committee noted that the convention of the anonymity
of civil servants “has depended in the past on the assumption that the doctrine of Ministerial
responsibility means that a Minister has full detailed knowledge and control of all the activities
of his department. This assumption is no longer tenable” In 1977 a predece.ssor of Sir Robin
Butler as Cabinet Secretary described the concept that Ministers should resign for mistakes by
I FFC (l9*)3-94) 27-11. pp, 188-191 (C'abincI Office); emphasis added.
2Cnind 9841. para. I.V
i QQI898 (Mr Waldegrase). 2096. 2105 (Sir Robin Duller).
4 (JI896
5 F irsi Report from the Treasur) and Civil Service Commillee, Mmislcrs and Civil Senanis, FIC (1986-87) 62. para. 19;
Aavunlahility of MiniiUrs and Civil Servants: Government Response to the First Report from the Treasury and Civil Service
Committee. Session I^S6:S7, and to the First Report from the Liaison Committee. Session I9H6-H7, Cm. 78, para. 7.

6 (^878 (Lord Jenkins). 614 (l.ord Callaghan).
7 Improving Management in Government: The S'ext Steps, Anne.x A. para. 3.
8 lie I)cb.. 8 F ebruary I9W>. col. 210. emphasis added.
9 tic (198.8-86) 92-1. para 3.13.
10 Cmnd 3638. para. 283
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olTicials of whom they had never heard as “out of date”; he did not imply that such a concept
had ne\er existed.' It has been held in the past that the doctrine of Ministerial accountability
did not apply to all of the actions of all the officials in a Department. For example, in 1978 the
then Minister for the Civil Service said that “There are some defined exceptions to that simple
structure of accountability. For instance, accounting officers are directly accounuihle to
Parliament for the use made of public funds voted to their departments”.^
123. A second objection to the doctrine of Ministerial accountability and of responsibility
delineated by the Government is that, even if the Government’s de.scription of the doctrine
were correct, it is a fundamentally Victorian conception which is no longer appropriate to
modern circumstances.-^ Mr Graham Mather argued that there was in practice a shared responsibility which was not recognised in constitutional doctrine: “Ministers do not feel either constitutionally or morally responsible for decisions which have, in all probability, involved a
number of others”.*' Similarly Lord Callaghan referred to “a diffusion of responsibility to the
Civil Service which has created less of a sense of personal responsibility than perhaps existed
forty years ago’ Sir Brian Cubbon argued that the distinction between accountability and
responsibility was untenable in practice because Ministers could not determine the extent of
their own responsibilities; the scope of Ministerial accountability was in large measure determined by external pressures and events.^ Others believed that the growth of Ministerial responsibilities was placing the doctrine under strain.’ The epitome of such concerns is perhaps the
sentiment, expressed by a Minister who served from 1983 to 1992, that “No one these days
resigns for anything”.'* Lord Jenkins believed there has been an undue reluctance to resign in
recent years, which he attributed principally to “an excessive careerisation of politics”.^ Lord
Callaghan attributed any reluctance to resign to the diffusion of responsibility; he did not think
that Ministers were less honourable than in the past.'" Dr Keith Dowding argued that little
had changed since 1945 and that resignations reflected political weakness more than “any
notion of honourable assessment of culpability”." In the past, Select Committees have argued
that one solution to these perceived problems is the extension of the principle of direct
accountability of civil servants. In 1977 the Expenditure Committee saw a case for heads of
accountable units within the Civil Service to be made publicly accountable for their actions,
noting that the introduction of publicly accountable heads would recpiire some civil servants
to be directly answerable in public to such bodies as Select Committees but this would no more
infringe Ministerial accountability than the presence of Accounting OITicers as respondents
before such a Select Committee (the Public Accounts Committee) does now”.'’ In 1988 the
then Treasury and Civil Service Committee argued that the Chief Executive of an E.xecutivc
Agency “should give evidence [to Select Committees) on his own behalf about what he has
done as the head of an agency”.'^ We reach conclusions on the doctrine of Ministerial accountability later, but it is clear that any effective application of the doctrine depends to a considerable extent upon two elements: the honesty and integrity of Ministers and civil servants in
accounting to Parliament and the public for their decisions and actions; the powers and effectiveness of Parliament, and of the Select Committees of the House of (’ommons in particular,
in holding the Executive to account.
(Hi) Honesty and integrity
124. Questions of Procedure for Ministers states that Ministers have “a duty to give
Parliament, including its Select Committees, and the public as full information as possible
about the policies, decisions and actions of the Government, and not to deceive or mislead
Parliament and the public”.1 here has been considerable concern recently about the adequacy
of, and adherence to, this guidance. First, evidence by civil servants to the Scott Inquiry has
1 tie (1976-77) 535-11, QI855 (Sir JohnltunoT"
2 Twelfth Report from the Expenditure Committee, Knpomf to the (iovcrnmni.s Ohsenatiom on the Committee's Report on
the Civil Service, IIC (1977-78) 576, Q3 (Lord Peart); emphasis added.
3 lie (1993-94) 27-111. p ill (Charter 88).
4 IIC (1992-9.3) 390-11, p. 70.
5Q61I.
6 IIC (l9«73-94) 27-111, pp. 108-109, 141-142.
7 HC (1993-94) 27-ill, p. 68 (Professor John Stewart); Q1740 (Ms Elizabeth .Symons).
8 Alan ('larlc. Diaries (1993), p. 105.
9 QQ879-882.
I0Q6II.
11 HC (199.3-94) 27-111, p. 23.
12 HC (1976-77) 5.3.5-1. para. 95.
13 HC(l987-88) 494-l. para. 46,
14 Questions of Procedure for Ministers, para. 27.
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raised questions about the framing of Ministerial answers to Parliamentary Questions and evidence to Select Committees. Second, a recent Report by the Foreign Affairs Committee on the
Pergau Hydro-hicctric F’rojcct found that “Ministerial replies to certain questions were literally
true, though less open and less informative than the House has a right to expect”.' On 10 May
1994 the then Minister for Disabled People told the House of his “regret that by not giving a
fuller explanation of his knowledge of the extent of his Department’s involvement in amendments to the Civil Rights (Disabled Persons) Bill “the effect of my reply was misleading”.^
Finally, Mr Waldegrave’s evidence to the Sub-Committee on 8 March 1994 stimulated a wideranging public discussion of Ministerial integrity and honesty. We believe this matter is relevant to this inquiry in three ways. First, it is part of the role of the Civil Service, as the Prime
Minister has acknowledged, to advise Ministers so that their Parliamentary pronouncements
are not misleading. Second, insotar as the Civil Service is accountable to Parliament through
Ministers, the elTectiveness of such accountability depends upon the integrity of Ministerial
answers. Finally, civil servants themselves are required to comply with the same standards as
Ministers.'’ and arc likely in some measure to take their lead from Ministers. Any deterioration
m the standards of honesty and integrity of Ministers in their dealings with Parliament would
have a deleterious eflect on the standards of the Civil Service.
125. Sir Robin Butler informed the Scott Inquiry that there was a category of Parliamentary
answers “where it is necessary to give an incomplete answer, but one should, in these circumstances, seek not to mislead”.^ Mr Waldcgrave, in evidence to the Sub-Committee, vividly
asserted the need, in certain circumstances, not to disclose all relevant information: “There are
plenty ol cases over the years, with both Governments, where the Minister... will not mislead
the House and will take care not to mislead the House, but may not display everything he
knows about that subject... Much of Government activity is much more like negotiation, much
more like playing poker than it is like playing chess. You do not put all the cards up all the
time in the interests ol the country".^ The necessity for non-disclosure has been asserted in the
past, even in the case of civil servants appearing before Select Committees. In 1985 the then
Head of the Home Civil Service said that, taking “an extreme case”, when a decision had been
made to devalue the pound, a Minister could instruct a civil servant appearing before a Select
Committee not to reveal that devaluation in advance.^ Sir Robin Butler reaffirmed this in 1990,
while emphasising that that “would not extend to the Minister instructing the civil servant to
mislead the Committee; that would be improper".^ There is self-evidently a problem in determining the hue between non-disclosure which is not misleading and a misleading answer or
statement. This problem is more acute for Ministers than for civil servants, since a civil servant
api^aring before a Select Committee can refer a Committee to a Minister.^ Both Mr
Waldcgrave and Sir Robin Butler gave examples of answers which they held to be incomplete
but not misleading."' In such cases there was a general duty “to make clear that you have
miormation which you cannot disclose”, although there were circumstances when even this
would not be appropriate, hven in the latter circumstances. Ministers and civil servants had to
“frame their answer in a way which avoids misleading, if they possibly can”."
126. Sir Robin stressed that it was wrong lor a Minister or a civil servant to lie, to mislead
intentionally or to give an answer which was known to be false.'^ The Prime Minister has made
* letter
to the
Chairmanto olrelinquish
the Sub-Committee
that, in such
circumstances,
Minister would
usually
be expected
his oUlce.'^ However,
Sir Robin
Butler anda
Mr Waldcgrave also contended that there were “very rare occasions” when the wrong of lying
to the House would be outweighed by the greater wrong consequent upon not lying 'Fliree
instances were adduced in support of this contention. I'irst, Sir Stafford Cripps did not mislead
I tliiril Report from the l-orci^n Adairs Committee. Puhlu llxpaulilurc: The Pergm,^TM,^PIcct^i,^Projccr lh^^
All! oiuf Irui/c Pnmsum mul Rclaicd Mmurs, HC (I99C94) ?7I-I para 44
I lie IX'b . 10 May IW4. col 155.
y lie (l‘W.e94) 27-11. p, I.V) (quoted by Sir Kenneth Stowe); Q206I (Sir Robin Hutler).
4 Q2I4K (Sir Robin Hutler).
5 IK (IW-94) 27-11. p. 152 (Sir Robin Hutler)
6 W1840-1X41.
7 IK (I9X5-.S6) 92-11. QII2 (Sir Robert Armstrong).
X lie (19X9-90) 2W). OQI2I-I24 Sec also QI445 (Sir Robin Hutler).
9 Q2I59 (Sir Robin Hutler).
UHX?I907 (Mr Waldcgrave). 2I.M. 21,^6. 2141-2142. 2145 (Sir Robin Hutler).
II 02I4X (Sir Robin Hutler).
12 002112-2113. 2120. 2134.
13 l etter placed in the Library of the House.
14 He (I99V94) 27-11, p. 152: 002113. 2I4X (Sir Robin Hutler). 1X34 (Mr Waldcgrave)
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Parlianienl over devaluation but said after the devaluation in 1949 that, if he had been asked
just before devaluation whether he was going to devalue he would have told a lie to
Parliament. Second, Mr Peter Thomas gave an untrue answer about whether Mr Greville
Wynne, who had just been arrested by Soviet authorities, was working for British Intelligence;
this was untrue but was considered necessary to save Mr Wynne’s life.' Finally, both Sir Robin
But er and Mr Waldegrave alleged that, on 16 November 1967, the then Mr James (now Lord)
Callaghan gave an answer which was “false”.’ Mr Waldegrave did not dissent from the proposition that Lord Callaghan had lied to the House.^ Sir Robin Butler, who nad worked in the
Treasury as Secretary to the Budget Committee at the time, argued that when Lord Callaghan
said III answer to a question from Mr Stanley Orme about devaluation “1 have nothing to add
to or subtract from anything 1 have said on previous occasions on the subject of devaluation”
he was misleading the House since his previous answers had been Hat assertions that the
Government was not going to devalue the pound and he therefore did have something to subtract from previous statements.*' He accepted that Lord Callaghan did not have an intention to
mislead and was thus not “deliberately lying to the House of Commons”, but argued that he
had made a “slip”, which Sir Robin Butler implied Lord Callaghan had acknowledged ^ In
reply. Lord Callaghan vigorously contested Mr Waldegrave’s implication that he had lied to
the House, stating that “none of my answers supports Mr Waldegrave’s assertion that I lied to
the House of Commons . He did not admit to a false answer to Mr Orme, referring to “one
possible slip (which was not intended to deceive) in the reply I gave to Mr Orme”. He repudiated “the attempt to put a construction on my replies by Sir Robin Butler and Mr Waldegrave
twenty five years after the event, that no one who was present ever did either at the time or
later”.^
127. We set out our wider conclusions on honesty and integrity below, but we feel it is
appropriate to make some comment on the controversy which arose in evidence on the particular case of Lord Callaghan in 1967. We take as our reference point the statement by Mr
Waldegrave in relation to possibly misleading answers that “Far the best judge of this is surely
the House at the time ? We agree. We have not been made aware of any evidence to suggest
that Members of the House formed the opinion in the aftermath of devaluation in 1967 that
Lord Callaghan had misled the House.
(iv) The Executive, Parliament ami its Select Committees
128. As we have already noted, Mr Waldegrave observed that one of the functions of Select
Committees was to determine whether Ministers could reasonably be held responsible for mistakes. We now examine the powers and effectiveness of Select Committees in this and their
wider role in scrutinising and holding to account the Fxecutive. In 1919 the Haldane
Committee adhered to the view that “any improvement in the organisation of the Departments
of State which was so marked as substantially to increa.se their efficiency should have as its
correlative an increase in the power of the Legislature as the check upon the acts and proposals of the Executive”.’ In 1978 the Expenditure Committee concluded “that the power of the
Executive, particularly of the Civil Service, has outgrown the power of Parliament and the balance should be redressed .'®lhe Procedure Committee took a similar view, and recommended
the establishment of a new system of departmentally-related Select Committees." A review of
the system in 1990 by the Procedure Committee commented on “the generally healthy state of
relations between Departments and Select Committees” and did not consider new or additional
powers for Select Committees to be necessary or workable. It concluded that the system of
departmentally-related Select Committees was “a success” and had “proved itself a valuable
and cost-effective addition to the House’s ability to {-lerform its proper function of holding
Ministers to account”.’’
1 Q2II3 (Sir Robin lUitlcr).
2 QQ2II4 (Sir Robin Butler). 1834 (Mr Waldegrave).
3Q1838.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 142; QQ2114. 2116, 2118-2119 (Sir Robin Butler); IlC Deb., 16 November 1967 col 61S
5 QQ2119, 2122, 2124-2126.
6 MC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 141. 142; emphasis added.
7 Q1843.
8 Q1896.
9 Report of the Moehmerv of (im ernment Ctinimillee, Cd. 92 M). paras 48-49
10 HC (1977-78) 576. para. 18.
11 IlC (1977-78) 588-1, paras. 1.5-1.6. 5.22.
12 HC (1989-90) 19-1, paras. 151, 162, 357, .363.
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129, There have, however, been disputes between the Government and Select Committees
about the powers and conduct of Select Committees in relation to civil servants which have a
direct bearing on understanding of the doctrine of Ministerial accountability. The formal
power of Select Committees to summon named oHlcials is not in dispute; it has been acknowledged by Sir Robin Butler and was referred to in evidence by Mr Waldegrave.' There have
however, been differences of opinion l^tween Select Committees and the Government about
the extent to which it is appropriate to invite or summon named civil servants. The Osmotherly
Rules state that “Officials appearing before Select Committees do so on behalf of their
Ministers. It is customary, therefore, for Ministers to decide which olTicials... should appear to
give evidence. Our predecessors observed that “the House has never indicated that it is prepared to accept this custom’y’ In 1986 the Defence Committee requested the attendance of
named onicials. It did not insist on their attendance when it became evident that they would be
under instructions not to answer certain questions, but it did not accept the reasons given by
the Government for objecting to the attendance of named olTicials.'* In response, the
Government stated that it did “not believe that a Select Committee is a suitable instrument for
inquiring into or passing judgement upon the actions or conduct of an individual civil servant .- In subsequent Reports both the then Treasury and Civil Service Committee and the
Liaison Committee contested this assertion, and we continue to do so.^ In a subsequent reply,
having reafllrmed what it called “the existing conventions which limit the provision of information on such grounds as national .security, confidentiality, and the preservation of collective
responsibility , the Government accepted “that Select Committees should not be prevented
from seeking to establish facts". The Government also issued further guidance to civil servants
appearing before Select Committees where questions appeared to be concerned with allocating
individual criticism or blame rather than establishing facts ’’

130 The Osmotherly Rules which guide civil servants on assistance to Select Committees
havj been considered by previous .Select Committees and were discussed in evidence to the
Sub-Committee. A number of Select Committees have emphasised that these notes of guidance
are an internal Government document with no Parliamentary status whatever and which has
endorsed by Select Committees.^ This was acknowledged by Sir Robin Butler in
1988, who said that it “would not be proper" for a Committee to endorse the guidance’
I rofessor Peter Hennessy was highly critical of the Osmotherly Rules, describing them as an
allront to I arliament, providing sixty ways for civil servants to say no to Select Committees ’’
A fonner civil servant recalled that “when I last had to give evidence to a Commons Select
Committee, I re-read the [Osmotherly) Rules and considered then that for any civil servant to
lollow them would make his or her evidence at best anodyne, or at worst positively misleadK4
\1/ I I
vr« «.«« *« V^l ov
I > V 1 > ililolwclvl*
ing
Mr \\a!dcgrave accepted that the guidance contained in the Osmotherly Rules was
1^4 «'t
1^1
*
I*
I
«
•
^
***
i 11VI I V
l\UIVd Wtlb
ver> detailed
andJ indicated
that
he
was prepared
to consider some
ofV .Z311
theIWapparently
unnecessarily restrictive parts of the Rules, but he realTirmed that the Rules were restrictive precisely
^cause they were designed to maintain “the proper system of accountability through
Ministers
Subsequently the Government announced its intention to revise the guidance in
u Committee. Professor
Government
Whiteproposed
Paper and
comments
made
in evidence
by Members
olc the
Hennessy
that
the Liaison
Committee
should
indicate
that it was no longer prepared to put up with the Osmotherly Rules and should seek to negotiate new rules wuh the (iovernment.'^ This idea was opposed by a former Clerk of Committees
ol the House of ( ommons, who argued that such negotiation might compromise the rights of
1 MC (I9S9.'X)) 'Ml ,ur.,. 22: Q235S (Mr W.ildccravc)
2 lie (19X9-90) 19-11. p 2(IS
nr (19X9-W) 2W). pat.i 22 (loolnolc 49),
tycsltamlpic: The Goyvrwnau's Daimn-Makin)^, MC (1985-86) 519. paras.
5

(iou rnnwn, Responsv u, the VurJ and Fourth Rvport.yfrom the Defence Committee. Session m5-S6. Cmnd

Pfln luirtl.

6 He ( I986-X7). 62. p.iras, 8-27; First Rcpt>rl from the Liaison C ommillcc. Aeeountahilitv of Ministers and Civil .Servants to
.S. lect ( ommittees of the House of Commons. IlC (1986-87) 100, passim.
'
‘'^erumts to
1 UeountahiUty of Ministers and Ciul Servants, Cm. 78, paras. 6. 8. pp. 4-5.
8 -SccMui Rc^ifi from the Trade and Induslry ComrniHtv. The Tin Crisis. IlC (1985-86) .105-1. para II HC (1985-86) 519
V MC (lVX7‘hH) 370

I.

Ql.

10 W339-340.
II MC (199.1-94) 27-111. p 9.1 (Mr Timoihv Hornsby)
I2QQ78-82
1.1 ()QI47| (Sir Robin Hullcr). 1891 (Mr Waldcerave)
14 0541.
®
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questions and the rights and privileges of the House of Commons

nfHennessy
saw theover
Osmotherly
as symptomatic
of acharacterised
wider acquiescence
of larhament m the authority
it of theRules
Executive.
He vividly
Select
Committees as “self-gelding capons” and contrasted the powers of Select Committees
unlayourably with those of a court.^ Others argued that Select Committees co-ild be more
assertive and efiective in deploying the powers they already possessed and in examining policy
ex^nditurc and administration more generally.-^ Mr John Garrett believed that the machinery
of Parliament had lagged tar behind the machinery of Government. Select Committees were
established to scrutinise unitary departments, but were now required to examine departmental
headquarters, Executive Agencies, quangoes and contracts. I^arliament received a wider ranee
of information than it could effectively monitor: “Parliament today cannot keep track of what
is happening m todays fragmented Civil Service”. Select Committees required more staff to
analyse the inlormation emerging from “today’s dismembered Government”.-*
(v) PdrlUimetUury occounlahililv: conclusions

132. An elTecti\'e system of Parliamentary acco untability of the Executive is an essential
componen of a Par lamentary democracy. We believe that an effective system depends upon
wo vital elements: clarity about who can be held to account and held responsible when things
go w'rong; confidence that Parliament is able to gain the accurate information required to hold
he Executive to account and to ascertain where responsibility lies. We are not convinced that
the e.xplanation of the doctrine of Ministerial accountability and its implications as presently
adumbrated by the Government fully conforms to the.se requirements. We find the
jO\ernments attempts to draw a sharp distinction between accountability, which cannot be delegated by Ministers, and responsibility, which can, unconvincing. The implication of this distinction IS that Milliners retain ultimate responsibility for controlling the system through which
information aboiu the allocation of responsibility on a particular matter is made available to
Parliament. We believe that it is both possible and desirable to move towards a system in
which responsibhity and accountability are more closely aligned in clearly defined circumstances. We make particular proposals towards this end below.
133 Lord Callaghan attached importance to clarifying the circumstances in which a
Minister should resign, although he noted that the infiuence of the Prime Minister of the day
and the feelings of the Munster himself would always be important factors.^ Mr Waldegravc
believed that such circumstances w'crc difficult to categorise and that Ministerial resignations
won d continue to be decided on a case by case basis.^ Sir Robin Butler was critical of the
rather loolish game of pursuing resignations”, which was “counter-productive” and debased
Uie currency Ministerial preparedness to resign when Ministerial responsibility for failure has
been established lies at the very heart of an efiective system of Parliamentary accountability
and, as Mr Waldegravc acknowledged, Select Committees have an important role in determining the allocation of responsibility.** In seeking to perform this function and their wider role
Select Committees might well require more information than might readily be made available
in accordance with tlic Executive’s own interpretation of the doctrine of Ministerial accountability. The recent Report by the F oreign Affairs Committee on the F’crgau Hydro-Electric
I rojcct demonstrates the range of information which can be made available by the
Government to a determined Select Committee.’ It would not be appropriate for Select
Committees to seek to negotiate nc»v rules to replace the Osmotherly Rules, because they are
on y to be regarded as the Government’s ojvening negotiating position in its dealings with
Select Committees. The precise implications of the doctrine of Ministerial accountability for
the conduct of civil servants in relation to Select Committees is unlikely to be agreed between
the Government and Select Committees. It should be borne in mind that an attempt to determine the precise level of Ministerial responsibility may sometimes involve an assessment of the
1 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 280-282 (Mr Michael Ryle).
~
2 0(3341-342: MC (1993-94) 27-fII. pp. 22-23.
3 HC (1992-93) .390-11, p. 281 (Mr Michael Ryle); HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 100 (Sir Brian Cubbon)
4 MC (1993-94) 27-M. pp. 100, 103-104. 105; (3QI6I8, 1657.
^
5 00615-616,619.
6 001896-1897.
7 02107.
8 01896.
9 MC (1993-94) 271-1, paras. 9-11.
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exlent of the responsibility of others. We note that the structure of the Civil Service and of the
txecutive more generally has changed considerably since the Procedure Committee last conducted a review of the departmental Select Committees, We recommend elsewhere in this
should be taken by the Government to enhance the accountability of
the hx^utiyc to \ arhament. We believe that it might also be appropriate for the Procedure
Committee to undertake an inquiry to consider what commensurate actions should be taken by
the House ol Commons in response to the changing structure of Government.
134. Effective accountability depends in considerable measure upon adherence by Ministers
and civil servants to the duty set out m Questions of Procedure for Ministers “to give
I arhament, including its Select Committees, and the public as full infoimation as possible
about the policies, decisions and actions of the Government, and not to deceive or misle id
Par ^.en, a,ul .he p..blic” We are aware ol considerable public cynicism abou, 1o[
politicians generally and in this context concern about the honesty and integrity of MinisteHal
.latements to and answers in Parliament might seem misplaced. However, the knowledge that
may evade questions and put the best gloss on the facts but will
Mrlmh
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is one of
most
powerful
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of I arhament have in holding
the of
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Nottheonly
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aid down dearly in Government guidance to Ministers, it is a requirement which ihc^House of
C ommons itsdf expects Irom all its Members, departure from which standard can be treated as
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and arequires
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strengthened in their determination to remain the
fcertainty
about
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consequences
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(vi) Non-Parliiimentary accountahility
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^ the sole means
I’arliamenl
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not and never
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of
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IIITsT
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n response o perceived weaknesses'<>instrengthen
existing procedures
conventions. Thisaccountability
raised qtiesmns abou the extent to winch the development of new procedures would be compatible^ith
e principles of Parhamentary accountability.- Some forms of holding the Executive and the
C ivi Service in particular to account clearly operate in support of Parliament One such ex iiii
pie IS the work of the Comptroller and Auditor General,Tvhose repor7re nonnX com!!!:
ered by the Committee of Public Accounts. Sir Kenneth Stowe believed that togefiier they
represented probably the most valuable instrument anywhere in the world for maintaining

■I

iimportant
iDo^ HTPrf
for Administration
representson
a very
check on maladministration in ^Commissioner
the Civil Service.
The Select Committee
the
Commissioner lor Administration has recently reaffirmed the value of his work
while making recommendations so that the potential of that office can be further developed.**
136. Aside from Parliament and its associated mechanisms, the most important form of
acwuf tabihty cif the Government comes from the judiciary and the courts.^ Minister! and civil
‘*r
***'*^^ '**
same way as other subjects. The accountabil^
^^“Hs has the
beengrowth
enhanced
in recentreview
years principal
by the growth
of judicial
review.
The Ciovernment attributed
of judicial
to changes
in
court procedure most notably amendments in 1977 to the Rules of the Supreme Court a
growing propensity of the public to resort to litigation and a growth in legislation" A^ng
to the Government, the existence ol judicial review has clearly and substantially increased the
w'ork of both law-ycrs and administrators, in effect to ‘judicial review proof departmental dccip. 119 * •
’ Triotist on ilu Li\s. PrUilcgcs, Promutin^s and Usage oj Parliament (Twenty-first l:dition, 1989),
2 UC (1993-94) 27-111. pp. 16, 17 (Dr Peter Barberis)
3 Q1663,
4 UC (1993-94) 33-1, paras. 10-11, and passim
5 MC (1993 94) 27-n. p. 190 (.Sir Robin Butler).
WM4'™7.|i'.'7p'''l9Tlw''"'
""
7 MC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 194-195.
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sions, but it has also improved the quality of decision-making by making it more structured
and consisten . Accordingly, judicial review is not to be seen as an irritant but as t Shn
hiKiflp
the values of fairness, reasonableness and objectivity in the conduct of public
t ler.T
•t
‘he growth of politics
hldicial and
review
considered
that part of the explanation lay in "increasingly confrontational
the
^^k of alternative methods for ventilating opposition” and the inadequ^ ro Cs of rles
hort of resort o judicial review.^ The Government did not dispute that the usVof iudici d
review dc[>endcd upon the availability of alternative mechanisms for redress against adminiswfimw uim"’

complaints procedures under the Citizen’s Charter.^ It is to these that

137. Under the Citizen’s Charter which was launched in July 1991 the Government attaches
a high priority to improved procedures for complaints and redress, viewing them as a necessarv
response o growing devolution in public services.** While the Sub-Committee did not considelthat
the Citizens
and thatfrom
standards
downcriticising
under it did
not
hatX
Chizen^’i Char
ri" er was not justiciable"^hlencc
severallaid
quarters
the fact
amount to enforceable legal rights. In the last Parliament our predecessors drew attention to
he need to consider the case for strengthening administrative law in the light of the Next Steps
^1 tiative.*> The case for developing a wider system of administrative law of ler L“r
Tmt others
nT saw ad^mtages in developing
evidence
Sub-Committee.^
and
forms to
of the
accountability
at localProfessor
level or Hric
withOiines
client
groups for central Government services.* The National Consumer Council has proposed that
charters shoidd establish a relationship between public services and the consumer which is t/s
_ c as possible to an explicit contractual relationship involving enforceable rights”.’ The
overnment was cautious about introducing legalistic structures into redress systenfs'ind its
scepticism was shared by others.- It is at leasfopen to doubt whether ^1 Servant am be
xpected to be answerable both di.-ectly to the public for the provision of a service and to
Ministers and Parliament. Lord Bancroft has suggested that at present a civil servant’s
responsibilities may be/or his clients, but they are to his Minister”.We are sympathetic to
subject
is best examined
ubkef of
0^ further
furXr^''^Parliamentary consideration.'^ This matter implications
should bein thea
Miamentary context, since any developments in this area are likely to have implications for
the role of I arhament and Members of Parliament in particular in calling the E.xecutive to
account for its actions. We note the opinion of the Select Committee on^the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administration "that it should fall within the Committee’s terms of i-ef^rence
to maiimun an oversight of the assorted complaint and redress mechanisms in the public sector

f
(viii) Open Government
138. Accountability depends to a considerable extent upon the accuracy, fullness and relevance of the information available to those outside the Government on its operation Accurate
information is the bed rod. of accountability. Gieater openness in Governmem isTot sinXm
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to policy
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an exception to this rule, but we examine here the progress which has been made towards
greater openness in Government and its impact on the Civil Service. In 1986 the then
Committee noted how olten the subject of open government and freedom of information had
arisen in the course of its inquiry into relations between Ministers and civil servants. It did not
endorse a particular approach to open government, but stated that “the evidence we have
received does not suggest that the Government has made a convincing case against some form
of I reedom of Information Act
Similar issues have come to the fore during the present
inquiry', not least because of a succession of initiatives by the Government since the 1992
General hlection. In May 1992 the Government published for the first time a list of Cabinet
Committees including their membership.‘ I he same month also saw the publication of
Questions of I rocedure for Ministers which we have already welcomed. Most importantly, in
July 1993, the Government published an 0{)cn Government White Paper in which the
Government proposed to issue a Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, to
have ellect from 4 April 1994, setting out the information which it would and would not make
available to the public upon request. The Government announced that the Code would be
independently policed by the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration, to whom members of the public could complain about a decision under the Code of Practice through a
Member ol I arliament.'^ Given the central role allocated to the Parliamentary Commissioner
for Administration in supervising the Code, its operation will be considered in the first instance
by the Select Committee on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration,** and it would
not be appropriate for us to comment in detail on the provisions of the Code before evidence
emerges on its practical elTects, There were, however, two issues raised which we consider relevant to the present inquiry.
139. First, the Government’s Code of Practice states that "there is no commitment that preexisting documents, as distinct from information, will be made available in response to
requests’’.' The Campaign for Freedom of Information regarded this as “an overwhelming
flaw” m the Government’s proposals, which would grant undue discretion to civil servants to
prepare digests of information in a selective manner. It believed that this process would be
more laborious than the editing of existing documents and would generate suspicion.*’
Professor Norman Lewis exprc.ssed similar concerns.^ Mr Waldegrave believed that the provision of documents with some information necessarily blacked out would give rise to even
greater suspicion. Digests prepared by' civil servants were likely to be more succinct and relevant. Above all, the preparation of digests would be subject to independent review by the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration who would have access to the original files
and could thus monitor the integrity of such summaries.*
140. Second, it was contended that the new Code was fundamentally inadequate and that
the introduction of a I recdom of Infornuttion Act was both the best means of securing a truly
accountable Government and would have a beneficial impact on the workings of the Civil
Service and the Government more generally. Professor Norman Lewis considered such an Act
to be essential for Parliament s traditions to be maintained ... a weapon Parliament ought to
have in its dealings with the I-xecutive”. He considered it peculiar that the United Kingdom
did not have a I-rcedom of Information Act when so many other democratic countries did ’
These views were shared by others.'® most notably the Campaign for ITeedom of Information,
who argued that a I-reedom of Information Act would provide a broadly defined right of
access and a more elTcctive means of authoritative interpretation and enforcement than could
be provided by the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration." Mr Waldegrave
1 MC( 1985-86) 92-1. piiras. 6.1.6.5.
2 M(
. 19 May 1992, cols. IlOw ff. l-or subsequent lists, see HC I)eb.. I I'ebruary 199.^. cols. 46-47w, HC' Deb 10
l ebruary 1994. cols. 406-4l.^\v.
^ Open (iinernnwiil. Cm 2290; MC IX’b.. 15 July 199). cols 1115-1117
4 lie (1993-94) ,)3-l. para 91.
5 C,„/.. of Practice on .Jm-n to (hvernnuni Infor,nation. p;ira. 4. A similar but not identical phrase was used in the draft
UHJC published m the While Paper and available at the lime evidence was submitted to the Sub-Commitice. Cm. 2290.
6 HC (199,3-94) 27-111, pp. 120-122.
7 lie (199.3-94) 27-11. p. 72.
8 OQI9.38-I94I,
9IIC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 72; (^1491, 150.5,
(Charter 8^)^
II HC (199.3-94) 27-111. pp. 114-123,

t aulkner. Dr Colin Crouch. Dr Mark Frecdland and Dr Desmond King), 112
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contended that there was not a great difTerence of principle between the Government’s proposals and a Freedom of Inlormation Act, that the Government’s Code would avoid leaving final
decisions to a judge and that a system based around the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administration was compatible with the principle of Parliamentary accountability to an extent
which was not true of a judge-based I'reedom of Information Act.' We believe that there is a
greater difference between a Freedom of Information Act and a Code of Practice introduced
by the Government and not subject to Parliamentary approval than Mr Waldegrave implied.
We await the outcome of the review of the operations of the Code of Practice by the Select
Committee on the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration with interest and note that
they do not propose “to examine in general the merits of the Government’s proposals’’.^ We
expect to examine the relative merits of the Government’s Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information and of a Freedom of Information Act in a future inquiry.
C. ORGANISING FOR EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
VII. THE PURSUIT OF EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
(i) The case for an effective and efficient Civil Service

141. We believe that the performance of the Civil Service and the quality, effectiveness and
efficiency with which it serves the Government and the public matters just as much as the values and standards which it is required to maintain. The effectiveness and efficiency of the Civil
Service affect the performance and competitiveness of the British economy as well as the wellbeing of the British people.' Sir Peter Kemp reminded the Sub-Committee of the enormous
expansion of the Civil Service in the twentieth century and the burden it therefore imposed on
the taxpayer. It could be seen as “the ultimate overhead on the state” whose tasks had to be
rigorously analysed and justined.** In the November 1993 Budget the Government adopted
what the Chancellor of the Exchequer termed “a rigorous approach to the Government’s
administrative costs”, freezing provision for the running costs of central government departments m the period 1994-95 to 1996-97 at broadly the 1993-94 level of £20.1 billion' The
Government's White Paper on the Civil Service notes the challenge for the Civil Service “to
deliver public services of the quality citizens deserve at a price taxpayers can afford”.^ The
Council of Civil Service Unions emphasised their commitment to “the continuing improvement
of efncicncy and eOcetiveness of the delivery of services in the Civil Service”.^ The Government
has noted m the past in the context of the Next Steps initiative that “any Government will
o
Service which is as effective and efficient as possible in delivering what is wanted
of it . Sir Robin Butler emphasised his belief that “under all Governments there will be a conflict between the public’s demand for services and the amount the taxpayer is able to afford
There will be a constant pressure for Government to operate as efficiently as it can” ’ We
agree. The quest for greater effectiveness and efficiency in the Civil Service Is an unending one;
the requirement to maximise the return from finite resources will not go away.
142. It is one thing to agree on the need for effectiveness and efTiciency. It is quite another
to agree on what this means in practice. In 1981 our predecessors employed the following definitions of the two terms:
“By the effectiveness of a programme the Sub-Committee understands such matters as
the definition of objectives, the measurement of progress towards achieving tho.se
objectives and the consideration of alternative means of achieving objectives. By
1 QQ84-87. 1040. I042-I04.T 1045. 1047, 1049, 1056-1058. 1061. 1911 I9I4-I9’9
2 UC (1993-94) 33-1. para. 79.
yCompeiiUnwss: IMping Bumess to H'in, Cm. 2563, paras. 14.1-14.3; IIC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 279-280 (Professor Sue
Richards); HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 270; Q2294 (Dr Graham Scott); Public Service 2000; The Renewal of the Public Service in
Canada, p. 17. Sec also HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 45 (Confederation of British Industry).
4 Q357.
5 Second Report from the Treasury and Civil Service Committee, The Sovanhir I99J Budgi t. para. 77; Public E.xpenditure
Statistical Supplement to the I’inancial Statement and Budget Report 1994-95, Table 3.6.
6 Cm. 2627. para. 2.13.
7 QQ42S, 429 (.Mr John Ellis).
8 Cm. 1263, p. 17.
9QQ20I. 1469.
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cITicicncy the Sub-Conimitlec understands, given the objectives and the means chosen
to pursue the objectives, the minimising of inputs to the programme in relation to the
outputs from it’’.*
Sir Peter Levenc, the Prime Minister’s Adviser on Efficiency and Effectiveness, defined efficiency in the context of the objective of the Efficiency Unit which was “to determine to what
extent Government Departments can ensure that they are operating to obtain best value for
money in the public interest’’. He considered efficiency and effectiveness to be “virtually synonymous ’ and said that “one should lead to the other’’.^ Several people cautioned against an
excessive emphasis on elTiciency. Ms Elizabeth Mellon pointed out that efficiency was “policy
or context free’’.^ Sir Kenneth Stowe and Dr Keith Dowding made similar points.** The
National Consumer Council suggested that “any judgement about the elTectiveness of public
services must consider consumer views about service quality’’.^ It is clear that the value of efficiency dcjKiids in large measure upon the effectiveness of the policy or programme which is
being carried out efficiently. Efficiency is essentially a judgement about means; effectiveness is
a judgement about ends. It is because we wish to emphasise the primacy of effectiveness that
Nse consider the case for reforming the policy process as well as the e.xecutive functions of
Government.
143. Some evidence questioned the extent and manner in which the Civil Service could be
oriented towards the pursuit of effectiveness and efficiency. In 1977 Sir Derek (now Lord)
Rayner told the Expenditure Committee “Efficiency in the Civil Service is dependent, as in
business, on motivation, and whereas in business one is judged by overall success, in my experience the civil servant tends to be judged by failure’’.'^ Professor Eric Caines echoed this criticism in evidence to the Sub-Committee, contending that the levels of service in the public
sector were shabby because we contrive by whatever means to create an environment which
makes it difficult for people to accept personal responsibility for improving services ... We
manage them poorly; we do not reward performance. There are no incentives.’’^ Sir Peter
Levene believed that dificrences in approach between the private sector and the Civil Service
were inherent in diflerences in function: in a business a 60 per cent success rate w'as acceptable
and an 80 per cent success rate brilliant; in the public sector, “if you are right 98 per cent of the
time, people are not interested in the 98 per cent; they are interested in the 2 per cent that you
are wrong because the 2 per cent will be the ones that people are concerned about”.* This distinction was welcomed and endorsed by the General Secretary of the CPSA and Sir Kenneth
Stowe.’ The latter emphasised that the administrative character of much of the Civil Service’s
work and the requirement for rigid adherence to integrity limited the scope for energy, innovation and an “entrepreneurial” approach.'® There is clearly a balance which needs to be struck
in this matter. The original Next Steps Report observed that “the culture of the Civil Service
puts a premium on a safe pair of hands, not on enterprise. It does not reward the person w'ho
says I have saved money. It does not penalise the person w'ho ignores the opportunity to net
better value”."
(ii) From ihe Financial Managcmcnl Initiatin’ to the Citizen’s Charter

144. One of the most significant attempts to remove unnecessary constraints on Civil Service
managers was the I’inancial Management Initiative (I-MI) launched in 1982. It was based on
the belief that performance could be improved by delegating responsibility nearer to the point
1 Third Report from the Treasury and Civil Service Commillce. Hfllciency and lilTectivcncss in the ('ivi! Service HC (198182) 2361. para. I. .See also the deHnitions given by the National Audit OITice which were noted by our piedecessors in 1991“I•.nlClency:The relationship between outputs and the resources (inputs) used to produce them. An efTiciency activity ma.ximises output for a given input or minimises input for a given output. I-fTiciency measures take tbe form of outpul/input
ratios (productivity) and cxpcnditure'output ratios (unit cost).
hfrcctivcncss:lhc extent to which objectives have been achieved and the relationship between the 'iitended and actual
elfcct of outputs in the achievement of objectives"
(l ifth Report from the Treasury and C ivil .Service Committee, The AViv Svstcin of Dcnorimcntal Reports HC (1990-91) ’’90
para. II).
,
,
,- .
2 001264. 126f.-1267.
3 HC (1992-93) .390-11. p. 294.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 116. I IS (endnote 18) (Sir Kenneth Stowe); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 24 (Dr Keith Dowding).
» HC (199.3-94) 27-111, p. 60.
6 HC (1976-77) 5.3.3-1. para 124.
7 07%.
8 01277.
9 001278 (Mr Barry Reamsbottom), 1669 (Sir Kenneth Stowe)
10 (JO1669-I670; HC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. I.30-I3I.
11 tmproiing Mmagcmeni in (hnernmenf. The Sext Steps. Annex U, para. 51.
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of delivery, a principle which owed much to the Fulton Report.' The aim of the FMI was to
promote in each Department an organisation and system in which managers at all levels had:
of their objectives and means to assess and, wherever possible, measure
outputs or performance m relation to tho.se objectives;
b. well-defined responsibility for making the best use of their resources, including a critical scrutiny of output and value for money; and
c. the information (particularly about costs), the training and the access to e.xpert advice
that they need to e.xercise their responsibilities elTectively.’’^
the initiative would apply throughout Government.^ In its early year.s,
c FMI was not an unmitigited success. In 1987 an external study by the Committee of Public
departments had been slow to implement the initiative
<md that scepticism and mistrust of F MI seems to be widespread among middle and lower
management grades An internal review found support for the principles of FMI but concern about Uie speed and methods of applying them.5 Our predecessors expressed disappointmem .m evidence of ihe FMI’s “stumed growlir.‘ The FMI did no. find expmsSrit
dislinct organisational change, which was part of t.ic key to subsequent reforms.’ Nevertheless
quenTSms^ '

'‘‘’"’“in
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81 HC (1987-88) 494-1, para. 6. (1993-94) 27-III. p. 51 (Mr Clive Priestley).
^’overnment: The Next Steps, para. 19; Q365 (.Sir Peter Kemp)
10 The Next Steps, para. 8.
11 MC (1988-89). para 54.
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I3QQ5. 2530.
14 QQ2505. 2509.
15 02504.
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achieve.' The Citizen’s Charter has also sought to strengthen moves away from anonymity
towards a more open approach by civil servants to their clients.^ The Citizen’s Charter was
welcomed by several witnesses, particularly for its stress on the needs of individual users of
public services.' The main qualifications expressed about the Citizen’s Charter were that the
stress on measurable standards might lead to neglect of vital standards which could not be
measured and that the stress on customers might lead to a lack of appreciation of the extent to
which public .services were concerned with more than service to individual customers.'' Mr
Waldegravc appeared conscious of the latter concern.^ This inquiry has not involved a detailed
evaluation ol the impact of the Citizen’s Charter on the Civil Service, but we believe that the
Citizen’s Charter has value as an expression of a high level political commitment to quality in the
provision of public services which should assist further in raising the profile of service delivery
within the Civil Service. The orientation towards the requirements of individuals whom the Civil
Service serves is particularly welcome, but should not lead to neglect of the need to serve a wider
public interest.
(Hi) Iniirnational Perspectives
147. riic Governmenl has claimed it is a “world leader in public service reform”, drawing
attention to interest around in the world in initiatives such as the Citizen’s Charter,^ although
Sir Kenneth Stowe was cautious about the values of such claims in general, observing a tendency to oversell administrative reform.^ Consideration of public service reforms in other countries draws attention to the extent to which such reform programmes share common objectives
and espouse similar approaches.® There appear to be four common elements to many of these
reform programmes which arc shared with British Civil Service reforms:
(i) A focus on results: many reform programmes are seeking to reorient bureaucracies from
their traditional concern with inputs and processes towards a greater concern for outputs.^ The Public Service 2000 initiative launched by the Canadian Government in
1990 sought to “phicc the emphasis on the delivery of services and the creation of a
rcsults-orientcd culture” and to Judge public servants “on the basis of the results they
achieve rather than the processes they follow”.'® A similar notion lies at the heart of
Vice-President Gore’s National i’erformance Review in the United States of America,
which is subtitled “From Red Tape to Results”."
(ii) Stress on the needs oj the individual customer: several reform programmes emphasise the
need to measure results by reference to the requirements of the customer of a particular service. in May 1991 the Danish Government launched a programme for the modernization ol the public sector based on a recognition that “the citizen sees public
services with the eyes of the critical consumer entitled to quality and custom-tailored
services” but that the citizen is “also the taxpayer who expects politicians to be committed to tight public expenditure control”.'’ The Canadian reform programme is
posited on similar notions, seeking to encourage public servants to regard Canadians as
clients.'' A study ol the best ways to take management reform forward in Australia
laid stress on improving client service.'** The National Performance Review^ stresses the
privacy of the customer and the need to ensure “that all customers have a voice, and
that every voice is heard”.''
1 02191.
2 Cm. 2627. para. 2.29; Q2509.
3 lie (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 71 (Mr Graham .Ma(hcr). 93 (Sir Peter Kemp); QI50*7 (Professor Norman Lewis); IIC (1993-94)
27-11. p. 102 (Mr John Oarrell); MC (l9<J3-94) 27-111, p. 98 (Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings).
4 IIC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 102 (Mr John Garrett); IIC (1993-94) 27-III. pp. 68 (Professor John Stewart). 83-84. 88 (Mr David
I aulkner. Dr Cohn Crouch. Dr Mark I'reedland, Dr IX’smond King). 108 (.Sir Jack llibbert).
.S 02507.
6 Cm. 2563. para. 14.13; 02504 (Mr W'aldegrave).
7 HC(I99.L94) 27-11. pp. 112. 117 (endnote 2).
8 .See also Pcrfornumn' StanagemaU in Clovcrnnuni: Performamv Measun'mcnl: Towarda Re.sults-Orienivd Maiuigcment
(OI.C D Public Management fXxasional Paper. Paris. 1994), Report oJ the Auditor General of Canada to the House of
(onunons. 1993 Chapter 6; Canada’s Public Service Reform and Lessons Learned from Selected Jurisdictions.
9 Performance Management in Go\crnment, p 53.
10 Puhlic Service 2000: The Renewal of the Public Service of Canada, pp. 21, 31.
11 Creating a Government That Horks Better and Costs l.ess: Report of the National Performance Review (September 1993).
12 f he PuhIU Sector in the )ear 2000: Report on the Danish Modernization Programme 1991, p -I; Choice of Welfare:
Competition and the Citizen's Right to Choose, p. 3.
13 Public .Service 2000. pp. 4, 51.
14 The .iustrahan Public Service Reformed: An evaluation oJ a deeade of Management Reform (Canberra, 1992), pp. 30-31.
15 Creating a Government that Works Better and Costs Less. pp. 43-44.
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(111) A trend towards delegation and empowerment: there is a common belief in many countries that the most effective means of establishing a more results-oriented service of
high quality is through delegation to more autonomous units and more generally to
local managers. The Canadian Government has sought “a reduction of centrally-prescribed controls, provision of more authority to departments, and delegation of authority by departments to the front-line" and has committed itself to extending the agency
concept. The Swedish Government has sought to grant greater freedom to existing
agencies in the fields of finance and personnel management.-^ The National
I ertormance Review also aims to decentralise decision-making power.**
(iv) Effective management of resources: a final common clement is the recognition that delegation of authority must be accompanied by effective and more business-like control
over resources at lower levels and more effective management monitoring and control
methods at the centre. The National Performance Review is founded on the realisation
that ‘nothing is more important than the process of resource allocation" and makes
proposals to streamline the budget process.^ As part of the modernisation of resource
management, both Iceland and New Zealand have introduced accrual-based accounting in central or federal Government departments and both Finland and Australia are
m the process of similar reforms.^
The simple fact that so many Governments are singing from the same hymn sheet is not of
Itself a guarantee that a particular approach is valid, but it does indicate the extent to which
the British approach to Civil Service reform shares common insights with public service
reforms m other countries.
(iv) The New Zealand model of public service reform
148. In the course of the inquiry one country’s public service reforms were referred to more
than any olhcr s those of New Zealand.’ It is therelore appropriate to exarnne recent reforms
there m slightly more detail. As in some other countries, reform of the cure public sector in
New Zealand was motivated both by a serious economic situation and the apparent success of
reforms of the wider public sector.* It reflected a perception that traditional methods of core
Government administration suffered from the following weaknesses: lack of specificity about
objectives; lack of clarity about the respective responsibilities of Ministers and civil servants:
inadequate resource management and management information systems; insufficient freedom
to manage; excessive emphasis on inputs rather than performance. Departmental managers
Were frustrated by the level of central control by the State Services Commission.'* The reform
programme took place within the context of a Freedom of Information regime in which policy
papers prepared by civil servants were entering the public domain once relevant policy decisions had been reached.'**
primary vehicle for Civil Service reform in New Zealand was the State Sector Act
ly88. This Act created a clear separation of function between a Minister in charge of a departmeiit and the ofTicials of that Department, up to and including the senior official—renamed the
Chief Executive. It introduced the notion of the purchaser/provider split into the very heart of
Government, with the Minister “purchasing” services from the Chief Executive." The Chief
Executive in each department became responsible for the management of its resources and personnel. He became the legal employer of staff and made decisions on personnel matters. Most
input controls from the Treasury and the State Services Commission were abolished. A formal
1
2
3
4
5

Perjornumee Management in (iovernineni, p. 5.T
Public Service 2000, pp. 16. 24,
Public Management Developments: 1994 Update (OECD. 1994). pp. 75-76.
Creating a Government that Works Better an t Costs Less. p. 69.
ibid., p. 14.
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division bclwecn politics and management was established, although Chief Executives had to
manage in a political context.' Chief Executives were placed on five-year contracts, subject to
renewal following performance as.sessment, and their posts were openly advertised.^ The relationship between the Minister and the Chief Executive was to l>e mediated through an annual
l>erformance agreement (separate from the Chief Executive’s contract of employment) under
which Chief Executives undertook to perform certain outputs set by the Minister in return for
control over inputs. The outputs were determined following policy discussions on desirable outcomes. but the agreement was concerned with outputs rather than outcomes. The specified outputs for which a Chief E.xecutive was responsible included the provision of policy advice as
well as service delivery.’ As an essential complement to these performance agreements, accrualbased acct)unting was introduced acro.ss Government so that the exact costs of particular outputs could be clearly determined. Departmental Chief Executives were responsible for the
purchase and sale of assets and for negotiating cash Injections with the Treasury through a
financial year. Parliamentary procedures for appropriation and financial reporting were
changed accordingly."*
150. These reforms have not been without their critics. First, the extent to which the management process can usefully be separated from the political process has been questioned: “The
elTort to determine the ‘output’ in a measurable non-political way may be as sterile an exercise
as attempting to draw the line between ‘policy’ and ‘administration’".^ Second, doubts have
been raised about the extent to which policy making is amenable to explicit agreements.*^ Third,
it has been questioned whether Ministers have adequate capacity and Independent advice to
negotiate cfl'ectivcly with Chief E.xecutives about outputs and to monitor the work of departments.’ Hnally, it has been noted that policy co-ordination has become more complex as a
result of reforms which put more stress on vertical relationships between Ministers and Chief
E.xecutives than on horizontal relationships across Government.'* Dr Scott argued that the
reforms were more effective in practice than such criticisms implied. He did not deny the difficulties in separating inputs, outputs and outcomes. There was a need for “constant adjustment,
reprioritisation and redesign of outputs". The process of readjustment was itself subject to
refinement. The distinction between inputs and outputs could never be more than “an intellectual artifice".'' The essential strength of the system was the requirement for ex ante performance specification. The value in terms of accountability of ex post performance measurement
was considerably less. An output was “something which a civil servant can know they have
delivered to a Minister and the Minister can know whether or not it has been received”. The
requirement for prior |>erformance agreement encouraged strategic planning: the limits on the
extent to which Government activity could be foreseen did not negate the need for planning.'®
He readily admitted that much policy advice was not amenable to prior specification, particularly In terms of quality, but considered that the nature and cost of advice could still be the
subject of prior agreement, as could be the case with advice from external consultants. He considered such prior agreement “very powerful as a management tool” within a Department."
While the reforms had given rise to concern about the capaeity of Government to act as a collective, he doubted the full extent of policy co-ordination under the previous arrangements.
In conclusion, he stressed that “the systems and structures only set a floor for performance.
They ensure at best that what was intended and well-specified is delivered. Reaching performance levels above that requires people to go beyond the plans and act on their own initiative
within the broad goals, values and systems of the organisation”.'’ The burden of his evidence
was that new formal arrangements did not replace traditional relations between civil servants
and Ministers and the strengths inherent in such arrangements, but sought to tackle their
weaknesses. Performance agreements could be a discipline but need not be a straitjacket.
1 AVH /MtUvui Puhtn Svdor Kcforni JW. pp. 7. 29; MC' (I99.V94) 27-11, p. 266: Q2.V45 (t)r Graham Scott).
2 iVcM /.riihimt Public Sector Rejorm IW3, pp. 6, .V). Career Management aiut Succession Planning Studv, pp. 124, 136-137QQ2295 t.Sir Roger Douglas), 2.340, 2352 (Dr Graham Scott).
3 Sew /eatand Public Sector Reform IW. p. 7; HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 266 (Dr Graham Scott)
4 MC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 266. 267-268; Q2294 (Dr Graham Scott).
5 n Wistrich, "Restructuring Government New Zealand Style", Public Administration (1992), pp. 124-125.
6 AVu Zealand Public Sector Reform IWf p. 27.
7 ibid. p. .30; P. Greer. Tramfurming Central Government: The Se.vt Steps /n;7/V//nr (Buckingham. 1994), p. 115.
8 .VcM Zealand Public .Sector Reform !99i, p. 32.
9 MC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 266; QQ2299-2.300, 2345.
10 MC (1993-94 ) 27-11. p. 267; Q02.345. 2298.
11 MC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 266; QQ2.345-2.346.
12 MC (199.3-94) 27-11. p. 269; Q2353
13 MC (199.3-94) 27-11, p, 270.
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151. Very different views were expressed about the applicability of the New Zealand model
m a British context. Mr Graham Mather believed that “New Zealand offers a ready made
image of successful radicalism from which Britain in the 1990s might usefully learn”.' Sir
Kenneth Stow'e argued that the New' Zealand reforms were not for export, citing the views of
New' Zealand oflicials in support of this contention.^ The Government considered the New
Zealand arrangements to be over-formalised” and possibly constraining, while emphasising
common elements between the New Zealand reforms and existing arrangements in the United
Kingdom.^ Dr Scott stressed the strengths of the British Civil Service, while noting that the
arguments against the application of similar reforms in a British context had also been
advanced in New Zealand and that he had never found them persuasive.** While it is obviously
right to be cautious about the wholesale importation of another country’s reform programme,
we believe that there are important lessons to be drawn from New Zealand’s reforms which are
applicable in a British context and which we explore below'.
VIII. NEXT STEPS AND THE EXECUTIVE FUNCI IONS OF GOVERNMENT
{i) An unfinished revolution

152. The Next Steps programme w'as seen by Mr Waldegrave as “a revolution in the whole
management of the Civil Service”, albeit a revolution w'hich was not complete.^ The programme is designed to clarify responsibilities for policy-making, for denning objectives and
standards and the setting of targets, and for their delivery by accountable managers. It emphasises delegation, sharper accountability and the freedom and flexibility to manage effectively
and efRciently. It gives effect to these principles, in themselves reminiscent of the FMI, through
the establishment of Agencies.^ The Next Steps initiative was de.scribed by our predecessors as
“the most ambitious attempt at Civil Service reform in the twentieth century”.’ From its inception of the reform, the Government stressed the importance it attached to the commitment that
Next Steps should not go the way of previous attempts at Civil Service reform, which had been
only partially successful at best, and had amounted to a history “of changing the labels, not
changing the substance”.** Our predecessors remarked that it would be “a tragedy” if Next
Steps was to Join the bones of previous Civil Service reforms w'hich litter the wayside.^ Mr
Waldegrave emphasised his determination to see the Agency programme carried through, to
ensure that Ne.xt Steps did not become “last year’s story” as the Government embarked upon
other Civil Service reforms.'®
153. From its inception the Next Steps programme was criticised by some. It was argued
that the establishment of Agencies would be a threat to the unity and integrity of the Civil
Service and the constitutional conventions which underpinned these characteristics. It w'as suggested that Agencies w'ould subordinate the public interest to the business needs of their particular organisation." A .second concern which has been expressed about the Next Steps
programme, by both outsiders and by Sir Peter Kemp, the Next Steps Project Manager from
1988 to 1992, W'as that it might amount to little more than “badge engineering”.In 1990 the
then Treasury and Civil Service Committee noted the dangers of widespread but superficial
adoption of the Next Steps programme. Agencies would be established but “routinised”, with
the effects of the changes not filtering down to lower levels.'*
154. At the inception of the Next Steps programme in 1988 the then Project Manager estimated that, after about ten years, “at least three quarters” of the non-industrial Civil Service,
1 Making (Joad Government Seem Easy, p. 5.
2QI664.
3 W2437, 2450-2452 (Mr W'aldcgravc and Mr Richard Mollram).
4 Q2353.
5 Q30.
6 lie (1992-93) 390-11, p. 2 (OF\SS).
7 lie (1989-90) 481 para. I.
8 HC (1988-89) 348. QQ3-4 (Sir Peter Kemp).
9 lie (1989-90) 481, para. 83.
10 Q38.
I I See the memorandum submitted to the Treasury and eivil Service Sub eommittcc in 1988 by Professor Richard
Chapman which was not printed but was placed in the Library of the House of Commons. TCS 20. para. 8 and passim. .See
also lie (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 123-124 (Mr Barry O'Toole).
12 HC (1988-89) 348. para. 17.
13 lie (1989-%) 481, paras. 12. 72-74.
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which then amounted to about 600,000 staff, would be in Agencies.' After only si.x years, this
prediction is well on the way to being fulfilled. By July 1994, there were 97 executive agencies
within Government, including 8 in the Northern Ireland Civil Service. Mure than .340.000 staff
in the Home Civil Semcc were operating along Next Steps lines, amounting to 64 per cent of
the total.^ Even in a Civil Serx'ice which has shrunk since the original prediction, and which is
expected by the Government to shrink further, the Government now believes the coverage of
Agencies or organisations operating along Next Steps lines will e.xcced original estimates.
Agencies and announced Agency candidates represent 78 per cent of the Home Civil Service,
with other activities still under consideration for Agency status.-'
155. We note a tendency in some Government pronouncements on the Next Steps programme to imply that it will be complete when all Agencies have been established. Mr
Waldegrave believed the Government was “three quarters” of the w.ay to completing the revolution.^ The Civil Serxice White Pajier states that “a key task for the mid-1990s is to complete
this programme”.-' Yet the programme of Agency creation was always seen as a means of
effecting a wider cultural transformation in the Civil Service.^ As the Government itself has
recognised, establishing Agencies is “only the start”:’ the creation of Agencies is “a means to
an end—to improve management in Government for the benefit of customers, taxpayers, and
staff’.* Mr Waldegrave suggested that the process of Agency creation needed to be “followed
through”, with more devolution to Agencies accompanying a growth in their skills and confidence.’ There are three elements which have to be addressed if the process of devolution is to
be followed through—devolution of authority within Agencies, relations between Agencies and
core departments and accountability and responsibility.
156. As we have already noted, our predecessors considered improvements in the quality of
service to be the main benchmark by w'hich the success of Next Steps could be measured.'®
Sustained progress in this direction does not simply require delegation lo Agencies; it requires
delegation wiihin Agencies. Moreover, formal delegation in itself does not inevitably lead to
cultural change. It places new' demands on tho.se to whom responsibility is delegated and
requires them to respond elTectivcly. Upon the extent to which they respond, dei^ends the
extent to which a genuine change of culture takes place." The Benefits Agency described the
extent to which devolution within its organisation was leading to a change of culture w'ith a
direct impact on the quality of service to customers. Mr Bichard said that the Agency had
devolved to front line staff much more power to deliver services, including greater control over
finance and personnel, subject to the core requirements which applied nationally. This had led
not only to increased efficiency but to innovations such as mobile benefit offices and local customer panels.'’ Increased local power within a national system to enhance efficiency and
improve quality of .service was also the key to the application of Next Steps principles to the
Inland Revenue, which had delegated day-to-day management responsibilities to 29 Executive
Offices.''
(ii) Relations between Agencies and Departments
157.
The Government saw the relationship between
Departments as the most important area for development within the Next Steps programme.'-' In its first Report on the Next Steps initiative the then Treasury and Civil Service
Commillce stressed the importance of precision in this relationship and of Departments having the confidence to delegate to Agencies: “too much freedom can be reined in, too little
1 tic- (l‘/,S7-SS» 494-11. QQ23-25 (Sir Peter Kemp)
"
~
2 Cm 2627.
2 21. These figures incliule si.ifl in the Inland Resenue and IlM Customs and Excise which operate along
Next Steps lines, but are not Agencies Sc-c next paragraph.
QQ''9H. 9.7| (Mr Richard Mottram); Cm 2430. p 10.
4 Q30.
5 Cm 2627. para 2 23.
6 HC(I9K7-)<S) 494-1. para IK.
Cm K4I. p 9. Q<;31 (Mr Richard Mottram)
K Cm |7M, p 1

9 Q3S
10 MC (19KH-S9) 34S. para 54
11 tic (IW2-93) 390-11. pp 320-321 (Dr Ian Colville and Professor Cyril Tomkins).
12 IK; (IW3-94) 27-11. p 226 (Benefits Agency); 002tS8-2l89. 220f.. 2210 (Mr Michael Bichard).
12 H( (1993-94) 27-11. pp 245-246 (Inland Resenue); Q2267 (Sir Anthony Battishill).
14 Q18II (Mr W'aldcgrave).
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may mean the opportunity is lost”.’ The Government advocated a similar approach, slating
that “once the policy and resources framework has been set ... Ministers and Departments
advising them should avoid intervening in matters delegated to the Agency ... The onus should
be on a Department positively to justify any interference with the agreed arrangements, rather
than on the Chief E.xecutive to justify his or her independjiice."* The key to the relationship
was seen by the Government as the Framework Document, which was agreed by the Agency,
the parent Deparlmeni. the Next Steps Team in the Cabinet OfTicc and the Treasury, and
which was intended to clarify ihe aims and objectives of the Agency and the division of tasks
betw'een the Agency and the Departmen' ’ In 1900 the framework Document was likened by
one Chief Executive to “a bill of rigliis" lor hiv Agency.'’
158. Some cviiicnce quc .tinned the ^vient lo which the dear division of tasks and the withdrawal of Departments trom da\ to-day management vvas working in practice. Professor Eric
Caines, who served at v'cry senior ic ds m the Departnuius of Health and Social Security, suggested that “lew Ministers have real taken 'o heart the need not to interfere with and second
guess the decisions of the Chid I eeutives ol Agencies ’. He believed that there had been “lilti
real delegation of management aiithoritv, centr I management controls having, for the most
part, been replaced by oppressive ^vsicms ot ivrformance monitoring”. He thought that this
was because “Whitehall, by and large, reguids loeail managers with contempt. The attitude
seems to be that the nearer you are to tlu delivery point o\ the service, the less vou know about
il.”^ A former Permanent Secretary was also concerned about “a temptation for Government
(Departments] to interfere with the operations of Agencies, even after targets have been agreed
and published The main finding of the recent study of Agencies by a I'rench civil servant,
Ms Sylvie Trosa, which was commissioned by the Government, was that “there exists a considerable cultural gap on both sides, with Chief Executives often believing that Departments'
management is a bureaucratic obstacle, and Departments viewing Agencies as little fortresses
following their own aims regardless”. Some Departments and Agencies did not share a common understanding of their respective roles and this confusion could lead to conflict.^ The
Trosa Report found that some Agencies appeared to have greater freedoms than were prescri^d in their Framework Documents, but that usually Agencies were “much more constrained than the Pramework Document would imply. The f ramework Documents w'ere not
perceived as a sufficiently secure guarantee of Agency’s flexibilities.^ These views were echoed
in a recent academic study of Next Steps.^
159. The Government believed that the confusion and conflict in the relationship between
Agencies and their sponsoring Departments could be exaggerated. Mr Michael Bichard characterized relations between the Benefits Agency and the headquarters of the Deparlmeni of
Social Security as “very, very positive”, noting that Ministers and the Department had withstood the temptation to interfere when difficulties emerged over the administration of
Disability Living Allowance.”’ He believed that it was wrong to generalise, because the cx|KMience of different Agencies was bound to be diverse, and argued that any “cullinal difl'erence"
between Agencies and Departments principally reflected differences in function, rather than
representing “an insurmountable problem”." Mr Waldegrave praised the Trosa Report and
believed that there was a need to improve the clarity of the Department’s role and “to stop
second guessing in management”.'"
160. It has been argued that, in practice, the annual process of target .setting and agreeing
business plans, rather than the Framework Document, has become the main focus for the relationship between Agencies and their parent Departments." The establishment of targets follows clarification of objectives and of output and performance measures. I he targets published
1 lie (I9«7-SS( 494-1. p.ira 37.
2 ( m, 1263. p 5.
3 Impnnm^ Mannvcnteni in Gownmunt: The Sext .V/I/K. para. 20; IIC (I9S8-S9) 34S, paras. l.S-21
4 Iie(l989-W)48l. para. 15.
5 IIC (l9<>2-93) 390-11. pp. 1X8-IS9; QQ.SOO. 802.
6 IIC (1993-94) 27-111, p 40 (Sir l’c(cr I a/arus).
7 ScU Steps: Mosinp On. paras. 2.11. 4.1.2, 4.6.1-4.6.4.
8 ihiil., paras. 4 2 3. 4.2.4, 4 2.14-4.2.15.
9 E. Greer. Tnin\l(ninin\> Central (linernnient: The ,\e\t Steps Initiative, espreeiallv p. 66.
10QQ2336. 2331
11 CX?2335-23.36.
12 OQ2446-244H.
13 I*. Greer, Trans/orniing Central (ioverninent: llu Xext Steps Initiative, p. 75.
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by the Secretary of State are those by which the performance of an Agency and its Chief
Ex^utive is nieasured and they should be distinct from the internal management targets set by
Chief Executives.' In 1992*93 Agencies overall met around 77 per cent of their key performance targets; over 80 per cent of quality targets and financial targets were met, although the
proportions were somewhat lower for efficiency and throughput targets.^ Despite these apparently impressive figures, there have emerged two concerns about targets: the appropriateness of
the targets and the means by which they are set. Our predecessors believed it to be important
that target setting should emphasise outputs and, in particular, financial performance, quality
of service and efficiency.^ The Government has acknowledged the difilculties in deciding upon
targets for Agencies “which both capture the essence of what they are trying to do and do not
distort the way in which they actually operate" and which are within an Agency’s control. It
believed there was a trend for targets to put greater stress on the quality of outputs.^ Others
were more sceptical, pointing to the dangers of targets which were overly focussed on quantities and financial performance and were liable to be upset by external factors.^ The Trosa
Report noted a general improvement in the target setting process, but still found that “the targets of some Agencies do not adequately reflect the core activity of the Agency and its aims”
and that contradictions between targets were not sufficiently analysed. It pointed to the scope
for greater recognition of the value of customer i^rceptions and external evaluation.^ The
Trosa Report also raised concerns about the way in which targets were set, although many
Departments had managed the process effectively. At times the process as conveyed in the
1 rosa Rejwrt appears to be a crude bargaining process, with the greater knowledge of the realism of the targets of the Agency weighed against the ultimate authority of a Secretary of State
to set or change a target without reference to the Chief E.xecutive.’ The Government acknowledged the importance of setting targets which were challenging but were considered deliverable
and the desirability of encouraging “ownership” of targets by those committed to delivering
them.'*
161. A crucial part of the relationship between Agencies and Departments is the determination of the financial arrangements for the Agency. In the last Parliament our predecessors
expressed disappointment that so many Agencies operated within a gross running regime and
had no flexibility to respond to changes in demand. The Committee explored the case for an
extension of financial arrangements linked to demand, while noting an apparent lack of
Treasury enthusiasm for such developments.’ The Efficiency Unit review in 1991 emphasised
that “regimes based on the principle of unit costs for specified levels of service” could promote
cITiciency and that year the Government suggested that such regimes were likely to become
more widespread.'® By June 1993 about a third of all Agencies were operating under net running cost controls or as Agency trading funds, which enabled some Agencies to meet increased
demand for their services from additional receipts." Sir Peter Kemp has recently proposed that
"financial arnmgements should be improved and simplified so that all Agencies operate within
an Agency financial limit —a pre-set sum of money, negative or positive, within which they
must deliver the services they are obliged to deliver".'162. The Trosa Report makes proposals to improve the overall quality of relationships
between Agencies and their parent Departments by changes to the internal machinery of
Departments for managing the relationship. It argues that the recommendation of the 1991
Efficiency Unit report that Departments should “identify a focal point at senior level for their
dealings with each Agency" has not been adopted sufficiently widely and to adequate effect. It
proposes that there should be a high level figure in each Department as the sole co-ordinating
point of contact on major issues between the Department and the Agency.'^ It further recommends that Ministerial Advisory Boards should be established for all Agencies where no com1 IIC n9VO-'M)4%. p.iras 5X-59.
Cm 1761. p. 7
’~
2 ( ni 2430. pp X-9,
3 H( (I0X9-‘X)) 4SI. [\iras, 22-23; HC (IWO-91) 496. paras. M-65.
4 (X?0|9-920. 925. 94S (Mr Ridianl MoUram) .See also Cm. 2627. para. 3.8
5 HC (l‘W3-94) 27-IM. pp. 107 (Dr Pa(ricia CJrccr), 36 (Mr Nevil Johnson). 68 (Professor John S(cvsart)
6 AVv/ .S/</o .Sfinim; On. paras 5.1.3, 5.2.3, 5.2.12-5,2.13, 5 2 26
7f/W,paras 5 15,53.1-5.3.19
X f,JI433 (Sir Robin Huller); Cm. 2627, para, 3.8.
9 HC (l‘M(-9l) 496, paras 52-55
10 .Uiikini^ the SloM t>l Si \i .Sups (liflkicrK) Unit, May l'J9l), para. 2 5; Cm 1761 p 7
11 lie (IW2-93) .VJO-II, p 20f. (OPSS). See also Cm. 2627. para. 3.10.
12 {fi umd \i \i .Sups a uvil u r\ia' lor ilw 21st u tiiury (Swial Market l oundalion. 1993), p. 22.
13 \fakmy thi- Most of \i \t Sups, para 2.12; ,SV\/ .Sups Movntfi On. paras. .’..(.1-3.3,10
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parable arrangements exist to advise Ministers on general issues concerning the Agency, with
particular emphasis on the setting of Agency targets.* The Government responded positively to
the Report, and the Civil Service White Paper describes attempts which have already been
made to strengthen arrangements for the discussion of targets, including measures to provide
independent advice to Ministers on the performance of Agencies.’
{Hi) Accountability ami responsibility

163. The second main area of debate about the progress of the Next Steps programme
relates to accountability and responsibility, both in terms of the means by which an account of
the operations of Agencies was given to Parliament and the public and in terms of the wider
allocation of responsibility. In the last Parliament our predecessors expressed concern that the
practice of Ministers of asking Chief Executives to reply to Parliamentary questions on operational matters which were not then published would limit Parliamentary and public access to
information on the work of Agencies. They also noted inconsistencies between Departments in
the division of Parliamentary answers between Ministers and Chief Executives.^ Since then, the
Government has accepted a recommendation from the Procedure Committee which was supported by our predecessors that all replies to Parliamentary questions from Agency Chief
Executives should be published in the Ofilcial Report (Hansard).** The Benefits Agency detailed
the arrangements for handling Parliamentary business in its own case. The Chief Executive
responded to questions about individual cases, local issues and the day-to-day operation and
performance of the Agency. Ministers replied to questions relating to policy, reporting national
statistics or with a policy input. They also replied to inform Members that infomiation was not
readily available and could only be obtained at disproportionate cost. The Chief Executive
replied to nearly two thirds of questions. Mr Bichard believed these arrangements had "worked
well", enabling Members to receive quick and effective responses.-' The Next Steps Project
Manager also emphasised the advantages of the new arrangements. He said that the Next Steps
Team monitored the division of responsibility for answering questions. He admitted that there
was a "grey area” between policy and operations and said that in such cases the Minister
should reply. Like Mr Bichard, he emphasised that Members retained the right to call
Ministers to account if dissatisfied with a response from an Agency Chief Executive.*
164. These arrangements have attracted criticism. Mr Gerald Kaufman has argued that they
erode the rights of Members of Parliament to take up constituency cases directly with
Ministers. He feared that the new practice would reduce Ministerial awareness of the problems
of Members’ constituents. He criticised both the quality and efficiency of replies from the
Benefits Agency.’ Mr John Garrett echoed his concerns, stating that "I do not want to have to
write to somebody who has been parachuted into an Agency from the retail sector when I have
a problem with a constituent who has been badly treated as a result of Government policy or
the delivery of Government services".* Mr Robert Sheldon detected a recent trend for replies
from Executive Agencies not to match the standards of Ministerial replies.’ Others took different view. The General Secretary of the FDA believed that in many ways it was "the right
solution” for Agency Chief Executives to answer Parliamentary questions on their responsibilities.” Two academic observers considered that replies from Agency Chief Executives had “generally been longer and more informative than Ministerial answers”."
16.5. In 1990 Sir Peter Kemp, the then Next Steps Project Manager, said that “it is part
of the purpo.se of Next Steps to try and distinguish just whose fault it is. If, in fact, the
shortcoming is such that it was the fault of the lack of resources or legislation which was
not within the power of the Chiel Executive, the transparency of the system should enable
that to be seen. If, on the other hand, it was simple bad management on the part of the
Chief Executive then that should be seen too and the man should be held to account
1 Next Steps: Moving On, paras. 3.4.I-.T4.37.
2 QQI8I0. 2446-2448 (Mr Waldcgravc); Cm. 2627, para. 3.9.
3 HC (1989-90) 481. paras. 68. 70; HC (1990-91) 496. paras. 74-83
4 Third Report from the Select Committee on Procedure, t’arlumwniary Questions, HC (1990-91) 178. para 125' HC (l‘79091) 496, para 82: HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 207 (OPSS).
5 HC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 230-232 (Iknefils Agency); Q2254 (Mr Michael Bichard)
6 Q(?970 (Mr Richard Mottram). 225.'' (Mr Michael Bichard).
7 HC Deb., 28 January I9<J3. cols. 1287-1288. 1290.
8 QI624.
9QI590.
10QI744.
11 HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 100 (Professor (iavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings).
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accordingly.”* Much: evidence questioned whether the Next Steps programme was providing
such opportunities m practice. Our predecessors set store by the view that Agency Chief
LxeciUives who failed could be more readily dismissed than other civil servants,^ yet Professor
Eric Caines argued tha'. “Nobody is sacked for making mistakes, the deal being that if
Ministers are to protect Chief Executives, they for their part must shield Ministers”. He alleged
that a compact of sorts has been struck between Ministers and Chief Executives which ensures
that neil.er of them assumes the ultimate risk”. A Chief Executive was required to accept limned freedom and the need to keep Ministers out of political trouble in return for job security ^
Others suggested that the framework documents and other publicly available information on
the operation of Agencies did not provide sumcient clarity for outsiders to determine the allocat.on of responsibility. There was a blurring of responsibilities which made it impossible to
d!.stmguish between policy and op-irations.** Ministers might pass the buck for policy failures
and disclaim responsibility for operational activities.-' There was a “bureaucratic Bermuda
Triangle in vvhicli accountability disappeared.^ The dilTiculties in drawing a clear line of
responsibi ity between policy and operations noted in the Trosa Report were ob.served by
others. The extent to which Agency Chief Executives were bound by decisions on the level of
resources on which they could not comment publicly was seen as typifying the Eict that they
had “responsibility but no authority”.*
^
j

166. Several so utions have been proposed to these alleged problems. In 1988 the then
I reasury and Civil Service Committee recommended that the framework agreement “should be
regarded as a contract ’ and that a Minister should only be entitled to overrule the Chief
Exixiitive by way of a fomial note. It further recommended that Chief Executives should give
evidence to Select Committees on operational matters on their own behalf rather than under
the instructions of Ministers, following the Government’s rejection of these recommendations. and ex^riencc of relatively helpful evidence from Chief Executives, the Committee did
not advocate change m subsequent Reports, although it noted “the profound effect” Agencies
wou d have in practice on accountability." In evidence subsequent to his departure from the
,
r w—
Kemp argued that the establishment of Agencies was changing the doctrine of Ministerial accountability in practice, “creating a new sort of accountability, not a less
stern accountability but in some ways a tougher accountability”.'- Mr Vernon Bogdanor
argued that this change in practice should be mirrored by a change in theory: “the actual
responsibility ol the Chief Executive for the work of his or her Agency should be accompanied
by a diTcci constitutional responsibility for his work”. To give effect to this. Ministers should
state that he Osmotherly Rules did not apply to Agency Chief Executives." The idea of giving
Agency Chief hxecutivcf. greater authority personally to account for their actions gained wide
support, including that of Sir Peter Kemp.'** The original Next Steps Report envisaged that legislation might be necessary to enable Agencies to operate with suBicient independence and
accmmtability Several ob.servers felt that the time had now arrived to give statutory backing
to Executive Agencies, endowing their agreements with Ministers with legal force. It was sugg^ested that this would strengthen the division of responsibility between Ministers and Chief
Executives, facilitate improved public and Parliamentary scrutiny and make it more difTicult to
shift the goal posts
1 UC (I9S9-90) 4SI. Q?I.
' ^ *
2 MC (I98S-S9) 348. para 32; HC (1989-90) 481, paras. 26. 77
3 nc (1992-93) .790-11. p 188; Q800.
6(.*-67 *8m'*^^*
(irccr); idan . Transfowwin Central (iorcnum-ni: The Xe.xt Steps Initiative, pp.
-S nc (l9<72-93) .390-11. p. 297 (Mr Vernon Bogdanor).
6 HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 49 (F'rofessor l-rcd Ridlcv and Mr Brian Thompson)
I
0/1. paras .T.S.2-3..S.3: HC (1993-94) 27-111. pp, 76 (Inland Revenue .SlafT l ederalion). 101 (Professor
(lasin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings). 129 (Dr Andrew Massey).
roicssor
(^p"LlirNml!rixs;i!^^
“
P
9 HC (1987-88) 494-1. p,rras 38. 46-47
10 Cm .S24. p. 9.
II HC (l9<)0-91) 496. paras 71-72
i:
S.-C .,lv. m- IWVMI :7.|n. p. 127 (S„ l).,vi<l Hu„«Kk|: ■] fully ™pp,.,l: II,c .l<.|..gi„i„„ „r ,c,p„„Mb,l,lv u,
,hl. and
r those for which they are entitled to expectJi'lmclion
bcMccn
m.illcr. for »hich Minislcrs sliould be Mil iiaoiimable
others to be
accountable"
13 HC (l‘792-93) 3‘70-II. p. 296,
14 00248 (Mr C linvlophcr Dunabin. l-iM). 8(X) (Professor Eric Caines); HC (l‘W3-94) 27-111. pp. 40 (Sir Peter 1 a/arus) 46
(C onfedtration of British Industry). 76 (Inland Revenue Staff l edcration); Sir Peter Kemp. Hc\viul \ext Steps p
IniprdMnt! Mantigenient in (lovernment The \e\t Steps. piiT.i. 29.
I*
inent
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(1993-94) 27-11. p. 74; 01509 (Professor Norman Lewis); HC( 1992-93) 390-|| p
^
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discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of such a develop-
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167 The Government argued that the establishment of Executive Agencies left the traditional doctrine (^ Ministerial accountability unimpaired while increasing "the accountability of
whole areas of Civil Service work, through greater openness and clearer lines of responsibility According t(> the Government, Agencies did not "undermine the key constitutional princMple that It is Ministers who are accountable to Parliament for all that their Departments do”.^
marked growth of information about the internal operations
of Government available to Parliament and the public as a result of Next Steps and argued
that the creation of Agencies made accountability "more elTective” through enhanced transparency in Government.^ Mr VValdegrave described the previous arrangements for Ministerial
replies on operaUonal matters as "a fiction”, a view which has also been expressed by another
Minister. The Government saw the new arrangements as an improvement on previous practice, because a Member of Parliament had an opportunity both to receive a reply from the
responsible civil servant and to seek a reply from a Minister if he remained dissatisfied.^ Mr
Waldegrave adoed that it was important that a Minister or his office scanned replies to ensure
that issues were not emerging which related to policy.^ The Government also challenged the
notmn that responsibility in practice was too diffuse, Mr Waldegrave considering that it was
perfectly possible under the present arrangements for an Agency Chief Executive to be dismissed he niade "a pig’s car of managing the Agency”.’ With regard to the criticism that
Agency Oiief Executives were unable to comment on their resource levels, Mr Michael Bichard
did not believe that an Agency Chief Executive would be able to retain his credibility if he criticised the resources framework within which he was required to operate.^ The Government saw
no case for giving statutory form to the relationship between Ministers and Chief E.\ecutives
believing the general quality of agreements reached between Departments and Agencies was
levelling up . The Inland Revenue’s Management Plans for 1994-95 to 1.996-97 include for
Uie first time a purchaser/proyider contract, agreed with the Financial Secretary to the
Treasury, setting out the operational targets and objectives which the Department is expected
to meet in the year 1994-95 in return for the resources provided to it. The Chairman of the
Board of Inland Revenue considered this to be "an important development”; although targets
were not new, the contract formalised them in a new way. It would provide a firmer basis for
accountability The Inland Revenue was "pioneering a contract” of this kind within the British
Civil Service. Mr Waldegrave commended this endeavour, which he expected other
Departments to follow."
(iv) Conclusions

168. In its initial study of the Next Steps initiative the then Treasury and Civil Service
Committee observed that "it is essential that change on this scale is not only carefully considered and expertly implemented, but also carries with it the enthusiasm both of civil servants
themselves, at all levels, and of those outside the Civil Service—the general public and their
representatives on both sides of the Commons”.** Although the Government’s wider programme of reforms in the Civil Service is a matter of considerable controversy for reasons we
explore elsewhere, we are struck by wide level of support for and acceptance of the Next Steps
programme and the common view that it has facilitated a genuine improvement in the quality
of some public services.'^ It has been argued that, while some particular changes which have
taken place might have happened without the establishment of Agencies, the overall transformation in Government would not have been brought about without Next Steps.*'* We agree.
We believe that Next Steps Agencies represent a significant Improvement in (he organisation of
1 HC Dob.. 4 May 1994. col. 549w^
“
2 Cm. 2627, para. 2.29.
3 QQ965 (Mr Richard Mottrani). 996, 1037-1038. 2435 (Mr Waldegrave). 1365, 2104 (Sir Robin Hullcr).
4 Q1909 (Mr Waldegrave); Minnies of Evidence taken before the Home AITairs Commitlec on Monday 19 April IW^ //;<•
Pmoii Service, HC (1992-93) 612-i. Q44 (Mr Peter Lloyd).
>
5 QQ1366 (Sir Robin Butler). 2255 (Mr Michael Bichard). 1909-1910, 2436 (Mr Waldegrave).
6 Q1910.
7Q42.
8 (JQ2233-2234.
9 QQ2438-2441 (Mr Waldegrave).
10 Inland Revenue Management Plan m4-9S to im-97 (Inland Revenue. 1994); HC* (1993-94) 27-11 p ’49 (Inlind
Revenue); QQ2259-2261 (Sir Anthony Batlishill).
11 OQ2438-244I.
12 HC (1987-88) 494-1, para. I.
**‘’‘’2-‘’-^),3'.«)-II. p. 286; HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 74 (Professor Norman Lewis); HC
(179.-94) 27-III pp. 7 (Sir Brian Hayes). 10 (Sir Alan Bailey), 46 (Confederation of British Industry): \e\t Step\ Moving
On, paras. 2.3, 7.1,1-7.1.2.
/
■
«
14 QQ360 (Sir Peter Kemp). 2212 (Mr Michael Bichard); Sir Peter Kemp. Beyond \ext Steps, pp. 20-21.
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Government and that any future Government will want to maintain them In order to implement its
objectives for the delivery of services to the public.

169.
However, the success in establishing Agencies is only
that the cultural change which lies at the heart of the Next Steps programme must be secured
and reinforced. In order to achieve this, changes will be required in the framew'ork within
which Agencies are required to operate, although such changes should continue to take
account of the immense diversity of Agencies in terms of size and function. Two crucial issues
have been raised about Agencies during this inquiry: relations between Departments and
Agencies and accountability and responsibility. 1 hese two matters are intimately connected.
We consider that the delegation of freedom to manage to Hxecutive Agencies has not been as
thorough and as complete as is desirable, and that this reflects real uncertainties about the division of responsibilities between Ministers and parent Departments on the one hand and
Agencies and their Chief Executives on the other, uncertainties which arise in part from difilcultics in identifying and agreeing upon the dividing line between policy and operations. As a
solution to these dilTiculties, it is necessary to base the accountability of Executive Agencies on
a distinction which is more tangible: that between decisions made by the Agency and decisions
made by the Minister or parent Department. To this end, we recommend that the process of target-setting Is replaced by annual performance agreements between Ministers and Agency Chief
Executives. The new performance agreements would be different in character from the iurrent
target setting process and would have the following characteristics: they would arise from a
process of formal negotiation and require the active agreement of the Agency Chief Executive
as well as the Minister; they would prescribe a minimum of financial controls, ideally setting a
single financial target or laying down unit costs for Agency services; they would be subject to
an evaluation at the end of the year to be undertaken by a body outside the Department.
Where a Minister or parent Department wished to give an instruction to an Agency on a matter within the terms of the performance agreement, or to request the Agency to carry out work
outside the terms of the performance agreement, this should be done in writing and with financial terms specified as appropriate. It would be for the Agency Chief Executive to determine
w'hether such a written instruction W'as necessary. Although the scope for Ministerial and
departmental intervention would not be subject to any enforceable restraint, we believe that
this requirement, coupled with proposals below relating to accountability, would represent
important restraints on unnecessary interference. We do not think that the introduction of legislation need be necessary for such annual performance agreements. They should be made
under the terms of revised framework documents.
170. W’c support the arrangements for Parliamentary questions on operational matters within
the ambit of an Executive Agency to be referred in the first Instance to Agency Chief Executives
and we welcome the fact that their answers are now published In the Official Report. The extent
to which Chief Executives provide answers should, by and large, be seen as a welcome sign of
the extent of their devolved responsibilities and need not of itself be a cause for concern. We
nevertheless regard it as important that Ministers maintain an engagement with individual
cases raised by way of Parliamentary questions. We suspect that the scope for active
Ministerial involvement in individual cases raised in this manner under the previous arrangements would not be universally regarded as “a fiction”. We believe that Ministerial intervention vvill sometimes be desirable, particularly in individual cases, and is a necessary part of a
Minister’s role. Alinistcrs should always respond where Members of Parliament consider the
response by an Agency Chief Executive to be unsatisfactory.
171. We do not believe that Ministerial power to intervene in the actions and decisions of
Agencies justifies the retention of Ministerial accountability for the actions and decisions of
Agencies for which Chief Executives are responsible. The theoretical separation of accountability and responsibility is nowhere more untenable than in the operation of Agencies; continued
adherence to the theory behind such a separation might jeopardise the durability of the delegation at the heart of Next Steps. The delegation of responsibility should be accompanied by a
commensurate delegation of accountability. We recommend that Agency Chief Executives should
be directly and personally accountable to Select Committees in relation to their annual performance agreements. Ministers should remain accountable for the framework documents and for
their part in negotiating the annual performance agreement, as well as for all instructions given to
Agency Chief Executives by them subsequent to the annual performance agreement. I’o this end,
we recommend that all such instructions should be published in Agency Annual Reports, subject
only to a requirement to preserve the personal confidentiality or anonymity of individual clients.
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IX. PRIVATISATION, MARKET TESTING AND CONTRACTING OUT

(i) The changing role of Government
\J2. At the time of the Fulton Report in 1968, there appeared to be “a wide measure of
public agreement about the role of government”.' It was possible for the Fulton Committee
confidently to describe the continuing expansion of the responsibilities of the State and note a
chanp in the character of the tasks of Government from being “mainly passive and regulator>- to amounting to “a much more active and positive engagement in our affairs”.^ Any
notion of a consensus about the role of Government has subsequently disappeared: the role of
the state and the boundaries between the public and private spheres are matters of considerable
political and public debate. It was noted that changing views of the role of the State were
h^kely to entail frequent changes in the tasks of the Civil Service and require flexibility in the
Civil Service in consequence. The Conservative Government first elected in 1979 has exhibited
a particular concern to question the role of State and to examine whether particular tasks,
including those performed by the Civil Service, need to be carried out by the public sector The
programme of efficiency scrutinies initiated by Lord Rayner in 1979 examined whether central
government functions needed to be carried out by it.^ A similar approach was to some extent
implicit in the Next Steps programme, the Government stating that “before an Agency is estabhshed, alternative options, including contracting out the work and privatisation, will be examined .
173. It is evident, however, that the Government’s determination to examine such questions
in relation to the existing work of the Civil Service has taken on a harder edge in the last couple of years. The basis for this approach was set out by Mr Stephen Dorrell, the then
Financial Secretary to the Treasury and Minister responsible for the Government’s privatisation programme. He argued that the Government had a duty on behalf of taxpayers to ask
whether services were organised so as to provide the best value for money, including whether
the pate itself needed to provide the service itself, rather than securing the .service in an open
market. This involved examining whether a task needed to be carried out by the Government—
whether it was part of the “inescapable core of Government”—and, if so, “what model of provision will best deliver the objectives of the organisation”. He considered this concern for
maximising the long-term efficiency of the State to be “an enduring one”.'* Mr Waldegrave also
emphasised the value of this approach and the fact it was shared with Governments in other
countries. The key questions implied by this approach arc seen by the Government as being;
Does the job need to be done at all? ... If the activity must be carried out, docs the
Government have to be responsible for it? ... Where the Government needs to remain responsible for an activity, does the Government have to carry out the task itself.^ ... Where the job
must be carried out within Government is the organisation pro[)crly structured and focused on
the job to be done?” These questions arc raised in various contexts, including the programmes we consider below and the Government’s fundamental expenditure reviews." The
validity of the Government’s general approach was endorsed by others. Sir Kenneth Stowe
considered that “Government and the Civil Service should do, and has the best chance of
doing well, what Government alone can and must do”.'‘
174 The Government’s approach in practice was, however, subject to criticism. The Council
of Civil Service Unions believed that the Civil Service as it stood represented “a core of the
public service” and did not see any justification for adjusting the current boundaries dramatically “other than as part of an exercise in political dogma”.'-' Others detected an underlying
confusion m the Government’s approach, arguing that the aims of reducing public expenditure.
^ Vn/Vc; I'ol 5(2): Proposals and opinions: Parts 5 and 4: Orfianisalions and Individuals, p 1086 (Mr (now Sir)
William Ryric).
2 Cmiid. 3638. para. 7.
3 lie (1993-94) 27-111. p. 37 (Mr Ncvil Johnson); Q332 (Professor FVtcr Hennessy).
4 HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 98 (Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings).
5 MC (1979-80) 712-11, pp. 46. 50. 56 (Sir IX'rek Rayner).
6 Cm. 524. p. 7.
7 (J935 (Mr Richard Mottram).
8 0Q1148-II52. 1168, 1172. 1175-1176. 1200-1201. 1224
9(X?37. 1129
10 Cm. 2627, para, 2.25.
11 MC (l‘)93-94) 390-11, p. 259 (HM Treasury). On the fundamcnlal reviews, see also HC (1993-94) 87. p.ira 72
12 MC (19<U-94) 27-11. p. 113 (.Sir Kenneth Stowe); MC (PJ93-94) 27-111. p. S3 (Mr D.ivid Taulkner. Dr ColiirCroueh Dr
Mark Ereedland. Dr Desmond King).
13 (JQ453. 456 (Mr Charles Ccx'lirane).
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improving quality and reducing the role of the State were not as consistent as the Government
appeared to imply.' Professor Nonnan Lewis argued that the fundamental Haw in the
Government s approach was that it had not identified the nature or characteristics of “core
government ^Hc commended the approach adopted in the United States of America, where
the federal Government had identified “inherently Government functions". He believed that
the Government s questions should be accompanied by avowed criteria for deciding upon the
answer, to overcome the impression that “there exists no principled clarity in the wav the
options are being discussed”.^ He considered the provisions of the Deregulation and
Contracting Out Bill, which set three categories of Government activity which could not be
contracted ouf to be inadequate.- Charter 88 found the Government’s approach to be “alarming and called upon politicians in all parties to build a new consensus on what the State
should provide."*
175. The Government was profoundly sceptical about such an approach. While Government
witnesses agreed that there was “a certain spinal cord of State which cannot be under the private sector and pointed to functions of this spinal cord, such as “judicial functions, regulatory
discretion on behalf of Ministers, in support of Ministers,
anything that infringes the liberty of the subject ... the direct application of armed force” they
anphasised that views on the nature and parameters of such core functions changed over time ^
Mr Dorrell emphasised that such decisions were ultimately for the Government of the dav “as
tlie electorates representatives”.^ Mr Waldegrave believed it would be “futile” and “a waste of
'

[p set out an enduring description of “the inalienable core”
‘
he tasks
considered
ridiculous . 7 Others supported
the contention that any attempt to set out the core
of the
Civil Service would be impracticable, because the question was fundamentally political and the
answers would change with the outlook of the Civil Service’s political masters.*^
(ii) Privatisation and prior options
176. In her statenient to the House of Commons announcing the launching of the Next
IP Qvil Service, and their staff will
Minister
saidtothat
“These
agencies
willthis
generjdly be within the
continue
be civil
servants”
’ In
the
distancing itself from the emphasis in the original Next Steps Report, which
noted that an agency may be part of Government and the public service, or it may be more
ellec ive outside Government’’. Our predecessors nevertheless confessed to being slightly conTh^tll
from the
prognfmme.
c then Committee stressed the need to avoid distinct
uncertainty
in privatisation
individual cases:
“If an
announcement that part of a Department is to become an Agency is greeted by suspicions that
It might later be privatised such uncertainty could well damage efforts to improve efficiency
ou set that this is so . In reply the Government said that “Next Steps ... is primarily about
those activities which are to remain within Government. Although it cannot be ruled out that
after a period of years Agencies, like other government activities, may be suitable for privatisation, the Government agrees that uncertainty should be avoided and that where there is a firm
intention of privatisation when an Agency is being set up. this should be made clear”
In a
subsequent Report the then Committee reiterated that “it is vital when establishing an Agency
to avoid any uncertainty as to whether its future lies in the public or the private sector” The
Government again stressed that Agencies remained subject to the Government’s policy on pri-

IJoG«dlarKi;i)7l)csmi)nd King)"
Mellon,
^
P- 295 <Ms Elizabclh
5 QI52I S« also QQI529-1530 (Mr ('harks Cox)
4 MC(IW3-94, 27-111. p 112
2 IK-^

6CWH77-1I7S
7 (X725I5. 2556. 1X67.

TimllMta'bu"'
9 MC(I9X7-XS, 494-11. p, 4 (O.M( S,
10 tniproviii^ Maiuisiinail in (iownmcnl '//;<' .W\/ Sltpf tsaras 19 '*4
11 IK (I987-.S8, 494-1. para. 33
12 Cm 524. p 7
13 HC ,19XS-.H9, .348. para 65.
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vatisation and this option, along with other options, “would be considered before an Agency is
established”.*
th^.Governmenrs
the privatisation
programme
c.nVK
ects more Civil Service
Inunctions. Inemphasis
1993 the has
thenchanged
FinancialasSecretary
to the Treasury
Mr
Dorrell undertook a round of bilateral discussions with colleagues on privatisation, examining
vT'ei?'”
‘"><1 for
'he transfer
of existing
,he pri®
\ate
sector. This"'fled to the decision to privatise
Forward,
the Civil
Service services
cateringtoorganisation because there does not seem to be any good reason for the Treasury to K the
sandwich-making busine^ , and the initial decision to privatise one Executive Agency, the
Drivei Vehicles and Operators Information Technology Agency.-^ Subsequently the
Government announced its intention to transfer to the private sector organisations such as “the
the Electrical Equipment Certification Service, the Transport R;L^C^
Ldbora ory, Uie Laboratory of the Government Chemist and the National Engineering
formerly an Agency, has been merged
fpv
^ r
Ener^ Authority and is being considered for privatisation in that con070 a belief
r^f that the activities
the Government’s
privatisation
remainstothe
same sector
as in
1979.
privatised w'ould
benefit programme
from being subject
private
management disciplines rather than political control ^
B
j
\
. •
Agency is subject to review, normally around three years after establishment, and
this review includes reconsideration of prior options, including whether the Ageney should be
abolished or privatised. The Next Steps Project Manager believed that “prior options” were
considered in a stricter and more rigorous manner than had been envisaged in 1988.* Mr
Waldegrave said that it was worthwhile in such reviews t consider whether there was a case
lor privatising an Agency or contracting out some of its work. Privatisation could be justified if
a service could be provided with better cost effectiveness in the private sector or if an Agency
was operating m a competitiye market. Under any arrangement it would be necessary “to guarantee that the service you required could be guaranteed”.’ This process has led to decisions
mat some Agencies should be privatised. In other cases, such as the Queen Elizabeth II
Conference Centre, the Government has decided that there would be no immediate change in
status, but that the management should be the subject of a market test.'® The process of prior
options has ^en criticised for its impact on Agencies. According to the Trosa Report, while a
minority of Agency Chief Executives actively seek privatisation, for most, the prospect of privatisation IS seen as “a constant threat that prevents them from doing their job properly” The
Report concluded that “while Agencies should not be able to regard themselyes as exempt
from wider Government priorities, if they feel constantly under threat of privatisation, their
performance will inevitably suffer as they are forced to spend a large part of their time trv'ing
o defend their very existence”." The Council of Civil Service Unions eloquently condemned
the Governnient s approach as an effective abandonment by the Government of the unspoken
apeement about the status of Agencies which was the prerequisite for union support for the
Next Steps initiative. - The Transport Committee has recently examined the Government’s case
tor privatising the Transport Research Laboratory and remains to be convinced by it
179. Mr Waldepave acknowledged that a balance had to be struck between the gains and
the losses of keeping Agencies under pressure. He considered that once an Agency had been
reviewed a couple of times with its status unaltered, the review would become “increasingly a
matter of just ticking the boxes, as it were, and saying, ‘Well, we really do not need to go over
all that again’”. Subsequently, the Government has decided to change the frequency of
reviews from three to five years to “provide a more stable framework in which Departments
1 Cm, 841. p. 9.
2 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 259 (HM Treasury); Ql 148 (Mr .Stephen Dorrell).
Stephen
*4I V. m. Jo27. para.
2.25.Dorrell). DVOIT has subsequently been sold to EDS-Scicon, Q2576 (footnote) (Mr Waldegrave)
5 Q2576 (footnote) (Mr Waldegrave).
6 OQI167, 1169. 1197 (Mr Stephen Dorrell).
7 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 206 (OPSS). Q39 (Mr Waldegrave).
8 0X99 (Mr Richard Mottram).
9 QQ243I -2433.
10 HC IX’b,. 22 March 1994. col I26vv.
II iS’iWi Slips: iSfosinf’ On, paras. 3,2.7, 3,2.11.
12 Q497 (Mr John Ellis) Sec also HC (199.3-94) 27-11. p. 101 (Mr John Garrett).
13 HC (19*73-94) 137-1, paras. 17-28. 42-46.
14 Q24.34.
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and Agencies will be able to plan ahead to improve performance”.' This reflected a judgement
by the Government that there was a danger of “perpetual review” in which circumstances the
review process might become “formulaic".^ In assessing this process, we are not concerned with
examining the merits and demerits of privatisation in particular cases, but we are concerned
about the wider impact of prior options reviews on the Next Steps initiative. The Transport
Committee has recently observed that “the enthusiasm of organisations to obtain Agency status, and the greater administrative and budgetary' autonomy which that implies, might be
diminished if it were to become clear that Agency status is not permanent but rather a temporary staging post before transfer to the private sector”.^ We believe that similar observations
could be made in respect of existing Agencies. It would be ironic if the single most successful
Gvil Service reform programme of recent decades came to be regarded by the Government which
initiated it simply as a transitional phase. We believe that the value of Agency status as an instrument for improving efficiency and quality of service in the Civil Service would be considerably
reduced if Agency status came to be seen principally as a staging post to the private sector. We
welcome the Government’s decision to make reviews of Agency status less frequent, but believe it
to be important, where appropriate, for such reviews to result in positive assertions of the value of
particular Agencies remaining in the Civil Service.
Uii) The Competing for Quality programme: the arguments of principle

180. The Competing for Quality programme was launched by the Government in
November 1991 as part of the Citizen’s Charter initiative.** The programme is based on the
proposition that “competition is the best guarantee of quality and value for money
Competition does not mean invariably choosing the cheapest service: it means finding the best
combination of quality and price which reflects the priority of the service”.-' It proceeds principally through a process of market testing “to establish for activities where it is possible for
them to be performed either by public servants or by the private sector, which alternative represents the best long-term value for money”.^ Previous experience of market testing central
Government activities led the Government to expect savings in the region of 25 per cent, even
when an in-house bid was successful.’ The Government made it clear that Departments which
achieved savings w'ould be able to apply them for the benefit of their programmes.* But the
programme was seen as having other advantages: “focusing on performance outputs will produce clearer standards and improved quality of service; [there will be] an explicit
customer/supplier relationship; external and in-house bidders will be given the opportunity to
be more innovative in their field; and monitoring of contracts and service level agreements
will focus on the outputs, objectives and targets required in improving the efficiency and effectiveness of targets
Ihe principles of the Government’s programme were supported by others in evidence. Sir Peter Kemp [relieved that the original idea was one that nobody could
seriously object to: the idea of “shopping around” with the presumption that civil servants do
nov “have any right to a job if it can be show'n that somebody else can do it better or cheaper
or whatever”."' Professor Norman Lewis saw clear advantages in the application of the purchaser/provider split to central Government services, including a better concentration by
Government on “the business of governing”, a reduction in “political interference” and a resolution of a conflict of interests." The Contederation of British Industry also supported the
programme as an endeavour “to sharpen the focus of the Civil Service on its ‘core’ activities”,
pointing to parallel developments in business.'’
181. Other evidence questioned the validity of the assumptions underlying the
Government s Competing for Quality programme. The Civil Service unions saw the
programme as being “dogma driven”, questioning its long-term impact on both quality and
1 Cm 2627. para, 3 22.
2 Q2575 (Mr Waldcgravc)
transport Comniittec. The (iovemnunTs ExpemHiurc Plans for Transport 1991-94 to l99’>-96 tIC
(IW2-9.S) 772. para. 26.
'
'
4 ComiH tmK)or Quality fiauna Better Puhlk Sersiees. Cm. 17.30; HC IX'b.. 18 November 1991 cols '>S-'>7
.S Cm 17.30, p. I.
.......
6 Q900 (Mr Richard Motiram),
7 HC FX'b . 18 November I99|, col 2.3; Cm. 2101. p. .39.
8 Cm 1730. p 9, HC IXb. I July 1994. col. 7.39w.
9 the (losernnient's (naJe to Market Testing (FifTiciency l^nil. 1993) para I 4
10 OQ369-370
‘
11 FFC (IW2-93) .390-11. p 286
12 HC( IW.3.94) 27-m. p. 46
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programme
did not values
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Jctor The programme would undermine public service values, including impartiality, integrity
and confidentiality, and the wider commitment to public service rather than private gain.2
Others also expressed concern that competitive measurement of Civil Service work could not
capture t^he cultural advantages Inherent in the Civil Service, including its commitment to
equity of treatment. Others contended that the purchaser/provider split imposed excessive
rigidity on public semces not amenable to such a simple division.^ Concern was raised about
the consequent bss of coherence in the Civil Service and the di.ssipation of skills and expertise
required it the Civil Service was to retain its capacity to carry out functions if outside contractors tailed. Contracting out was a one-way street: once a particular function and the associated
skills and capacity had left the Civil Service, it was probably gone forever.^ Finally, drawing on
experience in local government, the Government’s expectations about the long-term levels of
savings arising from the programme were questioned.^
182. The Government doubted the force of some of these objections. While the Government
did not deny that it was “extremely unlikely” that an activity, once contracted out, would
'f
of a want
competitive
Its guidance
states
that m some cases. Departments andcontinuance
Agencies may
to retainmarket.
a strategic
proportion of a particular service in-housc” to preserve operational expertise and continuity, although
in most cases, and particularly where support services are involved, it is expected that
Departments and Agencies will market test the provision of the whole activity” ’ The
Government did not concede that there was any particular difilculty in putting ethical requirements, such as confidentiality and equity of treatment. In contracts with the private sector * a
view shared by Sir Peter Kemp.’ Mr Charles Cox, an Executive Director of Hoskyns pic, which
has comi^ted successfully for contracts under the programme, did not see a fundamental dlfterence between a contractual requirement on a company to perform an activity to certain
standards, reinforced by the commercial necessity to provide the best service to retain the
work, and the requirements placed on civil servants, although he believed that there might be
certain work not amenable to contractual requirements in this way.'®
O'yJ The management of the market testing programme
183. In addition to discussion of the merits and demerits of the Competing for Quality programme, much evidence focused on the operation of the programme in Its first “year” the
l^riod I March 1992 to 30 September 1993. The Efficiency Unit was responsible for agreeing
the overall targets across Government, although primary responsibility for developing programmes rested with individual Departments.'' Despite this theoretical position, one of the
mam criticisms of the programme was that pressure on Departments to contribute to the centrally co-ordinated programme had undermined the automony of Agency Chief Executives.
The Trosa Report noted concern that the implementation of market testing had been “too
centralist and has not always taken account of the management coherence of an Agency” A
former Permanent Secretary echoed this view.'^ Ms Elizabeth Mellon saw a tension between
two dilTerent policy strands, the delegation of responsibility and the stress on markets and
competition: “We are failing to grasp either policy fully and see it through to its logical conclusion. Hence we are swinging between ‘freedom to manage’ ... and ‘freedom to choose’
(complex and administratively constructed markets full of contradictions and driven by
1 QQI762 (Mr Barry Rcamsbollom), 1765 (Mr Bill Brell and Mr John Sheldon).
2 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 105-107 (Council of Civil Service Unions); QQ427 (Mr John Mlis)

1755 (Mr Burv

Rcamsbotlornh 1776 (Mr Bill Brell). See also HC (1993-94) 27-III. pp. 74-75 (Inland Revenue Staff l•■cderalbi) 123-124
(Mr Marry O Toole).
I

Hennessy); HC (1992-93) 390-11,

p. 295 (Ms Elizabeth Mellon).

DcsmonrKfng)^^ *’
"5 (Mr David l-aulkncr, D^ Colin Crouch, Dr Mark Freedland. Dr
5 HC (I W3-94) 27-m, pp. 29-30 (Dr Geoffrey K Fry), 13 (Dr Peter Barberis); HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 107 (Council of Civil
^cr\ice vJnions).
6 HC (1992-93) 390.)!, p. 107; HC (1993-94) 27-IH, p. 66 (Professor John Stewart).
7 QQI32.. IJ26 (Sir Peter Lcvenc); The Gorcrnnienl's Guide to Market Testing, paras. 1.9, 3.8.
8 QQI132-1133 (Mr Waldcgrave), 2256 (Sir Anthony Battishill)
9QQ408-4II.
10(^01530-1534.
11 Cm. 2101, p. 59; HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 307, 306 (Efficiency Unit); OQI265, 1334 (Sir Peter Uvene)
12 Next ,Steps: Moving On, paras. 6.2.5-6.2 7.
13 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 40 (Sir Peter Lazarus).
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central fiat)”.’ Sir Peter Kemp did not see any logical contradiction between Next Steps principles and market testing, but did warn that if market testing “becomes an ideological affair that
is done for its own sake, because it is thought good in itself... 1 think it would cut across the
Agency concept”.^ The Government denied that there was a conflict cither in principle or in
practice. Agencies constituted a large part of the Civil Service and could reasonably be
expected to participate in central policies and initiatives. It was reasonable to expect Agencies
to test the value of their activities; it was likely that Agency Chief Executives would wish to
embrace market testing; Agency Chief Executives retained discretion about their market testing
programmes, subject to .'heir accountability to departmental Ministers.^
184. The market testing programme was based on the principle of “a level playing field”,
with equal opportunities for the public and private sectors to compete and no presumption
about the outcome.^ The then Chancellor of the Exchequer stated in the original White Paper
that the Governm''nt had “no dogmatic preference" for either the public or private sector.^ The
extent to which this ideal was reflected in practice was questioned both by private sector
participants in the programme and by the Civil Service unions. Mr Charles Cox believed that
“a level playing field" was neither possible nor necessary. Both sides had advantages and
disadvantages in a competition, just as there were varying competitive advantages within the
private sector.^ He was concerned, however, at a number of aspects of the programme which
hindeicd the private .sector and assisted an in-house bidder. Drawing on experience in a
number of competitions for Information Technology contracts, he argued that specifications
were too rigid to provide the basis for the levels of change required to deliver significant
efficiency and cost savings, being excessively reliant on the way a task was currently carried
out, overemphasising process rather than output and limiting the scope for innovation over the
life of a contract.’ Another competitor shared this view, believing that the Civil Service managers lacked the relevant commercial expertise which led to “a prescriptive tendering system
which /av.v;7/.vi’.v the stains quo' The advantages of in-house bidders over private sector coml>ctitors were highlighted: outside contractors were subject to enforceable legal contracts, which
might include penalty clauses, whereas successful in-house bidders were not subject to equivalent legal sanctions;'’ private sector bidders had to include the cost of preparing a bid and of
carrying the cost of unsuccessful bids in a contract price while in-house teams were not
required to take account of the costs of a bid;”’ in-house bidders would have access to more
information about the service required." Mr Cox was also concerned that, in preparing
tenders, the Government did not take sufficient account of employment implications, in that an
outside contractor would inherit the defeated in-house staff in a field with declining staff levels,
creating problems both of morale and likely redundancy costs.In conclusion, he considered
that there was a lc\el of disaffection and “disenchantment' about the programme in industry
which could threaten its success in delivering the expected benefits.”
185. The Civil Service unions viewed the problems of the market testing programme from a
somewhat difl'ercnt pcrsix'ctivc. They argued that prospects for competition were vitiated by
the Ciovernment s severe bias in favour of private provision”.’*’ Staff w'ere not trained properly in how to produce an in-house bid. and were given little assistance in compiling the bid.’In-house teams were required to comply with Civil Service guidance on equal opportunities
and programmes of action for women, ethnic minorities and disabled people, whereas bidders
from outside were not. representing “a distinct disadvantage” for Civil Service bidders.”’ Sir
Peter Lazarus also feared that market testing might work against the Civil Service because of
1 Ik (l‘W-93) VX).||. p 291
2 (X?k«9-37|. 379
' Ik (IW2-93) 3‘XMI. p 2iK. (OPSS) W3S (Mr W'aldcgr.iuM. 40 (Mr Waldcgravc. Mr Robert Jackson and Mr Richard
MoUr.irm. 905 (Mr Richard .Mot(r.ini). 1312-1313 (Sir F’ctcr i.evene)
4 WXt7. 910 (Mr Richard Mottram). 1126-1127 (Mr W'aldcgravc).
5 Cm 17 6). p II
6 Ik (IW2-9k 3W-II, p 324. WI54I. 1557
7 Ik (l‘W2-93) 3W-II. pp 324. 325; (X?I536-I53S. 1562-1563
S Ik (IW3-94) 27-111. pp 13S-I.39 (Mr John Jack); cinphaMs in original
9 HC (IW-93) 3‘XMI. pp 324-325; W154I. 1555 (Mr Charles Cos)
10 lie (l‘J92-93) 3W.II. p, .325; QQI54I. 1551-1552 (Mr Charles Co\).
11 Ik (l‘J93-94) 27-111. pn. 46-47 (C onfedeialion of BriOsh Industry)
12 lie (19‘;2-93) 3W-II, pp 325 .326; QI.S40
13 Ik (l9<J2-93) 3‘X)-||. p. 323; QI535
14 Ik (IW2-93) ,3W-II. p 105
15 </-(,/. p lOX;(;437 (Mr John i;ili>)
16 HC (IW2-93) 3W-II. p lOX; Q437 (Ms I ranees Kilvinglon).
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the presumption in Government that the private sector was necessarily better
or more elllcient
than the public sector.'
186. In responding to these criticisms, the Government did not dispute that the Civil Service
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Government did not believe it appropriate for the costs
of preparing an in-house bid to be taken into account in preparing a bid; they were sunk costs
meurred regardless of the success of the bid.^ The Government rejected the impheition to
ontractmg out was being used to off-load staff’ to the private sector in anticipation of their
being made redundant. It also rejected the main criticisms of the Civil Service unions. It
denied that the requirement to adhere to Civil Service equal opportunities policies put in-house
teams at a competiUve disadvantage.^ More generally, it pointed to the success of in-house
teams during the 1992-93 programme. In previous years only about a third of competitive tenders in central Government were awarded to in-house teams.*^ In 1992-93, where in-house
per cent of the work by value. In-house teams were successlul in 147 out of 229 competitions with an in-house bid and the Government characterised
many of these as innovative and of high ovality.
187. In the period up to 30 September 1993 the Government set itself the target of market
testing activities valued at £1,449 million and involving over 44,000 civil servants." When
asked 111 July 1993 whether he expected the market testing of 44,000 civil servant jobs to be
completed by the end of September, Mr Waldegrave replied “just about’’.*' In fact, by the end
ol
1993, tests had only been completed for activities valued at £726 million and
involving 16,300 staff, although by the end of the calendar year the Competing for Quality
exerc^e had been completed in respect of activities with a pre-test value of £1,1|9 million '•*
I he Government advanced various reasons why it had fallen short of its original “challenging
goals , including the need for revision of activities for market testing because of statutory
obstacles to contracting out and “a rather unnecessary shemozzle" about the application of the
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Kmploynient) Regulations.'' Sir Peter Levene referred
to the ambitious nature of the original target and pointed to the lack of relevant past experience in some Departments.Sir Robin Butler, while not involved in advising on the targets,
saw' value in setting ambitious targets to encourage staff to even greater effort." While admitting to “optimism” in July 1993. Mr Waldegrave emphasised his dependence upon returns from
Departments, whose work did not accelerate thereafter as had been expected. He believed that
momentum had been established and argued that “it does not actually matter whether it is
done by September or November”. He thought that the Government was in the early part of a
1 MC (1993-94) 27^p^ 40r
2 OQ907 (Mr Richard Moliram). 1974 (Mr Waldegrave)
3QI3II.
4 QO9I0. 913. 1980 (Mr Richard Moliram). 1310 (Sir I’eier Levene); IIC (1993-94) 27-11 n I6’ (OPSS)
5 lie (1993-94) 27-IL pp. 161. 162 (OPSS).
^
’
6 ihid.. pp. I6I-I62 (OPSS).
7 ihU.. p. 162 (OPSS).
8 00910, 911 (Mr Richard Moliram); IIC (l9<)2-93) 3%-ll. n. 23() (OP.SS)
9 IIC (1992-93) 390-IL p. 230 (OP.SS)
10 lie IX-b.. 4 November IW3. col. 527; Cm. 2540, p 93; OOI29(». 1307 (Sir Pelcr I cver.c)
11 Cm. 2101. pp. 59-64.
12 01123.
13 lie (1993-94) 27-11. p. 163 (OP.SS). These figures arc shghlly higher lhan Ihe provisional figures given in ihe slalcmeni lo
Ihc House in November. IIC Deb., 4 November I9<73 col 526
b
K
m
siaitmtni lo
14 Cm. 2540. p. 101.
15 Cm. 2540. p. 95; 01942 (Mr Waldegrave).
16 001-^01. 1.310.
17 (X?1426-1433.
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learning cune up which it would subsequently rise steeply.' Others were more critical of the
performance of the 1992-93 programme. The Civil Senice unions saw the failure to deliver on
the original target as symptomatic of the problems of a programme which was “dogma
driven”.^ Mr Cox attributed it to a lack of relevant expertise in the Civil Service and the linked
disenchantment with the programme in industry.’
188. Hven though the full programme for 1992-93 was not completed by the end of 1993, the
Government pointed to substantial savings arising from the propamme. By the end of
September 1993. it had led to savings of approximately £100 million.** By the end of December
1993. the programme was said to have produced savings of at least £135 million, a figure which
did not include savings from some contracts which were new or still the subject of negotiation.
The overall average saving compared with the previous cost of the activity was over 22 per
cent. The Government stated that the overall annual cost of supporting the programme
amounted to Just under £20 million, which it considered implied a good return for the taxpayer
on the investment in the programme.' The total costs of supporting the programme in the
period 1 April 1992 to 31 December 1993 was slightly over £49 million, but the Government
had annualised these and anticipated subsequent costs over a ten year period, an approach
considered reasonable by the head of the Government Accountancy Service.^ Mr Waldegrave
pointed out that the estimated savings were relatively conservative, l)ecause they did not make
assumptions about further savings in subsequent market tests.^ The Civil Service unions were
very sceptical about the claimed level of savings, suggesting that the Government had understated the costs associated with the programme.'* The (lovernmcnl sought to refute these suggestions.*^ Mr John Garrett was also sceptical about the Cjovenimcnt’s claims on savings,
suggesting that the costs of sub.sequent tendering exercises might have been underestimated.'®
189. The Government has established a new programme for 1993-94 to expose to competition activities valued at £830 million and involving 35.000 staff. This is in addition to the outstanding element of the 1992-93 programme which Departments arc expected to complete. In
staff terms, this 12-month target was seen by the Government as more challenging than the 18month programme for 1992-93." Mr Waldegrave said that he would "be very disappointed” if
the Government did not get “very near" to the £800 million target. The Government was learning from experience and running cost restraint ensured Departments did not lack incentives.'^
In the White Paper on the Civil Service the Government announced that the privatisation and
Competing for Quality programmes would in future be subject to “less detailed central oversight”. Departments will now have greater freedom and flexibility to combine policies of competing for quality and privatisation in “a coherent package”.'* Mr Waldegrave firmly rejected
the notion that this change amounted to an acknowledgement of the ineffectiveness of the central direction of these programmes up to that point, believing it to be a logical development as
the Competing for Quality programme gathered momentum. While Departments were theoretically free to abandon market testing, he considered it “implausible” to suggest that they would
wish to do so.'^
190. In addition to this new approach, the Government has sought to respond to private
sector concerns about the management of the Competing for Quality programme. Mr Cox had
proposed that the Government should establish a fbrum to bring together policy makers, user
Departments and external suppliers to promote greater industry involvement beyond the test
process itself.'* In response, the Government acknowledged the need to improve its efforts to
involve the private sector and seek their views on how to address difficulties which arose.'® A
Private Sector F-orum has now been established to provide a channel of communication on
1 QQI942-I956. 1^.
~
2 QI762 (Mr Barr>' Rcamsbottom).
3 QQl 525-1526, 1535.
4 ItC Deb., 4 November 1993, cols 526-527.
5 Cm. 2540, pp. 93-94, 101; emph.isis added.
6 HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 164 (OPSS); OQI970-I972 (Mr W'aldegravc).
7Q!873.
8 QQI756-I760 (Mr Reamsboltom); HC (1993-94) 27-III, p 134 (CCSU).
9 HC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 286-287 (OPSS).
10 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 101.
11 Cm. 2540, pp. 95. 103-109; HC Deb . 4 November 1993, col. 527.
12 01981-1985.
13 Cm. 2627, paras. 1.4, 3.3, 3.20.
14 (JQ2563-2565.
15 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 323. 236; QQI560-1561. See also HC (199.3-94) 27-111. p. 140 (Mr John Jack)
16 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 162; ODI979-I980 (Mr Waldegrave); Cm. 2540, p. 93
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Competing for Quality issues between the private sector, central Departments and otbci
Departments and Agencies, at which individual market tests are not discussed.' The Council of
Uvil Service Unions expressed concern about the possible commercial advantages arising from
this borum and called for guidelines on its operation, a call rejected by the Government.^
(v) Strategic contracting out

191. The Government s market testing programme is based on the general proposition that
lor a genuine value for money test to be applied, in-hou.se teams should have the opportunity
to put torward a firm bid on the same basis and timescale as the private sector”.^ However, the
original White Paper made clear that there would be circumstances where the Government
might take a “strategic decision not to continue as a direct provider”, for example because inhouse provision might detract from a Department’s ability to concentrate on core functions or
^cause the private sector would be better equipped to provide a particular activity due to a
Mtter understanding of market needs or specialist expertise. It was also stated in 1991 that
there should be a general presumption in favour of contracting out new services.^ Reporting to
the House on the 1992-93 programme on 4 November 1993, Mr Waldcgrave said that “in some
instances, we took a strategic view that, in future, the work in question should be done by the
private sector and not the public sector”. On the provisional information then available, he did
not consider it would have been helpful to break down information by types of outcome.^
Subsequent information indicated that, for the period up to 31 December 1993, activities previously valued at £768 million out of a total value of £1,119 million were contracted out with no
in-house bid. A total of 113 activities were contracted out as a result of a strategic decision to
employ an outside supplier, although £525 million was accounted for by two reviews—the
Atomic Weapons Establishment and Inland Revenue Information Technology Services.*
192. Tlie Council of Civil Service Unions believed that this information confirmed their contention that “political dogma is driving the programme, not value for money or quality of service considerations . They argued that the level of savings from direct contracting out was
lower and that it represented “the most expensive option”.’ Mr John Garrett believed that the
extent of strategic contracting out demonstrated how far the programme had become “another
vehicle for privatisation”.* The Government disputed the union claim that strategic contracting
out was the most expensive option. Excluding the two largest tests where it was not possible to
attribute savings, decisions to contract out without an in-house bid resulted in an average saving of 19.6 per cent, “hardly different enough to the in-house win average of 20.8 per cent to
draw any conclusions about relative expense”.^ Mr Waldegravc argued that there were areas
such as information technology where the Government could not maintain the investment and
expertise necessary to compete effectively with the private sector and from which it was best for
the Government to withdraw.The proportion of the 1993-94 programme which such activities would represent could not be predicted in advance."
(vi) The implications of contracting out for accountability

193. Concerns were also expressed about the impact of the Competing for Quality programme on accountability. The Civil Service unions argued that contracting out would “dramatically reduce the accountability of service provision to the public and Parliament” by
severing the direct administrative link between the providers of the service and Ministers.'^
This concern was shared by others.'^ It was suggested that contracts were not published and so
the standards laid down in them were not publicly known.'"* One proposed solution was that
all contracts should be subject to Parliamentary proceedings, involving scrutiny by a new Joint
1 HC Deb., 5 July 1994, cols. I25-I26w; HC IX-b., 12 Jui7l994. col. 503w.
2
(1993-94) 27-111. pp. 134-135 (Council of Civil Service Unions); HC (1993-94) 27-11. n. 287 (OPSS).
3 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 306 (Efficiency Unit).
4 Cm. 1730. pp. lO-n. 12.
5 HC Deb., 4 November 1993, col 526; HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 186 (Mr Waldcgrave)
6 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 159 (OPSS); (JQI958-1966 (Mr Waldcgrave); Cm. 2540, p. 93.
7 HC (1993-94) 27-111. pp. 133-134.
8 Q1627.
9 HC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 285-286 (OPSS).
10QI867.
11 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 287 (OPSS).
12 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 106 (Council of Civil Service Unions); QI776 (Mr Bill Brcll); HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 76 (Inland
Revenue SlalT Federation).
13 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 67 (Professor John Stewart), 97 (Dr Patricia Greer), 101 (Professor Gavin Drewiy and Dr Philip
Giddings), 124 (Mr Barry O’Toole).
14 QI776(Ms Elizabeth Symons).
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Committee and a power for either House to annul a contract.' It was aiso suggested that there
were problems relating to the audit of sen'ices delivered under contract with Government.^ The
Committee of Public Accounts has slated that “we regard as a matter of fundamental importance the Comptroller and Auditor General’s ability to provide Parliament with information
on the way in which Departments have discharged their accountability for activities contracted
out and the e.xpendilure so incurred. It is therefore ei^^sential that the Treasury make it clear to
Departments that the Comptroller and Auditor Ger.er.d must have access to any records held
by contractors which relate to their performance of market testing activities, just as he would if
the Department were holding such records.’’^ The Comptroller and Auditor General noted that
some state auditors had a power “to follow public money wherever it goes”.'* Some submi.isions also pointed to the e.xiguous nature of legal controls over contracts, which they believed
remained in the field of private rather than public law.*'
194. The Government l>elieves that “the accountability of Ministers to Parliament following
a market test remains unchanged irres|>ective of whether an activity is carried out by civil servants or by a private contractor”.^’ Mr Waldcgrave has pointed out that Ministers have been
accountable for stale services provided by the private sector for many years.’ The Government
saw no rea.son why service standards in a contract should not be in the public domain, subject
to the requirements of genuine commercial confidentiality, and drew attention to Government
guidance issued under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information in the
spring of 1994 to this efl'ecl.'* This guidance emphasises that contracting out should not lead to
a “loss of transparency as to the quality and effectiveness of services delivered” and that “commercial sensitivity should not e.xtend to the concealment of the sort of information about performance or service standards which the public would have if a .service were delivered directly
by a Department". It lists information which should normally be made public, including “the
identity of a successful tenderer, the nature of the job, service or goods to be supplied, the performance standards set ... (and) the criteria for award of contract”.*^ With regard to audit,
Government guidance now states that “Departments and Agencies should ensure that the
NAO continues to have access to dcK:uments to enable it to carry out financial and value for
money audits. Departments and Agencies may themselves hold these documents even though
the work has been contracted out. However, where such documents are no longer held by the
Department or Agency the NAO will need to have a right of access to the relevant papers and
records held by the contractor and this should be provided for in the contract”.
(viij Market testing and contracting oat: conclusions

195. The market te.sting programme has not been conducted effectively by the Government so
as to enlist the enthusiastic support of either civil servants or potential privaie sector contractors.
I hc reduction in the level of central oversight and the greater freedom granted to Departments in
the White Paper is v^elcome. Market testing is likely to be more effective when it is a management tool available to Civil Service managers. We are particularly surprised at the proportion of
the 1992-93 Competing for Quality programme in which In-house bids have not been permitted in
view of the Government’s own statement that, “for a genuine value for money test to be applied,
In-house teams should have the opportunity to put forward a firm bid on the same basis and
timescale as the private sector”." We recommend that, in future, all Government Departments
should inform Parliament at once of any decision to exclude an in-house hid from a competition,
together with the reasons for each decision. We welcome the broad thrust of Government guidance
on public access to contract information, but public access need not be the same as public availability. We recommend that Parliament should be informed at the earliest available opportunity of
all contracts and service levels agreements reached under the Competing for Quality programme.
1 HC (199.1-94) 27-111, pp. lOO-IOI (Protessor Gavin Drcwr> and Dr Philip Giddings).
2 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 287 (Professor Norman Lewis).
3 Portielh Rcporl from the Commitlec of Public Accounts. Minisirv of Defence: Conipeliiion in (he Provision of Support
.Vm/Vcf. HC( 1992-93) 499, para 39.
“
4 QI584 (Sir John Bourn).
5 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 87-88, 88-89 (.Mr David Faulkner. Dr C'olin C'rouch, Dr Mark Frcedland. Dr IX'smond King)HC (1992-93) .390-11, p. 287 (Professor Norman Lewis).
6 HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 190 (Cabinet OfTia*); The (iovernment's Guide to Market Testine, para. 9.21.
7 HC* I3cb., 4 November 1995, cols. 529-530.
8 Q)025I2-25I4 (Mr Waldcgrave and Mr Mottram); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 308 (OPSS).
9 C,hte of Practice on
to Government Information: Guidance Notes. Part IV, paras. 4. 5. 21.
10 The Government's Guide to Market Testing, para. 10.7
11 HC (1992-93) 390-H. p 306 (FfTicicnc) Unit).
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together with the identity of the successful tenderer, the nature of the job, service or goods to be
supplied, the performance standards set and the criteria for the award of the contract.
X. MANAGING IIIK POLICY PROCIvSS
(i)

The nature and characteri.slics of the policy process

196. While the Civil Service {^rforms an immense variety of tasks across the country,
responding to the requirements ol Fiiembers of the public, its public image remains dominated
by ‘‘Whitehall’’ and by one function above all others - that of tendering policy advice to
Ministers. The recent reforms we hav'e considered above have had the welcome elTect of helping to redress the balance, placing a new stress on the management of service delivery.’ Yet this
new emphasis on management should not exclude consideration of the policy process, which is
itself a management task calling for management skills of a high order.* h'rom this inquiry a
number of characteristics of the policy process became clear which should be borne in mind in
considering its management:
(i) Ii requires the gathering of complete, accurate, objective and timely information about
current policies and their implementation and about other policy options.’ This is one
of several ways in which the policy process and service dcli^'ery arc interdependent, for
it is principally from those directly concerned with implementing a policy that much
information on its operation should come.’’
(ii) It requires flexibility and responsiveness, not only because priorities change with
Ministers and Governments, but also because the policy process is often driven by
external pressures or crises.^
(iii) It involves an often almost continuous interaction with Ministers, determining the line
between advice and decision which is not self-explanatory and taking account of
Ministerial preferences and priorities.^
(iv) In part to reflect this need, it is, to an increasing extent, an oral process, depending as
much upon the Ministerial meeting as upon written submissions from officials to
Ministers.’
(v) Despite the level of engagement with Ministers In the policy process, civil servants are
expected to endeavour to give objective advice, even if it is unpopular advice, drawing
on their professional knowledge and expertise, to complement rather than replicate the
Ministerial contribution.”
(vi) It involves the effective and committed implementation of policies determined by
Ministers as well as the development of sound policies. It thus engages more civil servants than might be associated with policy advice as such.’
(vii) Finally, like other aspects of Civil Service work, it has considerable diversity.'®
197. Our predecessors emphasised that the creation of Next Steps Agencies should not create unnecessary discontinuity In the policy process and that Agencies and their managers
should have an input into policy making." The Government agreed about the importance of
this." Mr Michael Bichard said that “the operational input into policy has improved beyond
recognition’’ as a result of the creation of the Benefits Agency, which was treated as a partner
1 Sir Peter Kemp, Beyond Sext Steps, p. 17; QI355 (Sir Robin Rutter).
2 tic (1993-94) 27-11, p. 116; Q1681 (Sir Kenneth Stowe).
3 nc (1993-94) 27-11. p. 113; QQ1676-1677 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); Cm. 2627, para 2.4.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 100 (Mr John Garrett). 116; QQ1677, 1681 (Sir Kenneth .Stowe), 2264 (Sir Anthony Battishill).
5 HC (1993-94) 27-111,. pp. 109 (Sir Brian Cubbon), 131 (Dr Andrew Massey); Q1682 (Sir Kenneth Stowe).
6 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 10 (Sir Alan Bailey), 109 (Sir Brian Cubbon); C?Q245, 248 (Mr Christopher Dunabin), 544 (Lord
Howe).
7 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 108 (footnote) (Sir Brian Cubbon); Q886 (Lord Jenkins).
8 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 6 (Sir Brian Hayes); Cm. 2627, para. 2.4; QQ543 (Lord tlowe), 2092 (Sir Robin Butler).
9 HC (1993-94) 27-IH. pp. 6 (Sir Brian Hayes), 85 (Mr David F aulkner, Dr Colin Crouch, Dr Mark F reedland, Dr
Desmond King), 105-1% (Sir Jack Hibbert); AV.tr Steps: ,\toying On, para. 4.8.1 (footnote).
10 HC (1992-93) 390-H, p. 93 (Sir Peter Kemp); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 34 (Mr Ncvil Johnson).
11 HC (1990-91) 496, para. 40. See also Making the Most of Next Steps, p. 23; HC (1992-93) 390-H, p. 322 (Dr Ian Colville
and Professor Cyril Tomkins).
12 Cm. 1761, p. 5.
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in policy devclopnienl.* This clearly applies in the case of some other Agencies.^ In some cases,
such as the Prison Service Agency, an Agency Chief Executive acts as a Minister’s principal
policy adviser on a particular policy area.^
198. The Civil Service does not, of course, represent the sole source of advice to Ministers,
who seek advice from a wide range of sources, including political advisers, whose work is considered below, interest groups and representative bodies and external “think tanks’’.*^ Some evidence stressed the value and importance of such advice, including that from outside
consultants. However, the Civil Service unions were concerned about the apparently iinfocussed use of consultants in Government, which could be costly and and could diminish the
store of knowledge within the Civil Service.*^ The EOlciency Unit recently published a study
which examined the effectiveness with which money was spent on external consultants by
Government Departments and which made recommendations to improve the ways in which
Government Departments use consultants in future.^ Even with the development of externa!
policy advice, there remained widespread agreement that the Civil Service should continue to
have a central role to play in the policy process.®
(ii) A case for reform ?
199. While the policy process had particular characteristics which make it different in nature
to some other Civil Service functions. Lord Rayner emphasised when he was the Prime
Minister’s Adviser on Efficiency and Effwtiveness that “policy must not be sacrosm.et because
highly intelligent and educated officials in Whitehall understand it and appreciate its intellectual capabilities’’.^ The original Next Steps Report was concerned with “the better delivery of
services both to the public and to Ministers"; its proposals were designed to enhance the delivery of policies as well as services; it held out the prospect of Ministers and senior civil servants
being able to “concentrate on their proner strategic role of setting the framework and looking
ahead to plan policy development’’.'® In implementing the Next Steps programme, the
Government adopted a different approach to that envisaged in the original Report’: the
Efficiency Unit team had had a top down approach, starting with the core around Ministers;
the implementation relied upon a bottom up approach, first identifying functions which could
most readily be turned into Agencies. This focus on service delivery and gradual implementation was both understandable and integral to the programme’s early success." Nevertheless, a
marked feature of this inquiry was the criticism that reform programmes had left policy functions virtually unchanged, anachronistically holding out against the changes which had benefited other functions.'^
200.
This was seen as a matter of concern for several reasons.
the distribution of resources which forms a part of it, matters profoundly, both in political
terms for the Government of the day and for the quality of services delivered to the public. In
the view of Sir Brian Cubbon, it was the essential prerequisite for good government.'^ Second,
It was argued that changes in the structures of the Civil Service not directly concerned with
policy advice were nevertheless bound to have a profound effect on traditional policy-making
procedures. It was also suggested by Mr Graham Mather that “it would be very unfortunate
if modernisation and competition was seen to be deemed applicable largely to the outer reaches
! Q2245.
2 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 131 (Dr Andrew Massey); AV.vr Steps: Moving On, para. 4.8.3.
A lir/iMi on

P-Nonnan Lewis); Q984 (Mr Richard Moltram); S'exi Steps: Moving On, para. 4.8.3.

^
(Confederation of British Industry); QQI682 (Sir Kenneth Stowe), 1995-1996 (Sir Robin
6 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 53 (FDA); HC (1993-94) 27-III, p. 134 (Council of Civil Service Unions).
7 The Government ’s use of external consultants (EITiciency Unit, 1994).
0
^
GcolTrey ChippcrficId).
V !!r
ML |IVol*o2) 23(HII, Q392.
10 Improving Management in Government: The \ext Steps, paras. 1,15, 47.

HC (1993-94) 27-III, pp.*83 (Mr David Faulkner, Dr Colin Crouch. Dr Mark
l-rccdland. Dr Desmond King), 101 (Professor Gavin Drewry and Dr Philip Giddings)

('p’n

KeSsto'"

13 HC (1993-94) 27-111, P- 108 (Sir Brian Cubbon); HC (1986-87) 358-i, p. 83 (Professor Fred Ridley); /mproving
Management in Government: The Next Steps, para. 31; QI681 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); HC (1993-94) 27-III, p 10 (Sir Alan
Bailey); Next Steps Moving On, para. 4.8.1 (footnote).
*
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and not at the centre . He feared that the senior staff “who operate the core policy machine see
themselves as a high priesthood who are somehow exempt from ... mechanical measurement
tasks... They have managed to escape from this sort of measurement and scrutiny which they
apply ... to other parts of national life.”'
..01. The case for reforming the policy process was strengthened in the eyes of its advocates
by the contribution of civil servants towards policy failure. Mr Graham Mather considered
that the Civil Service should share the blame for “decades of systematic policy failure”. The
Civil Service contributed towards policy incoherence and periods when it played a large part in
policy-making had been very unsatisfactory for Britain”.^ Others expressed concern at recent
failures at official level which indicated systemic weakness, a deterioration in the formulation
of policy and its implementation.’ Some were also critical of the overall quality of the policy
process. Sir Brian Cubbon felt that “no one could claim, whatever their party political position,
that Government decisions in the last 30 years have been of a high standard”.'’ Sir Kenneth
Stowe, drawing on contacts with former colleagues, believed that “a degree of hesitancy now
exists ... between Ministers and olTicials as to the propriety of officials becoming engaged in
evaluating routinely the outcome of policies”.^
202. Some critics of the current policy process felt that the formal Ministerial responsibility
for policy decisions not only did not absolve officials from blame for failure, but also went
some way to explain that failure. According to Mr Graham Mather, “the idea that officials arc
simply there to advise Ministers and implement Ministerial decisions is a constitutional fiction”. In practice, he thought, responsibility was shared between Ministers and officials and
this should be recognised and the responsibilities of Ministers and officials more clearly separated.^ This analysis was endorsed by Professor Norman Lewis, who believed that “the constitutional position is seriously out of kilter with reality”. The contribution of officials towards
that decision-making process should be made more visible, including their advice on policy
options which were rejected.’ Others supported the idea that “the public has the right to know
if a civil servant dissents radically in his or her advice on policy or questions the effectiveness
of the delivery of public services”.*
203. Many believe that the traditional notion of Ministerial responsibility for policy remains
sound. Upon his departure from the Government, Mr Norman Lamont told the House of
Commons that he was “astonished how, when things go wrong, often it is the civil servants
who are blamed when it is we politicians who make the decisions and it is we politicians who
should carry the blame”.^ His successor as Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr Kenneth Clarke,
also had little doubt that the Government itself was the driving force behind policy so that “the
errors (if there are errors) are the errors of Ministers, just as the successes are the successes of
Ministers”.'® Lord Howe held a similar view." It was argued that this position was justified
not only because civil servants w'ere responsible for advice rather than decisions but also
because the frequent interaction of civil servants and Ministers rendered responsibility for
advice and decision-making hard to separate in practice as well as in theory. According to
Lord Jenkins, “advice in a sensibly-run Department where there are good relations with the
Minister and his different civil servants is not a formal matter”.” The case for civil servants’
advice to Ministers remaining confidential was felt by the Government and others to be compelling, to ensure both that civil servants gave frank and fearless advice and that the political
neutrality of the Civil Service was safeguarded.'^ The Government accepted that factual infor1 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 71-72; Q28I
2 HC (1992-93) 309-11, p. 71; QQ2n, 282, 286, 287.
3 HC (1992-93) 309-11, p. 279 (Professor Sue Richards); QQI645-1646 (Mr John Garrcll); Sir Peter Kemp, Beyond Sext
Steps, pp. 8, 30.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-III, p. 109.
5 HC (199.3-94) 27-III, p. 114; QQ1679-1680.
6 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 70. 72; QQ275, 282, 290.
7 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 284, 288; HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 76; QI5I5.
8 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 111 (Charter 88). 23-24 (Dr Keith Dowding).
9 HC Deb., 9 June 1993, col. 281.
10 Minutes of Evidence taken before the Treasury and Civil Service Committee on Wednesday 21 July 1993, General
Economic and Financial Matters, HC (1992-93) 991-i, Q53.
11 Q561.
12 QQI414-I4IS (Sir Robin Butler); HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 39 (Sir Peter Lazarus); QQ248 (Mr Chrisopher Dunabin), 886
(Lord Jenkins).
13 QQ94 (Mr Waldegrave), 194, 196 (Sir Robin Butler), 247, 1782 (Ms Elizabeth Symons), 886 (Lord Jenkins); HC (199394) 27-111, pp. 16 (Dr Peter Barberis). 89 (Mr David Faulkner. Dr Colin Crouch, Dr Mark Frecdland, Dr Desmond Kina);
Cm. 2627, para. 2.32.
*
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malion providecl to Ministers with advice was in a din'cicnt category and the Govcrnnienfs
Code of Practice on Access to Government Information is designed in part to ensure that such
information was publicly available.' Some evidence cast doubt on the extent to which the cur*
amt Government approach, including the Code of Practice, would actuallv make available to
Parliament and the public the factual information and objective analysis of it to which it was
felt they were entitled, arguing the Code of Practice was too sweeping in its description of policy advice which should remain confidential.*
204. A case for reforming lire policy process sliould not he based on assnmplions about
trends in the quality of policy advice. However, we .see no case for complacencv about the
inanageiiieiit of the policy process. Its cITcctivcncss Is absolutely vital to the a ider cITcclivcness
ol (lovernnicnt. fherc seems no reason to believe that the management of the policy process
should be immune from reform, or should not benelit from reform, in the same way as other
parts ol froveriimcnl. provided that such reform lakes account of the particular characteristics
Ol the policy process.
(Hi) Proposals for nform

II.
proposals for reforming the policy process have well-established antecedents. The
I aldane Committee of 1918 drew attention to the need to separate more dearly “the systemlorVi'^h o“I"’”
‘rom “the transaction of business”.’ The Imiton Committee in
Khe responsibility
‘""i 'mV. of t>mccrs over-burdened
especially
long-term
policydemands
thinking arising
and planning,
is
with more
immediate
from the
I arliamcntary and public responsibilities of Ministers”. It recommended the establishment of
units within Departments responsible for long-term policy planning, drawing on outsiders on
short-term contracts or secondment, and headed by a Senior Policy Adviser, whose rcsponsibil1 les would be separate from those of the Permanent Secretary who would remain in control of
day-to-day oix?rations. These recommendations were not fully implemented. Drawing on the.se
proposals und his experience in the Next Steps programme, Sir Peter Kemp advocated an
?”i?
policy
functions.specified
An individual
would and
be
appomUHl
to head a policy project team,^"'‘‘‘blc
to deliver
an outcome
by a Minister
umild k- ix'rsonally and openly accountable for the result. The team would include staff from
dilTcrent Departments and Agencies and from outside the Civil Service. Possible subjects for
pilot projects included youth homelessness, local authority accountability and the planning and
control of public expenditure. Organisational change of this kind would encourage a new frame
of mind, a focus on outputs rather than process, in the same way as the Next Steps programme

^^06. Similar proposals were pul forward by other witnesses. Mr Graham Mather and
rofc.s.sor Norman Lewis advocated the creation of Departmental Policy Directorates with designated officials with policy responsibilities who would be publicly associated with particular
policy juopo.sals to Ministers. Ministers would set desired broad outcomes, and civil servants
would k responsible for developing policies in line with the.se outcomes.^’ In making this propo.sak they drew on the experience of New Zealand to demonstrate the extent to which it was
easible to include poky targets within a formal, contractual or quasi-contractual, relationship
k ween ofiicials and Ministers. They believed that the New Zealand reforms demonstrated the
c.xtcnt tc^ which policy outputs could k measurable and quantified along the same lines as
other outputs. According to Mr Mather, “it is a truism that effectiveness in policy-makinrcannot k measured m precisely the same way as commercial perfomiancc. Yet it would k absurd
to suggest that it cannot k measured at all.”’ It was also suggested by Professor Lewis that the
in the policy process could be expanded and formalised. He argued
If
u' they were king required to implement."
power to report publicly on the effectiveness
of the jwlicies which
I Q2I74 ^ ir R -bin Butler)
WI5I7-I5I9 (Pfofcisor Norman Lewis); IK' (1991-94) 27-tlI

DD

94 <Mr Tim. iliv llnmckn

Cd 92.10, _ aras. 12-1.V
4 Cmnd .16.1S. naras 172-17.1. 17.'. 182-181.

5 11019*72-93) .190-11, pp. 9.1-94; QQ.157. 360-361. 365.
? "'J!

«^ “'v HC 099.1.94) 27.n.
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207.
A proposal somewhal din'erent in lumirc was made by Sir Brian Cubbon
the creation oi a system ot internal ins|)ection of the quality of policy work in Departments. He
argued that there should be a team reporting to the Prime Minister, operating mainly by retrospective audit, with complete access to Ministers, olFicials and pajK’rs, to examine particular
policies such as homelessness, local government structure and the Channel Tunnel rail link.
The work arising from this system ot internal inspection would not be published.’ The importance of retrospective evaluation of policy was also noted by others. Sir Kenneth Stowe arguing that “one docs need to build into the machinery a presumption tlait evaluation will take
place preci.scly because otherwise everybody from the Secaetary of State to the iMiiance OfTicer
is too damn busy“.208. The Government was caution., in its reaction to these proposals. Mr Waldcgrave did
not believe that many of the lessons of management reforms of .service delivery functions were
“quite so relevant to the small policy core".- Discussing reforms such as market testing and
Agencies, Sir Peter Levene thought that the policy advice function “will remain very much as it
is at the momcnt“.‘‘ The Government believed that the notion of the purchaser/provider split
could not readily be applied to the policy process becau.se of the special charav^uiistics of policy work, which depended upon flexibility and |>ersonal relationships between Ministers and
civil servants.- These doubts were shared by others.’’ Flie Government was also not alone in
believing that the problems in formally measuring policy advice were almost insurmountable,
since only a Minister was well placed to judge the quality of advice and a Minister s judgement
could hardly be formalised.^ With regard to the role of existing Agencies in policy advice.
Professor Eric Caines saw an objection other than the problem of measurability, namely that it
would undermine the tension between purchaser and provider.’’ Overall, the Civil Service White
Pai^er states that “the Government docs not ... envisage extending the formal establishment of
Agencies into areas of the Civil Service primarily concerned with policy ... F'or day-to-day support for Ministers on policy matters, policy divisions on existing lines will continue to be the
preferred model ... As now, for certain areas of policy implementation, project work or particular studies. Departments and Agencies may choo.se to establish project teams, often including
non-civil servants, with clear responsibilities and targets set by Ministers”.'^
209. With regard to Sir Brian Cubbon’s proposal, the Government accepted that there was
no systematic audit of policy advice at present. However, it was frequent for policy decisions
and the background to them to be reviewed to sec what lessons could be learned, particularly
when a mistake might have been made. Mr Waldegrave .said that he initiated an internal retrost>ective review of the work of the Foreign OfTicc in the case of I'azavl Bazoft when he was a
Minister there. He and Sir Robin Butler considered Sir Brian Cubbon’s suggestion interesting,
but generally saw advantages in such retrospective audit l>eing conducted by Departments
themselves so that they could gain from having carried out a review, rather than by a central
unit which might make itself very unpopular within the Civil Service.'®
210. We have already argued that the policy process should not be seen to be immune from
reform, but that any reforms should take account of the characteristics of the policy process.
We believe that the nature of policy advice, including the requirement for confidentiality, renders it impractical to apply the complete Agency model to all policy functions. Howe^cr, we
believe there remains greater scope for reform than the Government currently admits. We
believe that the role of existing Agencies within the policy process should be developed,
although where practical they should not be the sole source of advice on a particular subject.
We recommend that the policy tasks of an Agency should be specified in the annual performance
agreement.s we have recommended above and should be subject to evaluation other than by the
parent Department. We also believe that project teams established by Ministers with clear
responsibilities and targets should be given a more explicit organisational identity. We envisage
1 Itc7iw^94) 27-11,
“
2 QQI6{iO{Sir Kenneth Slow-e), I51.S (Professor Norman Lewis).
3 Q993.
4Q1293.
5 QQI97 (Sir Robin Butler), 2450 (Mr Waldegrave), 2456-2457 (.Mr .Motlram and Mr Waldegrave).
6 QI682 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 10 '.Sir Alan Bailey). 40 (Sir Peter l.a;-aru.s).
7 (yQ1409-l414 (Sir Robin Butler), 24.^6, 2458. 24(iO (Mr Waldegrave and Mr Motlram); MC (1993-94) 27-111, p. It (Sir
Alan Bailey).
8 QS08.
9 Cm. 2627, para. 2.22. See also C?Q994. 2449 (Mr Waldegrave-.
10 QQ 2168-2171 (Sir Robin Bi-iler), 2476, 2479 (Mr Waldegrave).
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this taking place initially on a pilot basis, an approach advocated by Sir Peter Kemp and
endorsed by Lord Howe.' We recommend that the establishment of project teams within
Government for policy implementation and policy project work should be both encouraged and
monitored by the Office of Public Service and Science to ascertain the extent to which Agency
principles can be applied effectively to parts of the policy process.
211. We have no doubt that some audit of the policy process takes place at present. By its
nature we would not expect the outcomes of such audit necessarily to enter the public domain
irtctly'. But we believe there would be merit in institutionalising the requirement for such
audit. We recommend that the Government should examine wavs in which the process of policy
advice and implementation may be better scrutinised and audited.
(ivj Support for Sfinislers
212. In the final analysis, the ell’ectiveness of the policy process is likely to depend in considerable measure upon the jverformance of Ministers rather than civil servants. It is one of the
essential tasks of the Civil Service to support Ministers both in their policy role and in their
wider Parliamentary and public duties. Consideration has been given in previous inquiries to
the extent to which the Civil Service is organised effectively so as to support Ministers and
minimise the problem of “Ministerial overload”. There is little new in this latter concept. The
Northcote-Trevelyan Report characterised Ministers as being “overwhelmed with business”.^
In 1977 the then Head of the Home Civil Service had “not the slightest doubt that Ministers
are overworked, and the over-work on Ministers does greatly handicap them in handling all
the material th^at they have to handle”.^ The original Next Steps report aimed in part to case
the problem of Ministerial overload and provide Ministers with more time for strategic thinkWaldcgrave believed that Next Steps had reduced the administrative burden on
Ministers, but suggested that pressure arising from other quarters, including Parliament, the
media and the public, might possibly have increased over the years.^ Other evidence supported
the impression of a considerable and growing burden upon Ministers.^
J3. In 1986 the then Treasury and Civil Service Committee proposed what it saw as a possible solution to this problem in the creation of Ministerial Policy Units, combining the traditional functions of a private office with a wider role in increasing a Minister’s influence and
control over the Department and putting him in a better position to participate in the collective
decision-making of Cabinet. It would contain career civil servants who had volunteered as well
as political advisers. Despite the Government’s rejection of the proposal, the then Committee
reiterated its proposal that the concept be pursued on an experimental basis in a subsequent
Report. Our predecessors proposal drew explicitly on the perceived advantages of the cabinet
system m b ranee, and some evidence advocated changes derived in part from the French
model. The Sub-Committee examined the operation of the cabinet system in the course of its
visit to Paris. The essential role of the cabinet was described as being to assist a Minister in
achieving his political objectives, both by advising him on the development of policy and ensuring that his policies were implemented, overcoming any resistance from within the administration. Al Ministerial cabinets were predominantly staffed by career civil servants, but they were
expected to be politically sympathetic to a Minister and might assist a Minister in electoral
activities. Some advantages in the cabinet system are clearly evident: arrangements for providing support for Ministers are institutionalised; Ministers are likely to have more sources of
inde^ndent advice, including advice on the performance of the administration and on issues
which require consideration at Cabinet or Cabinet committee level. However, there are differences between the British and French administrative systems which affect the applicability of
this model in a British context. First, it is linked to a system in which career civil servants are
permitted to have identified political allegiances. Second, its rationale is based in large measure
on a system of administration which generally lacks a figure of comparable power and author1 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 94 (Sir Peter Kemp); QQ 543. 561 (Lord Howe).
2 Report on the Organisation of the Permanent Civil Service.
3 MC (1976-77) 535-11. Q2119(Sir Dougbs Allen).
4 Improving Management in Government: The Sext Steps, para. 7. Annex B para 29
5 QQ2468-2469. 2472.
.
. .
7 lie (!985’g6) W"pa^as
8 Cmnd. 9841, paras. 30-35; HC (1986-87) 62. paras. 40-41
9 HC (1985-86) 9M. paras. 5.23-5.28.
Bn.I?ThSmp'oli!)'*^'

ttennessy). 363 (Sir Peter Kemp); HC (1993-94) 27-III. p. 50 (Professor Fred Ridley and Mr
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ity to a Permanent Secretary. The cahinel assists a Minister in dealing directly with a number
of semi-autonomous directorates within a Department. Third, the cabinet system serves
Cabinet Ministers in an administrative system which operates largely without junior Ministers.
Some have also pointed to perceived disadvantages to the cabinet system. It has been observed
that there is a danger of a cabinet becoming a “Department within a Department”, which can
take away interesting policy work from elsewhere in the Department and can cut off a Minister
from his wider Department. It has also been suggested that the cabinet can foster the notion
that civil servants within it owe a personal loyalty to their Minister different in character from
their wider loyalty to the Government. It can lead to situations where civil servants feel able to
take decisions which should be for Ministers.'
214. Another issue which was explored during this inquiry was the role of political advisers
to Ministers. The Fulton Committee welcomed the appointment of professional experts and
advisers by Ministers and considered that the practice should be put on a regular and clearly
understood basis.^ In 1977 the Expenditure Committee argued that the installation of special
advisers should become an accepted feature of administration and recommended that their
number should no longer be limited to two per Cabinet Minister.^ The then Government
agreed with the former proposition, but said that “the working rule of the present
Administration is that Cabinet Ministers should normally appoint no more than two special
advisers , although the rule is not immutable”.** The value of political advisers, both in
enabling Cabinet Ministers to consider policy issues being discussed collectively which did not
directly affect their Department and in ensuring that career civil servants were not asked to
undertake party political activities, was affirmed by several witnesses.^ Their value appears also
to have been accepted by career civil servants,*^ although the FDA expressed concern about
their role and the weight given by Ministers to the advice they offered.’ A more frequent criticism was of the present Government’s approach to the number of political advisers, under
which it is unusual for Cabinet Ministers to be permitted the support of more than one political adviser”.* Professor Hennessy considered this to be “a false economy”, a view shared by
Lord Jenkins, Lord Howe and Dr William Plowden.^ A number of people, including Lord
Callaghan and Lord Howe, also believed that the abolition of the Central Policy Review Staff
had removed a valuable resource from Ministers, which could beneficially be recreated in some
form.'"
215. In 1986 the Government indicated that it did not propose any central initiative In relation to support for Ministers, but noted that “there may be scope for the further development
of existing arrangements by interested Ministers (subject to detailed discussion with their
Permanent Secretaries and as necessary with the Prime Minister)”." Lord Callaghan’s personal
initiative in appointing an additional assistant Private Secretary on issues across Government
following his move from the Treasury to the Home Office represents one such example.*’ Mr
Waldegrave, like one of his predecessors, believed that it was part of a Minister’s job to ensure
that he had time for strategic thinking despite the pressures of work.'^ We perceive significant
advantages in some of the proposals for change which have been advanced, but are also aware
of some of the arguments against some particular models, and we may well return to this matter in future. We are struck by the lack of systematic analysis which appears to have been
undertaken of the central aspect of this issue; the Ministerial role itself. Sir Roger Douglas, a
1 This asscssmeni is based principally upon ihe Sub-CommiUce's obsenations in Paris, but sec also MC (1985-86) 92-11,
Q648 (Mr Christopher Tugcndhal); Cmnd. 9841, para. 32; HC (1987-88) 370-i, Q50 (Sir Robin Butler); 0856 (Lord
Jenkins); HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 8 (Sir Brian Hayes).
2 Cmnd. 3638, para. 129.
3 HC (1976-77) 535-1, para. 148.
4 Cmnd. 7117, para. 86.
5 QQ63 (Mr Waldegrave), 338 (Professor Peter Hennessy), 543 (Lord Howe), 625-626 (Lord Callaghan), 854-855 (Lord
Jenkins).
6 HC (1987-88) 370-i. Q50 (Sir Robin Butler); HC (1993-94) 27-III, p. 8 (Sir Brian Hayes).
7 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 39, 43 (FDA); QQ1787-I790 (Ms Elizabeth Symons).
8 HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 30 (OPSS).
9 QQ338 (Professor Peter Hennessy). 535-537 (Dr William Plowden), 543, 5M. 577-578 (Lord Howe), 857-858 (Lord
Jenkins).
10 QQ338 (Professor Peter Hennessy), 534 (Dr William Plowden), 543. 558 (Lord Howe), 626-627 (Lord Callaghan) HC
(1993-94) 27-11, p. 103 (Mr John Garrett); HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 16 (Dr Peter Barberis).
11 Cmnd. 9841, para. 35.
12 Q603 (Lord Callaghan). Sec also (JQ338 (Professor Peter Hennessy), 543 (Lord Howe).
13 QQ2469-2470, 2473-2474 (Mr Waldegraw); HC (1987-88) 494-11, Q324 (Mr Richard Luce)
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General IJeclion.' Mr Clarke believed this decision left the timing somewhat ambiguous, and
argued that such contacts should be permitted three and a half years after a General Idection.218. Some evidence argued that the level of contacts could be expanded further. Mr Clarke
believed that senior civil ser\ants should offer regular. [X’rhaps bi-annual, briefing meetings to
senior Opposition politicians and that civil serv'ants should participate in seminars on future
policy with them. Mr Timothy Hornsby drew attention to the much more freijiient contacts
between senior local government oiricers and councillors from all parties.** The I-DA called for
consideration to be given (o the idea of civil servants being seconded to work for Opposition
front benchers so that the political neutrality of the Civil Service would become evident.' The
Home Affairs Committee has recently recommended that "the Government consider the feasibility of offering each of the political parties represented in Parliament one or two able civil
servants on temporary attachment lor an experimental |)criod’’.^ Some evidence expressed scepticism about the propriety and efficacy of such proposals for change. Sir Brian Hayes did not
believe briefings on policy by civil servants would be acceptable to Ministers. He acknowledged
that there might be a weakness in the information and research capacity of Opposition parties,
but felt that any unit created to overcome this weakness should be responsible to Parliament,
not the Government.' Lord Jenkins believed that the secondment of civil servants to
Opposition parties would be incompatible with their loyalty to the Government of the day and
that such postings would not be very popular with civil .servants.'* Mr Waldcgrave endorsed the
idea that this proposal would lead to divided loyalties. Having .served in the office of a Leader
of the Opposition, he felt that one of the benefits of Opposition was to stop politicians thinking like insiders. He thought there might be scoj-ie for briefing Opposition politicians on matters which were not party politically controversial.*^ We share these doubts about the suggestion
that civil .servants might be seconded to work for Opposition politicians. Assuming that such
civil servants were not to jeopardise the confidence of Ministers and would not have access to
internal Government documents, it is unclear what benefits they could bring to Opposition
politicians which could not be gained from elsewhere. Wc believe it might lead to civil servants
being associated with party politics, a development wc would deprecate. We welcome the decl.sion to permit confidential briefings by senior civil servants of Opposition politicians further in
advance of a General KIcction. W'e believe that there may also be .scope for more fre(|uenl briefings by civil servants of Opposition politicians at other times. We recommend that the
Govenmient issues guidance to Ministers on the circumstances in which it would be appropriate to
offer briefings to Opposition politicians on matters which relate to the machinery of Government
or which arc not of current party political controversy.

1 HC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 29 (OPSS), 186 (Mr Waldcgrave).
2 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 301; HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 102.
3 HC (1992-93) 390-H, p. 301.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 93.
5 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p 41 (FDA); QQ234-235 (Ms Flizabelh Symons).
6 Second Report from the Home Affairs Committee. FunJins; of Poliiiail Ponies. HC (1993-94) 301, para 57
7 HC( 1993-94) 27-111, p. 8.
8Q864.
9Q1116.
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XI. CORE DEPARTMENTS AND THE EXTENSION OF DEVOLUTION

219.
I roni its inception, it was evident that the Next Step
have a considerable Impact not only on those functions brought within the ambit of Examtive
Agencies, but also on the way in which the functions of core Departments were performed,
functions such as support lor Ministers, policy-making, the management of relations with
Agencies, and the central management of finance and personnel.* The original Next Steps
Report stated that "the aim should be to establish a quite dilTerent way of conducting the business of Government. The central Civil .Service should consist of a relatively small core engaged
m the function of servicing Ministers and managing Departments, who will be ‘sponsors' of
particular Government policies and services ... Both Departments and their Agencies should
have a more o|)en and simplified structure".^ Our predecessors attached importance to the
change in the character and function of core Departments consequent upon the creation of
Agencies, arguing that they were "going to change, perhaps quite radically, as a result of the
Next Stepps programme". The Government concurred, asserting that "the implications of the
initiative for the centres of Departments are likely to be as radical and beneficial as the greater
mamigement freedom and accountability will be for Agencies".'* A subsequent Report by the
Lfiiciency Unit emphasised that, for such radical and beneficial change to be effected,
Dep^artments had to re-evaluate their own role.' Evidence during this Inquiry emphasised the
profound effect Next Steps was having on core Departments and the need to address the manner m which Departments should respoiul to and maximi.se the benefits of such change.*^

220.
A common theme to emerge from recent consideration of
Ls the suggestion that the principles of Next Steps, and those of the FMI which underpin them
should be applied as far as practicable to core Departments. Sir Angus Eraser, then the Prime
Minister’s Adviser on Efficiency, observed that "the Impact of Next Steps principles does not
end with the creation of Agencies: "there arc already signs of their spreading across from the
executive parts of Government to infiuence the way central Government as a whole conducts
Its business, with a growing pattern of personal responsibility for discrete and substantial
blocks of work, devolved budgeting and explicit agreement over performance targets”.’
Professor Sue Richards observed that the way forward for the Civil Service was likely to
involve the application of the principles of delegation to all its work, rather than simply to
operational management.* Mr John Garrett noted that the disciplines of performance measureapplied as extensively to the centre of Departments as to other Civil Service
w'ork. The Trosa Report argued that “it will be difficult to make a success of Next Steps
without extending the values of Next Steps to the whole Department”. Notions such as target
setting and performance measurement should apply to policy advice and regulatory functions
as W'cl as to executive work.'® The Government accepted the force of many of these arguments, and the kernel of the r^nt White Paper on the Civil Service Is the belief that "there
are substantial benefits to be gained by extending many of the principles of Next Steps—maximum clarity about objectives and targets, delegation of management responsibility, a clear
locus on outputs and outcomes—throughout the Civil Service”.'^

221.
The White Paper proposes to give effect to this statem
Departments in several ways, f irst, it announces that greater freedom to manage will be delegated to Departments from the Treasury and the OPSS, subject to the principal discipline of
running cost controls.'^ Mr Waldegrave believed that the carrying fonvard of the model of
devolution into the heart of the departmental Whitehall” was a very Important shift, creating
a much more devolved management culture in the Civil Service”.*^* The running cost limits
imposed m the November 1993 Pudge^requir^Departments to make efficiency savings and
1 Q0939.971-974 (Mr Richard Mottram).
~~
~~
2 Improving Management in Government: The Next Steps, para 44
3 HC (1988-89) 348. para. 72
4 Cm. 841. p 9.
5 Making the Most of Next Steps, para. 2.10.
6 Etc (1992-93) 390-EE, p. 94 (Sir Peter Kemp); EIC (1993-94) 27-IIE
pp. 38 (Mr Nevil Johnson), 49 (Mr Andrew- Gray and
Dr William Jenkins). 57 (Mr ais-e Priestley).
7 .Making the .Most of Next Steps. Foreword.
8 Etc (1992-93) 390-EE. pp. 278. 280.
9 Etc (1993-94)27-11. p. 104.
10 Next Steps: Moving On, paras. 2.15. 7.3.1.
11 QQI2I5-I2I6 (Mr Stephen Dorrcll). 2449 (Mr Waldcm.c)
12 Cm. 2627, para. 2.22.
13 Cm. 2627, paras. 1.4, 3.3-3.4, 3.11
14 QQ2522. 2523. 2578.
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Mr Waldegrave indicated that the limits would be further examined as part of future spending
rounds. The Government had previously announced at the time of the November 1993 Budget
that the so-called annuality rules would be adjusted so that Departments which undersj>end
their running costs in one year could carry forward that money and (subject to Parliament’s
approval) spend it in future years rather than be tempted to spend it inefficiently by the end of
the year, a reform which responds to criticism ol the operation of the annuality rules over
many years.^ Following the Civil Service White Pai>er, Departments will have more freedom to
decide exactly how they wish to pursue efficiency savings and the privatisation and ComjK'ting
for Quality programmes will be subject to less detailed central oversight. Departments, along
with Agencies, will be expected to draw up efficiency plans each spring from 1995 onwards
indicating what measures they propose to take to stay within their running costs limits for the
coming three years. These plans, and performance against them, will be subject to review by
the Efficiency Unit and the Treasury.^ Mr Waldegrave emphasised that the new approach did
not imply a reduced commitment to the programmes concerned. While Departments were theoretically free to forego mechanisms such as market testing if they could meet their efficiency
targets through other means, a decision to do so might call into question the rigour of the efilciency targets. The central Departments would still need to be convinced that Departmental
efficiency plans were realistic.**
222. The Government has emphasised that, as with Executive Agencies, greater delegation
to Departments takes place “in return for better quality information on their financial planning
and management arrangements’’.' The Government has announced steps to enable progress on
the second half of this equation. First, at the time of the Civil Service White Paper, the
Government gave further information about its plans to introduce resource accounting across
Government, which had been announced in principle in the November 1993 Budget.*^ Again,
this represents an application to Departments of a requirement to produce accruals-bascd
amounts which already applies to Fixecutive Agencies.’ As was observed earlier, it is in line
with developments which have taken place in other countries, and the introduction of accrualsbased accounting in Departments in New Zealand was closely linked to the development of
performance agreements between Ministers and Departmental Chief Executives.^ The essence
of resource accounting is the accounting, on an equivalent basis, for all inputs, including capital expenditure and assets as well as current expenditure. It should provide more accurate and
relevant management information with which Departments can cost the resources that they
use, and match t.'ivin to outputs they deliver. According to the Government, the changes
should “put further emphasis on what Departments produce rather than on what they have
available to spend’’. The Government’s Green Paper notes that “there are considerable attractions to taking this process one stage further and including an explicit link between a detailed
analysis of input costs according to Departmental objectives and outputs’’. It notes that such
links would be easier to propose in the case of Departments which deliver services to third parties than in the case of those primarily providing policy advice to Ministers, but goes on to
state that “even in the latter case, Departments should develop a systematic analysis of their
aims and objectives and associated costs’’.^
223. Second, the Government is seeking to improve the quality of management information
in Departments. Government witnesses were at pains to stress the extent of the financial and
management information which was already available. First, all Departments are already
required to publish Departmental Annual Reports setting out their aims and objectives.
Second, according to Mr Waldegrave, all Departments should have management information
systems, setting out the allocation of resources and priorities in relation to objectives and
enabling Departments to monitor the performance of individuals in contributing to
Departmental success in meeting those objectives. The OPSS provided a copy of its
Management Plan 1994-95 to 1996-97 which sets out the aims and resources of each division
1 HC (1993-94) 87. para. 77; QQ2579, 2592.
2 HC (1993-94) 87, para. 78; HC (1979-80) 712-11, (JQ275, 277 (Sir I3erek Rayncr); improving Munagemenl in Government:
The Sext Steps, Annex B, paras. 13, 46.
3 Cm. 2627, paras. 1.4. 3.12, 3.19-3.21.
4 QQ2563-2565. 2569.
5 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 257 (HM Treasur)); Q2563 (Mr Waldegrave).
6 Cm. 2626; HC (1993-94) 87, para. 71.
7 Cm. 2626, para. 1.5.
8 ibid., para. 1.20; sec paras 148-151 above. See also HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 119 (Outline of a Commonwealth portfolio of
current good practice in administrative and managerial reform).
9 Cm. 2626, paras. 1.2, 0.2. 1.3, 2.13, Annex A, Schedule E (p. 31).
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within the OPSS. together w '.h output and performance measures for each division, and which
is underpinned by more detailed objectives and work plans at divisional level.* These current
arrangements have been subject to criticism. In the case of Departmental Annual Reports, our
predecessors were not satisfied with the linkage between performance measures and indicators
and overall aims and objectives. The then Committee was “disappointed that the lack of suitable management information systems should still be seen as an impediment to the comprehensive presentation of performance measures after more than a decade of seemingly radical Civil
Service management reform”.* Mr John Garrett considered the present state of management
information in central Government to be “chaotic". There were many performance indicators,
but far too few had a bearing on the effectiveness of Government programmes.^ The
Management Plan of the OPSS demonstrates how far there is to go if Next Steps principles are
to be applied across Departments. The Information Division has targets relating to the number
of press notices i.ssued. the number of officia! briefings and the number of interviews with
Ministers, but none relating to its actual efl'cetiveness. The aim of the Efficiency Unit is
described as being “to improve value for money in Departments through the work of the
Unit”, but no targets are set relating directly to its work.** The Ministry of Agriculture,
Eisheries and Food recently discontinued publication of its Ministerial Information document
^causc it was “of little value in planning ahead” and because some of the apparent accuracy
in its presentation of information was “spurious”. The Agriculture Committee expressed concern that “the more generalised account of departmental activities in the Departmental Report
cannot provide a substitute for this information".' The Government did not deny that there
was room for improvement in this field. Mr Mottram said that “the public expenditure process
still needs a stronger focus on how difl'erent individual Departments contribute to broader
objectives of Government and indeed on how those broad objectives arc framed and reflected
' 1. more detailed ... targets”.^ Mr VValdegravc believed improvenk iit was needed in the process
of resource allocation within Departments.’ The Civil Service White PajX'r admits that “there
remains scope for strengthening” the way in which the centres of Departments define their
aims, objectives and outputs and measure performance against them, and report the results in
Departmental Reports. It commits the Government to improve the target-setting process across
Government as a whole, extending it to the centres of Departments as well as to Agenci' **
The Government has recently asked the Efficiency Unit to review management planning and
control systems in Departments, taking account both of the changing structuic of central
Government and the introduction of resource accounting in Departments.*’
224. At the heart of Next Steps is the notion of cultural change. If Next Steps principles
weie to be applied to Departments, this would require not only managerial changes of the kind
just described, but also changes in the culture of core Departments. As we have already
obsers'ed. Departments have to mo\e aw'ay from a culture <>f second-guessing to a genuinely
strategic approach. We addressed earlier the contribution which a change in the nature of the
formal relationship between Agencies and Departments could make to such a transformation,
but it will also require changes in the structures of core Departments.In 1990 the then
Committee noted the then Next Steps Project Manager's expectation of a reduction in the size
of core Departments and observed “we will be intere.Ued i(^ see whether the ‘classic management dictum that there must not be more than four grades Irom shop floor to boss’ which the
Project Manager recommended as a model for Agencies has any impact on policy divisions”."
The Fraser Report published the following year found considerable uncertainty about how the
setting up of Agencies had affected or should afl'cet the size of core Departmem-.. It noted the
view that “over-detailed monitoring and intervention weie best prevented by reducing the numbers of staff in Departments available to monitor or Intervene". It argued that "aif aggregate
reduction of, say. 25 per cent in the number of staff” in personnel and finance divisions and in
1
245S. :4f)2. 24U}-24fy‘/ (Mr Waldograve ami Mr Motir.tml; IIC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 308 (ORS.S), Olfue <./ I’uNic
Senue iiiut Siumf Maihiiftnunl I’lin /9W-9; to /W6-97
2 IIC(I'W-91) 2W. paras 14-17.
3 IK (1993-94) 27-11. pp 103-104; Qi657.
4 OPSS Sfaiuiititmiu Plan /W-V.3 to /9Vrt-V7. Annex I).
5 Third Report from the Agriculture ComniiUs'C. MAPPInurunuon Hoard Ihpartmaual Rinort /994. ||(’ (IW3-94) 434
p.iids 11-12.
(.Mr Richard Packer)
6Q982
7Q24M
8 Cm. 2627, paras 3 6. 3 10
3 1^*^'*
27-11. p .307 (.Mr W’aldegravc). Cm 2563. para. 14.14; Cm 2626. para. 4 4; Cm. 2627. para
10 Ne'e paragraphs 157-162. MC (1988-89) 348. paras 71-72
11 MC (1989-90) 481. para 62
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any support services not provided on an untied and full cost basis across Government should
be sought. The Report ra'omniended that reviews be undertaken of headquarters functions,
including the relevant posts in the Senior Open Structure.’ Sir Peter Kemp was critical of the
response of Departments to the hraser Report, arguing that “the core of Departments ... still
have not shrunk themselves or adapted themselves in the way that the F-raser Report suggested
they should . He has advocated “a very lough cull of posts” in Departments, with central stall
being reduced by 25 per cent before 31 March 1995.^ Similarly, Professor Eric Caines called for
a diamatic reduction in the central bureaucracy, with entire levels of management being
removed, believing a multi-layered bureaucracy encouraged second-guessing."*
225. The Government accepted that the Next Steps initiative would change the role of core
Dtpartmenls in ways which meant that “the number of people at the centres of Departments
can be reduced”.^ Both Sir Robin Butler and Mr VValdegrave were clear about the likely future
structure of the Civil Serxice: smaller core Departments as part of a “flat pyramid” with a lot
of operating units.^ There was less clarity about the progress so far towards this ideal and the
future pace of change. In November 1993 Sir Robin Butler, when asked about Sir Peter
Kemp’s proposal for a 25 per cent reduction in central slalT before 31 March 1995, referred to
the fact that there had already been a 25 per cent reduction in slalT since i979 and forecast further reductions in the overall size of the Civil Service.^ Figures provided at that time demonstrated that there had been a significant reduction in overall numbers at Grades 1 to 5 since the
establishment of Agencies, but was not illuminating on the extent to which this implied a
shrinking core.^ Mr Waldegrave subsequently expressed sympathy with Sir I’eter Kemp’s suggestion that the core of Departments had not shrunk themselves or adapted themselves in the
way that the Fraser Report suggested they should, slating that “action is now beginning to be
taken on that”; there had been a diminution, but there was “more that needs to be done”.’ The
Civil Service White I’aper gives Departments responsibility for their own management structures and states that “each Department is to review its senior management structure with a
view to reducing layers of man agement where possible”. It notes that the present central grading system may inhibit effective management and presumes the reviews will lead to flatter management structures Mr Waldegrave said that he expected to see these announcements aflect
the size and structure of Departmental headquarters “pretty soon" and Sir Robin Butler
pointed to changes which were already under way in the Treasury and the Department of
Transport."
226. We have not considered the prospective changes to core Departments outlined in this
cclion at the same length as some other reforms of the Civil Service, but this is not because we
consider them unimportant. Indeed, it is possible that the proposed developments in this area,
including the further financial delegation to Departments, the introduction of resource
accounting, improvements to management information and changes in Department structures,
could have as profound a long term efi'ect on the British Civil Service as the creation of Next
Steps Agencies. Wc do not examine them in greater detail in the present Repi)il because many
of them arc only at an embryonic stage, amounting to little more than good intentions in some
cases. We support the Idea of extending many of the principles of Next Steps to core
Departments. We welcome in principle the devolution of greater financial freedom to
Departments, the intrcduction of resource accounting in Departments and endeavours to improve
the quality of management information and taiget-setting in Departments, 'fhcsc latter developments. and the associ.ilcd introduction of resource budgeting, should pre.sent an opportunity to
improve the quality of information available to Parliament on the activities of Government and
will require both Parliamentary involvement and Parliamentary scrutiny. We do not believe,
given the current quality of performance measurement in core Departments, that it is practical at
present to Introduce performance agreements between Ministers and civil servants in core
Departments. However, it will be necessary WIKMI the proposed improvements have taken clearer
1 Mtikini^ ihf .Mmi of Sext Steps, par.is. } lf>-.VI7. 2.14
2 MC" (IW2-'L^) VXMI. p 94; Qi\}.
} Sir Peter Kemp. Htyotu! Sc\t Slips, pp. 26. !0.
4 HC (1992-93) 3')0-II. p. 1X9; QQS09-SI0
5 Cm 1761. p. 5
6 QI363 (.Sir Robin Huller). 2443 (Mr Waldegr.tsc)
7Q1416,
X lie (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 32. .34-47. 69 (ODSS)
9 (X?2442. 2445.
10 Cm. 2627. para> 1.4. I .5. 3 29-3 3(). 4.20.
11 QQ25SI-25S5 (Mr Wa dcgr.ue and Sir Robin Hullcr).
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shape to consider whether the processes of resource allocation and target-setting in core
Uepartments and the associated processes of financial reporting to Parliament would be assisted
by the introduction of a more formal framework for determining the allocation of responsibility
for performance against targets in core Departments comparable to the changes we have proposed
above m the case of Agencies.
227. The Government foresees a significant reduction in the size of core Departments in
coming years, as well as changes to their structures. At present, attempts to monitor movements in the size of the core Departments and changes in their grading structure are rendered
wr) diiriciilt by the paucity of reliable information on the size and composition of core
Departments. The OPSS has Ixjgun to collect information on the number of civil servants
involved in non-executive activities in the centres of Departments, but only an overall figure
has been published.- We recommend that the Government collects and publishes, with the same
frequency as statistics on Civil Service manpower, information on the number of civil servants in
core Departments, by grade or paj band and by Department, distinguishing between those
engaged in policy work, central finance and personnel functions and other functions of core
Departments.
XII. THE ROLE OF THE CENTRE
(i) The organisation of the central Departments
228. The rapid pace of change in the Civil Service is bound to have an impact upon the role
of the central Departments -currently the Treasury and the Office of Public Service and
predecessors were concerned that the role of the central Departments in
the light of the Next Steps programme appeared to have been “less deeply considered*’ than the
relationship bctvveen Agencies and core Departments. The then Committee noted that the principle of clarity of function should be applied to the central Departments as well as to Agencies
and core Departments and looked forward to the central Departments playing a more strategic
r
KGovernment
thatof“the
of the Treasury
and
Cabinet
Office .. should be defined and
clarified inagreed
the light
the role
development
of the Next
Step.s initiativ'e . It promised to report to the Committee of the time of its next inquiry on the
conclusions then emerging.-* The role of the central Departments has been given added importance by the proposals in the Civil Service White Paper to delegate greater authority to individual Departments. In the light of this, it is perhaps surprising that the Civil Service White
Paper hardly addresses the role of the central Departments in direct terms, although the
freasur)' IS ^rrently the subject of a fundamental expenditure review which is examining the
role of the Treasury in relation to the Civil Service, and the Office of Public Service and
XMcncc has Ix'cn created since our predecessors’ Report.^
229 I he cslabhshmcnl of the Office of Public Service and Science represents the most recent
in a long line of changes in the machinery of Government designed to make the central management of the C ivil ^ryice more effective In 1968 the Pulton Committee reeommended that
the expanded and unified central management of the Civil Service should be made the responsim ity of a nexy^t ivil Service Department, and this was one of the first reeommendations of
that Report to be implcmented.‘ In 1977 the fixpenditure Committee considered that the Civil
Serxice ITepartnient had made a valuable contribution to the Civil Service, but had lost its
original drive ‘>ith the evaporation of Pulton enthusiasm”. The Committee eonsidered the
then division of responsibility between the Civil Service Department and the Treasury to be
unsatisfaetory It recommended that responsibility for efficiency should be transferred to the
""1'
ITepartment
retained
responsibility
Civil Department
Service pay ’was
In
1980 our predecessors,
perhaps rellecting
the extent
to whieh
the Civilfor
Serviee
a vietim of changing expectations, noted that the nub of the argument for merging the Civil
•Service Department and the Treasury was that the former had "failed to exereise a satisfactory
control over numbers employed and to promote efiieicncy in the use of manpower with
I
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sufficient vigour”. The then Committee opposed a merger, believing it to be important that the
management of the Civil Service should remain an entity.' However, the Government decided
that the Civil Service [Department “did not have a great deal of clout and, not only did the system work better, but the interests of the Civil Service were better served by responsibilities
lying where the power lay, in the Treasury and Cabinet Office”.^ In 1981 the Civil Service
Department was abolished. Its responsibilities for pay and manpower were transferred to the
Treasury. Other responsibilities passed to a new Management and Personnel OfTice within
the Cabinet Office.^ In 1986 the then Committee expressed concern that these arrangements
meant that “there is no clear focus for the Civil Service at Ministerial level”.-* In reply,
the Government said that it did “not believe that there is a uniquely and universally right way
to organise the various functions that are carried out at the centre of Government”, but
argued that “the reasons w'hich led to the creation of the present arrangements in 1981 remain
valid
The following year saw the Management and Personnel Office give way to the
Office of the Minister for the Civil Service. Our predecessors did not advocate another shift
of responsibilities, but found attractive the idea of a Management Board for the Civil
Service.^
230. The Office of Public Service and Science w'as established in May 1992. It is part of
the Cabinet Office and brings together the responsibilities of the former Office of the Minister
for the Civil Service, including the Next Steps programme, with the units responsible for the
Citizen’s Charter, Efficiency and market testing.^ Its principle relevant aims are “to raise
the standards of public services, including the privatised utilities, and to make them answer
better to the w'ishes of their users” and “to imp'(ne the efl’cctivencss and efficiency of central
government”.* Mr VValdegrave believed that the i w Department brought together the various
strands of recent Civil Service reforms effectively and believed that its public service functions
reflected “a real coherence”. He believed that it was “a good organisation for the priority
of the moment, which is to carr>' forward what is quite a radical programme of public service
reform”.’ In line with an original recommendation of the Fulton Committee, the Ministerial
head of the OPSS has Cabinet rank. Mr VValdegrave believed that this reflected the
political priority attached to public service reform and this development was supported by
others.'®
231. The establishment of the OPSS has not led directly to a marked diminution in the
responsibilities of the Treasury in relation to the Civil Service, although such a process is
foreshadowed in the recent Treasury review under the guidance of Sir Colin Southgate. The
principal roles of the Treasury which arc relevant to the management of the Civil Service are:
“the planning and control of public expenditure (of w hich expenditure on Civil Service pay and
allowances makes up a part) in line with Government objectives; providing a framework for
accountability, propriety and improving value for money in public spending; and promoting
improvements in the efficiency and eflectiveness of Civil Sck .:ce management and its pay and
personnel structures”. The Treasury has lead responsibility for pay-related personnel issues as
well as relocation policy, financial management of the Civil Service and Departments
employing civil servants, and also for Civil Service statistics. It shares responsibility with the
OPSS for the Next Steps programme, prior options, privatisation, contracting out and market
testing. The OPSS is the lead Department on these matters, with the e.xccption of privatisation,
on which the Treasury is the lead Department based on its wider responsibility to
secure supply-side change and improvement in the functioning of economic activity."
Mr Dorrell readily admitted that the division of responsibilities betwen the Treasury and the
1 Firs! Report from the Trc.isury and Civil Service Committee. The Future of the Civil Serme Depariohiil. HC (1980-SI) 51,
paras. 16, 25-28.
2 QI92 (Sir Robin Butler).
3 ItC (1981-82) 2.t6-l. paras. 76-78.
4 HC (1985-86) 92-1, para. 5.38.
5 Cmnd. 9841, paras. 37-38.
6 HC (1987-88) J94-I para. .30. This suggestion had been made by Sir Frank Cooper. HC (1987-88) 494-11, p. 98.
7 For a fuller description of its responsibilities, see HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 1-5 (OPSS). The (wunmieni v Expetulilure

Planv 199^-95 to l9%-97: Cubincl Office. Cluincellor of the Duchy of Linaivtcr 's Deportments. Privy Council Office and
Parliament. Cm. 2518.
8 Cm. 2518. para. 3.3.
9 QQ2-3.
in Cmnd. 3638. para. 261; Q.5 (Mr W'aldcgrave); HC (199.3-94) 27-11. p 10.3 (Mr John Garrett); HC (19*73-94) 27-111, p 27
(Dr (Jeoffrey K Fry).
11 HC (1992-93) .390-11, pp. 256-260 (HM Treasury); Ql 147 (Mr Stephen Dorrell)
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OPSS was not “self-evident", but he justified it in two ways. First, the two Departments
brought two complementary perspectives to bear on Civil Service management; the approach
of the OPSS was primarily based on Its concern for the deliver)’ of high quality public services;
the approach of the Treasury was primarily based on its concern for public expenditure and
thus lor pay and financial propriety. Second, the division worked in practice. There was a creative tension between th<* Departments as they brought different perspectives to bear, but there
were not problems in practice in determining which Department should take the lead in particadvantages in retaining these two different perspectives.'
Mr Waldegrave also did not sec any problems arising from the division of responsibilities: “We
are all working to the same script ... and it works reasonably well".^ Sir Robin Butler believed
lliat the current division represented an improvement upon the Civil Service Department as it
had operated in practice, while accepting that any division had disadvantages as well as advantages. Sir Peter Kemp, drawing on experience at very senior levels in both Departments,
endorsed the assertion that the two Departments worked well together and considered the pre^m arrangements functioned as eflectlvcly as any since the establishment of the Civil Service
Department. Lord Howe also defended the current division, warning against “huge upheavals
for the sake of them”.'
^32. The main difference between the OPSS and its immediate predecessors is the number of
units with cross-governmental responsibilities which have been brought together within it
including the Citizen's Charter Unit and the Efficiency Unit as well as the Next Steps Team,
which was already in the Office of the Minister for the Civil Service. Mr Waldegrave attached
considerable Importance to these small “mission-orientated teams". He thought that it made
"very good sense" to bring them all together within the OPSS.<> The Citizen’s Charter Unit
“acts as a catalyst to see that Charter principles are put into practice, and Charter commitments to improve the quality of public services are delivered". Mr Waldegrave was convinced
that a small unit of about 30 staff could have a considerable impact given that it had “central
iwhtical clout". He regarded the unit as being “the guerilla warfare element in Whitehall rather
than an enormous division of troops". A small team was less bureaucratic and could function
efiecm^ly through dialogue with “allies” in Departments. He believed that in this way they
could have a considerable effect on the culture of the Civil Service. The then Parliamentary
Secretary in the OPSS and the head of the Citizen's Charter Unit also stres.sed that it was
important that the Charters were not seen as being imposed from outside; it was vital that
Departments had a sense of ownership of their own Charters.’
>33. The Citizen’s Charter Unit drew its inspriration in part from the success of the Next
Steps ream. The original Next Steps Report emphasised the importance of an authoritative
and slimline prpject team with a high level Project Manager to implement the Next Steps Initiative. Mr Waldegrave believed that the Next Steps learn had been highly successful,
attributing this to political will and support, to having a small mission-orientated team of
really good people and to exceptional leadership. Both Mr Waldegrave and Sir Robin Butler
P‘*
“remarkable
as Project
the firstManager
Project should
Manager
In 1990 Sir Peter Kemp indicated that
the role ofachievement”
the Next Steps
not^
be seen as permanent: "once the new structures are properly in place, there must be no role for
the roject Manager. His job is to bring about the process of change not to engage in some
permanent supervisory or other capacity to do with Agencies’ affairs".In response to this
statement, our predecessors emphasised that there would be a continuing need for a unit
which can evaluate the relationships between the Treasury. Departments and Agencies and
draw attciition to examples of unwarranted interference in the delegated management of
Agencies by central Government". In response to this o’o.servation. the Government acknowledged the need for permanent arrangements to complete the programme of Agency creation
I QQII47. II5X, n79.||‘X». H94

^
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.UJQI92-I9V
4 QQ4IH-4I9.
5 Q.S4.V
6 QQ994, 2.S.
7 HC (1992-9.1, 39U-II. p. | ,OI>SS,; W22. 2X-.72 (Mr W.-,ldcgrave. Mr Rober, Jacku>n. Mr Hrian Hillon,
X Improung Mtinugtmcnl in (iovermncnl: The \cxi Steps, paras. 40-41.
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and to nuikc sure that the changes are consolidated and made durable”.* There are signs tliat
the roles of the Next Steps Team and of the Project Manager are being redefined, f'irst, a
memorandum by the OPSS in June 1993 laid new stress on the role of the Team in the reviews
of Agencies and their status as well as their establishment.’ Second, following the creation of
the OPSS, the job of the Next Steps Project Manager has been combined with that of a
Departmental Permanent Secretary. Sir Robin Butler said that “ihe task was no longer one of
leading a mission to reform the Civil Service but much more the traditional one of Permanent
Secretary’, although Mr Mottram reaffirmed the mission to reform the Civil Senice and did
not see his two roles as incompatible.^
234. The third “guerilla ’ unit in the OPSS, and the oldest, is the Efficiency Unit. In May
1979 Sir Derek (now Lord) Rayncr w^as appointed to advise the then Prime Minister and her
colleagues on w'ays to improve efficiency and eliminate waste in Government. This began with
a number of “Rayner projects” focusing on particular topics and which led to the establishment of an annual scrutiny programme.** At the suggestion of Lord Rayner and w ith the support of our predecessors, these arrangements were institutionalised through the creation of the
Efficiency Unit and the post of the Prime Minister’s Adviser on Efficiency and Effectiveness
became permanent, the present holder being Sir Peter Levene.^ Sir I^eter Levene reports directly
to the Prime Minister, although since the Efficiency Unit became part of the OPSS he is also
responsible to the C hancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster for assisting with the development of
the Government’s range of public sector reforms designed to raise the standard of public services and to make them answ'er better to the wishes of their users.^ The principles and methodology of efficiency scrutinies have remained broadly unchanged since 1979. Scrutinies are
conducted within 90 days and are carried out by a team from within the relevant Department,
but not from the area to be review'ed. They liaise with a desk officer in the Unit. As was the
case in 1979, the role of the Efficiency Unit is an advisory one. The recommendations are the
property of the team; reports are made to departmental Ministers and responsibility for implementation rests with the relevant Department.^ The Government believes that, since 1979, the
efficiency scrutiny programme has saved £1.5 billion and is currently generating savings of
around £100-200 million per year.** Since 1979 there has been a change in emphasis in the selection of subjects for scrutinies. Lord Rayner initially believed that there should be an annual
scrutiny for each Department. He expressed a willingness to make suggestions to Departments
and withhold his support from unreasonable suggestions. He also emphasised that the final
programme would be determined after consultation with the Prime Minister.'* Sir Peter Levene
shared his predecessor’s scepticism about some of the proposals put to him, but thought this
was in part the result of the faet some Departments thought “they had been virtually scrutinised to death”. He did not consider it appropriate for the Unit to make suggestions for possible scrutinies: the initiative should remain with Departments.'** Departments are no longer
e.xpected to undertake a formal .scrutiny every >car. The 1993 programme included ten scrutinies from eight Departments." Sir Peter Levene has sought to place a greater emphasis on
cross-departmental scrutinies, although these are by no means a new dimension to the scrutiny
programme.'- Overall, Sir Peter Levene attached a growing importance to the newer and wider
role of the Efficiency Unit in relation to the Competing for Quality programme. Asked whether
the Efficiency Unit was succeeding in its original purpose of changing the culture of Whitehall,
he replied: “I think the culture of Whitehall is probably changing rather more today through
the market testing programme, because the efficiency scrutinies have been running for some
years now. Many of the obvious topics have already been scrutinised.”'* The role of the
Efficiency Unit has been redefined further by the proposal in the Civil Service White Paper
to give the Unit, in cooperation with the Treasury, responsibility for reviewing Departmental
1 C m. 1263. p. 17.
2 HC (1992-93) '%■ II. p. 207.
3 QQ6I (Mr Waldcgiavc). I3S (Sir Robin Butler), 985-986 (Mr Moliram). 1028-1029 (Mr W'aldcgravc and Mr MoUratn)
4 tic (1979-80) 712-11, pp. 46-60 (.Sir IX’rck Ra>ncr).
5 MC (1979-80) 712-11. Q286; HC' (1981-82) 2.36-II, (^294 (.Sir IX-rek Rayner); MC (1979-80) 712-1, para II; HC (IW2-93)
390-11, p. 1 (OI>SS).
6 lie (1992-93) 3'K)-II, p. .304 (EfTicicncy Unit).
7 MC (1979-80) 712-11, p. 46, Q275 (Sir IXrek Rayncr); MC (1992-93) 3W-II, pp. 3(M-.305 (Enkicncy Unit); 01265 (Sir Peter
Levene).
8 MC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 251 (Ol'SS).
9 MC (1979-80) 712-11, p. 47; 00335-337.
10 001265, 1269-1274.
11 MC (1992-93) .390-11, pp 305, m (Eniciency Unit).
12 01265 (Sir Peter levene); MC (1980-81) 2.36-11. p. 86 (Sir Derek Rayncr); MC (1987-88) 494-11, OV (Sir Rohm Ibbs).
13 (jl2K0
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efllciency plans and jvr'oifinance against them.' Mr Waldegrave believed that Sir Peter Levene
and the Unit could bi;ng considerable “management expertise” to this task.^
235. The recent changes in the organisation at the centre were subject to various, albeit
incompatible, criticisms. Sir Kenneth Couzens was concerned that the OPSS’s description of its
own role was too narrowly defined, with an emphasis “on procedures and organisation rather
than on the spirit which should inform them”.-^ Sir Peter Kemp expressed concern at “a lack of
leadership from the OPSS and a failure to treat the various legs of Civil Service reform “as an
integrated whole’ . He argiied that the failure to integrate them “has led to the duplication of
^ attempt
of different
ambitions
and
conflicting
objectives”.Department”.'*
He also believed
the
OPSS should not
“to turn
itself into
a standard
Government
Thethat
Trosa
Rej^rt also suggests that co-ordination between the different strands of Civil Ser\ice reform
could be improved at the centre.^ Mr Waldegrave and Sir Peter Kemp’s successor rejected the
notion that public service reforms were directed by separate barons; the various units were part
of a centrally managed Department.** Mr John Garrett argued this development should be
taken further and a Civil Service Department “reconstituted to manage the Service, with the
added responsibility for cross-departmental analysis of policy and its implementation” ’
(ii) The approach to the central Departments
236. Just as important as the organisation of the central management of the Civil Ser\'ice is
the approach that the centre adopts during the process of reform and towards Departments
and Agencies more generally. Our predecessors emphasised the new approach which the Next
Step programme would require from the central Departments in setting the overall strategic
framework for the Ovil Service. The then Committee was concerned that the central
Departments were still loo concerned with detailed rules on management matters, emphasising
that tlie centre should be concerned “with laying down the basic requirements by which managers had to abide, and monitoring to ensure that those requirements were observed, rather
than becoming concerned with the minutiae of D partmental and Agency alTairs”.*
Considerable Progress has clearly been made in the formal delegation of responsibility from the
reasury «nd the OPSS to individual Departments in areas such as pay and recruitment, which
we consider be\ow, as well as in terms of financial freedoms.’ As has already been noted, the
Civil Seiwice White Paper represents a considerable step forward in terms of increased delegaion to Departments Mr Waldegrave believed that “the strategic role is the right one for central Departments but the Government has continued to stress the need for the central
Departments to play a continuing role in disseminating best practice in the fields of human
resource management and financial management.Sir Terence Burns has acknowledged the
need for the Treasury to rethink its role and focus on its “core activities” in response to the
growing trend towards delegation, putting more resources into the design of policy and less
ime into working out the application of a policy in particular circumstances." To reflect this
the Treasury has reduced the staff numbers concerned with Civil Service management and
reduced the number of staff at the most senior levels.'^ The Government attaches importance
to staff loans between the Treasury and other Departments, both to enhance Treasury understanding of and cooperation with organisations with which it works and to increase exMrtise
and experience within the Treasury, and the number of such loans has risen in recent years.'^
1 Cm. 2627. para 3.21
~~
2 W2569. 2592.
3 HC (1993-94) 27-111 p. 42. .See also ibid., p. 73. where Professor Anne Slevcns notes that the French threaion vincrale de
Vi!; Id a's'^agem fcr c'C'"
French public ser4 Ikyond Sext Slept, pp 39-41
5 Scxl Steps SfouriK On. para. 6 2 8.
6 QI982 (Mr W'aldegrave and Mr Mottram)
7 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 103.
8 HC (1990-91) 496. paras 20-21.
9 HC (1992 91) 390-11. pp, 256-2.59 (HM Treasury).
10 (JQ2592 (.Ml Waldegrave), 184 (Sir Robin Butler); Cm. 2627, para. 4.11; HC (1992-93) 390-11 on 259 260 iliw
Treasuo); HC (1993-94) 27-IM. pp. 12-13 (OPSS).
'
I99C p^rT39"‘^

Treasur) -, Durham University Business School Barclays Bank pic 1994 Enterprise Lecture, 27 April
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237. A number of observers questioned whether the culture and approach of the central
Departments was changing to the required extent. Professor Eric Caines expressed concern that
^legation had been accompanied by “oppressive systems of performance monitoring”.
DistruM, and a precoccupation with how money was spent rather than outputs, remained.' The
Trosa Report noted that the guidance coming from the central Departments was widely appreciated, but that they continued to produce too many rules on how to manage. It argued that
problems partly arose from the fact that staff in the central Departments “tend to be policy
rnakers and not implementation advisers”.^ Sir Brian Hayes stated that he would “like to see
me Trea^iy staffed to a much greater extent by secondment from other Departments (as the
Cabinet Omce is now) This would ... improve the performance of the Treasury, which can
otherwise develop an ivory tower mentality; and improve understanding on the part of other
Departments of the financial and economic imperatives which must govern their actions”.^
(Hi) The Southgate review

238. An early sign of the restructuring of Departments and the reduction in staff numbers
appeared in October 1994. Under the guidance of Sir C'olin Southgate, a w'orking parly set up
to examine the future organisation of the Treasury recommended the fundamental restructuring of its senior management structure.'* Aiming not “to deliver a pre-determined reduction in
staff numbers or costs but to improve the quality of service the Treasury provides”,^ the
Review recommended a reduction in the number of directorates from nine to seven. Each of
the seven directors, supported by a number of assistant directors, would oversee the work of a
number of teams, of between four and fifteen per directorate. The responsibility for achieving
the aims of the Treasury would fall ver>' largely on “team leaders”, most of whom would be
Grade 5s. The Review considered that this would achieve a considerable degree of delegation
of responsibility, and anticipated that the directorate management teams would play “a more
managerial and strategic role” than at present.** It sought to “strike a much more satisfactory
balance than now between the need to resource the Treasury with enough senior managers to
ensure that quality is not compromised and that each directorate’s work is fully informed
by a wider, more strategic and more experienced view; and the desirability of delegating
respon'.i^ility as far as possible down the line”.^
239. Some activities of the Treasury might, the Review thought, be reduced or cut out altogether; others could be moved outside the Treasury. The resources devoted to economic forecasting might be reduced; less effort should be spent on overseeing the management and
running costs of other Government Departments; responsibility for the pay and pensions of
individual civil servants should move to the relevant department; and savings of resources were
possible in the handling of routine ministerial correspondence. Personnel management and pension entitlements of civil servants in other departments should pass to the OPSS; the Securities
and Investments Board could effectively take over the “quasi-executive role" of the Treasury
under the Finaneial Services Act; and several of the support services of the Treasury could be
improved if they were provided by the private sector, for instance security, training, routine IT
operations and the messenger service.* On the other hand, the Review also argued that several
activities of the Treasury could be enhanced; a central strategic analysis team should be established to audit the Treasury’s management and policy advice; and training should receive
increased emphasis. Taken together, these proposals would eventually reduce the numbers of
senior management posts by approximately 30 per cent. The actual number of senior staff
would fall by somewhat less, around 25 per cent, since a considerable amount of time would be
taken up by training.
240. We do not propose to comment at this stage in detail on the proposals of Sir Colin
Southgate s review. Nevertheless, as a case study—and po.ssibly a blueprint—of the restructuring of a Government department, we regard the review as of the greatest importance. We will
need to be convinced that the cutting of staff will not reduce the eflectiveness of the Treasury
as a whole, that the reconsideration of the Treasury’s activities will not loosen control over
1 tic (1992-93) 390-11, p. 188; QQ802, 810.
2 Se.xl Steps: Staving On, paras. 2.26. 6.3.8.
3 HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 9.
4 tundamcnuil Review of It. St. Treasury's Running Cusis (Iter Majesly's Treavtirv, October IW4)
5 tbid, p. 7
6 thid, p. 15
7 Ibid, p. 17
8 Ibid, pp. 12-13
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public expenditure, and that the stafT left in place are used to the best advantage. We hope to
return to the specific subject of the restructuring of the Treasury.”
(iv) The role of I he Head of the Home Civil Service
241. The Head of the Home Civil Serx ice has long had a significant role in the central management of the Civil Service. In 1986 the then Treasury and Civil Service Committee argued
that the Civil Serx'ice was in danger of being without a leadership ethos and that this arose in
part from the fact that the post of Head of the Home Civil Service was combined with that of
Secretary of the Cabinet. It considered that, “however talented and hardworking the
postholder might be. the burden of two such heavy sets of responsibilities, if properly fulfilled,
must be impossible to bear. There could also be occasional conflicts of interest". It recommended that the posts should no longer be combined and that a full Permanent Secretary be
appointed Head of the Home Civil Serxice.' The Defence Committee subsequently noted that
the Westland crisis might have been an example of a conflict of interest between the txvo posts.The then Treasurj’ and Civil Service Committee reiterated its commitment in principle to the
division of the two posts in 1987.' More recently Dr William Plowden has argued that,
although Sir Robin Butler is more publicly active In his role as Head of the Home Civil Sen'ice
than any of his predecessors, his role as Cabinet Secretary could inhibit his performance of his
duties as Head of the Home Civil Service, and has supported the recommendations of our predewssors."* Mr Timothy Hornsby took the argument one step further, suggesting not only that
the post of Cabinet Secretary should be a full-time job, but also that the efl'ectlve delegation of
personnel functions xvould render the role of the Head of the Home Civil Service unnecessary.^
242. The Government rejected the recommendation of our predecessors. It did not believe
that the Head of the Home Cix’il Service could adopt a high-profile position advocating the
interests of the Civil Service if this ap{^ared to amount to a conflict with the Government of
the day.^ Like his predecessor. Sir Robin Butler believed that the work resulting from the combination of posts was substantial and varied, but not an impossible burden. He had agreed a
change in the responsibilities of the Cabinet Secretary which enabled him to spend about half
his time on Civil Service matters.^ He said that he had also utilised a number of opportunities
to speak up in public for the standards of the British Civil .Service.^ Like his predecessor, Sir
Robin saw considerable advantages in the posts being combined, including the greater opportunity for close working relationships with the Prime Minister, other Ministers and many
senior civil servants which came with the post of Cabinet Secretary, and did not see any undue
conflict of interest arising.*^ Others endorsed the view that there was no inherent tension
between the two posts and saw advantages in the two posts being combined.'®
< iv/ Conclusions
.243. \Sc believe that the Office of Public Service and Science and, most significantly, the
appointment of a Cabinet Minister to lead it represents an improvement upon the previous
arrangements for the central management of the Civil Service. The OPSS clearly has an important role to play both in seeking to raise the standards of public services and in asserting the
core values of the Civil Service and of public service more generally. Although the re-establishment of the Civil Service Department has been proposed, we are not convinced that, at present,
the advantages of further departmental reorganisation would outweigh the disaaxantages!
However, we believe that further consideration may need to be given to the internal organisation of the OPSS. We consider that the scrutiny programme should continue to be viewed as a
high priority and that the hfficiency Unit should play an active role in seeking Departmental
agreement to explore areas which may so far hav'e csca|K‘d an efficiency scrutiny or merit a further scrutiny. We arc not convinced that the wider role which the Lfficiency Unit is called upon
to play m the context of the Competing for Quality programme and the proposals in the Civil
I fl( (|y!<5-S6)
p.ir.is 5 ,V)-5.44; ctnph.i>is in original.
: IK (WN5 X6) 519. para 214
4 IK (19)((,.S7)(.2. paras .41-46
4 StmtMcn ,wJ Stuiulurm\. pp 11 | 11. |49
5 IK (|9‘;4-94i 27-111. p V5
6 ( iiinJ 9841, para 40
7 IK (I9SI-.S2( 246 11, (X7I:64.|265 (Sir Robert .Armstrong); IIC (19X7-88) 370-i. ()() 55-61; (XJI76. 190 »Sir Rohm
It II tier)
X yi')7.
9MI. PP 3-4 (( abinct Onkc); IIC (1987-88) 470-i.
v‘9. (X.3IX8-I89 (Sir Robin Duller)
10 lie (IW-94) 27-m. pp 17 (Dr IVicr Darhcris). 27 (|)r (icofTrey K Fry)
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Service White Paj^r should necessarily be combined with responsibility for the scrutiny
programme. We believe that consideration should be given to combining these wider roles with
a more general responsibility for implementation of the Civil Service White Paper in a new
project team. The fcx:us of the Next Steps Team is likely to shift from Agency creation to
Agency review, and m this context consideration should be given to the Next Steps Team
providing or securing the provision of the external evaluation of the performance of Agencies
which we recommended above.' We recommend that the (mvernment sets out proposals for the
future [niernal organisation of the Office of Public Service and Science in its reply to this Report.
In the light of recommendations elsewhere in this Report which will affect the role of the Head of
the Home Ciyl ^rvice,‘ we see no reason why that post should not be combined with that of
Secretary of the Cabinet.
D. THE HUMAN RF:S0URCES OF THE CIVIL SERVICE
XIII. THE CIVIL SERVICE AS AN EMPLOYER
(i) "A good employer "
244. The principle that the Civil Service should be “a model employer” was noted by the
Royal Commission on the Civil Service in 1914.’ Adherence to this principle was seen as a
strength of the Civil Service at the time of the Fulton Report, when a management consultancy
study characterised the Civil Service as “a good, if rule-bound, employer”.'* Both Sir Robin
Butler and Mr Stephen Dorrell said that the Government attached importance to its role as a
good employer .- Questions of Procedure for Ministers informs Ministers that they have “a
duty to observe the obligations of a good employer with regard to terms and conditions of
those who serve them . The Civil Service unions argued that it was particularly important that
me Government should treat its employees with fairness since civil servants were required to be
lair to others as part of their work.^ The Commission for Racial Equality believed that the
Qvil Sen ice was “a key employer, because of its size and visibility, and its'role in implementing Government policy”.*
245. A salient example of the Civil Service’s commitment to be a good employer is its policies on equal opportunities. The Government has believed for some time that the Civil Service
should give a lead in promoting equal opportunities, for two reasons. F'irst, “it is of wide social
iniportance that the Civil Service,
an employer of the first rank, and as an organisation
whose staff and activities are publicly funded, should both see itself and be seen by others as an
mtegrid part of the community it serves” and “this will be easier to achieve if it also reficcts the
diversity of that community”. Second, “it is of the utmost importance that the Civil Service
makes full use of its staff and the realisation of equal opportunities policy will contribute to the
pursuit of this aim”.’ In listing the codes covering the conduct and behaviour of civil servants,
the Government included programmes of action for women, for people of ethnic minority origin and for people with disabilities."' These policies are based in part on statutes which apply
to other employers, but the Government’s “intention is to comply as much with the spirit as
with the letter of the legislation”" The Government has stressed that equal opportunities policies are not only just, but should bring “benefits in terms of good management practice and
effective organisation”.” Both the Government and the FDA believed that an effective equal
opportunities policy “makes good business .sense”, maximising the available talent and ensuring
that training is not wasted.”
246. The requirements of a good employer go far wider than the enunciation of sound equal
opportunities policies. It is a truism, but an important truism, to state that the staff of the Civil
1 See par;igr.'iph Tl.
2 See p.iragraph« 108-112 and 274-276
} Cd. 7.138. p. 83.
4 //;«' (ivil Seryice: I 'ul. 2: Repo. i of a Stanafn im nl Constiluinn droup, paras 13-14
5 QQ182-183 (Sir Robin Huller). 1147. 1203 (Mr Stephen Dorrell).
6 Questions of Procedure for Ministers, para. ,S5.
7 IK (1992-93) .390-11, p 105 (Council of Civil .Service Unions).
8 HC( IW-94) 27-111. p. .30.
9 MC (1986-87) 358-i. p. 40 (Cabinet Office).
10 IK (1992-93) 390-11, pp. .36-37 (Sir Robin Hutler).
11 Equal Opportunities for Uoinen in the CVvrV .Servue: Proftrainine of Action (Cabinet Ofllce. I cbruary 1984). p. 16
12 Programme of Action to Achieve Equality and Opportunity in the Civil Service For People of Ethnic Minority Orivin
(Cabinet Oflice. 1990). Foreword by the Minister of State.
13 lie (IW2-93) .390-11, pp. 229 (OPSS). 49 .50 (FDA).
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Service represent its most valuable resource. These resources need to be maximised for there to
^ a truly effective and efficient Civil Semce. In 1982 the then Treasury and Civil Service
concluded that without good industrial relations, efforts to increase efficiency and
effectiveness are likely to be stillborn”.* In reply the Government agreed that ‘‘efforts to
increase efficiency and eflaTiveness would be hampered by a failure of morale in the Civil
Semce .‘ Like other service organsations, the Civil Service is particularly dependent upon its
tjuality of its work, both in terms ol service to Ministers and services to members
of the public. It has been noted that ‘‘Morale is terribly important in organisations delivering
u;mces. In such organisations quite junior stall are their public face and if [junior staff] are
disgruntled then the quality of service which customers receive will be adversely alTected”.^
The Government has acknowledged in the Civil Service White Paper that it “relies uv'on the
high standards of integrity, fairness and confidentiality of the Civil Semce, upon civil serv'ants’
commitment to sen ice for every citizen and to economy and efficiency on behalf of the taxpayer, and upon the Civil Sen'ice s flexibility and sensitivity to changes in Government policy
in handling some of the largest managerial and service delivery tasks in the economy”.** The
reliance of the Government upon the stall' of the Civil Service is particularly great in the case
of Its refom programme, not only because of the requirements arising from the process of
change it^lf, but also b^ause the Government’s reforms place particular emphasis both on the
quality of serv'ice from individual civil servants to individual customers and on the delegation
^IS likely to be integral to the** success
greater of
number
of civil reforms,
servants.inEffective
management
Civil Service
terms ofpersonnel
selecting civil
servants
with the necessar)' blend of skills in a changing environment, training and deploying staff to
meet the needs of the Service and motivating and rewarding staff. The requirement for effective
personnel policies applies particularly in the case of senior civil servants, because of their leadership role in the Service and because they are required to manage the process of change at
more junior levels.^
(a) A crisis of morale?

247. The Council of Civil Sen'ice Unions contended that the Civil Service was “in a state of
profound crisis". They argued that “the Civil Service is today in a slate of crisis the like of
which we have never ever, in our experience, witnessed before”.^ This sense of an erosion of
morale was echoed by the FDA. which represents senior civil servants, and by the Trade Union
Side ol the Joint Coordinating Committee for Government Industrials.’ Mr John Garrett
stated that “in nearly thirty years of working in, working for, and studying the Civil Service I
have never known morale in the Service to be so universally damaged by Government action”.
He argued that "the present altitude of the Government to its employees breaks every rule in
me personnel management book”.* A recent independent survey of Executive Agencies recently
found that morale is generally very low”. This picture is not confined to Agencies: in the
I reasury s own attitude survey, only seven per cent of respondents thought that morale was
generally high m the Treasury as a whole, although preceptions of individual job satisfaction
were more positive. Mr John Garrett considered overall pay levels to be an important element
in the mismanagement of the Civil Service, pointing to significant falls In Civil Service pay in
relation to average earnings. In 1970 the salary of an E.xecutive Officer was 140.6 per cent of
average earnings; in 1993 the standard pay of an Executive Officer was 86.8 percent of average
earnings. Salaries for some Administrative Assistants in 1993 were less than 54 per cent of
average earnings.' As part of the Government’s freeze on Department’s running costs in the
period 1794-95 to 1996-97, pay increases in that period will have to be covered from efficiency
savings and other economies. The Council of Civil Service Unions believed that the relatively
high retention rates of the Civil Service were explained by the wider economic and employment
situation: “as soon as it improves, you will see an exodus ... from the Civil Service on a scale
we have never seen before”.*’
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248. The mam Victor leading to this “crisis” was seen as being the Government’s programmes of privatisation, prior options, market testing and contracting out. These reforms
were seen as Postering a sense that the Government did not value the Civil Service or the work
ol civi servants^ The Civil Service unions argued that these programmes had challenged civil
servants sense that their work was a necessary public service which should be performed in the
public sector and led to “a sense of betrayal”.' Lord Callaghan thought that the present
Government s challenge to a consensus on the tasks of the Civil Service had had “a serious
impact on Its morale and its belief in it.self’.^ In the eyes of some, these problems were compounded by the fact that some Government Ministers appeared to believe that the Civil Service
was inherently less eflective and cmdent than the private sector.^ The Trosa Report notes the
view of some Agency ^ief Executives that “it is dinicult to ask the staff to increase their elTicien^cy efforts if the ultimate aim is privatisation”.'* Mr John Garrett saw it as incompatible
with good management practice for an employer to treat its staff as “expendable”.^ The combined impact of these separate and overlapping reform programmes in such a short period of
time was seen by some as creating great uncertainty and upheaval among civil servants, which
was both demotivating and a distraction from effective work performance.*^ Sir Jack Hibbert, a
former Head of the Government Statistical Service, thought that market testing was unlikely to
lead to benefits to the taxpayer and was “all too likely to destroy the morale of those who have
worked hard to build up an operation over a long period of time”.^ Lord Howe also admitted
to concern about the demoralising effect of such rapid and pervasive change.* The Civil Service
unions pointed to the loss of a sense of job security among civil servants and the perceived
etlect of fragmentation on career prospects in the Civil Service.’ The impact of these programmes on perceptions of job security is borne out by staff surveys in HM Customs and
Excise m 1991 and 1994: in reply to the first survey, 76 per cent of staff examined were satisfied
with their job security; by 1994, the proportion satisfied had fallen to 36 per cent.'® Some
emphasised the importance of limiting the duration of change and the consequent uncertainty,
although It was noted that market testing was likely to be a repeat exercise, making it
extremely disturbing”. A Price Waterhouse survey found that Agency staff were “learnine to
live with the uncertainty”."

249. The Government did not deny that market testing, contracting out and the consideration of privatisation had had an adverse effect on Civil Service morale. In evidence to the
Senior Salaries Review Body it noted that “For most of the Civil Service there is... no longer
any certainty that the work will remain in the public service in the medium term and no concept of a job for life . Mr Dorrell acknowledged that the process of change engendered uncertainties. Sir Robin Butler described these processes as “very disturbing for the staff concerned”.
Mr Michael Bichard considered that the introduction of market testing had introduced a new
sense o( insecurity among staff.'^ However, Mr Bichard also stressed that the picture varied
from office to office within the Benefits Agency and in some offices morale was exceedingly
high. The Government believed that morale was gradually improving, particularly amongst
staff involved in successful in-house bids.'"^ Above all, the Government stressed that any reduction in morale had to be weighed against the Government’s “absolutely essential duty to see we
get value for money”. The Government’s commitment to deliver good quality services to the
taxpayer was seen by Ministers as “our pre-eminent, overwhelming obligation”.'•* As we have
already noted, the Government is committed to continuing with the prior options process and
with market testing and contracting out. The Civil Service White Paper acknowledges that
change of the kind de.scribed in it “is an uncomfortable, sometimes painful, experience for the
1 00^27 (Mr John hllis). 1699 (Mr Rill Brctl. Mr Barry Reamsbolloin)
2 0589.
3 UC (1992-93) .390-11, p. 42 (FDA); MC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 40 (Sir Pclcr La/arus).
4 Next Steps .\fo\ing On, para. 3.2.7.
5 tic (1993-94) 27-11, p. 99.
6 QQ45X (Mr John Fllis), 1763 (Mr Bill Brctl); Next Steps Moving On, para. 3.2.8; UC (199.3-94) 27-tII pp 7 (Sir Brian
Hayes), 40 (Sir Peter La/arus).
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8 0.5*^.
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indi\iduals and institulions” concerned, but rcafllmis the Governmenrs belief in the longer
term benefits and rewards of such change.'
f Hi) Conclusions
250. There is nothing new about concerns over morale in the Ci\iT Service. In the late 1960s
the bulton Committee was told that "the morale of the Civil Service ... has suffered sadly since
the war
In the early 1980s the then Treasury and C'ivil Ser\'ice Committee found the morale
of the Service in a precarious state after last year s industrial dispute ov'er pay and as a result
of the heavy cuts in stalT at present being implemented and the constant criticisms of the Civil
.Service”. In 1986 its succesNors felt the need to e.xamine a problem of morale in the Service.’’
In 1987 the Council of Civil Service Unions told the then Committee that it was “aware of a
deep-seated malaise, amounting to a crisis of Civil Service morale”.^ There are real difilculties
in making an assessment of the overall state of morale in the Civil Serv'ice from outside, particularly in the absence of clear indicators such as major problems of recruitment and retention.
Our assessment of this matter would have been greatly assisted by the commissioning of an
attitude survey. There st'ems every reason to believe that morale varies from Department to
Department, from Agency to Agency, and from local ofiTice to local office, depending upon the
difiering circumstances and the differing qualities ol management. This reinforces the importance of the points we made earlier in the conte.xt of market testing that the pursuit of effectiveness and efllcieiKy is likely to be most effective when as much freedom as possible is given
to Civil Service managers and may be less effective when reforms are perceived as being
imposed in a diKtrinaire manner from the centre. We do not question the duty of the
Government to seek best value for money in public services in the interests of both the taxpayer and the consumer of Government services, but in doing so it should bear in mind the
need to strike the right balance between financial savings which are readily apparent and the
longer term efiects of particular measures on the commitment and morale of civil servants
which may not be as immediately or readily measurable. The manner in which the prior
options process and the Competing for Quality programme have been conducted and the
Government's stated intention to continue with these policies, albeit with less centralised direction. may lead to an institutionalisation of uncertainty throughout the Civil Service. The
Government should not lose sight of opportunities to engender pride in working for the State.
The morale of the Service does no! simply matter because the Government rightly strives to be a
good employer; it matters because the morale of civil servants is likelv to have a direct effect on
the quality of service to customers. Many civil servants accept the ne^ for Civil Service reform,
hut if civil servants no longer have a sense of a job for life it is hardly surprising if they find it
more difficult to offer a lifetime commitment in return. There may not be a general crisis of
morale in the Civil .Service, but there h certainly a sense of unease in the Service.

Xl\ . M '.NPOWKR, PAY AM) DKITXIATION
(ii A shrinking Civil Service
251. The l uhon Report held it to be "a major public interest that the manpower of the
.Service should be kept to the absolute minimum required for the efilcient and humane discharge of its duties ".'’ The size of the Civil Service increased in the years after the Fulton
Report, but since the late 1970s there has been a significant decline. Since 1978-79, Civil
Service numbers have lallen by 183 0(K), a reduction of 25 per cent which was described by Sir
Robin Butler as remarkable . The sharj^st fall in numbers has been among industrial civil
servants; the number of non-industrial civil servants fell from about 566,000 in 1979 to about
503.(KK) in 1993.'' A number of factors have contributed to the decline in Civil Service manpower. including increased elTiciency and the dropping of certain functions; about 44 per cent
of the reduction is attributed to privatisation and contractorisation.'’ Initially, the Government
sought to pursue the objective of a smaller Civil Service by way of manpower targets. In May
1980 the then Prime Minister set a target for a reduction in the number of civil servants of
1 (m
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75,000 over four years and saw such targets “as a basis for action*’.' In 1983 plans were
announced for a further reduction of 6 wr cent by 1988. but in 1985 overall manpower targets
vere replaced by running cost controls.^ Government witnesses argued that the new approach
was preferable to manpower targets, which were seen as having “paradoxical effects", being
00 tight in some cases and too lenient in others, and al.so encouraging more expensive substiUites for Civil Service s'afi in order to reduce numbers to predetermined limits. The Civil
Semce White Paper emphasises the Government’s wish to avoid returning to “ihc unwelcome
rigidities of manpower targets’’.^

252. Nevertheless, the Government remains determined to minimise Civil Service numbers
^
^on
announced
the November
U93
formal
plans issued shortly after thatrunning
Budget costs
envisaged
a fall ofinabout
27,000 In
overal Civil Service numbers between 1994-95 and 1996-97, while noting that outturns tended
to be lower than original plans.^ In March 1994 Mr Waldegrave said in evidence that “we
would be very disappointed if we did not see the steady downward trend in numbers continuli/u
'” Paper
n
the next
three oranfour
years 1 should
think’’.^
The
Civil Service
White
went 500,000
slightly in
further,
indicating
expectation
that Civil
Service
numbers
would
fall significantly below 500,000 over the next four years”. Mr Waldegrave said that “we would
be very dismyom^d if it was lep than that", but emphasised that the Government had no forrnal
The Government aims to achieve reductions as far as possible without redundancies. It has announced that 80 per cent of the cost of early departures, whether voluntary or
compulsory, between 1 October 1994 and 31 March 1997 will be met from the central Civil
coming from Departmental running costs.
Mr Waldegrave considered this to be “a very important step’’.*^

253. The Government envisaged this reduction in numbers arising from several developments. nrst, as Mr Michael Bichard observed of the Benefits Agency, Civil Service operations
are moving from clerically-based organisations to information technology-based organisations.
He saw this as the main contributory factor in an increase in staff productivity of about 20 per
cent m the three years since the establishment of the Agency. Between 1990-91 and 1992-93. the
Agency s workload increased by about 26 per cent, but the number of staff employed only
increased by 1 per cent. Without improvements in productivity, this svould have required 1,500
more staff to maintain the same level of .service.’ The Government considered that there
remained scope for further improvements in efficiency and productivity of this kind in the
uture. resulting in the employment of fewer staff to provide the same level of service, particularly as a consequence of increased use of information technology.” Second, the Competing for
Quality programme, which we have already considered, is likely to have a continued eflccl on
Civil Service manpower, particularly as the 1993-94 programme involves more staff in relation
to total value than the 1992-93 programme. The Government believes that staff numbers
involved in certain activities are likely to fall even where in-hoii.se bids are successful. Numbers
\yill fall as a result of contracting out and privatisation, although Mr Waldegrave was insistent
that the Government wished to see genuine reductions resulting from improved elTiciency
rather than reductions produced artificially by redefinition." Above all, the Government
believed that reductions in Civil Service numbers would be achieved by “the combination
of
ever greater pressure on running costs with a greater capacity for front line managers to atlually come up with innovative solutions*’. The Government believed that more disaggregated
and flexible personnel management combined with tight overall financial control would produce pressures for manpower reductions comparable to tho.se seen in the private sector.'*
1 lie (1979-80) 712-11. pp. 17.1-174 (Civil Service Department).
2 HC (1986-87) .158-i. pp. 1.1 (Council of Civil Service Unions). 120 (HM Treasury)
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(ii) The delegation oj pay and personnel functions

254. In 1968 the Fulton Committee recommended that “all civil servants should be organised in a single grading structure in which there are an appropriate number of dilTerent pay levels matching different levels of skill and responsibility, and the correct grading for each post is
determined by an analysis of the job”. The I’ulton Committee did not believe that it was either
desirable or practical to allow each Department to employ its own staff and construct its own
grading system, liccause of their common goals, the likelihood of reorganisation of
Departments and the need for staff transfers between Departments. Common grading structures were required: “the Service must be a flexible, integrated whole; it must continue to be a
unified Service”.' In the period up to the mid-1980s, considerable progress was made towards a
unified grading system across the Service.^ In a submission to our predecessors in 1987, the
Government set out what it then saw as the advantages of Service-wide pay and personnel
management arrangements: “staff can move easily between Departments and do any work for
which their qualifications and experience suit them; machinery of government changes can be
efl'ected quickly and easily; Departments do not compete against each other for the same scarce
skills".^ In 1988 the Treasury expressed anxiety about the possible repercussions of increased
pay flexibility, including leapfrogging pay claims.’’ More recently, others have expressed concern about the implications of delegated pay and personnel management. It has been argued
that it leads to “a proliferation of bureaucracy” as organisations within the Civil Service establish their own pay bargaining arrangements.' There was particular concern that the move away
from common pay and grading arrangements would jeopardise civil servants’ ability to move
from one part of the Service to another, including movement between Agencies and core
Departments.^ In June 1993 the then Chief Executive of the Civil Service College stressed the
importance of interchange with Departments to the College’s work and said that “for us to
depart too far from the broad framework of Civil Service pay and grading would actually
probably cause us more problems than it would give us benefits”.^
255. I'or some time the Government has been moving towards more flexible pay arrangements for the Civil Service. In 1987 it noted that Service-wide systems “make it difficult for
Departments and individual managers to respond to particular needs or to particular market
conditions”.'* The original Next Steps Report noted a perception that “the advantages of an
all-embracing pay structure are breaking down, that the uniformity of grading frequently
inhibits effective management and that the concept of a career in a unified Civil Service has little relevance for most civil servants, whose horizons are bounded by their local office or, at
most, by their Department”.’ In January 1993 the then Parliamentary Secretary in the OPSS
argued that uniformity of pay should not be seen as a defining factor in the Civil Service.'® It
has been increasingly questioned whether the advantages of grading outweigh the disadvantages. In 1989 a manager at HMSO observed that “the Civil Service grading system ... tries to
do three separate things with the same system: determine pay; determine management hierarchy; determine career progression ... We are trying to take these three things apart so we can
address them separately.”" Sir Peter Kemp and Professor Eric Caines criticised the grading
system on similar grounds.'’ Mr VValdegrave believed that it was more important for jobs to
have labels than grades and said “1 do not think we need a completely hierarchical grade structure now”.'' It has been contended that the right and ability to transfer between Departments
and within Departments need not be undermined by a move away from cross-Service pay
structures, although more active steps will be required to ensure that the right degree of
transferability takes place. In terms of inter-Departmental transfers, Mr VValdegrave said
that “we are dealing with really relatively small numbers in the central Civil Service and 1 just
1 ('mtul. 163S. paras. 192. 196,
2 IK’ (I9<;.V94) 27-111. pp 27-2K (Dr Geoffrey K Fry).
\ MC (I9K6-S7) m-\, p. .^K (('abin.-l Onicc and MM Treasury).
4 MC(I9H7.S8)494 I, para. 28.
5 HC (I99.V94) 27.|||. p 1.17 (TUS. K'C)
6 MC (1988 89) 348. para 56; MC (19<X)-9I) 496. para. 43; MC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 297 (Mr Vernon Hogdanor); MC (199394) 27-IH. p, 96 (Dr Patricia Greer).
7 Q680 (Ms Marianne Ncvillc-Rolfe).
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12 00^21 (Sir Peter Kemp), 829 (Professor Fric Caines).
I3Q2588.
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think that good managers will be able to handle this perfectly well”.' Mr Waldegrave also
believed that common sense management could avoid the development of unhealthy competition between Departments or Agencies for stalT.’ Above all, the Government believed that the
determination of pay and grading and personnel management more generally were integral to
the management ol an organisation and thus essential io genuine freedom to manage.
Managers had to have the freedom to organise their structures of pay and grading to suit the
particular needs and objectives of their own organisation and to motivate their stafl'.^ Both the
Government and the CBI pointed out that the Civil Service was following a trend which was
already well-advanced in the private sector and other parts of the public sector.*' It is also part
of a trend which is being reflected in the public services in a number of other developed countries.256. In the late 1980s agreements were reached with the Civil Service unions which allowed
lor greater pay fle.xibility.^’ The first Agency to introduce a radical new pay regime was HMSO.
Under its new agreement, introduced following consultation with trade union representatives’
grades were replaced with overlapping pay bands, with progression dependent upon performance in relation to agreed objectives. In July 1992 the Inland Revenue was given responsibility for determining its own pay and grading structure for all staff below Grade 3. A new pay
and grading structure was introduced with five broad pay bands, with progression linked to
performance, replacing more than 120 separate grades." From April 1994, all Agencies with
over 2,000 staff were given responsibility for their own pay bargaining and smaller Agencies
were encouraged to follow suit.' Mr Michael Bichard said that the Benefits Agency, which had
already developed a personal appraisal system designed specifically to meet the business needs
of the Agency, would be seeking a pay structure which moved away from what he viewed as
an unhealthy obsession with grading”.'" This trend to separate pay arrangements in Agencies
was seen by some as largely irreversible." The Civil Service White Paper takes these developments one step further, proposing the further delegation of responsibility for pay and grading
below senior levels to all Departments and Agencies by 1 April 1996, replacing existing
national pay arrangements.Coupled with the proposed changes in the structures of the senior
levels ol the Civil Service, this is likely to mean that the Civil Service grading system will have
virtually disappeared by the end of this century."
257. As part of the trend to devolved pay determination in the Civil Service, the
Government gave notice at the end of 1993 of its intention to terminate, with effect from 30
June 1994, the pay agreement covering industrial civil servants across Departments. This decisioii followed a request from the Ministry of Defence, which then employed about 80 per cent
of the industrial Civil Service, for delegated authority to determine the pay and conditions of
Its industrial employees.'*' The Trade Union Side of the Joint Coordinating Committee for
Government Industrials criticised this decision. They questioned the procedure by which the
agreement was terminated. I hey contended that termination was unnecessary to achieve the
goal of greater flexibility. They believed that it implied differential treatment of blue collar and
white collar staff in the Civil Service. T hey doubled the capacity of individual Departments to
negotiate satisfactory successor arrangements.'^ In reply, the Treasury contested these allegations. The termination of the agreement had been handled properly. Arrangements were in
place for pay bargaining by Departments and Agencies employing the vast majority of industrial staff. Other employers would either follow the settlement reached by the Ministry of
Defence or reclassify the jobs in question as non-industrial. The principle that greater flexibility
2 Q260r*^’*^'‘
^
27-in. P 7 (Sir Rmn llayes); Q2589 (Mr W.ldcgravc).
y QQII5(>. 1241 (Mr .Stephen Dorrell); C m. 2627. paras. .r24-.L2.v Q2586 (Mr Waldegrave)
4^0QII55 (Mr Stephen Dorrell). 2586 (Mr Waldegrave); "Pay in the Public .Sector**. (’HI submission to the Treasury. July
5 Pay Plc.xihiliiy in the Pithlic Sector (Public Management Studies. OLCD. 1991) on 22 ( Table h
6HC’(I988-89).148, para. 4.1.
‘
I'ti,. ...
7^MC (1988-89) .148. para. 44; MC (1989-90) 481. para. 41; QQI9 (Mr Waldegrave). 1628 (Mr John Ciarrett); Cm. 2627, p,
8 lie (1991-94) 27-11. pp. 247-248. 249 (Inland Revenue); Cm. 2627. p V
9 IIC(I992-91) .190-11. p. 258 (HM Treasury).
10 Q22I3.

11
12
11
14

QI628 (Mr John (jarrett); Price Waterhouse. Pxceiithe Ayeneics Poet and Trends Siirvey IW4 n P
( m. 2627. paras. 1.4. 1.26.
QQ2587-2588 (Mr Waldegrave).
lie (1991-94) 27-111. p. 141 (HM Treasury).

15 HC(I‘W-94) 27-111. pp. 1.15-1.18.
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and value for money could be achieved by lailoring pay and conditions to the requirements of
individual organisations applied to industrial and well as to non-industrial civil servants.' The
Civil Service White Paper argues that delegation should enable Departments and Agencies, "in
consultation with staff and trade unions, to re-examine the old-fashioned distinction between
‘industriar and ‘non-industriaP staff’.^

{Hi) Pcrforniamr-rclateJ pay
258. The delegation of pay determination to organisations within the Civil Service has been
accompanied by a central initiative to develop the use of performance-related pay in the Civil
Service. In 1977 the Hxpenditure Committee called for more research to be done on the possibilities of linking pay and promotion in the Civil Service to performance and particularly recommended a move away from automatic incremental progression up pay scales.’ In the early
1980s the Government argued that "there are special management diOlcuItics about the application of merit pay systems in the public service", although in 1982, and again in 1988, our
predecessors supported in principle the development of linkages between performance and
pay."' It is now the objective of the Government “to use pay to improve the management and
f)erformancc of the Civil Service at the aggregate and individual level by forging a close link
between pay and performance, creating rewards for success and penalties for failure”. During
I992-9.C new pay agreements were negotiated to end automatic progression though salary
bands by seniority: all progression would in future depend upon performance.-’ I'he
Government believed that i-Mirformance-related pay should apply at all levels of the Civil
Service with the single exception of Permanent Secretaries. It considered it to be justified to
impose a central requirement for performance-related pay on Agencies “at this early stage" to
make sure that the new policy took hold.^ Performance-related pay is one of the ways in which
the Citizen’s Charter is being implemented in the Civil Service, the Government believing that
such |>ay schemes will motivate stafi' to contribute towards the wider objectives of their organisation and sharpen the relationship between manager and managed.^ As we have already
noted, several pay schemes developed by individual Agencies and Departments link individual
pay and progression to iierformance and the Government believed that individual reward
would be the main form which the policy took.*^ However, the development of team-based
reward was not seen as incompatible with the Government’s policy and a number of Agencies,
including the Civil Service College, have or are developing a link between the performance of
the organisation as a whole - measured in the case of the College principally by customer satisfaction - and pay.*^ Mr Michael Bichard looked forward to developing for the Benefits Agency
a pay scheme which was more elTcctively related to performance and which contained both an
individual element and discretionary team performance pay.'"
259. A number of concerns were raised about the growing use of performance-related pay in
the Civil Service. It was seen as less appropriate in the Civil Service than in the private sector,
because Civil Service work often did not involve easily measurable outputs." It was questioned
whether fierformance-related pay on its current scale in the Civil Service could act as a genuine
motivator to stalTand whether the focus on individual performance might not be both divisive
and demotivating.'- There is evidence of some antipathy to performance-related pay within the
Civil Service. An independent survey recently quoted an unnamed Agency Chief Executive as
siiying "my colleagues take the view that performance pay is a complete nonsense and that it
has no efi'ect one way or another on performance. I am in complete agreement with this opinion."'’ Mr John Garrett considered that |>erformance-related pay was “discredited" in other
parts of the British economy.'’ A recent study by the OliCD found that performance pay
1 lie
27-111. pp. I4.M44 (MM Trc;isiiry).
2 Cm 2627. p.ir.i ,V27
.1 lie (I976-77) 535-1. p.u.is 129-150
4 MC‘ (I9KI-S2) 236-1, para, 94; ItC (I9S7-SS) 494-1. para. 29.
5 MC (1992-93) .3W-II. p. 25K (MM Troasury).
6 W1239-I240 (Mr Stephen Dorrcll). 40 (Mr Rotx'rl Jackson and Mr Waldegrave).
7 MC (l'W3-94( 27-11, pp 16. IS (OI‘SS); Cm 2627. para. 3.25: OQI2W) (Mr Stephen Dorrell). 14M (Sir Robin thi(lcr)
S MC (IW3-94) 27-11. p. 21 (OP.SS); QQI24I. 1252, 12(4) (Mr Stephen Dorrcll).
9 QI24I (Mr Stephen Dorrell); MC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 20 (OPSS): (^Q682-6S3 (Ms Marianne Ncville-Rolfe)
IOQ22I3.
11 MC (IW3-94) 27-11. p 102; QI6IS (Mr John Garrett): MC (1993-94) 27-IM. pp. 44 (Sir Kenneth ( ou/ens). 125 (Mr Rarrv
O'Toole)
12 MC (1993-94) 27-11. p 102 (Mr John Garrett); MC (1993-94) 27-111. pp. S4-S5 (Mr David I'aulkner. Dr Colin Crouch. Dr
-Mark I recslland. Dr Desmond King), 95 (Mr Timothy Mornsby), 107 (Sir Jack Mibbert).
13 Siirwv on Canrr MaiuiKtnuni aiul Stnassion Planning; in iltc ( nil SenUr. Vol. I. Appendi.s 3. pp. 7, 17. 20, 21; Price
Waterhouse, l:\i\ulivc A)(cniif.\ Fai l tnul Tmuh Sunw Ki'/uirl IW-I, p. 12.
14 MC (1993-94) 27-11. p 102
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schemes in public sectors across the developed world had a mixed record to date, suggesting
either that the motivational ideas underlying such schemes were weak or that the schemes had
not been implemented so as to establish a clear progression from the identification of performance requirements through the fair measurement of i^crformancc to appropriate reward.'

(iv) Equal opporlimitics
260.
We have already noted the widespread view that equal oppo
important indicator ot the strength of the Civil Service’s commitment to being a good
employer. Its policies in this field have long been seen as a strength of the Civil Service. At the
time ^^1
Hilton Report it was observed that it was “a particularly enlightened employer of
vyomen’.' Sir Robin Butler was proud about recent research which indicated that the Civil
Service was the best employer ot women in the country.' Subject to qualifications relating to
recruitment and senior personnel which we consider separately below, the overall approach of
the Civil Service towards equal opportunities was supported during the inquiry. I'hc
Commission for Racial Hquality commended the Civil Service for its Programme of Action to
achieve Equality of Opportunity for People of Ethnic Minorilv Origin, while expressing concern
at the actual performance of some Departments and Agencies."' The Civil Service unions were
broadly supportive of the Government's approach to equal opportunities in the Civil Service,
although it feared that the pressures of market testing might undermine these policies.' A survey of civil servants in 1993 indicated generally positive perceptions of the Civil Service as an
equal opportunity employer.^ The Government has reaffirmed on several occasions the high
priority it attaches to equal opportunities policy “both because it is right and also because it
makes good business sense”.^ The Government has acknowledged that there will be a continuing need for leadership from the centre on equal opportunities policies even as its rule-making
role IS reduced and more power is delegated to Departments and Agencies.’' The Government
has recently announced its intention to revise the Civil Service Order in Council 1991 so as to
permit Departments to offer guaranteed interviews to all disabled applicants and so bring the
Civil Service into line with best practice as described by the Employment Service.'^

(V) Conclusions
261.
The size of the Civil Service in the future will be determined by m
the decisions of future Governments on the tasks of the Civil Service and the needs of society
as well as changes in technology and improvements in staff efficiency. VVe support the
Government’s deci.sion not to set a target for Civil Service manpower reductions. VVe consider that
such reductions shouid not be viewed in themselves as a principal indicator of the success or failure
of Civil Service reforms.

262.
In 1988 our predecessors set out what they saw as three proviso
responsibility for pay and personnel management to Agencies: that such flexibility should be
clearly related to need; that it should not increase pressure on public expenditure; and that the
interchange of staff between policy and executive functions should not be made more difficult. The changes which have already taken place to delegate responsibility for pay determination and personnel management to larger Agencies and the further delegation to
Dcp.irtments propo.sed in the Civil Service White Paper are likely to presage a dramatic change
in the pay and grading structures of the C’ivil Service. Within ten years it is quite possible that
there will be no shared systems of pay and grading across the Civil Service. Viewed from the
perspective ol the individual civil servant, particularly those not currently working in Agencies,
this is likely to be one ol the most readily and immediately apparent demonstrations of (he
move away from a uniform Civil Service. I’his serves to reinforce the case for a new succinct
and comprehensive Civil Service Code and a new framework for underpinning the shared values of the Service which we made earlier. Delegation could lead to pay and grading structures
1 l’<iy I'Ic.xihitily in llw Puhlu Sedor. pp. .VL.VI. 227.
2 f’lw Civil Service: I'ol 2: Report of a Mantiyemeni Consiillonev Ciroun, par.i 14
.^QIS.V

.

/
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4 lie (1993-94) 27-111. pp. 30-32.
5 lie (1992-93) .390-11. pp. 49 (I DA). lOS (Council of Ci\il Service l.^nions); Q443 (Mr CliarIcN C (Ktirane
See also 11C
(1993-94) 27-11. p. 103 (Mr John (iarrell).
6 Career Mana^einenl and Succession RIanniny Study, p. I OS
7 QQ9.S4 (Mr Richard Moltram). 2557-2.S5S (Mr Waldegrase); IIC (1992-93) 3‘>().I|. n 229 ( 0|>SS)- Cm "'O'*? oir i 3 34
H QQI84 (Sir Robin Butler). 2529 (Mr Waldegrave).
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better tailored to the needs and objectives of particular organisations within the Civil Service
and could facilitate an overall improvement in the standard of {xirsonnel management in the
Civil Service. We believe that the benefits of delegated authority for pay and personnel management could outweigh the drawbacks.
26.C We note that the early stages of devolution in relation to pay have been accompanied
by a strong central thrust towards greater use of performance-related pay. We believe that the
time is fast approaching when this central policy will no longer be required. We appreciate the
advantages which are believed to arise from effective performance-related pay schemes, but
also believe that performance-related pay schemes may not necessarily be appropriate to all
organisations in the Civil Service. Freedom to adopt diflerent approaches would have the
added advantage of providing clearer empirical evidence both on the impact of performancerelated pay and on the cITects of its absence. We recommend that the authority over pay delegated to Departments and Agencies includes the freedom for each organisation to decide whether
or not performance-related pay is appropriate to its needs and objectives.
264.
Wc believe that two important criteria in assessing the success of
continuance of opportunities for transfers and interchange between Departments, and between
Departments and Agencies, and the widespread and practical commitment of Departments and
Agencies to the equal opportunities policies of the Civil Service. It is vital that the reduction in
rule-making from the centre does not jeopardise its leadership and authority in relation to equal
opportunities.
XV. .SKNIOR PKRSONNKL
(i) Amateurism and a cull of the generalist?

265.
Perhaps the most celebrated or notorious aspect of the Inilton
that “the Service is still essentially based on the philosophy of the amateur (or ‘generalist’ or
‘all-rounder’)”. The l-'ulton Committee argued that the Civil Service was dominated by its
administrative class and by the belief that the ideal administrator was “the gifted layman who,
moving frequently from job to job within the Service, can take a practical view of any problem,
irrespective of its subject matter, in the light of his knowledge and experience of the
Government machine”. This concept was seen as having “most damaging consequences”; the
cult of the generalist was described as “obsolete”.' This critique has found echoes in more
recent times, not least in the evidence submitted during this inquiry. Professor Eric Caines
argued that C'ivil Service training was “still based on the idea that a gifted amateur ought to be
able, with a little preparatioFi. to do any job effectively”. Professionalism was rare and “general
management is still regarded as something to be done by generalists who, in any case, are
moved on after a relatively short jXTiod in any particular job”.’ Mr Graham Mather argued
that the Pulton recommendations “addressed precisely the problems which continue to bedevil
today's top civil servants” including that of “too many generalists expert only in draftsmanship”.’ Mr John Garrett believed that “the higher Civil Service has never been shifted from its
view that Oxbridge arts generalists, or all-rounders, with the right social background, arc the
Ivest people to run our country”. The senior levels of the Civil Service suffered from important
managerial weaknesses, too ofien being “remote, arrogant and inept at staff relations and personnel management”.^
266.
Several witnesses characterised the senior Civil Service as insular
in a relatively clo.sed world, insulated from some of the realities of the country they assisted in
pverning, at times leading “almost a monastic existence”.' It was suggested by some that this
insularity arose in part from the fact that the senior ranks of the Civil Service were overwhelmingly white, male and Oxbridge-educated. The first two parts of this characterisation appeared
almost beyond dispute. At 1 April 199.t there was one member of the Senior Open Structure
(Grades 1 to 3) of non-white ethnic origin.^ riie number of women at the same levels has
increased in recent years, but was still under 10 per cent at 1 April 1993. The Inland Revenue
1 t'iniul 363S. p.ira 15
2 lie
3V()-||. p 185
\ lie (l‘W2-y.q VXI-II. p. 72
4 HC (IW-'M) 27-11. p. 1(U; QI6I2
5 (X)28f> (,\lr Graham Malhcr). 5(Kt (Dr William PlowJcn). 624 (Lord Callaphan).
6 CariTi Sftiiuii;aiu fil mul SumsMon Planning Study, p. 100
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had no women at Grades 1 to 3. The I'DA considered that “the paucity of numbers must give
cause for concern after policies which should have promoted more women have been in place,
and allegedly acted upon, for more than 15 years”. Others expressed concern about a continuing “glass ceiling” for women.' Mr John Garrett argued that “the present cadre of Permanent
Secretaries is more socially and educationally exclusive today than it was in the year 1900”,
suggesting that “a higher proportion of Permanent Secretaries come from public school and
Oxbridge now than in 1900”. He considered this to be “very damaging”.- Professor Hric Caines
said that his own departure resulted in part from his view that there were a number of factors
which militated against him becoming a Permanent Secretary, including the fact that he did not
fit the mould in terms of “social class, background, the way I Ojxjrated, the way my career was
developing”.^ Others, while not directly concerned with social or educational background, did
criticise the uniformity and cohesiveness of the senior ranks of the Service produced by a process of “socialisation”.*'
267. A particular focus of criticism at the time of the ITilton Report was the stress placed on
generalist and administrative skills rather than on specialist and managerial skills.^ In the early
1980s our predecessors were concerned that most senior civil servants did not give the consistent attention to their managerial role that its importance justified, although they were assured
that the situation was changing.^’ In 1988 the then Committee identified a need for a more comprehensive strategy to overcome the continuing undcremphasis on management skills and on
qualities of leadership which had been highlighted by the original Next Steps Report.’ More
recent evidence might suggest that the commitment to new managerial skills at the highest levels of the Service remains only skin deep. Mr John Garrett contended that “the mandarin cadre
at the top of Departments has virtually no experience of, and is quite unsuited for, the analytical tasks and strategic management required at the centre of such heterogeneous organisations”. I'hey continued to rely on technical advice from specialist civil servants “which they
find difficult to understand and to translate into policy”.'* Others criticised the lack of wide
appreciation in the Civil Service of the managerial skills, particularly those relating to financial
management, its own work necessitated.*’ The lifficiency Unit study of the higher Civil Service
found a perception among senior civil servants that “those at the top of Departments place
more value on the traditional Whitehall attributes such as drafting and high intellectual ability
than on skills which they consider to de.scrve more emphasis: motivation, oral communication
and visibility, managing down and out as much as up and in". An independent survey
conducted for the Government was surprised to find that many civil servants in Grades 2
and 3 and those who aspired to reaching such ranks did not see management as vitally
important.'*’
268. Although the original Next Steps Report and our predecessors set great store by ensuring that those reaching the highest levels of the Service had had operational management experience," Agency experience was not regarded by any group of respondents to the survey of the
Senior Open Structure and its feeder grades as even “quite important". One respondent
remarked that “the ‘new management’ ethos would be more credible if the top Civil Service
posts did not go so often to people with large private office experience. The jK’ople who tell us
how to manage have no managerial credibility whatsoever.” Another remarked that “although
it is claimed that being a specialist and/or gaining experience in an Agency is no bar to
progress beyond Grade 3, all the evidence suggests the opposite”. The Efficiency Unit study
found that “most Departments lack a formal scheme for ensuring that people with potential to
rise to the Senior Open Structure gain front-line operational experience early in their careers".
The Trosa Report noted that stall' interchange between core Departments and Agencies was
1 ihui.. p. 9S; IIC (199.T94) 27-11. p. 2.S9 (Inland Revenue); HC (1992-93) .39().|I, pp. 49. .S.T56 (E'I)A), 27X (Professor Sue
Riehards). 10.3 (Mr John (Jarrelt).
2 QQI().36-I()40; HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 104.
3 QQ8I2-8I3.
4 QQ346 (Professor Peter llennessy). .392 (.Sir Peter Kemp).
.S The Civil ServU e: l't>l 2: Ri’i’orl o/d Mtuui^i’mcnt Consuliancv (Iroiip, para. 324.
6 lie (1981-82) 2.36-1. para. 88.
7 lie (1987-88) 494-1, para. 20; Improvinif
in (lovernmini The Next Steps, para. 4. Annex I). paras 24-23
8 nC (1993-94) 27-11. pp. KK). 10.3; 01640.
9 00821 (Professor Eric C aines). 1.325 (Mr Charles Cox).
10 Career Maiuii’entent and Siieeessian Tlanniiiji Study. p;ira. 3.4. p. 106; Survey on Career Management anil Sueeessian
Planning in the Civil Serviee. Vol I. pp. 17. 28.
11 Improving .Management in (lovernment: The .Vcvf Steps, paras. 4. 35; HC (1987-88) 494-1, para. 26; HC (1988-89) 348,
para. 69.
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“still minimal" and that it was probably not happening in some Departments "because having
worked in an Agency is still not considered as advantageous for a successful career".'

269. Some evidence suggested that the higher ranks of the Civil Service retained an aversion
to or a tendency to undervalue ex|X'rtise arising either from e.xperience in a post or from specialist skills. Nearly two thirds of members of the Senior Open Structure at I April 1993 were
generalists. No profession other than that of lawyer accounted for more than 10 per cent of
staff at the.se Grades. According to Professor F.rlc Caines, “you try in most Departments to
find a skilled financial adviser or a skilled personnel specialist, it is like trying to find a needle
in a haystack”. Some thought that specialist skills remained a barrier to promotion to the highest levels of the Service.- It was argued that the weaknesses of the senior Civil Service w'ere
reflected in its tendency to frustrate and reject those w'ithin its ranks concerned with more
effective management.'

270. These failings in the senior ranks of the Service were seen to be reinforced by its
approach to career management. Senior civil servants were portrayed as being largely immune
from the pressures for change which had affected other w'alks of life, being largely self-regulating. having security of tenure and being “impervious to objective assessment of their performance".'' C’areer management was seen as little more than "a facade" in a Service which “plays
at career development and succession planning". Some staff were told little or nothing about
their career prospects while some staff rose with apparent case up “the velvet drainpipe” leading to the top of the Service.- The failure to tackle the problem, acknowledged since the time of
the Fulton Report, of e.xcessively frequent movement bctw'cen posts was seen to be symptomatic of this approach. The F'ulton Committee noted in 1968 that “civil servants arc moved
too (requently between unrelated jobs, often with scant regard to personal preference or aptitude". It was argued then that the lack of continuity in administrative posts had seriously
adverse consequences.'’ In the mid-1970s the Fxpenditure Committee w'as told that the
Government viewed longer postings as “the ideal", but that Committee noted that the
(iovernment did not appear to have addressed how' longer postings could be brought about in
practice.^ In the early 1980s our predccc.ssors urged the Government to give fresh consideration
to this issue.In response, the Government argued that more effective career planning in
Departments should lead to administrative staff spending rather longer in each job.*' Some evidence suggested that little had changed in reality. Both Professor Fric Caines and Mr John
(larrctt criticised the tendency to move administrative staff from post to post too frequently,
undermining “folk memory" and contributing to "a musical chairs style of managing”."’ The
l-.flicicncy Unit study noted the “turbulence” in the highest levels of the Service and described
"a culture which has sometimes confused job rotation for career development”." The
Government has not kept figures on how long stafi' remain in a particular job, although an
independent survey for the Government in 1992 took a snapshot of the length of time that
senior i-wople had spent in their then posts at the time of the survey. It found that only 20 per
cent of respondents at Grades I to 3 and less than 30 per cent of respondents at Grades 4 to 7
had sjK’nt 4 years or more in their current posts. Fhc majority of respondents had been in their
current posts for two years or less.'1 .Si/Mi'i III! (tirtii Mtiiiii^nnunl diul Suacssion Planning; in the Civil Strvivv, Vol. I. p. IS. Annex
p. (>; Concr
Slund^iiiihiU diul SiKnwiitn Planning Slinly. para 4.9; S'lxt Sups: Moving On, paras. 2.1.*'. 4.10.12.
2 Q.M7 (Froles''or Fcler lleniiCNSv); IIC (i9'>3-94) 27-111. pp, IOS-10') (.Sir Hrian C'libbon); Cdnrr .Mdiuiycnivnl and
Siuu ssion Pldiwini’ Studs, pp '»4. 107; HC (1992-9.3) .V>()-||. p. |S.S; (ys23 (Professor Fric Caines); MC (1993-94) 27-11. p.
105 (Mr John (iaitelU
3
(Sir Peter Kemp). S24-S26 (I’rofessor Fric Caines).
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7 IIC (1976-77) S35-II. (^32 (Sir Douglas Allen); IIC (1976-77) 53.5-1. para. 40; HC(I977-7S) 576. para. 6.
S IIC (19S0-SI) 54. paras 36-3S
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10 HI (1W2-93) .3W.II. pp. 1S5. IS6. IS7 (Professor Fric Caines); HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 104; QI6.32 (Mr John Garrett).
11 (oieer \liind){cnii nt iind .Simessiini Phinnin^ Study, paras. 6,20-6.22.
12 IK (I9S6-S7) 35S-I. p 47 (t abmet Ollicc and HM Treasurs); HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 3()S (OP.SS). Career Miiiuiyeinent
and Suuession Phinniny; Studs, p. 49 (Table 4)
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(ii) The current management and selection of senior civil servants

(a) Career development, skills and composition
271. The accuracy and fairness of this depiction of the senior ranks of the Civil Service was
contested by many witnesses. Many of the criticisms were seen to arise from characteristics
intimately related to the nature of a career Civil Service organised broadly along traditional
lines and such a career Service was seen as possessing many advantages, h'irst, the e.xistence of
a relatively secure and cohesive career Service was believed to be closely connected to the
preservation of an objective and impartial Civil Service and the senior ranks were seen as having a particularly important role in sustaining key Civil Service values and its “corporate wisdom”.' Second, it was contended that a cohesive Civil Service, particularly at the higher levels,
had an important role to play in fostering a sense of unity and shared purpose in serving the
collective interest of Government and responding elTectively to changes in the machinery of
CJovernment.^ Third, a career Civil Service with promotion paths to the highest levels was
thought to be the most effective and efficient way to attract, retain, motivate and develop
staff.^
272. Many of the characteristics of the senior Civil Service which were seen by its critics as
weaknesses were perceived by others as both necessary and advantageous. Although most civil
servants were not members of a “profession” in the narrow, technical sense of the word, the
requirement for “generalist” administrative skills professionally applied was felt to be greater
than some critics allowed.'* The quality of administrative “know-how” in the British Civil
Service was said to be high and to be widely admired in other countries.^ Administrative skills,
including the provision of policy advice and more general support for the political needs of
Ministers, were seen as vitally important to the eficctive functioning of Government.*’ These
skills were most likely to be acquired by those who had sjTent a considerable part of their
careers working in posts characterised by a particular demand for administrative skills so that
senior civil servants learnt, in Sir Peter Middleton’s felicitous phrase, to be “profe.ssionally not
surprised by anything that Ministers do”.^ Sir Robin Butler stre.ssed that these traditional skills
were not incompatible with a new emphasis on managerial skills. He was concerned about the
problem of perceptions about the blend of skills required for promotion at the highest levels,
but argued that the problem was principally one of perception rather than reality and that
“modern qualities, the qualities that are needed in this day and age, are used as the basis for
selection”.^
273. The Government also presented evidence to suggest that the senior Civil Service was
not as socially or educationally elitist as some evidence had implied.'^ Detailed statistics, compiled at the request of the Sub-Committee, relating to staff in the Senior Open Structure (about
625 in number), indicated that 49 per cent went to Oxford or Cambridge Universities and only
35 per cent went to public, private or independent schools. For all staff at Grades 1 and lA,
the equivalent figures were 60 per cent (Oxbridge) and 51 per cent (public, private or independent schools). In the view of Sir Robin Butler, these figures comprehensively refuted the notion
that the senior ranks of the Service were more socially or educationally exclusive than in
1900.'*’ Sir Robin Butler and Mr Waldegrave also rejected the proposition that promotion to
the highest levels in the Service in any way reflected, or took account of, .social class." The
Government did not deny that there were too few women at the highest levels of the Service,
1 Top Jobs in U'liiU’lioll Appoininwnls oiul Promoiions in the Senior Ci\il Service (Royal Institute of I’ublic Administration,
I9S7). para. 23: ( m. 2627. para. 4.I.L
2 HC (199.1-94) 27-111, p. 87 (Mr David I'aulkner, Dr Colin Crouch. Dr Mark I'rccdland, Dr Desmond King); Cm. 2627,
para. 4.16.
3 Top Jobs in U'hiteiwll, paras. 2..S-2.6: Cm. 2627, para. 4.13; HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 6 (.Sir Hrian Hayes).
4 lie (1993-94) 27-11. p. 117 (endnote 4) (Sir Kenneth Stowe); IIC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 56 (Mr Clive Priestley).
5 lie (1993-94) 27-11, p. 112 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); QQ833-8.34. 8.36 (Lord Jenkins).
6 IIC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 10-11 (.Sir Alan Dailey), 38-39 (Sir Peter La/arus). 127 (Sir David Hancock); Q840 (Lord
Jenkins).
7 Top Jobs in W'hiteluill, para. 3.4; IIC' (1993-94) 27-111, p. 38 (Sir Peter La/arus); I'irst Report from the Treasury and Civil
.Service Committee, The Role of the think of Tnalond, HC (1993-94) 98-11. Q476 (Sir Peter Middleton).
8 QQL399-I40O.
9 QI006 (Mr Richard Mottram). .See also HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 298-299 (I DA).
10 HC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 33, 48-50 (OPSS); QQI37I-I387 (Sir Robin Duller). The percentage of Permanent .Secretaries
“heading Whitehall departments” from public and private schools was 75 per cent for the period 1*8)0-1919. 74 per cent for
1920 to 1944, 69 per cent for I945-I9W and 70 per cent for 1965-1986. The jX'rcentage of Permanent Secretaries attending
0.\ford or Cambridge Universities was 63 |ser cent for the iKrienl I‘X)0-I9I9, 69 |Kr cent for 1920-1944, 67 per cent for 19451964, 75 per cent for 1965-1986, K. Theaksion and G.K. I'ry, "Drilain’s Administrative Llite: Permanent .Secretaries 19001986", Public Administration (1989), pp. 1,30, 132.
11 00159, 163, 165 (Sir Robin Dutler), 1014-1017 (Mr Waldegrave).
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but they argued that its ra'ord still compared well with that of the private sector, that it had
improved and that it was likely to improve further in years to come.' The Chairman of the
Board of Inland Revenue outlined some of the measures being taken by his Department to
improve its record in promoting women to senior positions.^
(b) The Senior Appointments Selection Committee and "politicisation”
274. A pivotal role in the selection of senior civil servants and thus in the blend of skills represented at the highest levels is played by the Senior Appointments Selection Committee. The
Fulton Committee criticised the e.xtent to which procedures then in place for appointments to
the most senior posts in the Service might be thought to depend upon the discretion of the
Head of the Home Civil Service. It recommended that he should be advised by a committee
drawn from a panel of two or three Permanent Secretaries, an approximately equal number of
scientists or other sficcialists and not more than two eminent people from outside the Civil
Service.' In July 1968, with the then Prime Minister’s approval, a committee consisting of a
number of senior officials, including senior professionals, was set up to assist the Head of the
Home Civil Service in making his recommendations to the Prime Minister for the filling of
vacancies at Deputy Secretary level and above.'' Written evidence submitted by the
Government in Octo^*r 1993 gave further information about the operation of this Committee.
The Senior Appointments Selection Committee consisted of six or .seven members, all departmental Permanent Secretaries; appointments to it were made by the Head of the Home Civil
Service and were personal rather than cx offlcuK other Permanent Secretaries and Heads of
Profession were invited to contribute to discussions as appropriate. It looked strategically at
the senior stalTmg position across the Service in the light of an annual programme of discussions with Heads of Departments and Principal Fstablishmcnt Officers. On the basis of succession planning material, annual apprai.sal reports, an analysis of the requirements of a particular
post and the experience of participants, it advised the Head of the Home Civil Service on the
candidates to be recommended for particular posts at Grade 2 and above. Sir Robin Butler did
not think "that the system has worked badly so far”.'
275. The role of the Senior Appointments Selection Committee has been the subject of criticism. In 1987 a study by the Royal Institute of Public Administration considered that "the procedures through which recommendations on appointments, promotions and postings are made
to the Prime Minister and Ministers need to be better defined, more open and subject to external (non-political) scrutiny”. It was suggested that the Committee was "too much of an ‘internal’ C'ivil Service device, reflecting and sustaining the ‘closed’ nature of the Whitehall culture”
and it was recommended that two people from outside the Civil Service should participate in
the deliberations of the Senior Appointments Selection Committee.^’ Dr William Plowden
restated these views in evidence, noting that "it is striking how much more external quality
control is built into the initial selection of young mandarins-to-be than at the far more important later stage of promoting them into top jobs".’ Professor Sue Richards thought that "the
power ol patronage” which the .system placed in the hands of Permanent Secretaries was
"likely to produce compliant behaviour in the next generation which militates against innovation and new thinking”. This critique was echoed by a respondent to the independent survey of
senior civil servants who observed “it remains a patronage system at present open competition to get in, but patronage once in”.’^ The I’ffieiency Unit study reported a feeling that "there
is a danger that the conclusions of closed processes ... might perpetuate a Senior 0|x?n
Structure where current senior staff might primarily select successors in their own image without taking account of changing needs”. It argued that the membership of the Senior
Appointments Selection C'ommittec needed to be broadened to include "an authoritative
external member” and "at least one woman”.’' In November 1993 Sir Robin Butler said
that he was “very happy to consider those suggestions” and in April 1994 it was announced
that Sir Michael Angus, who had extensive private sector experience, principally with Unilever,
I WI004. KKXi (Mr Ridiaril Mottr.im), 137.^. I.VS5 (Sir Robin Hutlcr). See also QI6S9 (Sir Kenneth Stowe).
: QQ22H1-22W (Sir Anthony B.ittishill); IIC (IW.VV4) 27-11. pp 249. 2.S7-258 (Inland Rcsenue).
7 Cinnd 7b7S. para 2(<()
4 IK (I976-77| 5.75-H. p. 2 (Civil Service Departmenl).
5 HC (l‘W-94) 27-11. pp, I M2. 6S-69 (OFSS); Ql742 (Sir Robin Hutlcr),
6 lop Jobs in H /iiiduill. paras 5 I-,''10
7 00507. 514; HC ()‘W2-97) .7W-II. p, 121.
K IK (1992-97) 790-11. p 27S; Siinev on Ciirirr Miinii^innnt and Sucivsston Plannini; in ihc ( nil Sorviir. Vol. I. Appendix
7. p 5
9 ( ancr Mana^anaii and Siintn\uni Planninii Study, paras, 6.29. 6,47-6.45.
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was to be appoinled as the first external member of the Senior Appointments Selection
Committee.'

276.
Tlie role of the Senior Appointments Selection Committee is advisory. In t
deliberations, the Head of the Home Civil Service submits a j'Hjrsonal Minute to the Prime
Minister in respect of appointments at Grade 2 and above. This gives information on the post
to be filled, the views of the relevant Minister, and the strengths of particular candidates, usually with a recommendation. The Prime Minister usually approves the recommendation of the
Head of the Home Civil Service, particularly when it is supported by the views of the departmental Minister.^ Sir Robin liutlcr believed that these procedures enshrined an appropriate
balance ol powers between a neutral selection process and Ministerial discretion.' Both our
predecessors in 1986 and the study carried out under the auspices of the Royal Institute of
Public Administration shortly thereafter came to the conclusion that there had been an increase
in Ministerial and Prime Ministerial interest in senior appointments and in the qualities of particular candidates, but that this did not include Ministerial concern with the political views or
commitment of particular civil servants and that there had not been any overt or systematic
“politicisation” of the top ranks of the Civil Service.’* fhe Government's belief that this verdict
remained valid and that the .system “has *vorkcd well in avoiding politicisation” was supported
by others. Lord Callaghan said that “I do not believe for one moment that senior olTicials were
appointed for their political views... I do not think there is any attempt to politicise the Civil
Service”.^ The FDA, as well as a number of outside observers and former civil servants, took a
similar view.^’

(c) Open competition and the Civil Service Commissioners
277.
In recent years an increasing number of posts in the senior Civil Service h
subject of open advertisement and competition. Over the years 1990 to 1992 about 14 per cent
of the vacancies in the Senior Open Structure were filled through open competition and the
number of such posts subject to open competitions has increased steadily in recent years. The
largest single component of these posts subject to open competition arc tho.se of Ageney Chief
Lxecutives, although they do not eonstitutc a majority.’ Our predecessors considered that
“open competitions should be held for the appointment of all Agency Chief Lxecutives” and
recommended that Minsters “should give an explanation of every case in which it is decided
not to hold an open competition for the appointment of a Chief Lxeeutive”.^ In reply, the
Government stated that “it would be unnecessarily inflexible to make open competition
mandatory for Agency Chief Lxccutive appointments, but it accepts that this should increasingly become the conventional route to these posts”.*’ Sir Robin Butler referred to “a very
strong presumption” in favour of open competitions for such posts."’ Of the 94 Chief
Lxccutive and Chief Lxecutive designate appointments made by June 1993, 63 had been
recruited via open competition. Many decisions to appoint internal candidates without oi>cn
competition were accounted for by a view in Government that an internal candidate was “ideally (|ualificd for the post of Chief Lxccutive”." Mr Waldegravc regarded his Department as
“the guardian of the doctrine that there should be open competition” for such posts and admitted to engaging in arguments with other Departments about whether open competitions should
take place. He said of the other Departments that “sometimes they win the argument and
sometimes they do not”.”

278.
Appointments to all senior posts which are openly advertised, includin
Agency Chief Lxecutives, arc made following procedures laid down in the Civil Service Order
in Council 1991 in which the Civil Service Commissioners play a leading role, hollowing the
preparation of a job description and open advertisement, a selection board is held, usually
1 QI342; Ol’SS AVHA Rvlcasc 7im. 21 April I9y4.
2 HC (l‘W-94) 27-11, pp. 12. 6S-(.9 (OPSS).
3QQI34S-I349.
4 IK’ (19S5-S6) 92-1, paras. 5.7-.S.IO; Top Jobs in W'hihluill, jraras. 4.11. 4.17-4.19.
5 QOI 342, I34S (Sir Robin Butler). 5S6 (I.orcl Callaghan).
6 Q2.34 (Ms lili/abclh Symons). 305 (Professor Peter Hennessy); IIC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 71 (Mr (iraham Mather);
HC (1993-94) 27-III. pp. K (Sir Brian Mayes), 15 (Dr Peter Barlscris). 29 (Dr (JeoKrey K I'ry). 92 (Mr Timothy Hornsby).
7 HC (1992-93) .390-11. p. 170 (OP.SS); QQ9S9 (Mr Wahlegrave), 1341 (Sir Robin Butler); MC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 11 (OPSS);
Career Sfana^eineiil ami Saceession TIannim; Slutiv. p. 95; Cm. 2494. para. 24
8 HC(I9S9-‘X))4SI. para. 28.
9 Cm. 1263. pp. 7, 9.
IOOI34I.
11 MC (1992-93) .390-11, pp. 207. 211-217; MC (1993-94) 27-11, pp. 157-1.58 (OP.SS)
12 Q2489.
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chaired by the I'irst Civil Service Commissioner, with the objective of identifying which of the
candidates is, on merit, the most suitable for appointment. While the relevant Minster may
decide not to make an appointment at all. he is generally required to accept the person viewed
by the selection board as the best candidate. An exceptional procedure exists whereby a
Minister can seek to appoint a person who has been assessed in open competition as suitable,
but not as the best candidate. If the Minister can convince the Commissioners* that this is legitimate. he can make such an appointment. Such instances would be reported by the
Commissioners in their annual report. This procedure has not been employed in recent years.'
The Government attached very great importance to the role of the Civil Service Commissioners
in ensuring that merit remained the sole consideration in senior appointments at a time when
open competition was becoming more common.' The Government believed that the involvement of the Commission helped to ensure that ‘‘oi'»en competition for senior posts has not ...
compromised ... the maintenance of a non-political Civil Service".'
279. Civil Service unions were critical of the operation of these procedures in the case of
some Agency Chief l-xecutive posts where they believed that inappropriate Ministerial involvement in the appointments process had led to unfair bias against internal candidates. Particular
concern v/as expressed by the PDA about the appointment of the Chief Hxecutivc of the MM
Prison Service Agency. A letter from that union to the then Home Secretary enquiring about
the circumstances of that appointment was met with the reply that "in accordance with the
normal practice, the recommendations of the selection panel are confidcnliar.'' The I'irst Civil
Service Commissioner was somewhat more forthcoming about this case in evidence in June
199.^. She explained that a board had met and had seen five candidates, three of whom were
considered suitable. The board had then adjourned and the then Home Secretary had interviewed the three candidates and had expressed a view to the board. Thereafter, a single candidate was recommended by the board and accepted by the then Home Secretary.' In June 1994
the Commissioners published guid;mce on the procedures required to secure Commissioners'
approval for recruitment from outside the Civil Service to senior posts. This guidance described
in detail the areas in which Ministerial involvement in such appointments was considered legitimate. including the job and person specification, the criteria for selection and the composition
of the selection board. It made no mention of the procedure followed in the case of the Chief
l-.xecutive of the HM Prison Service Agency because “the Commissioners' view is that this procedure has not commanded confidence and they have therefore decided to revert to a position
where Ministers do not interview candidates before the .selection board has decided on the
order of merit". Mr Waldegravc viewed this development as indicative of the determination to
ensure that the procedures remained above suspicion.^’ I'he Civil Service White Paper also
states that "when o|')cn competition is used, candidates from within the Civil Service will be
considered in the same way as others".'
(d) Secondments and interchange
280. The Government also argued that the development of secondments in the Civil Service
aiul of interchange between Departments and between Departments and Agencies called into
question the image of the senior Civil Service as cloistered and insular. An expansion of crosslertilisation between the Civil Service and both the private sector and the wider public sector
has long been sought. The ITilton Report called for interchange with private industry and commerce. nationalised industry and local government “on a much larger scale than hitherto".*^ In
1986 our predecessors argued that there should be a more structured and flexible approach to
movements into and out of the public service.'' In reply, the Government emphasised its aim of
expanding its programme of secondments in both directions between the Civil Service and
industry, commerce and other outside bodies, an aim it restated in 1988."’ There has been a
1 IK (ly.S'^.'Xi) IHl. |) 105 (I irsi ( nil SCTMCC CommisMoncr); Q7S5 (Mrs Ann Howicll); (luUltiiuc on Civi/ Sirvitf
( onmiissiont n Rti niiinuni (OHicc ol llic Cisil Service Commissioneis. June IW4). para. .‘'0; ( l\il Sirviic ('<imini\sioncr\'
Rtpoii /W.'-V.r (Mav iW.q. p (>. ( ml St rMu' Coniniis'iiiinii\ ' Rvjnni IW.l-^4 (June IW4). p. U).
2
(.Sit Rohm Kuilerl. 1SW(. 2M I-2M.J (Mr Waklegrave).
4 ( m 2(>27. para 4 40
4 IK (lW2-‘>4( 4‘>0-ll. p. 42 (I DA); (JQ247. |704-I7‘)5 (Ms lili/.ilx'th Symons). 1791 (Ms IJi/abeth Symons and Mr Bill
Hretl). letter from .Mr Kenneth ( larke to Ms I li/alx’th Symons, 19 January 1994.
.5 (^7S4 (Mrs Ann Bowtell)
fi IK (1994-94) 27-111, p |4.5 (| irst Civil Service Commissioner); (iuidancc on Civil Service Commissioners' Recuiitment.
paras 16-IS. (.?(;2f>l4-26l6 (Mr Walde);rave)
7 ( m 2(i27. para 4 40
X Cmiul 4(OH, para 12S.
9 IK (198,5-X6) 92-1. paras .5 I7-.5 |X
10 Cmiul 9X41. para 2S; Cm 524. p 5
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wide measure of agreement about the value of secondments, both in broadening the knowledge
and skills of civil servants gaining experience in other organisations and in exposing the Civil
Service more generally to other approaches through inward secondments of jicrsonnel from the
private sector and other parts of the public sector,' although some witnesses evinced a certain
scepticism about the benefits of secondments to the City.- The number of outward secondments from the Civil Service has increased in recent years. By 1992, about 20 per cent of stalT
in the Senior Open Structure had undertaken secondments outside the British Civil Service,
most commonly in industry and commerce.^ However, the I DA and the Hfilcicncy Unit study
of the senior Civil Service both considered that there was scope for encouraging improvements
in both the quantity and quality of secondments."'

281.
In recommending more structured and ficxiblc arrangements for mo
out of the Civil Service in 1986, our predecessors referred to the ITcnch system.' In France
there has long been a tradition of senior civil servants moving to take up posts in the public or
private industrial sectors, as well as political positions, through a process known as pantoujhige. The strength of this tradition depends upon several factors, including the training and
skills of senior civil servants in I-rancc and the size of the State-owned or State-directed industrial and commercial sector there. Above all, the system depends upon the right of members of
the ^ram! corps who have left to work elsewhere to return to a career in the Civil Service. I he
movement to private or public industry can thus be more open-ended and flexible than a system of secondment. Consideration is being given in I'rancc to further legislation to strengthen
regulation of movement from the Civil Service to the private sector.^’ I'or some time the British
Government has doubted the extent to which the benefits of the ITench system could be
achieved in a British context and Mr Waldcgrave noted that the extension of privatisation in
France might affect the functioning of a system which had hitherto depended upon “a very
corporatist State with nationalised industries”.’
282. Since the inception of the Next Steps programme the Government has recognised the
benefits of regular interchanges of staff at all levels between core Departments and Agencies, as
well as the need to tap fully the reserves of management ability that already exist in the Civil
Service and the desirability of ensuring that key staff can gain experience of both management
and policy work.*^ These needs are already rellected to some extent in Departmental personnel
policies and in the six month period ending September 1993 just under 2,000 staff of the
Benefits Agency moved to another Agency within the Department of Social Security or to
Department of Social Security headquarters.*' Mr Waldcgrave emphasised the importance he
attached to these issues, and particularly to ensuring that the full range of abilities within the
Service were tapped and that Agencies did not hide their best staff from the centre. He nevertheless acknowledged that there remained room for improvement in this area.'"
(c) Conditions of employment and early departure
283. 'fhe Government also sought to dispel some notions about the terms and conditions of
employment of senior civil servants which it considered misleading, hirst, as our predecessors
noted, the Next Steps programme has led to a number of senior civil servants, namely those
appointed as Agency Chief Fxccutives, being placed on fixed-term contracts, usually for fiveycars, with continuance in post thereafter being clearly linked to performance." Second, evidence gathered by the F-fllcicncy Unit study was seen by the Government as demonstrating that
the notions that most senior civil servants invariably had a “job for life” and that they had no
specific terms and conditions of employment forming an employment contract were mistaken.
1 OmuL
ApiKMilix (i; HC (I9X6-S7) TSS-i, p. 10 (('ouncil of Civil Service Unions); MC (1987-88) 494-1. para. 2L
QQ54.7 (Lord Howe). 989. 991 (Mr Waldegrave); MC (199.L94) 27-111. p. 9 (Sir Brian Mayes).
2 QQ.LLS (I’rofessor Peter Mennessy). 5(K) (Dr William Plowden).
MC (1987-88) 494-11. pp. 126-l.M (OITice of the Minister for the Civil Service); MC (199.7-94) 27-11. pp. 27-28 (OP.SS);
C(/rc(T MiimiKcnuni ami .S'mrnsia/i Planning Sltalv. pp. 46 ( Tahle 2). 107; Survey on Career Management and Sueeession
Plaoninii in the Civil Service, Vol. 1. p. .77.
4 MC (1992-97) 790-11. pp. 51-.S2 (I DA); Q240 (Ms Lli/alvtli Symons); Career Management and Succewion Plannint{ Study,
paras. 6.12-6.14.
.5 MC(l98.<;-86) 92-L para. 5.17.
6 Ihis passage is based largely on the observations of the Sub-Committee during its visit to Paris, but see Career
Mamiin’ment and Succession Planning Study, p. 121.
7 Cmnd. 9841. para. 27; Q2649.
8 Cm. 524. p. 5; Cm. 841. p. 7. See also MC (1997-94) 27-111. p. 57 (Mr Clise Priestley).
9 Career Management and Succession Plannim; Stmh . para. 4.5; Q2220 (footnote) (Mr Michael Richard)
10 QQIO<78. 2.501.
11 MC (1988-89) .748. paras, 71-72; MC (1989-90) 481. para. 26.
12 Career Manaf>ement and Succes\ion Planning Study, pani. 7.7; QI797 (Sir Robin Rutler); Cm. 2627. para. 4.71.
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Rather, the Government suggested, the terms and conditions of employment for all civil servants were set out in The Civil Service Maiuigemeni Code which amounted to “an implied contract
This Code set out a number of schemes under which stalT might be invited to retire or
be retired^ early, including on grounds of the structural needs of a Department,
limited etliciency or limited postability. These schemes were accompanied by a system of
annual i^crlormancc assessment and review.’ Partly in consec|uencc of these schemes, only
about half of those who left the Senior Open Structure over the |)criod 1987-88 to 1992-93
did so due to reaching the normal age of retirement. Of the remainder. 17 left at the end of a
period contract. 65 resigned. 6 died and 129 retired early due to compulsory, voluntary or
medical early retirement.^ Sir Robin Butler characterised these statistics as startling and
Mr Waldegravc said that it was “to the credit of the increasingly good management of the
C'ivil Service” that departures from the higher levels of the Service were managed to such an
e.xtent.'*
284. The majority of such departures follow decisions by departmental management at official level, but it is possible lor departures from the Service to be the consequence of Ministerial
wishes, l or many years it was recognised that, “in very rare cases”, a Minister was entitled to
ask ft)r a change In the senior personnel in his Department.’ The ITilton Committee considered
that it would be "e.xceptional" for a Minister to wish to change his Permanent Secretary, but
that they should not be "stuck with Permanent Secretaries w'ho are too rigid or tired”.'’ In 1977
the then Cabinet Secretary asserted that the career system did not mean “that a Minister has
got to work with a Permanent Secretary whom he disagrees with, or cannot stand the sight
of d The h.xi'wnditurc Committee argued that there should be a recognised procedure for
Ministers to have civil servants removed “which carries no stigma or criticism for the civil servant concerned”.*' In 1982 the then freasury and C'ivil Service Committee stated that “a
Minister new'ly appointed as head of a Department should have an opportunity to change the
Permanent Secretary if he finds that he cannot w'ork .satisfactorily with him”. In 1986 their successors restated the case for more formal arrangements for Ministers to recommend the
removal of senior civil servants in their Departments.*^ On each occasion the Government
rejected the case for instituting formal arrangements to provide for such circumstances, perhaps
reflecting the view' of the then Cabinet Secretary that “tho.se occasions would arise extremely
seldom and that a Permanent Secretary who w'as worthy of his salt and, if I may say so, a
Minister who was worthy of his salt, w'ould find that they could work together”.'” In evidence
to the then Treasury and Civil Service Sub-C.'ommlttce in 1987 Dr Peter Barberis argued that
more formal arrangements should Ixj made for early departure, for reasons determined by
Ministers as well as by olTicials. and w'ent on to state that if existing powers of removal were
"used only in the most desperate and dramatic circumstances, they become unreal for the most
part, yet accompanied by a sometimes misplaced taint of failure or martyrdom w'hen they are
activated; or are associated with a vindictiveness that is unbecoming of any responsible
Government”."
285. In July 1993 Sir Peter Kemp was required to leave his post as Second Permanent
Secretary at the Office of Public Service and Science following a request by Mr Waldegravc for
a Permanent Secretary with different skills. Sir Robin Butler was unable to find an alternative
post for Sir Peter Kemp within the Civil Service, and Sir Peter was tlrrefore required to take
early retirement.’’ Mr Waldegravc explained that he came to the conclusion that the establishment of the OfTice of Public Service and Science required a Permanent Secretary w'ith different
skills from Sir Peter Kemp, with a greater emphasis on the traditional administrative skills of a
departmental Permanent Secretary as opposed to the project management skills which had
1 HC (19X6-87) 358-i, p. 41 (Cabinet OOice and HM Ircasury); Career Mana^einenl and Success ion Planninv Study, nara!>.
7.3-7.4; (^1402 (Sir Robin Butler).
2 H( (1993-94) 27-11. pp. 15-16 (OPSS); Career Management and Succession Planning .Study, paras. 7 5-7.6; 001395-1398
(Sir Robin Butler).
3 Career Management and Succession PUmning Study, para. 7.8.
4 001-^97 (Sir Robin Butler), 2629 (.Mr Waldegravc).
5 Top Jobs in H'hilehall, para. 1.15 (quoting Herbert Morrison). .Sec also ()Qm (Lord Callaghan), 850 (! ord Jenkins).
6 Cmnd 3638, para. 286.
7 HC( 1976-77) 53.5-IL QlS36(Sir John Hunt).
8 HC( 1976-77) 535-1, para. 145.
9 HC (1981-82) 236-1. para. 93; HC (1985-86) 92-1, paras. 5.13-5,14.
10 Cmnd. 8616. para. 48; Crnnd 9841, paras, 21-23; HC (1981-82) 2.36-H. (^1211 (Sir Robert Armstronc)
1! HC (1986-87) 3.58-i. pp. 65-66.
12 H( IX’b.. 23 (X’tober 1992, col. 388\v; kJQ138 (Sir Robin Butler), 382 (footnote) (Sir I’ctcr Kemp).
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been Sir I’clcr Kemp’s great strength. Mr Waldegrave took the view that this was his “right as
a Departmental Minister’’.' Sir Robin Butler said that he “would very much have liked to have
found another post for Sir Peter at Permanent Secretary level el.sewhere in the Civil Service”
and that he “sincerely tried”, but that he was unable to find a post which matched Sir Peter
Kemp’s blend of skills. Me therefore found it necessary to ask Sir Peter Kemp to retire early on
“the terms that go with early retirement’*. Sir Robin Butler thought that “the terms were fair
and in my heart and conscience I did not feel I was doing him an injury”. Sir Robin Butler
admitted to concern that an impression might have been given that Sir Peter Kemp’s departure
Irom the Service might undermine the independence and impartiality of the senior Civil
Service, but was confident that such concerns were misplaced. The departure resulted from the
Job having changed, not from the advice which Sir Peter Kemp had given: “if he had given
even the most craven advice, it would have made no dilTerence to the situation”.’ Sir Peter
Kemp indicated that he had sought to persuade Mr Waldegrave to continue with their working
relationship on the basis that “we should both try again”. He was concerned that the difl’erent
skills which the Minister had .sought had not been indicated clearly to him. Following Mr
Waldegrave s final decision, he was lelt with the Impression that tho.se concerned did not fall
over backwards to find him another post. He disagreed with Sir Robin Butler’s contention that
the terms ol his departure were fair and criticised aspects ol the handling of his departure
which he felt had been inadequate or in.sensitive.'
(0 Pay for senior civil servants

286. It has long been accepted that there should not be a parity of pay between senior civil
.servants and those performing apparently analogous jobs in the private sector, not least
because work in the senior Civil Service offers attractions to some, including the notion of public .service, which are not available in the private sector."^ Recent research has also suggested
that senior civil servants in this country arc reasonably well-paid by comparison with senior
public servants in some other countries.^ Nevertheless, in the past the size of the gap between
Civil Service pay and private sector pay has been justified in part by reference to the level of
job security accorded to senioi civil servants, and job security in the Civil Service is perceived
by some as both less complete than is usually believed and markedly diminishing,^’ In 1991 the
Top Salaries Review Body found that the pay discount at senior levels in the Civil Service had
become excessive and, the following year, it recommended salary increa.ses for its remit
group ranging from 17 to 24 per cent. The general increases recommended then were reduced
by around half by the Government and were staged over three years.’ The Senior Salaries
Review Body more recently noted “a widespread perception amongst senior civil servants that
they are underpaid, not only in relation to the private sector, but also to other areas of the
public sector”.'^ In May 1994 Mr Waldegrave acknowledged that “senior civil servants are not
overpaid”.*^
287. Not all senior civil servants are paid within the normal ranges for the top three Grades.
In the case of posts which arc externally advertised, including tho.se of Agency Chief
Fxccutives, the Government has been prepared to offer salaries higher than those available
under normal Civil Service pay arrangements “if this is necessary to secure the right person”.
Of the twenty-nine Agency Chief hxecutives appointed following open competition up to
January 1994, the pay of only five was determined in advance. In all other cases the level of
pay was subject to negotiation." The .salaries (excluding performance boniKses) for all the
Grade 1 and 2 posts and most Grade 3 posts filled by external candidates were about 10 to 18
per cent above the top of the equivalent Civil Service range, although many of these were
highly specialised posts.'^ Among Agency Chief Hxecutives, in March 1994, at'least four were
paid more than the scale maximum for Grade 2, excluding performance-related bonuses; all of
1 QQ61, 1027. 1031-1034.
2 QQ137-14.3. 154. 1369-1370.
3 QQ381-402; HC (1992-9.3) 390-11. pp. 290-292.
i5 Dr William 1 lovvden, PP-.2'Senior
Review).
(.Sir Brian
Hayes).by43Professor
(.Sir Kenneth
Cou/ens);
Cm. 24W. para. 29.
Mimu-rs and.Salaries
.Mandarins,
p. 84 6(quoting
research
C HCHHI
and S Lambert).
6 HC (1986-87) 358-i. p. 84 (Professor Fred Ridley); Cm. 2464. paras. 30-32. .35.
7 lie (199.3-94) 27-111, pp. 2-3 (Senior Salaries Review Body).
8 Cm. 2464, para. 29.
9 Q2492.
10 Cm. 1263, p. 7.
11 lie (199.3-94) 27-111. p. 154(OPSS).
12 Cm. 2464, para. 25.
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these were recruited from outside the Civil Service.' The approach whereby an external candidate for a Civil Service post can be paid in c.xcess of usual pay scales whereas the salary of a
serving civil servant successful in an open competition remains within traditional pay parameters has often been criticised.’ The TDA claimed that this process had "a crushingly deleterious
eflect on morale". Dr William Plowden considered the pay disparities between Agency Chief
Hxccutivcs recruited from outside and those who were career civil servants to be “absurd" and
Mr Vernon Bogdanor pointed out that discrepancies between pay to Agency managers and to
civil servants in Whitehall would prevent the desired movement from Agencies to senior policy
posts.^ A recent independent study of pay for senior civil servants found a "limited, but growing, irritation" over the difl'erences in treatment between internal and external appointees to
Next Steps Agencies.'' Mr Waldegravc considered that, in the long term, this was "a real
issue
288. Pay for all senior civil servants includes a performance-related element. All pay
increases within Grades are now performance-related; each Grade in the Senior Open Structure
has a pay range; all movement up the range now' depends on |K’rformance and is linked w'ith
the appraisal system. In addition, there is a |-)erformance pay budget—2 i>cr cent of the overall
pay bill for stafl' a fleeted which is distributed to staff at Grades 2 and 3 at Departmental
level. Grade 2 awards must be approved by the Head of the Home Civil Service. Grade 3
awards are monitored centrally but decided by individual Departments. Ministers are not
involved in the assessment of staff for these purposes.^’ Somew'hat dilTerent arrangements operate lor tho.se lew senior stall, including Agency Chief lixecutives, on performance contracts: a
significant proportion of their pay can be linked to their performance, or, in the case of an
Ageny Chief Hxccutive, to an Agency’s success in achieving its key targets.^ This approach has
been criticised, both for an excessive orientation towards efficiency measures conceived in
terms of “cost cutting" and lor the fact that the payment of bonuses can depend upon success
in meeting targets when that success may depend upon reasons beyond an Agency’s control.''
The pcrformancc-rclatcd pay scheme which applies to other senior civil servants has also been
the subject of criticism. Sir Brian Hayes considered the scheme to be “divisive, demotivating
and demeaning" and Mr John Garrett expressed incomprehension about how' the “paltry"
sums involved could be exi^ected “to produce extra elTort by top managers’’.*^ A recent independent study for the Senior Salaries Review' Body confirmed that the scheme was not seen by
civil servants as having a motivational elTect, but found widespread support for the scheme.
I his appeared to be based on the majority view' that high performing civil servants should
receive higher rewards than average performers. Nevertheless, many civil servants felt that the
awards currently olTered by the scheme were too small.'" In its 1994 Report the Senior Salaries
Review Body recommended that all future pay increases for Grades 2 and 3 should be determined by performance, that the range maxima for (irades 2 and 3 should be increased significantly and that steps should be taken to link salaries within these ranges to individual job
evaluation."
(Hi) Proposals for change

(a) Hxtending open competition
289. A number of proposals were advanced to remedy the iKrceived defects in the current
management of the senior Civil Service. Some witnesses argued for a dramatic extension of
open competition for senior posts with external candidates being able to apply. Some argued
that all posts in the Senior 0|Kn Structure should be openly advertised. Its proponents saw this
development as oflering the most elTective means of bringing a much needed injection of new
blood into the Civil Service, from business, academic life, the professions and local government. At the same time, it would bring practice for civil servants in Whitehall into line with
1 lie Deb,. 14 M.trch 1994. cols. 455. 508-509\v; lie Deb.. 16 March 1994, cols. 671, 749\v.
2 lie (1986-87) .T58-i. pp. 66 (Dr Peter Barberis). 92-9.) (Mr Nevil Johnson); Top Jobs in n'hileluill. paras. 4 23. 5.26; lie
(1988-89) .448. para. 29; Making the Most of Sext Slops, para. 2.8.
3 IK' (1992-93) .390-11. pp. 51 (I DA). 122 (Dr W illiam Plowden). 297 (Mr Vernon Boedanor). Sec also lie (1993-94) 27-111.
p. 18 (Dr Peter Barberis).
4 Cm. 2464. para. 28.
5 Q2492.
6 IK' (1993-94) 27-111. pp 3-4 (Senior .Salaries Review Ikxly); Cm 2464. paras. 40-41; C'm. 2627, para. 4 28

7 eni. 2465. p. 49; IK' (1992-93) .390-11. p, 207 (OP.SS).
p. |0I (Mr John (larrcti); iS’vxi Steps: Stoviiifi On, paras. 2.21. 5.3.16 (footnote)
9 lie (1993-94) 27-111. p. 9 (Sir Brian Hayes); IK’ (199.3-94) 27-11. p. 102 (Mr John Garrett).
8 IK (1993-94) 27-11,

10 Cm. 2464. paras. 51-.54. .See also IK' (1993-94) 87. Q123 (.Mr (' W' Kelly).
11 C'm. 2464. paras, 84-106.
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llial for Agency Chief nxeciilivcs.' Open competition was seen as the best way to determine the
most suitable and meritorious candidate tor a post." Open advertisement was thought likely to
attract a wider range of candidates not only from outside the Civil Service but also from within
the Civil Service. It was seen as the most elTcctivc device both for enabling Agency Chief
hxecutives to move to policy posts and for attracting back former civil .servants.’ While it was
recognised that this practice was not followed in the private sector, it was felt that openly
ac vertismg all senior posts would reflect the particular characteristics of Government and the
requirement for those working in it to have the broadest possible knowledge and understanding
ol all as|)ccts of national life.*’ Proponents of such a measure did not envisage it leading to the
end ol a career Civil Service; most posts would go to career civil .servants, “strengthened in
confidence and in public esteem by fact of having had their suitability for a particular post
tested m an open field"’. These last observations were partly borne out by descriptions of
New Zealand experience. According to Dr Scott, open advertisement of all senior posts there
had not led to dramatic changes in personnel and did not negate elTective succession planning
within an organisation.^’
*
2)0. Many arguments were advanced against the proposal to extend open competition to all
senior posts. It vvas observed that widespread open competition for senior posts was not a conimon practice in private busine.ss. Sir Brian llayes especially commended the approach of
Unilever, all of whose Executive Directors were Unilever career managers. Sir David Hancock
a so drew attention to the caution about bringing in outsiders into ICI expressed by Sir John
Harvey-Jones. Mr Waldegrave cited private sector practice as one reason for scepticism about
open competition for all senior posts.** Mr Waldegrave also referred to the likely adverse elTects
on Civil Service morale of such a development, a concern shared by the b'DAIt was contended that open competition for all senior posts would profoundly afiect career management
m the Service, with knock-on effects on the quality of recruits to the Service and the ideal of a
career service. It was suggested that wider use of open competition brought with it dangers of
politicisation, because those attracted to senior policy posts from outside the Service might
have a proven track record in a policy area linked to a political affiliation." Sir Brian Hayes
questioned whether open competition was in fact the best way to select the most meritorious
candidate because the qualities of external candidates in a Civil Service context were largely
unknown, hnally. Sir Robin Butler pointed to the delay and expense resultant upon openly
advertising all senior posts.'-’
i
i
(b) Revised .selection procedures
291. Proposals were also made for revising the procedures by which senior civil .servants arc
selected. If all posts were not to be openly advertised. Dr William Plowden proposed that the
first Civil Service Commissioner should be a member of the Senior Appointments Selection
Comniittee and that the case for not openly advertising particular posts should be made to the
Civil Service Commission, who would be free to refuse permission to proceed to an internal
appointment without open advertisement.'*’ In ca.ses which were the subject of competition
overseen by the Civil Service Commissioners, the FDA propo.sed that there should be greater
openness about the extent of Ministerial involvement in the decision-making process Some
witnesses advocated a more formal or systematic role for Select Committees of the House of
Commons in scrutinising senior appointments and dismissals, focusing particularly on
Ministerial involvement, although this would not amount to a requirement for formal
1 arhamentary approval of senior appointments.'^ Finally, Mr Charles Clarke propo.sed that
1 HC (l992-9.q .190-11, pp. 72, 73 (Mr Graham Mather), 121 (Dr WilliainPio^^ip^

"

(1992-93)
p. 121 (Dr
William Plowden).
3^ QQ28I vMr Graham Mather), 416 (Sir Peter Kemp),
.SOI, 506.190-11,
(Dr William
Plowden)
4 HC (1992-9.1) 390-11, p. 121; Q500 (Dr William Plowden).
5 Q503 (Dr William Plowden); HC (I993-94) 27-111. p. 18 (Dr Peter Harberis).
6 Q2340.
l2MS?r^SScI!tkr
’
8 QQI021, 2636. See also QI288 (Sir Peter l.evenc).
9 QI02I (Mr Waldegrave); HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 51 (PDA).
^(sTBriln

27-I". PP- 6 (Sir Hrian Hayes), 127,

;W,«
p„,a. 6.M: HC (I99J.94I 27.111. pp. 7,
'^''■'hard Mottram).

12 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 6.

13 QQ1345-1346. Sec also Career Managemenl and Succession Planning Siudv. para. 6.34
Ministers and Mandarins, pp.‘16, \A1.
15 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 42 (PDA); QI79I (Ms Plizabeth .Symons)
oSg'r
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there should be more regular, systematic and meaningful involvement of the Official
Opposition in s(X'cificd senior appointments, building on the consultation which already took
place in some instances.'

292.
The Government has argued that it would be inapprop
have a formal role in public appointments such as those of Agency Chief H.xecutives. f irst, it
might lead to a politici.sation of the appointments procedure. Second, the prospect of
Parliamciitarv' scrutiny might deter potential candidates from putting their names forward,
finally, the proposal was seen by the Government as cutting across Ministerial accountability
lo l’i»rhi»nient.-’ It has also observed in the past that such procedures might "invite strict party
discipline within Select ( ommittecs and "tend to undermine [their] investigative function".'
With regard to the proposal for more systematic involvement of the Official Opposition in
some Civil Service appointments, Mr Waldegrave said that there were no set criteria at pre.sent,
although it was open to the Prime Minister to seek the views of the Leader of the Opposition if
he considered that the circumstances warranted it and this had on occasion been done, particularly when a General flection was imminent. Mr Waldegrave agreed that there might be a case
for set criteria, but also considered it an area in which “you can trust people to behave
sensibly".*'

(c) Contracts, performance assessment and the management of departures
293.
It was also proposed that senior civil servants in policy po
term contracts, a proposal which was seen as logically connected to the extension of open
advertisement to all .senior posts.-' It was argued that such a development would bring
Whitehall into line with the practice for Agency Chief f:xecutives and for other parts of the
public sector, including senior officers in local government and the police.'^’ As in other spheres,
the essential advantage of contracts of this kind was felt to be the focus on the job to be done
and on the responsibilities of a particular post which it would bring about.’ Once appointed on
a fi.xed-term contract, civil servants could develop a clearer approach to their Job with a sense
of real protection.'* Sir Peter Kemp felt that a senior civil servant would be perfectly capable of
giving frank and fcarlc.ss advice: "He might actually be franker, because if you have a contract
you have come in and been selected for the job whereas Permanent Secretaries are not selected
for the job at all, they are selected as part of the succession".’ Drawing on practice in local
government. Mr Graham Mather questioned whether fixed-term contracts would create
difficulties over politicisation.'" 'fhe case for fi.xed-term contracts was reinforced by
Dr Ciraham Scott s account of their impact in New Zealand. The contracts themselves and a
letter from the then Prime Minister at the time the system was introduced reminded civil servants ol their continuing obligation to give free and frank advice to Ministers. Such contracts
were not an impediment to the tendering of such advice. Rather, they encouraged it, since
frank and cflcctive advice was an essential ingredient in the good performance required for
contract renewal."

294.
Drawing on the experience of New Zealand, some witne
introduction of fixed-term contracts should be accompanied by the establishment of new forms
of pcriormance assessment for senior civil servants linked to prior agreements with Ministers.
Mr Graham Mather argued that, where senior civil servants on contract had specific policy
responsibilities, the success of their endeavours measured in relation to prior agreements with
Ministers “would be one factor to be taken into account in performance review and reappointment decisions".'2 Others supported the idea of performance-related agreements with Ministers
for senior civil servants,'^ Advocates of such a system envisaged an independent element in the
1 MC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 302; HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 102
2 HC IX'b.. 31 March 1994. cols. 1129-1130.
3 Top Jobs in H /iilehall, para. .S.tl.
4 HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 186; (J01873-I87.S.
5 HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 72 (Mr Graham Mather). 122; Q.SI3 (Dr William Plowden).
6 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 73 (Mr Graham Mather); HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 59 (Mr ( live Priestley). 93 (Mr Timothy
Hornsby).
■'
7 QQ272m (Mr Graham Mather). 513 (Dr William Plowden). 803 (Professor Pric (’aines); HC (1992-93) 390-11 p '>85
(Professor Norman Lewis); HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 59 (Mr Clive Priestley). .See also Q22I5 (Mr Michael Richard).
'
8 Q272 (Mr Graham Mather).
9CH03.
10 Q273.
11 (?Q2336. 2346-2.347.
12 HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 72-73; (JQ282. 287. Sec also HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 285 (Professor Norman Lewis).
13 IK (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 58, 59 (Mi Clive Priestley), 80 (Professor ('hristopher Hood and Professor George Jones).
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asscssmenl of the f)crformancc of individual senior civil servants, possibly from the Civil
Service Commission, and it was also suggested that individual contracts could be published.' In
New Zealand, performance agreements are subject to supervision by the independent State
Services Commission and scrutiny and reporting by the Auditor General.'
295. A number of arguments were advanced against the introduction of fixed-term contracts
lor all senior civil servants. It was argued that such contracts would militate against civil servants giving frank, fearless and impartial advice to Ministers. The FDA felt that concern about
re-appointment would constrain the advice given by civil servants, particularly towards the end
ol a contract, and this view was shared by others.' Mr Michael Bichard said that, while a
lixed-term contract did not inhibit him from giving frank and fearless advice because he was
accustomed to operating in a competitive job market, a fixed-term contract might be inhibiting
foi career civil servants.** Sir Robin Butler believed that fixed-term contracts were likely to discourage frank advice and created a risk of politicisation.' Mr Waldegrave also believed that
lixed-term contracts with “a cliff edge" would change the balance between Ministers and civil
servants and might discourage robust arguments.*^ The imiciency Unit Study noted that tlxedterni contracts were not common in the private sector, where “employment contracts arc
designed to tic the individual to the organisation and give a sense of security, rather than to
distance them and make them feel that their employment status is always under review’’.^ The
tact that fixed-term contracts were not widely used in the private sector was seen by the
Government as an important argument against their wider use in the Civil Service.*^ Ihc
Ffficiency Unit Study suggested that fixed-term contracts might undermine long-term career
management and Sir Robin Butler also pointed to the inflexibilities created by fixed-term contiacts, for example, the costs incurred if it was necessary to terminate employment early.*'
Finally, the independent survey of senior civil servants carried out for the Ffficiency Unit suggested that a lurther extension of fixed-term contracts was not popular among senior civil servants. With regard to performance contracts, as has already been noted above, the
Government was profoundly sceptical about the extent to which performance contracts or performance agreements with prior targets could be applied to civil servants in policy posts or
Permanent Secretaries in the same way as Agency Chief Fxecutives, both because of the unpredictability and flexibility inherent in the policy process and because of the dependence of any
subsequent assessment on the views of the Minister concerned."
296. Other proposals were made relating to the management of the senior levels of the
Service and early departure in particular, most notably by Dr William Plowden. He commended the German approach under which officials in the two most senior grades of the federal bureaucracy were classified as ‘political’ and could be removed by their Ministers at any
time. If they could not be found another post, they would be retired on full pay on a temporary or permanent basis. Introduction of such a system in this country would, in his view, both
reduce the likelihood of ad hoc politicisation and facilitate departures in future cases like those
of Sir Peter Kemp without stigma or acrimony.'^ Sir Peter Kemp was supportive of the concepts of providing less security for senior officials and more freedom for Ministers to change
the senior officials in their Departments." Dr Plowden also argued that the Civil Service
should adopt a new approach to the management of senior stalT more generally, particularly
because “a worryingly jarge ‘bulge’ of middle-ranking senior officials is stuck with few
prospect.s for promotion’’. He proposed a more systematic approach to mid-career movement,
encouraging ofilcials to leave the Service before retirement. He pointed to various models for
this development, first, the civil services of Japan and France where bureaucrats reached the
1 HC (1992-93) 3W-II p. 73 (.Mr Graham Mather): HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 79, 80 (Professor Christopher tloinl and
Professor George Jones).
2 Carver Management and Suceession Planning Siiuly, p. 136; Q2352 (Dr Graham Scott).
3 QQ2.39 (M^s lilizabeth Symons). I()07 (Mr Robert'Sheldon): IIC’ (1993-94) 27-III. p. 96 (Dr Patricia Greer).
4
213—2^ 16.
5 QQ135-136, 1404.
6QQ26I7, 2625, 264.3.
7 Career Management and Succession Planning Stiidv, paras. 7.13-7.15.
8 QQ1402, 1404 (Sir Robin Butler). 2491. 2622. 2643 (Mr Waldegrave).
9 Career Management and Succession Planning Study, para 7.17; QI402.
J?.
.
mid Succession Planning Study, p. 108; Survey on Career Management and Suceession Planning in the
C till Servtce, Vol. I, p. 21.
11 S« paragraphs 154-159; QQI409-I4I I. I4I3-I414 (Sir Robin Butler). 2458, 2460 (Mr Waldegrave and Mr Mottram) 12
(Mr Waldegrave).
12 HC (1992-93) 3W-II. p. 122; Q5II; Ministers and Mandarins, pp. 95-98. Sec also Careers Management and Succession
Planning Study, p. \2}.
13 HC (1992-93) .390-11. p. 290.
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most senior posts much younger; second, Unilever, which required all entrants under its management development scheme to leave if they had not reached a certain position by a certain
age; third, the armed forces, where, according to Dr Plowden, middle-ranking officers without
prospects for promotion to higher levels were encouraged and enabled to leave for other jobs.'
297. In response to this last suggestion, the Ministry of Defence provided a detailed account
of arrangements for career planning for commissioned ofTicers in the armed forces. This evidence highlighted a number of characteristics of these arrangements which, it was suggested,
limited the value of their application to the Civil Service. First, “the military profession is not
one which, by its nature, employs most of its personnel to the normal national retirement age”.
Second, it had distinctive pension arrangements geared to this characteristic. Third, the armed
services had a long tradition of offering advice and guidance on resettlement. In contrast, civil
servants were generally recruited for a full career to a normal retirement age of 60 and its different pension arrangements reflected this.^ Replying to these points. Dr Plowden accepted the
differences in current approach between the Civil Service and the armed forces, but questioned
the assumption that there were good reasons why the Civil Service should not wish to change
towards the arrangements already used in the armed forces, abandoning the presumption that
the Civil Service should normally offer a full career to a normal retirement age of 60.^
298. Other proposals were made about the approach of the Civil Service towards early
departure. It was argued that involuntary departures from the Service should be subject to
additional external scrutiny, possibly by the Civil Service Commission, to ensure against dismissal for political reasons.^ Sir Peter Kemp, drawing on his own experience, made a number
of suggestions for improved arrangements in cases of compulsory early retirement, including a
more professional approach to advice and assistance in building a new way of life outside the
Service and finding new employment.^ Mr Waldegrave acknowledged that Sir Peter Kemp’s
case might offer lessons for the way such cases were handled in future.^ The Efficiency Unit
study argued for greater financial flexibility in cases of early departure and more professional
support and advice to those concerned, including outplacement services and these views were
endorsed by the Senior Salaries Review Body."^
fiv) The Government's proposals
299. As this inquiry developed and proposals for reform of the senior Civil Service were
advanced in evidence to the Sub-Committee and elsewhere, the Government itself was considering changes in the higher levels of the Civil Service, consideration which reached fruition in
the Civil Service White Paper published in July 1994. From the early stages of the inquiry Mr
Waldegrave acknowledged the importance of creating a more open senior Civil Service and
said that he wished to make further progress in that direction, both in terms of open competition and interchange." However, the Government rejected the case for openly advertising all
senior posts. It also considered the arrangements for advising on senior appointments through
the Senior Appointments Selection Committee and the Civil Service Commissioners broadly
satisfactory, and did not make major proposals for changes in selection procedures.^
The Government did acknowledge that there was greater scope for open competition for senior
posts. Sir Peter Levene thought that every senior post should be considered to see whether it
was suitable for open competition, subject to the quality of internal candidates and the skills
required.'® The subsequent Efficiency Unit study endorsed this approach, suggesting other
issues which might be considered in reaching a decision on whether to make an apppointment
following open competition, such as the need to attract back staff who left the organisation
earlier and the requirement to double check the assessment of internal candidates against the
market." The Government endorsed the idea of more formal arrangements for considering the
1 HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 120, 122; (JQ508-509, 532; Ministers and Mandarins, pp. 76-79. The inrormation on Unilever is
drawn from a memorandum to the Sub-Committee which was not printed, HC (1992-93) 390-1, p. xxv.
2 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 308-318; emphasis in original.
3 Ministers and Mandarins, pp. 77-78.
4 HC (1986-87) 358-i, p. 66 (Dr Peter Barberis).
5 Q396; HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 291-292.
6 Q1035.
7 Career .Management and Succession Planning Study, paras. 7.29-7.32, p. 82; Cm. 2464. para. 35.
8(?Q989-99I.
9 Cm. 2627, paras. 4.21,4,25, 4.27.
10 <)Q 1288-1289, 1292.
11 Career Management and Succession Planning Study, paras. 6.32, 6.36-6.37.
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case for open advertisement and for more posts to be openly advertised in consequence.' The
White Paper proposed that, before filling a post at senior level, a Government Department
would be required to address a number of prior questions, starting with whether it was necessary to fill the vacancy at all and including the question: “is there a sufficient field of candidates already within the Department, or, in order to get a strong field, is it necessary to extend
the search to the wider Civil Service or to full open competition?” As recommended by the
Efficiency Unit study, the Senior Appointments Selection Committee is to take on the new role
of regularly reviewing the Service’s record with regard to open competition for senior posts.^
The Government was not prepared to predict the number of posts which would be filled by
open competition as a result of its proposals. Sir Robin Butler considered that “with a lot of
policy jobs” the case for open competition would be rejected. Mr Waldegrave said that the
proof of the effectiveness of the changes “will be in the pure policy jobs actually”.^
300.
The Government also made proposals to ensure that the skills of staff
els of the Service were effectively matched with the requirements of particular posts. The
Efficiency Unit study recommended more explicit criteria for the selection, appraisal, development and promotion of staff at Grade 3 and above.** Work on general criteria for senior posts
has subsequently been completed and the qualifications, qualities, skills, experience and
achievement record required for each post at senior levels will be formally addressed prior to
selection. The Government is also seeking to broaden the skills and experience of those rising
to the highest levels of the Service by promoting more vigorously greater interchange with outside organisations and between Departments and between core Departments and Agencies.^
301.
The Civil Service White Paper also proposes a more professional
approach to the management of the senior levels of the Service. It announces the establishment
of a new Senior Civil Service including all civil servants with the range of responsibilities currently at Grade 5 and above. This proposal is designed to strengthen cohesion not only in the
senior management of Departments, but also across the wider Civil Service. Mr Waldegrave
believed that the eJablishment of the Senior Civil Service would help to maintain the already
strong lateral communications across Whitehall. The inclusion of posts currently at Grade 5
proceeded from a belief that it represented a better marking point than the Senior Open
Structure for the commencement of senior managerial tasks. The Government also believed its
proposals vould facilitate a more effective approach to career development, with staff having
greater opportunity to acquire a depth of experience and a record of achievement by spending
more time in each job."^

302.
Although the Government rejected the idea that all senior civil servant
fixed-term contracts, it found the arguments in the Efilciency Unit study for more explicit contracts of employment persuasive. That study argued that new contracts would “send a clear
message that the risk/reward balance in the Civil Service was being brought up to date”.* The
White Paper proposes that all members of the Senior Civil Service will be placed on explicit
written employment contracts, removing any lack of clarity about terms and conditions of
employment. One form of contract is expected to cover the great majority of circumstances and
contracts will be with the Crown rather than Departments or their Ministers. Mr Waldegrave
believed that such contracts would have a psychological effect and would assist in changing the
culture of the Senior Civil Service.’ While some fixed-term contracts will be used, it is possible
that they will cease to be the predominant form of employment for Agency Chief Executives.”
The Government left little doubt that the senior ranks would be affected by the overall shrinkage of the Service we described above, that the trend towards more early departures from the
senior ranks of the Service would continue and that the process of structural change would
require active management."
1 QQ1341 (Sir Robin Butler). 2488 (Mr Waldegrave).
——
2 Cm. 2627, paras, 1.5. 4.21, 4.24, 4.29; Career Management and Succession Planning Study, para. 6.40. p. 68
3 QQ2636-2638 (Mr Waldegrave and Sir Robin Butler).
4 Career Management and Succession Planning Study, paras. 3.11-3.16.
5 Core Criteria for the Senior Open Structure (OPSS, March 1994); Cm. 2627, para. 4.24.
6 Cm, 2627, para. 4.23; QQ2562, 2633-2655 (Mr Waldegrave, Sir Robin Butler).
7 Cm. 2627, paras. 4.16-4.23; QQ2602-2605 (Mr Waldegrave).
8 Career Management and Succession Planning Study, paras. 7.18-7.24; Q2491 (Mr Waldegrave)
9 Cm. 2627, paras. 4.32-4.35; QQ2618, 2621, 2627-2628 (Mr Waldegrave).
10 Career Management and Succession Planning ,Study, para 7.25; Cm. 2627, para. 4.35; Q2622 (Mr Waldearave)
11 Cm. 2627, para. 4.31; QQ2590-2591 (Mr Waldegrave).
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303. The White Paper recognises that these trends will be rellected in pay arrangements for
the Senior Civil Service. A more flexible pay system will be introduced which takes account of
changes in responsibility and job security. Grades will be superseded by overlapping pay
ranges, broadly linked to levels of responsibility, with progress within them linked to performance. The Government accepts that the reduction in job security for senior civil servants will
reduce the justification for the prc.sent discount in senior Civil Service salaries in comparison
with other sa'tors. In the short term, the Government propo.ses to implement the outstanding
recommendation of the Senior Salaries Review Body for extended pay ranges for Grades 2 and
3.' With regard to Permanent Secretaries, the concerns expressed by the Senior Salaries Review
Body about introducing performance-related pay at that level have been noted. However, a
new pay range for Permanent Secretaries will be introduced from 1 April 1995 and the position
of individual Permanent Secretaries within this range will be determined by a remuneration
committee including outside members from the Senior Salaries Review Body.^
(v) Conclusions and recommendations

304. file senior levels of the British Civil Service have very great strengths and possess a
level and range of skills, knowledge and commitment which arc widely admired across the
world and which should not be underestimated or devalued. The continuance of a career Civil
Service is important both to the maintenance of an impartial Civil Service and to a continuing
cficctive and cfilcicnt administration. A reasonable assurance that most senior posts in the
Service will be filled from within existing ranks is a vital and integral component of this career
Service. Yet as well as its undoubted strengths, the senior ranks of the British Civil Service also
have identifiable weaknesses. The requirement for cohesion and career development has led to
an unwarranted stress on the interchangeability of posts, an insufficient respect for specialist
skills or knowledge and a worrying failure adequately to address the problem of too frequent
moves between posts. Despite efforts to increase interchange with other sectors, we believe the
criticism of the senior Civil Service for being too insular retains much force. Although there have
been criticisms of the educational or social composition of the senior Civil Service, we are more
concerned about the skills and exivcrience of senior civil servants. We believe that the key to
bringing about improvements in the senior Civil Service is to change the way in which senior
civil servants are selected. It may well be that the understandable concern to ensure that the
selection and management of the Service is immune from politicisation and is based on merit
has led to a lack of concentration on the precise qualities required at the top and what precisely is meant by merit.
305. The Northcole-Trevelyan Report found the quality of the Civil Service to be “much
better than we have any right to expect from the system under which they arc appointed and
promoted”.’ We believe this verdict could be reached today referring to the procedures by
which the vast majority of senior civil servants are selected. The procedures by which the
Senior Appointments Selection Committee operate are not subject to sulTicicnt independent
scrutiny or involvement to ensure that they conform to the principle of promotion on merit.
The procedures by which most senior civil servants arc selected ofTer significantly less secure
barriers against patronage, albeit not necessarily of a political variety, than the procedures for
senior appointments which arc subject to open competition. We believe that the Senior
Appointments Selection Committee is the wrong body to monitor the extension of open competition for senior posts. We consider that the recently announced change to its members up is
an inelTcctivc palliative. It is particularly unfortunate that, at a time when the Government is
committed to extending the use of oi-)en competition, the new external appointee to the
Committee should have spent the vast majority of his professional life in an organisation which
selects all its senior management from within its own ranks. We believe that the procedures
whereby advice upon senior appointments not subject to open competition is tendered by the Head
of the Home Civil Service, who in turn is advised by the Senior Appointments Selection
Committee, are inappropriate to the requirements of a modern Civil Service. We recommend that
these procedures, and the Senior Appointments Selection Committee, be abolished.
306. While we believe that the senior ranks of the Civil Service should continue to be filled
predominantly from within the career Civil Service, this should not be seen as incompatible
with a significant extension of o|vcn comjvetition. A career Civil Service should be able to
1 Cm. 2627. p.iras. 1,5. 4 15. 4 36-4.39.
2 Cm. 2AM, para. 109; Cm. 2627, paras. 4.38-4.39.
3 Report on the Organiuilion of the Vernument Civil Service.
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provide the necessary blend of training and experience to ensure that internal candidates from
across the Civil Service can compete effectively for posts which are subject to open competition. We are sceptical about whether the current proposals of the Government will lead to a
desirable proportion of senior posts being subject to open competition. We believe that the use
of open competition should be the subject of independent advice. We have already made proposals which would change the structure of the Civil Service Commission and place it on a
statutory basis. These changes should be accompanied by an expansion and clarification of its
role in senior appointments. 'I he new Civil Service Commission should be composed so as to
retain and strengthen its role as an independent source of advice on senior appointments. VV'c
recommend that Ihe new Civil Service Commission, using submissions from within Ihe Civil
Service but independent of Ihe .service, should advise Ministers on all senior appointments, including whether an appointment is necessary, whether open competition is worthwhile and, subsequently, on the best candidate for the job.
307. Wc believe that the new, strengthened and more independent Civil Service Commission
is the most effective guarantor of senior appointments based on merit and free from other considerations, including political partisanship, although wc believe that there may be a role for
Select Committees in examining particular appointments.' We believe that the extent of
Ministerial involvement in senior appointments, from decisions upon the job description and
the lorm ol competition onwards, arc matters of legitimate public and Parliamentary scrutiny
on which Ministers should be held to account. We recommend that, where Ministerial decisions
relating to senior appointments differ from the advice given by the new Civil Service Commission,
this should be published in the Reports to Parliament of the nevv Civil Service Commission.
308. We believe that, on balance, the Government is right to reject the case for fixed-term
contracts for all senior civil servants. However, wc have already noted that the case for introducing a more lormal framework for determining the allocation of responsibility for performance against targets in core Departments should be considered as changes to improve
performance measurement in core Departments take shape, and we believe that the case
against fixed-term contracts does not mean that there is no case for more effective assessment
of performance against targets for senior civil servants, even at the highest level. We lecommend that procedures are introduced for formal annual performance assessment of Permanent
Secretaries, involving the Cabinet Minister concerned, the Head of the Home Civil Service, and
the new Civil Service Commission.

309.
We believe that the introduction of explicit contracts of employment
vants and the creation of the Senior Civil Service represent potentially valuable advances. At
the moment, however, they amount to little more than good intentions and some of the statements in the White Paper, about length of time in post, for example, have been heard before
and had disappointingly little efiect. It remains unclear how the Government will approach in
practice the management of the Senior Civil Service at a time when it is hoping both to bring
in new blood and to reduce the number of posts at senior levels. We .see no easy solutions to
these issues, but arc somewhat disappointed that the Civil Service White Paper did not address
in detail either the extent to which a career until 60 remained the norm from which other
arrangements were an unusual departure, or the means by which early departures could be
more professionally handled. Furthermore, although it has been noted in the past by the
Government and others that the development of a more porous Civil Service might necessitate
revision of the rules concerning the acceptance of outside appointments-last revised in 1992
partly in response to the then trend to more fixed-term contracts—this issue is also not
addressed in the White Paper.^ Wc believe that it is important that any proposals for change in
these areas are open for public and Parliamentary consideration at an early stage.
310.While we welcome the development of more tlexible pay arrangements for senior civil
servants, we are concerned that the Government’s proposals do not address the problems
caused by differentials between pay levels for those appointed to senior posts from outside and
salaries for succcsslul internal candidates. We believe that, if not addressed, concern about this
issue might have a .serious adverse effect on perceptions within the Civil Service of the
1 Sec, for example, Minuies of F.vidcnce taken before the .Scottish AtVairs Committee on Wednesday I Dcvcmbcr IW.L The
Appointment of Mr iMurenee Teterken as Special Projects Director of the A7/.V Management Executive, HC (l‘W.V94) 65.
2 ( mnil. 9841, para. 27; lop Jobs in Whitehall, para. 5.2.1; Career Management and Succession Planning Studv, para. 7..43;
llC(199.3.94) 27 Il.pp. 21-22.
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extension of open competition. We believe that the determination of pay should be linked with
the decisions on the skills and experience required for a particular post and the need for open
advertisement. We recommend accordingly that the precise pay range for every post in the Senior
Civil Service, together with the scope for performance-related pay and the nature of the factors
which determine the award of performance-related pay in each case, should be determined prior to
the competition for the post.
XVI. RECRUITMKNT AND TRAINING
(i) The delegation of recruitment functions

311. One of the cornerstones of the unified and uniform Civil Service envisaged in the
Northcote-Trevelyan Report was the implementation of its recommendations for a central system for recruitment on merit by fair and open competition organised by a central board~thc
Civil Service Commission.' The trend to delegated recruitment for certain clerical posts began
in the 1960s, but the Fulton Report did not propose an abandonment of the centralised system,
although it did criticise the slowness of the procedures and advocated a Commission more
closely integrated in the central management of the Service and systems of recruitment more
en'ectively responding to the needs of individual Departments.^ However, with effect from 1
January 1983, all Departments were given responsibility and selection of staff at junior levels,
subject to instructions by the Minister for the Civil Service about appointment on merit by
means of open competition. In consequence, Departments became responsible for about 85 per
cent of all Civil Service appointments,-'
312. More far-reaching changes were announced in 1989 and brought into effect through the
Civil Service Order in Council 1991. First, Departments and Agencies assumed responsibility
for all recruitment to grades and posts below Grade 7, except for fast stream entrants. They
thus had responsibility for 95 per cent of all Civil Service recruitment.'^ There are no longer
centrally-prescribed selection methods for Departments and Agencies; they are free to develop
and use different methods consistent with the principle of selection on merit by open competition; there has been a trend away from centralised academic examination in consequence.^
Second, the main recruitment functions of the Civil Service Commission were passed to an
E.xecutive Agency now within the OPSS, the Recruitment and Assessment Services Agency. It
operates on a full repayment basis and has no tied customers; it is required to compete with inhouse Departmental and Agency recruitment divisions and with private sector consultants for
all its work.** Although the Agency was initially set the primary financial target of recovering
its full operating costs from charges for its services, this target has not been achieved. In 199394 it met its primary financial target for that year of containing the deficit within £450.000; the
actual deficit was about £333,000.^ I'inally, the Civil Service Commissioners were given new
responsibilities for advising the Minister for the Civil Service on the rules of selection for
Departmental and Agency recruitment and for monitoring Departments’ and Agencies’ observance of the Minister’s selection rules.* Monitoring has so far been carried out on behalf of the
Commissioners by a small team of permanent civil servants in the Office of the Civil Service
Commissioners assisted by 26 part-time, fee-based, regional monitors who are retired civil servants with recruitment experience. This monitoring was intended to be “economical and lighthanded’’ and focuses on systems of recruitment. The First Civil Service Commissioner was
satisfied with the operation of these procedures and with the cooperation from Departments,
Agencies and private organisations involved.’ The Government recently announced changes to
the Minister’s advice on recruitment facilitating a reduction in the direct participation by
1 Report on the Organisation of the Permanent Civil Service; HC {I99.T94) 27-111. p. 13 (Dr Peter Barberis).
2 HC (1992-93) 3W-II. p. 168 (OPSS); Cmnd. 3638, paras. 62-68; The Civil Service: Tol. 2: Report oj a Stanagemenl
Consultancv Group, paras. 221, 224.
3 HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 168 (OPSS); HC (1986-87) 358-i. p. .39 (Cabinet OITicc and JIM Treasury).
4 HC Deb., 13 April 1989, cols. 619-620w; HC (1992-93) .390-11, p. 168 (O)’SS); Responsibilities for Recruitment, para. 2.5.
5 HC (1992-93) .390-11. p. 170 (OPSS).
6 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 168, 169-170 (OPSS); HC Deb., 13 April 1989, col. 619w; Responsibilities Jor Recruitment, paras.
2.7. 3.4; Q724 (Mrs Ann Bowtcll).
7 Q794 (Mr Michael Geddes); Recruitment and Assessment Services Agency Annual Report and Accounts 1993-94, pp. 13, 15.
8 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 168 (OPSS); QQ727 (Mrs Ann Bowtell), 1364 (Sir Robin Butler).
9 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 161 (OPSS); Sixth Report from the Treasury and C'ivil .Senicc Committee, The Presentation of
Information on Public Expenditure, HC (1988-89) 217, p. 26 (Civil Service Commission); QQ714, 717, 721, 724, 729, 731-732
tMrs Ann Bowtcll).
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Departments and Agencies in the early stages of the recruitment process: this reflected the initial experience of monitoring.'
313. These changes were part and parcel of the Next Steps reforms and reflected its philosophy. Greater stress has been placed on business or functional expertise than on traditional,
generalist skills. The recruitment of staff with qualities reflecting the needs of a particular
organisation is seen as integral to its own management.^ The Government believes that the
change has put Departments in a much better position to get the right person for the job, with
Departments such as the Inland Revenue developing recruitment procedures based on the identification of relevant competences.^ The attempt to separate more clearly the executive function
from the regulatory function is also in line with the Government’s general approach to public
service reform."* Finally, the Government considers that Departmental recruitment will be
quicker than the previous centralised procedures which were widely seen as slow and cumbersome, so that good candidates arc not lost.^
314. The trend towards delegated recruitment has given rise to some concerns. Most importantly, it has been suggested that the increasing variety of approaches to recruitment within the
Civil Service undermines the coherent identity and unity of the Civil Service, reinforcing the
idea that civil servants only work for the Department or Agency that recruits thein.^* Concern
has also been expressed that devolution might lead to the merit principle not being consistently
maimained across the Civil Service.’ Finally, the Association of Graduate Careers Advisory
Services has drawn attention to the complexity of the new approach to recruitment from the
perspective of the potential applicant and those who advise them. In particular, the Association
has argued that the move towards local advertising has caused resentment among graduates,
most of whom seek jobs nationally, and “is in breach of the Civil Service’s long and laudable
tradition of fair and open competition’’."
315. The Government has commissioned and subsequently published an internal review of
the respective recruitment responsibilities of the Commissioners and Government Departments
in the light of experience since the 1991 changes. This study found that, in general, there was
“no public pressure for change” to the principles of delegated recruitment, but it did recommend changes designed to clarify responsibilities and to "revitalise the principle of fair and
open competition on merit”."^ First, it proposes that the Commissioners “should be the custodians of the principles of openness, fairness and merit for all Civil Service recruitment” and
“should be empowered to audit recruitment policies and practices within the Service against the
requirements set out in the Commissioners’ Guidance”. It further recommends that the
Commissioners’ should be required to include in their annual reports an account of their audits
of Departments and Agencies.'® It complements these recommendations by proposing that
Departmental Permanent Secretaries or Agency Chief Executives should have responsibility for
ensuring that recruitment by their Department or Agency complies with the principles of openness, fairness and merit and recommending that Departments and Agencies should give an
account of recruitment in their annual reports." Finally, it advocates a more complete functional and organisational separation between the Commissioners and the Recruitment and
Assessment Services Agency.'’
(ii) Fast stream recruitment

(a) History and development
316. The current “fast stream” systems of recruitment into the Civil Service have their origin
in the Northcote-Trevelyan reforms and the beliefs which underpinned them. First, the
1 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 288 (OPSS).
’
2 HC(I988-89) 348, para.16; QQ711-712 (Mrs Ann Bowtell); Responsibilities for Recruitment, para. 3.21.
3 HC (1993-94) 27-III. p, 90 (Civil Service Commissioners); HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 248 (Inland Revenue).
4 Q7II (Mrs Ann Bowtell).
5 HC (1993-94) 27-111, p. 90 (Civil .Service Commissioners); HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 48-49 (I DA); HC (1993-94) 27-111 p
13 (Dr Peter Barberis).
6 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 13 (Dr Peter Barberis), 21 (Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services), 124-125 (Mr
Barry O’Toole). See also ihki, pp. 28 (Dr GeolTrey K I'ry), 95-96 (Dr Patricia Greer).
7 HC. (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 48-49 (FDA); HC’ (1993-94) 27-111, p. 32 (Commission for Racial Fquality).
8 HC (199.3-94) 27-111. p. 21.
^
^
9 Cm. 2627, para. 2.9; Responsibilities jor Recruitment, paras. 3.17, 3.24.
10 ibid., paras. 4.10, 5.11, 5.17,
11 ibid., paras. 4.13-4.14.
12 ibid., para. 6.19.
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Norihcote-Trevelyan Report argued that “the superior docility of young men” meant that it
was best to recruit and train civil servants when young. Second, that Report argued that the
best candidates were most fairly and effectively selected through fair and open competition.
Finally, that Report emphasised the necessity to establish “a proper distinction between intellectual and mechanical labour” and to recruit on a separate basis accordingly. ‘ The approach
to Civil Sei-vice recruitment has, of course, changed considerably since the late nineteenth century, not least in response to external and internal review and criticism. In 1914 the
MacDonnell Royal Commission noted the view that the syllabus for competitive examinations
gaw an unfair advantage to candidates educated at Oxford and Cambridge Universities.- A
majority of the Fulton Committee argued that the selection process placed an undue emphasis
on generalist skills rather than relevant studies, arguing both for less reliance on written examinations and for promotion to depend more on “post-entry performance rather than pre-entry
promise”.^ Subsequently, all selection was based on an extended interview procedure, but the
Expenditure Committee expressed concern about biases in the system relating to University,
school and academic subject background and recommended that the Administrative Trainee
scheme be abolished.-^ In a subsequent Report the Committee challenged the whole notion of
“fast streaming”, arguing that all entrants to the Service should be assessed for potential to rise
to the highest levels on the basis of performance in the job.^ While some changes were made as
a result of subsequent reviews, the approach to fast stream recruitment retains many of the
characteristics for which it was criticised by the Expenditure Committee.^
(b) The current operation and rationale
317. The current system of fast stream selection, and the administrative fast stream in particular, arc seen by the Government as an effective and fair way of attracting and selecting able
people with skills required in the Service, with potential to rise to Grade 5."^ Its purpose is “to
contribute to the pool of talent from which senior managers are drawn”.^ It operates through a
three-stage assessment process: analysis of application forms and the results of a qualifying
test; two days at the Civil Service Selection Board, including written tests, group exercises, cognitive tests and interviews; an interview with the Final Selection Board.^ The qualities sought
during this assessment process have been changed in recent years to place a greater emphasis
on management and leadership potential.'® The Civil Service Commissioners have reported
that research carried out for it has shown that the assessment procedures are a good predictor
of current performance and future potential within the Service."
J18.

The fast stream approach to selection and early career development is seen by the
Government as a highly effective means of attracting very able graduates to the Service to an
extent which a general graduate entry scheme of the kind envisaged by the Expenditure
Committee might not be. More than 60 per cent of existing fast stream recruits surveyed for an
internal review indicated that they would not have applied without a fast stream entry route.'It was seen by both the Government and the FDA as an essential way to attract the best graduates to the Civil Service which could not compete with the private sector in terms of pay.
What the Civil Service could offer was an opportunity for a variety of interesting postings at
an early stage in a career and relatively rapid advancement to posts with significant responsibility." The First Civil Service Commissioner believed that early challenges W'ere more immediately important to the current generation of applicants than long-term career prospects.'^
319. The Government stressed that entrants to the fast stream were not guaranteed promotion and that there were no special arrangements for them after promotion to Grade 7.
According to Sir Robin Butler, “the fast stream is not a route that runs through Civil Service
1 Rcporl on the Organisation of the Permanent Civil Service.
2 Cd. 7338, paras. 46-50.
3 Cmnd. 3638, paras. 71-85.
4 HC (1976-77) 535-1, paras. 5-15, 20.
5 HC (1977-78) 576, para. 4.
6 On developments since the late 1970s, sec Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, pp. 85-87.
7 QQ49 (Mr Richard Mottram), 737-738 (Mrs Ann Bowtcll).
8 Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 2.16.
9 For a more detailed description of these procedures and recent changes in the qualifying test, sec Review of Fast Stream
Recruitment, pp. 100-102; Civil Service Commissioners' Report 1993-1994, pp. 11-12.
10 QQ736, 775-776 (Mrs Ann Bowtcll); Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 3.10, p. 97.
11 Civil Service Commissioners' Report 1992-93, p, 30.
12 Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 2.23.
'ya'^'cgravc), 186 (Sir Robin Butler); HC (1992-93) 390-11, p. 48 (FDA); Q252 (Mr Christopher Dunabin).
14 Q740 (Mrs Ann Bowtcll).
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careers; it is simply ... a method of appointment and treatment of people during their first three
to live years, no more than that”.' In relation to subsequent advancement, ‘‘the way in which
you were recruited into the Civil Service is neither here nor there”.^ Only 42 per cent of the
Senior 0|-)en Structure at October 1993 entered through the administrative fast stream; it was
the numerically predominant route to the highest Grades, but by no means the only route.^
The Council of Civil Service Unions did not believe that the existence of the fast stream significantly disadvantaged tho.se aspiring to the higher levels of the Service who had entered by
other means.’*
320. I he Government highlighted the opportunities to rise rapidly in the Service for those
not initially recruited to the administrative fast stream, l-irst, it is possible for internal candidates to apply to the fast stream; the requirement for a second class degree is waived and candidates recommended by their Departments by-pass the qualifying test and go straight to the
Civil Service Selection Hoard; in 1992, 29 internal candidates were recruited in this way, a fifth
of the total entrants to the administrative last stream.’' Second, Departments and Agencies now
run management development schemes to which the Government attaches a very high priority.
These are designed to provide staff recruited through other routes with all the elements of the
fast stream development programme, including planned postings and developmental training.^
I bird, the administrative fast stream is now only one among several fast streams; comparable
schemes also exist for economists, statisticians and engineers and scientists. Some of the.se
schemes offer comparable or better prospects than the administrative fast stream, and it is not
unusual for specialists to move to administrative posts if they have the necessary skills.’
321. The Civil Service fast stream was also seen as justified by the extent to which it had
parallels in the private sector. I he I’DA argued that “fast streams are widely used throughout
the public and private sector” and supplied a list of some major employers who ofierated centrally recruited graduate training schemes which offered “the same sort of ‘developmental’ progression to young graduates”. This list contained 57 employers but was “by no means
exhaustive”.'' Government witnesses also compared Civil Service practice with that of large
organisations in the private sector, particularly those with central graduate schemes and federal
structures with subsidiary companies.’ The Government’s internal review examined the practice
of ICL, Natwest and Unilever and found that “for those organisations which do recruit for
senior management potential the similarities (to the Civil Service fast stream) ... are more
marked than the dilTerences”.'’
(c) Criticisms
322. Despite changes made to the fast stream process over the years, it remains the focus of
considerable criticism. Some evidence contended that the biases in the selection procedure
which concerned the Expenditure Committee in the 1970s still persist. Mr John Garrett argued
that “broadly two-thirds of successful entrants to the fast stream are white, male, public-school
educated, Oxbridge arts graduates”." While the proportion of successful candidates from
Oxbridge has generally fallen in recent years, 59 per cent of external entrants to the administrative fast stream in 1993 were from Oxford or Cambridge Universities.'^ There have been
some indications that the initial qualifying test may have operated in such a way as to discriminate against women and ethnic minorities: concerns about ethnic minorities led the
Commission on Racial Equality to initiate a formal investigation'’*. Some have questioned
whether the skills sought during the selection process are truly geared towards the needs of the
1 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 170-171 (OPSS); Q1341 (Sir Robin Bullcr)'
2 Q49 (Mr Waldegravc).
.■< HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 48 (OPSS); Career Managenieiil and Succession Planning Sludv, p. 101.
4 QQ480-481 (Mr John lillis and Mr Charles Cochrane).
5 HC (1992-93) 390-11, p.l71 (OPSS); QQ739. 767-768 (Mrs Ann Howtcll).
6 QQ49 (Mr Waldegravc). 767 (Mrs Ann Howtcll), 1104 (Mr Richard Mollram); HC (1993-94) 27-11, p. 14 (OP.SS); Review
of hast Stream Recruilnient, para. 9.11; Career Management and Succession Planning Stud^, p. 110; HC (1993-94) 27-11 p
229 (Bencfils Agency); Q2214 (Mr Michael Bichard); Cm. 2627, p. 33.
7 HC (1992-93) 390-11, pp. 171, 174 (OP.SS), 309 (Ministry of Defence). QQ50-52 (Mr Richard Mottram and Mr
Waldegravc). 762-763 (Mrs Ann Bowtell). 1001. 1004 (Mr Waldegravc). 1107 (Mr Richard Mottram); Review of Fast Stream
Recruitment, para. 10.7.
8 QQ250-252 (Ms Llizabcth .Symons); HC (1992-93) 390-11. pp. 68-69 (I DA).
9 QQ43 (Mr Waldegravc), 186 (Sir Robin Butler). 1084-1092 (Mr Waldegravc and Mr David Davis).
10 Review oj Fast Stream Recruitment, p. 74, paras. 2.9, 3.6.
11 HC(19<).3-94) 27-11. p. 101.
12 Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, p. 8 ( fable 2).
13 Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 3.13; HC (1993-94) 27-111. p. 31 (Commission for Racial liijuality).
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Service rather than shaped by the outputs of the British education system. The number of successful applicants with arts degrees has fallen, but remains at nearly 50 per cent. Some evidence
suggested that the qualities sought reflected the needs of policy headquarters in Departments,
thus reinforcing a perceived bias in favour of policy work and the generalist approach to management.' It has been questioned how far the new emphasis on management skills in the selection process is genuine, given the difllculty of detecting management potential when recruiting
staff at an early age.^ The attempt to justify the selection process by reference to subsequent
performance and promotion in the Service has been seen as largely circular, since it only
demonstrates that selectors and managers arc looking for similar qualities.'
323. A second criticism of the fast stream was that it created a far greater differential of
opportunity within the Civil Service than the description of the scheme suggested. Sir Peter
Kemp considered the scheme “disgracefur and went on to say: “It is not actually fair and
open competition. You get 40 or 50 people a year, you select them before they have ever done
a hand s turn of work a.’ J you give them a gilded path through.” All other entrants were thus
“de-privileged and kept back”.** Mr John Garrett also believed that "if you have a few crown
princes and princesses in a fast stream, by definition, everybody else is in the slow stream".'
Some evidence suggested that the careers of fast stream entrants continued to differ from those
of other staff even after promotion to Grade 7: the Ministry of Defence stated that most exfast stream Grade 7 staff skipped Grade 6 and were promoted directly to Grade 5, unlike those
who had progressed through the mainstream.^ It was argued that fast stream entrants acquired
a range of skills and experience at an early stage in their careers which inevitably gave them a
head start in subsequent promotion stakes. For example, private office experience is seen by
civil servants as having an important influence on careers; about 69 per cent of the fast stream
entrants into the Senior Open Structure had private office experience, compared with only 6
per cent of non-last stream entrants. The independent survey commissioned by the Efficiency
Unit noted that "some non-fast stream staff believe that the fast stream entrant is favoured
from the day he joins the Service". The recent internal review noted that “however fair the system of promotion, former fast stream recruits do better because they tend to get the most challenging and highest profile jobs and to be given the benefit of any doubt”.’
324. The prosi)ects for rapid career development and training for non-fast stream entrants
were seen as being significantly less than for fast stream entrants, even though many of the former were both very able and well-qualified. While entry at Executive Officer level was earlier
associated with school-leavers with A-levels, many entrants at this level are now graduates.® In
1990. the Civil Service appointed nearly 3,500 graduates, 1.900 of them to posts where a degree
was not an essential qualification.'’ Despite the scale of graduate recruitment by the Civil
Service, internal movement into the fast stream remains limited. According to the
Government’s own internal review, the aim of the current in-Servicc scheme introduced in 1982
was that it should meet half the demand for administrative fast streamers. This aim has never
been achieved or even approached and the number of nominations and successes for internal
candidates both fell between 1992 and 1993.'® Second, the study notes that internal management development schemes remain different from the fast stream: “it did not matter that those
recruited from other routes had all the tangible benefits of the fast stream: they still felt ‘second
class’ without the label, reflecting the cultural subtext of what ‘fa.st stream’ means”." Finally, it
was suggested that the specialist fast streams were concerned with development towards senior
specialist posts rather than to the Senior Open Structure.'’
325. Some evidence also cast doubt upon the extent to which the Civil Service fast stream
had genuine parallels in the private sector. The Government’s own study conceded that "many
1 HC (I9S7-S8) 494-11, p. 97 (Sir Frank Cooper); Revuw of Fast Sircam Rtiruitmenl. p, 8 (Table 2), para. 4.10; QI6.t2l\lr
John Garretl); HC (l99.t-94) 27-111, p. 50 (Professor Fred Ridley and Mr Brian Thompson).
2 HC (1986-87) 358-i. p, 91 (Mr Nevil Johnson); Rf view of Fust Simtm Recruilnicni, piira. 6.5.
3 Dr W'illiam Plowden. Minisu-rs u/ul SUmdarim, p. 22.
4 (JQ366-367. Sec also Bevoml Sexi Steps, p. 28.
5QI632.
6 tic (1992-93) 390-11, p. .309. See also Career Management and Succession Planning Study, p. 103 (Graph 23).
7 QI632 (Ml John Garrett); Career Management and .Succession Planning Study, p. 107; Survey on Career .Management and
Succession Planning in the Civil Service, Vol. I, p. 27; Review of Fast ,Slream Recruitment, para. 5.4.
8 Cmnd. .3638. para. 88; HC (1986-87) 358-i. p. .39 (Cabinet Oftlce and HM Treasury).
9 Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 2.14.
10 ihid., paras. 9.7-9 9. p. 59 (Table 7).
11 ihid., para. 9.12.
12 HC (199.3-94) 27-11. p. 104 (Mr John Garrett); QI802 (Mr Bill Brett).
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employers who recruit graduates have no alternative recruitment track to make the relative
term—‘fast’—appropriate”.' The Sub-Commit;ee conducted its own analysis of practice outside the Civil Service based on the list of supposedly comparable schemes provided by the
FDA. 41 organisations replied which were currently recruiting graduates. Of these only 14 had
more than one recruitment scheme principally designed for graduate recruitment direct from
University.^ The majority of these 14 were clearly not directly comparable with the Civil
Service fast stream, in that the graduate entry scheme, unlike the Civil Service fast stream, was
the largest source of graduate recruits.^
(d) Responses to criticism and proposals for change
326. Some evidence suggested that the criticisms of the fast stream were either exaggerated
or invalid. With regard to the selection procedure, the recent internal review “found no evidence of bias in the system favouring Oxbridge”. It acknowledged that there was a problem in
the perception of Oxbridge bias, a problem which was also noted by the First Civil Service
Commissioner and the Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services.** Much evidence
took the same view that the then Minister for the Civil Service and Head of the Home Civil
Service expressed in 1978—that the Civil Service could not be blamed for characteristics inherent in the British education system.^ The success of Oxbridge applicants was seen as reflecting
the enduring appeal of those two universities to the brightest school leavers; the recent increase
in successful Oxbridge applicants was said to result from the particular attraction of the Civil
Service to good students in a time of recession. The First Civil Service Commissioner pointed
out that the high performance of Oxbridge candidates was most marked at the qualifying test
stage, which was objectively marked. Sir Kenneth Stowe emphasised the extent to which selectors were in fact prejudiced in favour of applicants who did not conform to the white, male,
public school-educated, Oxbridge stereotype. Finally, Mr Waldegrave noted that the broadening social intake of Oxford and Cambridge Universities undermined the notion that Oxbridge
domination implied any social bias.^ The Government drew attention to its efforts to broaden
the appeal of the fast stream competitions across all universities, old and new, and to the
results of these efforts: in 1993, applications for fast stream schemes were received from all universities.’ The Civil Service Commissioners have described their efforts to ensure that the selection process, and the qualifying stage in particular, does not unintentionally discriminate
against women or ethnic minorities. A structured questionnaire was introduced in 1993 alongside the cognitive tests to counteract any bias in the latter. The success rate of both women and
ethnic minorities increased in 1993."
327. Some evidence saw the Civil Service fast stream as beyond redemption. Sir Peter Kemp
favoured its abolition or radical change.’ Professor Eric Caines appeared to take a similar
view.'® Mr John Garrett believed that the fast stream was “at the root of the problem” of the
senior levels of the Service being dominated by those with the wrong skills and education and
urged its abolition to end the grip of Oxbridge graduates." Other evidence argued a directly
contrary position, believing that the Civil Service would be “mad” to abandon its efforts to
attract exceptionally talented graduates through the fast stream.Both the Council of Civil
Service Unions and Dr William Plowden argued that the abolition of the fast stream would
simply lead to the creation of a new system for identifying and nurturing a chosen few which
1 Review of Fast Stream Reeruilmeni, para. 2.9.
2 Trafalgar House, BNI L, Citibank, Dc La Rue. GKN, HCHC Holdings, ICI. Marks & Spcnccr, Nat West Bank,
J Sainsbury, Scottish Equitable, Shell, Unilever.
3 The replies on which this analysis is based have not been published but arc publicly available in the House of Lords
Record Onicc, HC (1992-93) 3901, p. xxv, HC (1993-94) 27-1.
4 Review of Fast Stream Reeruilmeni, paras. 8.17, 2.23, 5.7; C)Q750-75I (Mrs Ann Bowtcll); HC(l993-94) 27-111, p. 21
(Association of Graduate Careers Advisory .Services).
5 HC (1977-78) 576, (J4 (Lord Peart and Sir Ian Bancroft).
6 0QI7I (Sir Robin Butler). 260 (Ms Elizabeth Symons); Civil Service Commissioners' Report I99S-I994, p. 14; (X?743-744
(Mrs Ann Bowtell); Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 3.17; QI689 (Sir Kenneth Stowe); HC (1993-94) 27-111. pp. 28
(Dr Geoffrey K I'ry), 42 (Sir Peter Lazarus); (}48 (Mr Waldegrave).
7 QQI70, 172, 1388 (Sir Robin Butler); HC (1992-93) 390-11. p. 171 (OPSS); Q757 (Mrs Ann Bowtell); HC (1993-94) 27-111,
p. 90 (Civil Service Commissioners). On the institutions of successful candidates, sec Civil Service Commissioners' Report
1993-1994, pp. .34-37; Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 3.28.
8 C?Q749. 754 (Mrs Ann Bowtcll). 756 (Ms Usha Prashar), 757, 777-778 (Mrs Ann Bowtcll); Civil .Service Commissioners'
Report 1993-1994, pp, 11-14; Review of Fast Stream Recruitment, para. 3.15.
9 QQ366-367; Beyond XexI Steps, p. 28.
10 Q822.
11 HC (1993-94) 27-11. p. 105; 01644.
12 HC (1993-94) 27-111, pp. 128 (Sir David Hancock). 28 (Dr GcolTrey K t ry), 40 (Sir Peter Lazarus).
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would not be subject to the same level of internal and external scrutiny.' Not all who supported the continuance of the fast stream believed it should be immune from major reform: the
FDA, supported by other Civil Service unions, proposed that it should be possible for internal
candidates to enter the fast stream through job appraisal rather than by appearing before the
Civil Service Selection Board and Final Selection Board.^

328.
Towards the end of the inquiry the Government published an i
stream. It noted the broad support for the administrative fast stream in Departments, who
viewed it as “an indisjiensable source of high quality recruits”. The review concluded that the
fast stream enabled the Civil Service to comi^cte effectively in the highly competitive market for
top calibre graduates, and that withdrawal from this mar ket would make no scnsc.^ It believed
that the solution to the perception of Oxbridge bias “lies in marketing” and recommended an
external, ex|>ert review of the marketing of the scheme.** It emphasised the need to separate the
scheme Irom the “high Bier” concept, with a greater emphasis on training and development. It
recommended accordingly that the formal title of the administrative fast stream scheme should
be changed from the AT/HFO(D) scheme to the Policy Management Programme and that
those recruited on to it should be called Trainees in Policy Management.^ It proposed that
these Trainees in Policy Management should have their pay and grading determined by
Departments and not have a separate grade across the Service.^ Finally, it recommended that
Departments should be free to designate as Trainees in Policy Management any staff whom
they have themselves assessed as being able to benefit from the Programme.’ In the Civil
Service White Paper the Government welcomed the review and indicated that it was considering its recommendations, including the suggestion that the term “fast stream” should be abandoned." Mr Waldcgrave indicated that he was keen to dispel any notion that the scheme
provided “a golden route right to the top”.’
(Hi) The Civil Service College

329.
The Civil Service College is a child of the Fulton Report. It was
response to a weakness in the Civil Service’s modern management training identified by the
I'ulton Committee. That Committee envisaged the College fulfilling three main functions: the
provision of major training courses in administration and management: the provision of
fl.oi ter iiaining courses in general management and vocational subjects designed for all levels
of stafi and particularly for the more junior; research on problems of administration and policy
issues, h. its early years the College was not widely seen as a success, certainly when measured against the aspirations for it of the Fulton Committee." In the latter part of the 1980s,
the college s role and financing were redefined; as part of this process, the C'ollege became an
F.xecutive Agency. The College is exju-cted to concentrate particularly on the development of
professional and managerial skills and on management training of those at, or aspiring to,
relatively senior positions.'^

330.
Since the mid-1980s the Civil Service College has been funded pr
ments for places on particular courses from Departments and other organisations.'-^ It has also
received a central payment Irom the OPSS, introduced to enable the C'ollege to compete on a
lairer basis with its competitors, many of w'hom are charitable trusts. Taking into account this
central payment, its financial target has been to cover its full costs with income, costs being calculated on an accruals basis involving a 6 per cent assumed interest rate on assets ow ned by the
I 00476. 478.479 (Mr John Ellis). 5I9-52I. 52.V.S25 (Dr William Plouricn).

'

IEllis). 1802 (Mr lEH BreU).
00^'-^-254 (Mr Michael King). 261-262 (Ms Eli/abcth S>mons), 474-475 (Mr John
3 Hevu’w of hast Stream Reiruitmvnl. paras. 4.5. 4.7. 2.19- 2.20. 4.16.
4 ihUi. paras 2 27. 8.49.
.5 //>/</, |wras. 5.9. 6.3. 6.10. 6.11-6 14. The current initials stand for Administrative Trainee/Highcr Exccutisc OlFicer
(Dcselopmcnt).
6 //)/</., paras 7.17-7.19.
7 //»«/.. para. 9.14.
8 Cm 2627. para. 4.23.
9 02651.
10 HC (1992-93) .390-11. p 147 (Civil Service College); Cmnd. 3638. paras. 97. ‘>9-103.
11 HC( 1976-77) 535-1. para.16; IIC (1986-87) 358-i. pp 63 (Dr J Greenaway). 70-71 (Mr A Gras and Dr W Jenkins) 115116 (Dr (leoflrey K 1 r>)
12 QM2 (Ms Marianne Nesille-Rolfe); Cm.2627. para, 4.5; Civ,I SirvUc Colhgv: Exvaaiw Aaenn Evalaalion (OPSS
(X'tober 1993). Annex A
.
..
13 Evaluation, para.5; 0696 (Ms Marianne Nesille-Rolle).
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College.' These assets do not include the main site at Sunningdale, for which the College is
required to pay rent; this has risen significantly in recent years to reflect the level of investment
in the site over £12 million in the years 1990*91 to 1992-93.^ In its first four years as an
Agency the College met its obligation to cover its costs from income each year.^ Mr John
Garrett argued that, when the capital expenditure for assets not owned by the College was
taken into account, it remained “exceptionally costly”.'* It has already been decided that the
central payment from OPSS will be phased out so that from 1995-96 the College will be
required fully to cover its costs by revenue from its operations.^
331. In 1989-90, the College provided only 3 per cent of total Civil Service training and 30
per cent of all management training for Grades 7 and above.^ The total volume of training at
the College has grown substantially in recent years, from 74,400 student days in 1990-91 to
96,400 in 1993-94.’ None of its courses is mandatory, and its capacity to attract students and
thus generate income depends upon shaping courses to meet the needs of its customers within
and outside the Civil Service. About £6 million of the College’s turnover in 1992-93 was generated by providing professional training in particular areas, such as project management, personnel management, audit and purchasing." In line with the objectives and targets set for it by
the Government, however, a high proportion of its work is devoted to the training of current
or prospective senior civil servants. The Civil Service College plays a leading role in the Top
Management Programme, a six week management course attended by equal numbers of civil
servants and senior managers from industry and commerce, usually attended by civil servants
within the first two years after entering the Senior Open Structure, with a focus on strategic
management and the management of change.^ The Young Node Programme is designed to
bring about a similar interplay of the Civil Service and the outside world at a lower level, and
is attended principally by civil servants recruited to the fast stream."* In 1993 the College
launched the 123 Programme designed to bring about exchanges of exiK'ricnce at the senior levels of the Civil Service outside the structure of a residential training course." All students
attending courses at the College are invited to complete assessments of the courses, indicating
the extent to which a course met its aims and objectives. One target for the College in each
year since it became an Agency has been for over three-quarters of the overall course evaluations to be in boxes 1 and 2 on a scale of 1 to 6. This performance target has been consistently
niet or exceeded. In 1992-93, only 3.7 per cent of students assc.ssed their course against its aims
in the bottom three boxes.”
332. As has already been noted, the Fnilton Report envisaged that the Civil Service College
would have important research functions. It has been argued that the College currently has
“insufTicient analytical and research capacity”." Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe, the then Chief
Executive, did not deny that the College was not fulfilling the objectives of the Fnilton Report
in research terms. She attributed this to the lack of priority given to it in the objectives set by
the Government and to the funding mechanism. More fundamentally, she questioned whether
it was ever realistic to expect the training and research functions to be combined; she believed
that research was likely to be more cITcctive in institutions free from direct Government control
and which had an academic career structure. It appears that the problem of combining trainimi
linked to a public service career with academic research is not unique to the Civil Service
College.'-*
1 Lvaluation, paras. 10-11: OQ665. 667 (Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe and Mr lain Cameron); IlC (I99V94) 27-11 no 1S3154 (OPSS).
■
2 OQ659-669 (Mr Cameron and Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe); HC (199.1-94) 27-11. pp. 15.1-154 (OPSS); IIC (1992-93) 390II. p. 166 (('ivil Service College).
3 IIC (1992-93) .190-11. pp. 154-155 (Civil Service College).
4 IIC (1993-94) 27-11. p.10.1.
5 IK' Deb., 24 November 1993, col.4.5w; Q654 (Mr lain Cameron).
6 HC (1992-93) .190-11. p.l48 (('ivil Semce College).
7 Cm. 2627, p.32.
X Q069.1-696, 649 (Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe).
9 Career Mamigemeni andSueces.mn Planning Study, p.l 13. para. 6.15; IK' (1992-93) .190-11. pp.2 (OPSS), 149 (Civil Servitv
College); Cm. 2627, para. 4.23.
10 IIC(1992-9.'») .190-11. pp.149, I6()-I67 (Civil Service College).
11 MC(l992-93) .190-11, p.l49; Q647 (Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe).
12 QQ670-675 (Ms Marianne Neville-Rolfe); Evaluation, p.2; IK’ (1992-9.1) .190-11. p.l66 (Civil .Service College).
13 IIC (1993-94) 27-111, p.94 (Mr Timothy Hornsby).
14 QQ642-646; T hird Report from the Home Affairs Committee. Higher Police Training and the Police Stall College HC
(1988-89) I lO-l. paras. 44-49. See also HC (199.1-94) 27-111. p.l8 (Dr Peter Barberis).
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333. The Fulton Report also envisaged the College playing a role in ‘‘laying the foundations
for a greater understanding between civil servants and the outside world”. Its success in this
sphere depends in part upon its capacity to attract people from outside the Civil Service to the
College as both teachers and students. Ms Neville-Rolfe said that people from higher education, from business and from local government were frequently and increasingly involved in
teaching and lecturing at the College.' The Government’s internal evaluation of the College led
them to believe that there was scope for increasing the level of participation of students from
the private sector.^ One submission suggested that links between Civil Service training and that
for local government officers could be improved and Ms Neville-Rolfe agreed that it would be
helpful to find an effective way to enhance contact with small businesses.-’
334. Overall, the Government regards the phase in the Civil Service College’s history since it
became an Agency as a highly successful one. Mr Waldegrave said that the role and quality of
the College was "something that we can be proud of and it is getting more powerful”.** At the
time evidence was taken from Ms Neville-Rolfe, the status of the College as an Executive
Agency was under review-. She explained what she saw as three main advantages of the College
remaining within the Civil Service: it assisted responsiveness to developments within the Civil
Service and responsiveness to an overwhelmingly Civil Service clientele; it facilitated the
exchange of staff between the College and Government Departments; it meant that the College
was ready to respond directly to Ministerial initiatives and agendas.^ In November 1993 Mr
Waldegrave announced that the Government had concluded that Agency status within
Government remained the best approach for the College for a further period.^*
335. The principal criticism of the College during the inquiry was not so much for what it
did, but for what it was not. In 1977, following a visit to the Ecole Nationale d’Administration
(ENA), the Expenditure Committee recommended the establishment of a higher management
training course and proposed that it should be the normal practice that no one should be promoted beyond Grade 5 unless he or she had completed it.'This proposal was not pursued by
the Government, although the proposal was considered by and in evidence to some of our predecessor Committees.® Mr John Garrett argued in evidence that much could be learnt from the
W'ork of ENA, particularly in terms of the range of its intake and the nature of the training
provided there.’
336. ENA is concerned with the selection and post-graduate education of future senior civil
servants as well as training. Students enter through one of three competitive examinations: an
external competition for graduates outside the civil service up to a maximum age of 28; an
internal competition for civil servants up to the age of 46; a recently revived third competition
for those under 45 w-ith 8 years professional experience in any job in the public or private sectors. The course at ENA lasts for 28 months; students become civil servants as soon as they
join. They spend a year in two internships in the civil service or a related organisation. They
spend a second year undertaking course work in Paris and Strasbourg. At the end of the course
students are ranked in order and choose posts within the Service in rank order.
(iv) Conclusions and recommendations

337. The devolution of responsibility for recruitment to Departments is part of the wider
development towards integrated personnel management at a Departmental or Agency level
rather than across the Service. It may lead to more effective recruitment. However, the danger
that this trend might undermine the sense of the unity of the Service cannot simply be ignored.
This trend reinforces the case both for the Civil Service Code we have already recommended
and for a procedure whereby new civil servants are required to acknowledge that Code, as a
reminder that they are joining a common Crow-n service and not just a Department or Agency.
It is also vital that more diverse arrangements for recruitment do not threaten the fundamental
principle of selection on merit through fair and open competition. We agree that the Civil
Service Commissioners should be made the custodians of this principle and required to audit the
100542.68^
2 Evaluation, para.43.
3 HC (I99.V94) 27*III. pp.69-70 (Professor John Stewart); 00589-690.
4 0 054, 2562,
3 HC (1992-93) .390-11, p.l48 (Civil Service College); 0592.
6 HC Deb., 24 November 1993, col. 45w,
7 HC (1976-77) 535-1, para. 21.
8 Cmnd. 7117, paras. 15-17; HC (1981-82) 236-1, para.90; HC (1986-87) .358-i, pp.l03-l04 (Dr Anne Stevens)
9 HC (1993-94) 27-11, p.105; 001632-1634,
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performance of Departments and Agencies in relation to It. This would combine well with the
other functions relating to the maintenance of the principles and values of the Service which we
have already argued should be assigned to the new Civil Sendee Commission; this function should
also be set down in statute.
338. The fast stream recruitment programme has bucked the devolutionary trend. It has
been noted that it is increasingly incongruent with developments elsewhere in the Service so
that entrants into it may “appear to be more elitist by comparison with the rest of the Service
even if they constitute a steadily broader social and educational base than their own predecessors”.' We do not believe it would be right to criticise the Civil Service fast stream for any perceived inadequacies of the British educational system. We also believe it would be mistaken for
the Civil Service to forego opportunities to attract and select from all parts of the graduate
recruitment market. However, this does not mean that current approaches to graduate recruitment to the Civil Service could not benefit from significant change. We believe that the proposals in the Government’s own review of fast stream recruitment provide an opportunity for
propess in this area. We believe it is vital that reform in this area does not become an exercise
in “badge engineering”, with the old fast stream continuing under a new name but otherwise
unchanged. In our view, the most significant proposal in the review is that Departments should
be free to desipate as Trainees in Policy Management any staff whom they have themselves
assessed as being able to benefit from the programme. We believe that this recommendation
should be Implemented at the earliest possible opportunity. We ourselves recommend that the
Government should then make It clear both to serving civil servants and potential applicants that
the benefits of accelerated development are available to civil servants regardless of method of
entry '4nd ensure that this Is the case In practice.
339. We welcome the Government’s decision to retain the Civil Service College as an
Executive Agency. We believe that it has benefitted from its status as an Agency, that its performance has improved markedly in recent years and that it has an integral role to play in the
Civil Service for many years to come. However, despite its advances in recent years, we believe
that the College should seek to broaden its contacts outside the Civil Service, not least with
local government and the small business sector. We also believe that the Civil Service College
may need to reorient Its approach In the light of the creation of the Senior Civil Service. At present, much of its work on senior management is directed at those at Grade 3 and above. The
Senior Civil Service will include a broader range of civil servants. The College could play a
valuable role in fostering the coherence of the new Senior Civil Service. The Civil Service White
Paper acknowledges the need for “a more systematic approach to the implementation of management development programmes for new entrants to the Senior Civil Service”.^ We believe
that there Is a strong argument for a new management training course at the Civil Service
College, possibly at the time of entry Into the new Senior Civil Service and possibly linked to procedures for the selection and career development of entrants Into the Senior Civil Service. The creation of the Senior Civil Service and the reform of the Civil Service College together would
provide an Ideal opportunity to re-examine the rationale for fast-stream recruitment.

1339 HC (1993.94) 27.III. pp. 18-19 (Dr Peter liarberis).
1.340 Cm.2627, para. 4.23.
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ANNEX I
A NEW CIVIL SERVICE CODE

I.
The constiUllional and practical role of the Civil Service is. with
tiality and objectivity, to assist the duly constituted Government, of whatever political complexion. in formulating policies of the Government, carrying out decisions of the Government
and administering services lor which the Government is responsible in the interests of the public.

2.
Ci\il servants are servants of the Crown. Constitutionally the Cro
Ministers and, subject to the provisions of this Code, civil servants owe their loyalty to the duly
constituted Government.
3. Civil servants should sene the duly constituted Government in accordance with the principles set out in this Code and recognising
— the duty of all public officers to discharge their public functions reasonably and
according to law;
~ the duty to respect, comply with and obey the law of the land, international law and
the provisions of international treaties to which the United Kingdom is a party and not
to imperil the due administration of Justice;
— tho.se duties which may arise as members of professions.
4. This Code should be seen in the context of the duties and responsibilities of Ministers set
out in Questions of Procedure for Ministers which include:
the duty to give Parliament and the public as full information as possible about the
policies, decisions and actions of the Government, and not to deceive or mislead
Parliament and the public;
— the duty to give fair consideration and due weight to informed and impartial advice
from civil servants, as well as to other considerations and advice, in reaching policy
decisions; and
— the duty to comply with the law of the land;
together with the duty to familiarise themselves with the contents of this Code and not to ask
civil servants to act in breach of it.

5.
Civil servants should conduct themselves with integrity, fairness and
ings with Ministers, Parliament and the public. They should make all information and advice
relevant to a decision available to Ministers. They should not deceive or mislead Ministers,
Parliament or the public.

6.
Civil servants should endeavour to deal with the affairs of the public
out maladministration.
7.
Civil servants should endeavour to ensure the proper,
ellective and
public
money within their control.

8.
C ivil servants should not make use of their official position or inf
the course of their ofilcial duties to further private interests. They should not receive benefits of
any kind from a third party which might reasonably be seen to compromise their personal
judgement or integrity.

9.
Civil servants should conduct themselves in such a way as to deserve
dence of Ministers, and to be able to establish the same relationship with those whom they may
lx; required to serve in some future Administration. The conduct of civil servants should be
such that Ministers and potential future Ministers can be sure that that confidence can be
freely given, and that the Civil Service will conscientiously fulfil its duties and obligations to,
and impartially assist, advise and carry out the policies of the duly constituted Government.
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10. Civil servants should not misuse information which they acquire in the course of their
duties or seek to frustrate the policies, decisions or actions of Government by the unauthorised,
improper or premature disclosure outside the Government of any confidential information to
which they have had access as civil servants.
11. Where a civil servant believes he or she is being required to act in breach of this Code or
in a way which is illegal, improper, or in breach of constitutional conventions or which may
involve possible maladministration, he or she should first report the matter in accordance with
procedures laid down in Government guidance or rules of conduct.
12. Where a civil servant has reported a matter in accordance with procedures laid down in
Government guidance or rules of conduct and believes that the response does not represent a
reasonable response to the grounds of his or her reporting of the matter, he or she may report
the matter in writing to the Civil Service Commissioners.
13. Civil servants should not seek to frustrate the policies, decisions or actions of
Government by declining to take, or abstaining from taking action which flows from clearly
recorded ministerial decisions. Where a matter cannot be resolved by the procedures set out in
paragraphs 11 and 12 above on a basis which the civil servant concerned is able to accept, he
or she should either carry out ministerial instructions or resign from the Civil Service.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE
RELATING TO THE REPORT
TURSDAY I NOVEMBER 1994
Members present:
Sir Thomas Arnold, in the Chair
Ms Diane Abbott
Mr A J Beith
Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel Forman

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Barry Lcgg
Mike O'Brien
Giles Radice
Brian Sedgemore

The Committee deliberated.
Report from the Sub-Committee (The Role of the Civil Service) brought up and read.
Ordered, 1 hat the Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph.
Ordered, That the Report be considered in the following order: paragraphs 1-287; Annex 1;
paragraphs A-\\W.~(The Chairman.)
Paragraphs 1 to 45 (now paragraphs 52 to 96) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 46 (now paragraph 97) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs 47 to 53 (now paragraphs 98 to 104) read and agreed to.
Paragraphs 5 and 6 read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph 54 read.
Amendment proposed, at the end, after the words "in accordance with its provisions”, to add the
words:
It should be clear that this Code applies to the staff of agencies as well as to those of departments.
It may be necc.ssary to consider extending the principles of the Code to those working for
"quangos”, especially in cases where such bodies have taken over work from government
departments. Relevant principles may also need to be considered in relation to private sector
organisations contracting for public work, in the same way that official secrecy requirements arc
placed on defence contractors.”—(4/r A J Beith.)
Question put. That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes, 6

Noes, 1

Mr A J Beith
Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel I'orman
Mr Mike O'Brien
Mr Giles Radice
Mr Brian Sedgemore

Mr Barry Lcgg

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to and divided (as paragraphs 105 and 106)
Paragraphs 55 to 58 (now paragraphs 107 to 110) read and agreed to.
Paragraphs 59 and 60 (now paragraphs 111 and 112) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph 61 (now paragraph 113) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 62 (now paragraph 114) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph 63 (now paragraph 115) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 64 read.
Amendment proposed, in line 8. to leave out from the words ”('ivil Service” to the words "Sir Kenneth
Stowe” in line 18 (3/r Barry Leya.)
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Question put, That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided
Ayes, I

Noes, 6

Mr Barry Legg

Mr A J Beith
Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel Forman
Mr Mike O’Brien
Mr Giles Radice
Mr Brian Sedgemore
Another Amendment proposed, in line 25, to leave out the words "We believe the time has now come
to implement the last recommendation of the Northcote-Trevelyan Report and establish a new Civil
Service Commission on a statutory basis."—(i\/r Barry Legg.)
Question. That the Amendment be made, put and negatived.
Paragraph agreed to (as paragraph 116).
Paragraph 65 read.
An Amendment made.
Another Amendment proposed, in line 14, to leave out from the words “rather than weakened" to the
end of the paragraph.—(4/r Barry Legg.)
Question, That the Amendment be made, put and negatived.
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to (as paragraph 117).
Paragraphs 66 to 76 (now paragraphs 118 to 128) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 77 (now paragraph 129) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs 78 and 79 (now paragraphs 130 and 131) read and agreed to.
Several paragraphs—(3/r Mike 0’5r/V/;)—brought up, and read, as follows;
“1. There Is a need for a contemporary theory and practice of Ministerial Responsibility which recognises the reality of modem government. “Next Steps" was clearly a major change in the administration
of government and the doctrine of Ministerial Responsibility has not until today accommodated that
change. A new understanding of the doctrine is necessary to ensure that it can never become a protective
shield behind which a Minister can escape the rigours of effective Parliamentary scrutiny and challenge.
The Government have already attempted to modernise the original doctrine by distinguishing between
accountability and responsibility. Their view is that a minister is accountable to Parliament but that incidents may occur for which he was not responsible because he had no knowledge of it and to which he
may even be opposed.
2.
Sir Robin Butler set out the present governmental view clearly in his evidence to
He said “While ministerial heads of department must always be accountable for the actions of their
departments and staff, neither they, nor their senior officials, can Justly be criticised for shortcomings of
which they arc not aware, and which they could not reasonably have expected to discover, or which do
not occur as a foreseeable result of their own actions. Ministers and senior ofllcials can only l>e criticised
personally for deficiencies in the organisation if those deficiencies cither occur as a foreseeable result of
their instructions, or they could reasonably be c.xpected to have known about them, or discovered such
deficiencies and taken action to amend them. Sir Robin said that he preferred to accept the principle
that ministers were “constitutionally accountable to Parliament” rather than “responsible’’ to Parliament.
He wanted “accountability to be a blame free word.” It appears that in his view even Parliamentary criticism following wrongdoing should “only lead to blame and possibly resignation” when “personal
responsibility” was involved.

3.
We think that this Butler doctrine of Ministerial Accountability without Ministeri
is inadequate and should not be accepted by Parliament. The consequence of accepting it would be to
create a vacuum in Parliamentary control. We must find a way in which both responsibility and accountability to Parliament continue to exist, both in constitutional theory and reality. In our view, in the first
instance, in principle, both accountability and responsibility to Parliament should always rest with the
Minister. Where the Minister believes others, perhaps civil servants or the Chief E.xecutive of an agency,
have in reality been responsible, he should be able to indicate to Parliament who he believes was responsible and the reasons why he takes that view. It will then be a matter for Parliament to determine
whether it accepts the Minister’s interpretation of events or whether it believes that responsibility should
remain with the Minister.

4.
This new doctrine of Ministerial Responsibility could have implications for the an
.servants. They would become jKrsonally responsible for decisions that they take on the interpretation
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and implementation of policy. To ensure that their position is protected from arbitrary transfer of
responsibility by a Minister, we believe that such designation of an individual or group of civil servants
should always be a decision of the government as a whole, rather than one Minister. Thus, any designation of a ix’rson other than the Minister should have the prior approval of, at least, the Prime Minister
and. preferably, the Cabinet. Ministers should only ever be able to pass on responsibility where they can
show that, firstly, they were not involved in a policy decision which resulted in the creation of the situation which concerns Parliament; secondly, that they did not know of its existence when any unacceptable
behaviour occurred and it was reasonable for the minister not to have been aware of it. and. thirdly, if
they had known, they would have stopped it. If Ministers cannot show each of these things, then they
should accept responsibility and where appropriate they should resign.
5. If the integrity of the British constitutional process is a voluntary abstinence from the abuse of
power, then central to that is the acceptance by Ministers that they will, out of personal integrity, resign
where there has been wrongdoing or policy failure within their Departmental control. The resignation of
Lord Carrington after the invasion ol the Falklands is widely regarded as an example of honourable ministerial practice. The prospect of responsibility being devolved in some cases to civil servants or other
employees of agencies makes the requirement of a code of practice more necessary to enable civil servants
to have a frame of reference for their behaviour and standards and also to clarify and safeguard their
position."
Question proposed. That the paragraphs be read a second time:- Paragraphs, by leave, withdraw n.
F’aragraph 80 (now paragraph 132) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 81 (now paragraph 133) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs 82 to 88 (now paragraphs 134 to 140) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 89 (now paragraph 141) read, amended and agreed to.
I’aragraphs 90 to 93 (now paragraphs 142 to 145) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 94 read.
Amendment proposed, in line 22. to leave out the words "has considerable value", and insert the
words “has value"-(3/r /I J Bviili.)
Question put. That the Amendment be made.
The C'ommittee divided.
Ayes. 4

Noes, 3

Ms Diane Abbott
Mr A J Beith
Mr Mike O’Brien
Mr Brian Sedgemore

Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel Forman
Mr Barry Legg

Piiragraph, as amended, agreed to (as paragraph 146).
Paragraphs 95 to 126 (now paragraphs 147 to 178) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 127 read.
Amendment proposed, in line 9. to leave out from the word “formulaic" to the end of the
paragraph.
Burry Lvg}(.)
(i\/r

Question put. That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes. 3

Noes, 5

Mr Quentin I7avies
Mr Nigel I'orman
Mr Barry Legg

Ms Diane Abbott
Mr A J Beith
Mr Mike O’Brien
Mr Giles Radice
Mr Brian Sedgemore
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Paragraph agreed to (as paragraph 179).
Paragraphs 128 to 142 (now paragraphs 180 to 194) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 143 read.
Amendment proposed, to leave out from the beginning of the paragraph to the words “VVe welcome”
in line 11 —{Mr Quentin Davies.)
Question put, That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes 2

Noes, 5

Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Barry Legg

Ms Diane Abbott
Mr A J Bcith
Mr Mike O’Brien
Mr Giles Radice
Mr Brian Sedgemore

Paragraph agreed to (as paragraph 195).
Paragraphs 144 to 152 (now paragraphs 196 to 204) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 153 (now paragraph 205) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph 154 to 157 (now paragraphs 206 to 209) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 158 (now paragraph 210) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph 159 read, as follows:
“We have no doubt that some audit of the policy process lakes place at present. By its nature
we would not expect the outcomes of such audit necessarily to enter the public domain directly.
But we believe there would be merit in institutionalising the requirement for such audit. It is not
sulTicient to leave it to the discretion of individual Ministers and civil servants for three reasons.
First, they may be too preoccupied to initiate such reviews. Second, it may not be in their personal interest to look too closely at what went wrong and why. I'inally, the rapid turnover of
both Ministers and officials may mean that they are not in a position to see a policy through to
a point at which the case for audit becomes apparent. We therefore recommend (hat the
Cjovernment establishes a Central Policy Audit Unit. We envisage such a unit operating along
similar lines to the EITiciency Unit. It would be within the Office of Public Service and Science,
but would have a Head reporting to the Prime Minister. Subja-ts for examination would be
determined by the Head in consultation with departmental Ministers. The Unit would not have
a permanent staff of any size; reviews would be conducted by officials from the Department or
Departments under scrutiny who had not been directly involved in the matters under examination. Audit would be based on examination of relevant papers and interviews with those concerned with the development of a policy. We would expect the unit to examine policy processes
which appeared to have had a successful outcome as well as those of which the opposite was the
case in order that lessons for the successful conduct of policy in the futuic could be learnt."
An Amendment made.
Another Amendment proposed, in line 3, to leave out from the words “such audit" to the end of the
paragraph, and add the words “We recommend that the Government should examine ways in which the
process of policy advice and Implementation may be better scrutinized and audited."- (3/r (lile.v Radice.)
Question put. That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes, 4

Noes, 2

Ms Diane Abbott
Mr Mike O’Brien
Mr Giles Radice
Mr Brian Sedgemore

Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Barry Legg

Paragraph, as amended, agreed to (as paragraph 211).
Paragraphs 160 to 165 (now paragraphs 212 to 217) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 166 read.
Amendment proposed, in line 21, to leave out from the words “politically controversial” to the words
“Wc welcome”, in line 26. and insert the words “We l)clleve (hat discuvsions should take place with a view
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to undertaking a pilot scheme of secondment in order to test these conflicting propositions in practice

{.\fr A J Bcilh.)
Oncstion put. That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes. .1

Noes, 3

Ms Duine Abbott
Mr A J Bcith
Mr Mike O’Brien

Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel I’orman
Mr Barry I.egg

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Noes.
Paragraph agreed to (as paragraph 218).
Paragraphs 167 to 178 (now paragraphs 219 to 230) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 179 (now paragraph 231) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs 180 to 253 (now paragraphs 232 to 305) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 254 (now paragraph 306) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph 255 (now paragraph 307) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 256 read.
Amendment proposed, to leave out from the beginning of the paragraph to the words “we have
already in line 2.-(3/r Barry Legg.)
Question put. That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes, I

Noes, 6

Mr Barry Lcgg

Ms Diane Abbott
Mr A J Bcith
Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel I'orman
Mr Mike O'Brien
Mr Giles Radicc

Another Amendment proposed, in line 5, to leave out from the words “we believe that" to the words
“Wc recommend" in line 7, and insert the words “there is a case for more cITcctivc assessment of performance against targets hr senior civil .servants, even at the highest level, including in due course the introduction of fi.xcd-tcrm contracts."—(.\/r Barry I.egg.)
Question, That the Amendment be made, put and negatived.
An Amendment made.
I’aragraph, as amended, agreed to (as paragraph 308).
i’aragraphs 257 to 285 (now paragraphs .309 to 337) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 286 read.
Amendment proposed, in line 8, to leave out from the words “recruitment market’’ to the words “In
our view" in line 13.-(3/r Quentm Davies.)
Question. That the Amendment be made, put and negatived.
Another Amendment proposed, in line 9, to leave out from the words “significant change” to the end
of the paragraph, and add the words “On balance, we believe that the abolition of the fast stream would
TC beneficial to the (ivil Scrsicc as a whole and would not deter able graduates with the appropriate
skills from seeking employment within the Civil Service." - (3fr Barry I.egg.)
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Question put, That the Amendment be made.
The Committee divided.
Ayes, 2

Noes, 5

Mr Barry Lcgg
Mr Mike O'Brien

Ms Diane Abbott
Mr A J Beith
Mr Quentin Davies
Mr Nigel l-'orman
Mr Giles Rad ice

Paragraph agreed to (as paragraph 338).
Paragraph 287 (now paragraph 339) read and agreed to.
Annex 1 (A New Civil Service Code) brought up. read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph A (now paragraph 1) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs B to L (now paragraphs 2 to 12) read and agreed to.
Another paragraph—(A/r Giles /?</r//c(')-brought up. read the first and second time, and inserted (as
paragraph 13).
Paragraph M (now paragraph 14) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraph N (now paragraph 15) read and agreed to.
Another paragraph-(A/r Giles /?(/(//ct')—brought up, read the first and second time, and inserted (as
paragraph 16).
Paragraphs O to Q (now paragraphs 17 to 19) read and agreed to.
Paragraph R (now paragraph 20) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs S to Z (now paragraphs 21 to 28) read and agreed to.
Paragraph AA (now paragraph 29) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs BB to I’l' (now paragraphs 30 to 34) read and agreed to.
Paragraph GG (now paragraph 35) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs MH to PP (now paragraphs 36 to 44) read and agreed to.
Paragraph QQ (now paragraph 45) read, amended and agreed to.
Paragraphs RR to WVV (now paragraphs 46 to 51) read and agreed to.
Resolved, That the Report, as amended, be the Fifth Report of the Committee to the I louse.
Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House.
Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No. 116 (.Select Committees (reports)) be applied to
the Report.
Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of I-vidence taken before the SubCommittee..
Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes ol hvidence taken betore the Sub-Committee l)c reported to the House.—{7'lw Cliairnwn.)
[The Committee adjourned.
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The Treasury and Civil Service Commiltee is appointed under S.O. No. 130 to examine the expenditure. administration and policy of the Treasury and the OITice of Public Service and Science (but excluding the OITice of Science and Technology and the drafting of bills by the Parliamentary Counsel OfTice),
the Board of Customs and E.xcise and the Board of the Inland Revenue.
The Committee consists of a maximum of eleven members, of whom the quorum is three. Unless the
House otherwise orders, all Members nominated to the Committee continue to be members of the
Committee for the remainder of the Parliament.
The Committee has power:
(a)

to send for persons, papers and records, to sit notwithstanding any adjournment of the House, to
adjourn from place to place, and to report from time to time;

(b) to appoint specialist advisers either to supply information which is not readily available or
elucidate matters of complexity within the Committee's order of reference;
(c)

to communicate to any other such committee and to the Committee of Public Accounts their
evidence and any other documents relating to matters of common interest;

(d) to meet concurrently with any other such committee for the purposes of deliberating, taking
evidence or considering draft reports.
The Committee has power to appoint one sub-committee and to report from time to time the minutes
of evidence taken before it. The sub-committee has power to send for persons, papers and records, to sit
notwithstanding any adjournment of the House, and to adjourn from place to place. It has a quorum of
three.

13 July 1992
The following were nominated as members of the Treasury and Civil Service Committee:
Ms Diane Abbott
Sir Thomas Arnold
Mr A J Beith
Mr Nicholas Budgen
Mrs Judith Chaplin (deed 19.2.93)
Mr Quentin Davies

Mr John Garrett
Mr Barry Legg
Mr Giles Radice
Mr Brian Sedgemore
Mr John Watts

Mr John Watts was elected Chairman on 15 July 1992.
Sir Thomas Arnold was elected Chairman in the place of Mr John Watts on 19 October 1994.
The following changes in the membership of the Committee have been made:
Monday 29 March 1993:

Mr Nigel Forman appointed.

Monday 13 December 1993:

Mr John Garrett discharged;
Mr Mike O’Brien appointed.

Monday 31 October 1994

Mr John Watts discharged;
Mr Matthew Carrington appointed.

cost cf prcf»ring for publication the Shorthand Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee and published with
this Report was £10,398.
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